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On behalf of the BLM and my staff I want to tell you how much we appreciate

all the time and effort contributed by so many people like j'ou in commenting

about the wilderness study areas. Bureau specialists and managers have read

and listened to these comments and have, in many instances been influenced

by the wishes of you—the owners of the public lands.
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SUMMARY

PURPOSE NEED

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is under con-

gressional mandate to review roadless areas of 5,000 acres

or more on public lands having wilderness characteristics

and by 1991 to recommend to the President the suitability

of such areas for preservation as wilderness. This final

environmental impact statement (FEIS) assesses the

environmental consequences of managing as wilderness

six wilderness study areas (WSAs) in Arizona BLM's Phoe-

nix District. One WSA lies north and west of Kingman,
Arizona in Mohave County. The other five WSAs lie

between the Prescott National Forest and the United
States-Mexico border in Maricopa, Yavapai, Pinal and
Pima Counties.

SCOPING

To help "scope" and summarize significant issues

related to wilderness designation, BLM requested public

comments on its wilderness inventory and planning pro-

cess, sent letters to interested organizations and held meet-

ings with various user groups. Scoping served to identify

the significant wilderness-related issues addressed in this

EIS.

The alternatives assessed in this FEIS include: (1) No
Wilderness/No Action alternative for each WSA; and (2)

the All Wilderness alternative for each WSA. No partial

wilderness alternatives were formulated for any of the

WSAs in the EIS.

The Proposed Action was developed after BLM's review
of public comments regarding the Phoenix Draft Wilder-

ness Environmental Impact Statement (BLM December
1984). The Proposed Action recommends as suitable for

wilderness designation three WSAs — Mount Wilson,

Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari Peak, totaling 31,966

acres. The Hells Canyon, White Canyon and Picacho
Mountains WSAs (total of 22,747 acres) would be recom-
mended as nonsuitable for wilderness.

Alternatives analyzed in this final EIS are different than
those considered in the draft EIS because of public com-
ments. The Enhanced Wilderness Alternative from the

draft was adopted as the Proposed Action in the final EIS
because it seemed to most nearly fulfill the public's

requests.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
BLM only identified inipacts

would be significantly

designation or nondesignat
were identified as being si.

to those resources that

pacted by either wilderness
ion. The following resources

gnificantly impacted.

Wilderness Values

Wilderness designation
preservation and enhan
because designation would
other types of development
in the impairment of some
ing levels of development w
not designated.

would ensure the continued
ement of wilderness values
preclude most mining and all

Nondesignation would result

\jvilderness values because vary-

ould be allowed in those WSAs

Mineral Developmen

Wilderness designation
mineral and energy exploration
restrictions in designated
tions on development of mineral
of the WSAs, mineral development
lands in WSAs not design
open for mineral leasing

eral mining laws and regulations

Wildlife

Wilderness designation
habitat from long-term i

could result from the develdpment
designated wilderness.

Land Uses

Wilderness designation
communication sites and
granting of rights-of-way

uses can be allowed in WSAs

Cultural Resources

Wilderness designation
resources in the WSAs by
Such development improv
increases visitation, often

and other vandalism.

Recreation Use

Wilderness designatio
based recreation activity,

VII

would cause adverse impacts to

and development. Mining
would impose strict regula-

resources. Thus, in many
would be forgone. All

ated wilderness would remain
appropriation under the gen-' and

would generally protect wildlife

imulative habitat losses that

anticipated in WSAs not

would prevent the building of

access roads, and prevent the

in wilderness areas. Such land
not designated wilderness.

would generally benefit cultural

preventing new development,
es access to cultural sites and
resulting in artifact collection

would eliminate motorized-
affecting both the availability of



Summary

Economic Conditions
off-road-vehicle (ORV) recreation and shifting ORV users

to adjacent public lands. Elimination of motor-dependent Designation of White Canyon is expected to preclude
recreation activity within the wilderness area would be development of a large scale copper mine and cause eco-

accompanied by some increase in nonmotorized recreation. nomic impacts to local communities. Wilderness designa-

Overall, wilderness designation is expected to slightly tion of the other five WSAs would have little effect on local

increase annual recreation visitor use. and regional economic conditions.

Vlll
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTIOIS

The Phoenix Wilderness Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) describes in detail the resources that
would be impacted by the designation or nondesignation of

the six wilderness study areas (WSAs) in the Phoenix FEIS
area (Table 1). The FEIS then analyzes the environmental
consequences, by WSA and alternative, of designating or

not designating the six WSAs as wilderness.

TABLE 1-1

WILDERNESS STUDY AREA!
PHOENIX FEIS

Bureau of Land Management,
Phoenix District, Arizona

WSAs Unit Numbers Acreage

Mount Wilson AZ-020-01A 24,821

Hells Canyon AZ-020-126A 9,379

White Canyon AZ-020-187 6,968

Picacho Mountains AZ-020-194 6,400

Coyote Mountains AZ-020-202 5,080

Baboquivari Peak AZ-020-203B* 2,065

TOTAL 54,713

*This area is being studied for wilderness under the
authority of Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976.

The proposed actions in the Phoenix FEIS are only pre-

liminary recommendations about the suitability or non-
suitability of six WSAs for inclusion into the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS). Only Congress
can designate a WSA as wilderness or release it from the

wilderness review process.

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

This wilderness FEIS is being developed in response to

Sections 603(a) and 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976. FLPMA made wilder-

ness preservation one of BLM's multiple use options and
made the preservation of wilderness values one of the

resources BLM considers in multiple use planning.
FLPMA directed the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
to inventory, study and then report to Congress — through
the Secretary ofthe Interior and the President— the public

lands suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation System (NWPS).

One WSA under study, Baboquivari
ify as a WSA under Section
WSA is less than 5,000 acres

wilderness under the authority
Nonsuitable Section 202 WSAs
derness review by the appropriat
Section 202 WSAs preliminarily
wilderness will be reported to

procedure as Section 603(a) WSAs

Peak, does not qual-

603 of FLPMA because the

fThis WSA is being studied for

of Section 202 of FLPMA.
will be released from wil-

;e BLM State Director.

recommended suitable for

Congress following the same

the
rot

In compliance with the Natio
Act, this FEIS describes
effects of implementing or

management on public lands
sents BLM's preliminary wilderness
these six WSAs. These recommendations
change during public and
document.

FLPMA requires the Secretary
wilderness recommendations
21, 1991 (FLPMA, Section
report final recommendatio
years (October 21, 1993). Only
WSA as wilderness. Congress
upon the President's recommen
designates a WSA as wildernes
those acres as wilderness. Lands
ness by Congress will be mar.
pies of multiple use and in conformance
land use plans, policies and

nal Environmental Policy
significant environmental
implementing wilderness

. The Proposed Action repre-

recommendations for

are subject to

administrative review of this

of the Interior to report

to the President by October
603(a)). The President must
ns to Congress within two

Congress can designate a

has no time limit for acting

dations. When Congress
s, BLM will then manage

not designated wilder-

aged according to the princi-

with existing BLM
regulations.

SCOPING (ISSUE IDENTIFICATION)

study

Scoping served to identify

issues to be analyzed in the

eliminate from detailed

insignificant. The significant

fied through scoping have b
of alternatives, and the i:

alternatives are analyzed in

the*significant environmental
Phoenix EIS and served to

the issues thought to be
environmental issues identi-

n incorporated into the range
mpacts of implementing such

this document.



1 — Purpose and Need

BLM held several public scoping meetings to help iden-

tify public concerns about wilderness. Other concerns were
identified by reviewing public comments received during
the wilderness inventory. Using professional judgment,
BLM resource specialists also identified issues. A descrip-

tion of the scoping process is presented in Appendix 1 of

this FEIS.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE
IDENTIFICATION

BLM's EIS team used the scoping process to identify and
address public and management concerns associated with
the the six WSAs considered for wilderness designation.

The team then defined which concerns were significant

and would be analyzed in the FEIS. The following concerns
were identified as significant issues.

1. Effects on Wilderness Values — The wilderness

values of naturalness, solitude, primitive recreation and
various special resource values could benefit from wilder-

ness designation. The same values may be adversely

affected by uses that would occur should the WSAs not be
designated wilderness. The significance ofthese beneficial

or adverse impacts is an issue for analysis in all six WSAs
addressed in this EIS.

2. Effects on Development of Mineral Resources —
Wilderness designation could affect the development of

mineral resources by withdrawing designated lands from
mineral entry. Development of existing mining claims
within designated wilderness areas could be affected by
wilderness management restrictions. The effect of wilder-

ness designation on the development of undiscovered and
discovered mineral resources is an issue for analysis in all

six WSAs addressed in this EIS.

3. Effects on Recreation Use — Wilderness designa-
tion would eliminate the use of ORVs in the WSAs which
could affect the availability of opportunities for ORV
recreation and shift ORV users to adjacent lands. The
effect of wilderness designation on recreational and ORV
use in the WSAs and its significance is an issue for analysis
in all six WSAs addressed in this EIS.

4. Effects on Riparian Habitat, Special-Status
Wildlife Species and Crucial Desert Bighorn Sheep
Habitat — Wilderness designation could affect crucial

wildlife habitats by eliminating surface-disturbing activi-

ties in those habitats. The effect of wilderness designation
on riparian habitat and special-status species—peregrine
falcon (Federal Endangered Species), Gilbert's skink, zone-

tailed hawk, Cooper's hawk and sharp-shinned hawk—is

an issue in the White Canyon WSA because only in this

WSA would their habitats be significantly impacted by
wilderness designation or nondesignation.

The effect of wilderness designation on crucial desert

bighorn sheep habitat is an issue in the Mt. Wilson WSA.
The effect of wilderness designation on uninhabited big-

horn habitat (where future introductions are possible) is an
issue in White Canyon WSA.

The remaining fourWSAs may contain either riparian or

special-status species habitat. However, the effect of wil-

derness designation or nondesignation on these habitats is

not considered an issue in this FEIS because impacts to

those habitats, as determined by the anticipated activities

described in Chapter 2, are not considered significant.

5. Effects on Rights-of-Way— Wilderness designation
would preclude development of new rights-of-way, while
nondesignation would allow new rights-of-way to be estab-

lished. The effects of wilderness on the establishment of

rights-of-way is an issue only in the Picacho Mountains
WSA because only in this WSA are any rights-of-way

actions anticipated.

6. Effect on Cultural Resources — Certain cultural

sites in the WSAs are possibly eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places. WSAs with these sig-

nificant cultural sites are the Hells Canyon and White
Canyon WSAs. The impact of wilderness designation on
these significant cultural resources in these two WSAs is

an issue in this FEIS.

Inventory information (less than one percent of the land
area has been surveyed) indicates that the remaining four

WSAs contain no cultural sites eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places. The documented
archeological sites in the remaining four WSAs include

artifact scatters and petroglyphs. BLM is mandated by
Congress to preserve cultural values on public land. There-
fore, cultural values in the fourWSAs are protected by BLM
policy and congressional laws (Appendix 2) and would be
protected with or without wilderness designation. Since

there are no known National Register eligible cultural

properties in the Baboquivari Peak, Coyote Mountain,
Mount Wilson and Picacho Mountain WSAs, the issue of

impacts to cultural resources from wilderness designation

in these WSAs was dropped from further consideration.

The Baboquivari PeakWSA has religious significance to

the Tohono O'Odham Indians (McCool 1980). No actions

that would impact this peak are expected, with or without
wilderness designation, therefore, the impact of wilderness

designation on the religious site in the Baboquivari Peak
WSA is not an issue in this FEIS.

7. Effect on the Economy of the Study Area — Wil-

derness designation would preclude the development of

several small and one large scale mining operation. The
economic impact of precluding the small scale mining
operations may affect local economies to some degree but

would not significantly impact the diverse economy of the

five county (Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, Yavapai and Mohave)
economic study area. However, wilderness designation is

expected to prohibit the development of a large scale min-
ing operation in the White Canyon WSA. The economic
impact of precluding this mining operation would signifi-

cantly impact the local communities dependent on mining
as a source of income. Therefore, the economic impact of

designating or not designating the White Canyon WSA is



an issue in this EIS. Designation of the remaining five

WSAs would not significantly impact the study area's

economy and, therefore, the economic impact of designat-

ing these five WSAs is not an issue in the EIS.

ISSUES CONSIDERED BUT NOT
ANALYZED

The following issues were identified in scoping, but were
not selected for detailed analysis in the FEIS. The reasons
for setting the issues aside are discussed below.

1. Effect on Livestock Operations — Concerns were
raised that livestock operators could be required to modify
their operations within designated wilderness areas in a
manner that would have a significant adverse economic
impact on their business. This issue was considered but

dropped because BLM's wilderness management policy

provides for (1) possible fluctuations of livestock numbers
and (2) changes in the kind or class of livestock or seasons
of use if warranted through monitoring data and if not
impairing to wilderness characteristics.

Designation is expected to result in closer regulation of

range improvement maintenance practices in the WSAs.
Although the management practices oflivestock operators

in the six WSAs would be more closely regulated, the opera-

tors would still be allowed to maintain range improve-
ments in a practical and reasonable manner as necessary

to support existing livestock operators. Therefore, the

effect of wilderness designation on livestock operations is

not an issue in this FEIS.

2. Effect on Wild Burro Management — Concerns
were raised about the effect of wilderness on the manage-
ment of wild burro populations in the Hieroglyphic Herd
Management Area. The WSA encompasses 12 percent of

the herd area. Anticipated burro management needs indi-

cate that no specific adverse impacts to burro management
would occur if an area were designated wilderness. There-

fore, the effect of wilderness designation on burro man-
agement is not an issue in this FEIS.

3. Effect on Air Quality Classification — Concerns
were raised regarding the effect of wilderness designation

on air quality classifications. Since the Wilderness Man-
agement Policy states that BLM will manage all wilder-

ness areas to comply with the air quality classification for

that specific area, wilderness designation or nondesigna-
tion would not cause the air quality classifications to

change. All WSAs have a Class II air quality standard.

BLM will not recommend reclassification of air quality

standards in designated wilderness from Class II to Class
I. Therefore, this issue was dropped from further analysis

in the FEIS.

4. Effect on Water Quality — Water quality is not
expected to be impacted by wilderness designation or non-

designation because most actions that affect water quality,

such as livestock grazing, will not be affected by wilderness

designation. Other activities, such as mineral develop-

ment, are absent or affect such small areas that their influ-

ence on water quality is negligible. Federal and state laws

affecting water quality m
compliance regardless of

Therefore, water quality is

anagement require mandatory
designation or nondesignation.
not an issue in this FEIS.

5. Impacts on Protected Pfoant

of two federal candidate plants

WSAs. The species and WSAs
tramii in Baboquivari Peak
moni in Coyote Mountains WSA
Although no other documented

listed, proposed or candidate
the WSAs, habitat similar to

status plants elsewhere in th

several WSAs. Species an
Tumamoca macdougalii
Mountains WSAs; proposed
candidate Peniocereus greggii

candidates Cheilanthes prin,

— Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari
dates Graptopetalum bartrami
var. robustispina — Coyote
Notholaena lemmoni
dates Astragalus lentiginos

stemon bicolor var. roseus

occurrences of federally

plants are known from any of

that which supports special

e Phoenix District exists in

d WSAs are: endangered
e Mountains and Picacho

Mammillaria thornberi and
Picacho Mountains WSA;

ei and Dalea Tentaculoides

Peak WSAs; candi-

i and Coryphantha scheeri

Mountains WSA; candidate
Baboquivari Peak WSA; candi-

var. ambiguous and Pen-
Mt. Wilson WSA.

Coyote

gle

The effect of wilderness des

is not considered an issue in

actions described in Chapte
affect habitat for any special

ignation on protected plants

t|iis FEIS because anticipated

r 2 would not significantly

status plant species.

6. Impacts on State and
federal Mineral Inholdingt
ness designation or nondesi^;

private land inholdings or nc

was identified in the

dropped from further consideration

these lands would not change
nondesignation. Also, BLM
inholdings in a designated w
ings are not an issue in any
FEIS.
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of

7. Impacts on Wildlife
EIS expressed a general concern
fying specific issues associated

ing with wildlife in general
included in this FEIS. Projections

WSAs in general indicate that

populations or habitat (except

4) is anticipated with wildern

nation. Therefore, the effect

nondesignation on wildlife in

of the six WSAs addressed in

Specific concerns were
habitat in the Picacho
opment in the Picacho
significantly impact desert to

effect of wilderness design
issue in this FEIS.

8. Impact on Soil Erosion
Conservation Service has
have significant soil erosion

of wilderness designation or

sion is not an issue in any oft

FEIS.

Issues

Species— Populations

are known to exist in two
are: Graptopetalum bar-

WSA and Notholaena lem-

Private Surface and Non-
s — The issue of how wilder-

nation would affect state or

nfederal mineral inholdings

process. This issue was
because the uses on

as a result of designation or

required to allow access to

iiderness. Therefore, inhold-

the WSAs addressed in this

Many comments on the draft

for wildlife without identi-

with wildlife. An issue deal-

was considered but not
ofdevelopment in all six

little or no change in wildlife

those identified in Issue No.

ess designation or nondesig-

of wilderness designation or

general is not an issue in any
this FEIS.

expressed about desert tortoise

Mountains WSA. Projected devel-

Moun^ains WSA is not expected to

rtoise habitat. Therefore, the

atibn on desert tortoise is not an

Consultation with the Soil

indicated that none of the WSAs
problems. Therefore, the effect

nondesignation on soil ero-

he six WSAs addressed in this



1 — Purpose and Need

9. Social Elements — Social attitudes and values are
not expected to be impacted by the designation or nondes-
ignation of wilderness. Therefore, social elements are not
an issue in this FEIS.

10. Military Overflights — There will be no specific

prohibition of overflights above designated wilderness
areas by aircraft on essentia! military training missions.
Where low overflights would be expected to become a prob-
lem, wilderness management plans would provide for liai-

son between BLM and the military in efforts to resolve
overflight problems. Therefore, military overflights are not
an issue in this FEIS.

11. The WSAs being studied are not what Congress
intended to be included in the National Wilderness
Preservation System ~ This issue was dropped since it

was determined in the inventory stage of the BLM's wil-

derness review process that all the WSAs except the Babo-
quivari Peak WSA meet the minimum standards for wil-

derness identified by the Congress in the Wilderness Act of
1964 and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976 (FLPMA). As explained in Chapter 1 , the Baboquivari
Peak WSA is less than 5,000 acres and is being studied
under Section 202 of FLPMA.

TABLE 1-2

SUIT ' K I.
,r 7 ',

li i T ' ]= —
PROPOSED ACTION

Bureau of Land Management,
Phoenix District, Arizona

WSAs Proposed Action

Number Name Suitable Nonsuitable

2-01A Mount Wilson 24,821

2-119 Hells Canyon 9,379

2-187 White Canyon 6,968

2-194 Picacho Mountains 6,400
2-202 Coyote Mountains 5,080

2-203B Baboquivari Peak* 2,065

TOTAL 31,966 22,747

*This area is being studied for wilderness under the
authority of Section 202 of FLPMA.

SOURCE: Phoenix District files

-'S^rrvn: ¥ - "¥ CH=' TIVES

Development of the alternatives is guided by require-
ments of the Bureau's Planning Regulations, 43 CFR, part
1600. The BLM's Wilderness Study Policy (published Feb-
ruary 3, 1982, in the Federal Register) supplements the
planning regulations by providing the specific factors to be
considered during the planning process in developing suit-

ability recommendations.

Two alternatives were selected for analysis. The BLM
Wilderness Study Policy calls for the formulation and eval-

uation of alternatives ranging from No Wilderness/No
Action to All Wilderness. No partial wilderness alterna-
tives were formulated for any of the WSAs in this EIS.
Therefore, the alternatives assessed in this FEIS
include: (1) a No Wilderness/No Action alternative for

each WSA; and (2) the All Wilderness alternative for each
WSA.

The Proposed Action was developed after BLM's review
of public comments regarding the Phoenix Draft Wilder-
ness Environmental Impact Statement (BLM December
1984).

The Proposed Action recommends as suitable for wilder-

ness designation three WSAs in their entirety—Mount Wil-

son, Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari Peak, totaling
31,966 acres. The Hells Canyon, White Canyon and the
Picacho Mountains WSAs (total of 22,747 acres) would be
recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness under the Pro-
posed Action. Table 1-2 shows WSA acres recommended
suitable and nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Alternatives analyzed in this final EIS are different than
those considered in the draft EIS. The Enhanced Wilder-
ness alternative in the draft EIS is BLM's Proposed Action
in this final EIS. The Proposed Action in the draft EIS has
been dropped from consideration in the final EIS.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
BUT NOT RECOMMENDED FOR
utl AlLtU w I UUY

Partial wilderness alternatives for the Mount Wilson and
White Canyon WSAs were considered and then eliminated
from detailed study since they neither improved manage-
ability nor eliminated potential resource conflicts.

Mount WilSOn — One partial wilderness alternative
of 13,000 acres was considered. This alternative eliminated
areas with moderate to high mineral potential. However,
the partial wilderness proposal made boundaries difficult

to find on the ground, reduced the quality of the WSA's
solitude opportunities and reduced the acreage of protected
crucial bighorn sheep habitat.

White Canyon — One partial wilderness alterna-
tive, designating 4,400 acres in the northern part (includ-

ing the riparian habitat in White Canyon), was analyzed.
This alternative would have excluded from wilderness a
probable large open pit mineral development in the south
half. The quality of the WSA's opportunities for primitive
recreation and solitude was greatly diminished by the
boundary adjustment. Moreover, the reduced area consi-

dered under this partial alternative was considered too
small to be effectively managed as wilderness.

Partial wilderness recommendations for resolving
manageability or resource conflict problems were not feas-

ible for the Hells Canyon, Picacho Mountains, Coyote
Mountains or Baboquivari Peak WSAs, because of size,

topography, or configuration. Boundary adjustments
would have reduced the size of the WSAs to areas too small
to be effectively managed as wilderness.
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CHAPTER 2

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes in detail the alternatives selected

for analysis in this final environmental impact statement

(FEIS). To provide the public and the decisionmaker with a

convenient tool for comparing impacts, defining issues and
reaching conclusions, the chapter ends with a summary
comparing, for each WSA, the effects on resources that

would result from each alternative.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

This section provides a description of the alternatives

being considered for each WSA in this FEIS. First is a

general description of the alternative and then the man-
agement actions or uses anticipated under each.

Since the pattern of future management actions in each
of the WSAs cannot be predicted with certainty, assump-
tions are made to allow impacts to be analyzed. These
assumptions are the basis of the management actions

developed for each WSA and alternative. The management
actions are not management proposals, but are believed to

represent probable patterns of activities which might occur

as a result of wilderness designation or nondesignation.

Management actions for each WSA and alternative are

described for minerals, lands, rangeland management and
recreation use. The following are the assumptions used by
resource specialists in identifying the land uses likely to

take place under each of the alternatives.

Minerals Actions

— Valid existing rights would allow mining activities in a

designated wilderness to continue.

— All mineral development projections are based on past

production activities, current exploration activities and on
geological inference.

— Mineral discoveries would have to be made prior to

October 21, 1991, the assumed date of designation. The
claimant must have proof of validity of discovery prior to

October 21, 1991.

— With the exception of an operation in the White Canyon
WSA, all the mineral exploration and development pro-

grams described for each alternative are expected to be

small scale mining operations that would require little road

building. The typical small scale mining operation identi-

fied in this FEIS would employ fewer than twenty people,

last fewer than ten years and disturb fewer than five acres

(unless otherwise identified). Only in the White Canyon
WSA is a large scale mining operation anticipated (see

White Canyon WSA, Chapter 2).

— No oil or gas development is anticipated in any of the

WSAs addressed in this EIS.

Lands Management Actions

— Currently no pending applications exist for any rights-

of-way identified in Chapter 2 of this FEIS. All manage-
ment actions describing rights-of-way are based on proba-

ble occurrences.

Rangeland Management Actions

— Development
would be allowed if the

pairment criteria identified ir.

Policy.

ofrange improvements in any ofthe WSAs
improvement meets the nonim-

the Wilderness Management

— Adjustments in grazing
range monitoring studies,

sideration of impacts on all

population increases over th

preference will be based on BLM
allotment evaluations and con-

natural resources.

Recreation Use Actions

— Visitor use in the WSAs i.s projected 25 years into the

future, and all predictions are based on Arizona's projected

at period. It is assumed that

recreation use would increase proportionately with the

state's population increases. No recreational facilities exist

or are planned in any of the

— Vehicles are used to travel

and, as such, are currently a

WSAs addressed in this EIS.

to all WSAs (and within some)

part of all recreation use.

MOUNT WILSON-

PROPOSED ACTION

-WSA2-01A(Map2-1)

(ALL WILDERNESS)

All of the Mount Wilson WSA's 24,821 acres would be

designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Livestock and Rangeland
Ranch allotment is classified

that the ephemeral classifies tion

livestock would continue to

forage is available. The one
WSA would continue to be

ments are proposed.

Actions. The Big

ephemeral. It is anticipated

would be maintained and
be licensed when ephemeral
spring development in the

ijnaintained. No new improve-

Recreational Use
close the entire 24,821 acres

ing vehicle ways, to motoriz
recreation use amounts to

nonmotorized visitor days/j
expected to increase

800 nonmotorized visitor d

would consist mainly of

hunting. No visitor service

WSA.

Actions. Designation would
i, including 4.25 miles of exist-

ed recreational use. Presently,

about 200 motorized and 200

ear. Wilderness designation is

recreational use of the area to about
/year in 25 years. Such use

backpacking, sightseeing and
facilities are planned in the



2 — Description of Alternatives

Lands Actions. Development in the WSA is not
anticipated and no need for rights-of-way into or across the
WSA is anticipated.

Minerals Actions. No mineral exploration or pro-
duction activities are anticipated ifthis WSA is designated
wilderness.

NO WILDERNESS

None of the Mount Wilson WSA's 24,821 acres would be
designated as wilderness under theNo Wilderness alterna-
tive.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. The Big
Ranch allotment's ephemeral (authorizing livestock
numbers based on annual forage) classification would con-
tinue. The one spring in the WSA would continue to be
maintained. No new improvements are proposed.

Recreational Use Actions. The wsa would
remain open to a variety of recreational uses, including
hunting, sightseeing and hiking. Future ORV designa-
tions are expected to limit ORV recreational use in the area
to the 4.25 miles of existing vehicle ways and to dry washes.

Present use for recreation amounts to about 200 moto-
rized and 200 nonmotorized visitor days/year. An increase
to 400 motorized and 400 nonmotorized visitor days/year
can be expected within 25 years, due mainly to a projected
population increase in the general area. No developments
for visitor services are planned in the WSA.

Lands Actions. No rights-of-way development
within or across the WSA is anticipated.

Minerals Actions. Two mineral exploration pro-
grams for precious metals are anticipated in the south-
western portion . The exploration would be concentrated
northeast ofthe Two B's mine along the western boundary
of the WSA. Development of a small underground mine
with associated impacts is expected near the Two B's mine.
Construction of one mile of primitive road would enter the
WSA along the western edge and total area of disturbance
would be less than five acres.

An additional exploration program seeking large ton-
nage, low grade ore is expected to commence along the
eastern side ofthe WSA. Exploration access roads will total
two miles — with about 15 drill sites (1/4 acre each)
required. At this time no development is expected to result
from these exploration programs.

HELLS CANYON—WSA 2-119 (Map 2-2)

PROPOSED ACTION (NO WILDERNESS)

None of the Hells Canyon WSA's 9,379 acres would be
designated wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock
use on BLM-administered lands on the Castle Hot Springs,
Lake Pleasant and Cottonwood Creek allotments is

expected to remain at 60 AUMs, 936 AUMs and 96 AUMs
respectively. The 11L Ranch allotment is projected to
increase from 1 ,824 to 2,006 AUMs in the long term. Author-
izing additional livestock on an ephemeral basis would
continue. Presently two springs, five reservoirs, three cor-
rals, six wells and four miles offence exist within thisWSA
boundary. Maintaining these improvements would con-
tinue as it has in the past. No new improvements are pro-
posed.

Recreational Use Actions. Future orv desig
nations are expected to restrict ORV recreation to the exist-
ing 1.7 miles of vehicle ways and to dry washes.

Present use amounts to about 100 motorized and 470
nonmotorized visitor days/year for all recreation. An
increase to 300 motorized and 1,200 nonmotorized visitor
days/year can be expected within 25 years, due largely to
expected population increases in the general area. No
developments for visitor services are planned.

Lands Actions. No rights-of-way construction is

anticipated within or across the WSA.

Minerals Actions. An exploration program is

anticipated in T. 7 N, R. 1 W., sec. 21, SE 1
^, to locate lead

and silver deposits. Construction of drill pads and the drill-

ing of several exploration drill holes would disturb less
than one acre. The anticipated production would consist of
a small underground mine with associated tailings pile
and upgraded access. No more than two acres would be
disturbed by this mining and milling operation.

An exploration program is also anticipated in T. 7 N., R. 1

W., sec. 18, SV2, to locate gold and silver deposits. The
program would consist of several exploration drill holes, as
well as extended (less than one-half mile) and upgraded
access. Less than one acre would be disturbed by the explo-
ration activities. Anticipated small scale production would
consist of a small underground mine with an associated
tailings pile. No more than two acres would be disturbed by
this mining operation.

Individual prospectors are expected to continue explor-
ing the WSA on a small scale. Additional mining claim
location would be anticipated to result from these activi-

ties. Localized discoveries from these prospecting opera-
tions are likely and small scale production facilities proba-
ble.



ALL WILDERNESS

All 9,379 acres of the Hells Canyon WSA would be desig-

nated as wilderness under the All Wilderness alternative.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock
use on BLM-administered lands on the Castle Hot Springs,

Lake Pleasant, and Cottonwood Creek allotments is

expected to remain at 60 AUMs, 936 AUMs and 96 AUMs
respectively. The 11L Ranch allotment is projected to

increase from 1 ,824 to 2,006 AUMs in the long term. Autho-
rizing additional livestock on an ephemeral basis would
continue to occur. Presently two springs, five reservoirs,

three corrals, six wells and four miles offence exist within
this WSA boundary. Maintaining these improvements
would continue as it has in the past. No new improvements
are planned.

Recreational Use Actions. Designation would
close the entire 9,379 acres, including 1.7 miles of vehicle

ways, to motorized recreational use. Present uses—hiking,

hunting, sightseeing and rock collecting—would continue
if the area is managed as a wilderness. Current recreation

uses amount to about 100 motorized and 470 nonmotorized
visitor days/year. Designation is expected to increase use

to about 1,600 nonmotorized visitor days/year.

Lands Actions. No developments requiring rights-

of-way within or across the WSA are anticipated.

Minerals Actions. An exploration program
assumed to have valid existing rights is anticipated in

T. 7 N., R. 1 W., sec. 21, SEV4, to locate lead and silver

deposits. Construction of drill pads is expected to disturb

less than one acre of land. A small underground mine with
associated tailings pile is anticipated from this exploration
program. Access would require upgrading for the produc-
tion activities. Fewer than two acres would be disturbed by
this mining and milling operation.

WHITE CANYON—WSA 2-187 (Map 2-3)

PROPOSED ACTION (NO WILDERNESS)

None of the White Canyon WSA's 6,968 acres would be
designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Livestock and Rangeland Action, it is pro
jected that livestock use would be maintained at 2,256
AUMs annually for the Tortilla Mountain allotment and
2,964 AUMs annually for the Mineral Mountain allotment.

Authorizing additional livestock when ephemeral forage is

available would continue. Improvements include one
spring, one mile of stock trail, two miles of pipeline, one
reservoir and 3.5 miles of fence; maintenance would con-

tinue as in the past. No new improvements are proposed.

Recreational Use
remain open to recreational

ing, rock collecting and hunting
planned for ORV recreation

this use is expected to be
existing vehicle ways and th

Actions. The WSA would
uses including hiking, camp-

No restrictions are

but due to the rugged terrain
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and 300 nonmotorized
(bver the next 25 years due to a
operations over a large part of
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button lines would be needed
of a known copper deposit ir.

WSA. No other development,
anticipated in the WSA.

-of-way for electrical distri-

to serve the expected mining
the southern portion of the

requiring rights-of-way are

Minerals Actions.
White Canyon WSA in T. 3 S
27 is expected to undergo
known copper deposit. Explor|ations

struction of access roads o;

accommodate large drill rigs

sites less than 1/4 acre in size|

copper mine is expected to

activities. Construction of se\

complex and a tailings

Approximately 640 acres wojild

ing complex.

storage

One exploration program is

sees. 13, 14 and 15 to identify

molybdenum, silver, gold,

known by geologic inference

geologic characteristics. The
require the upgrading of existing

construction of spur roads to

expected to be five acres. No
these exploration programs.

ALL WILDERNESS

All 6,968 acres of the White
designated as wilderness under
tive.
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2 — Description of Alternatives

Recreational Use Actions, ah 6,968 acres ofthe
WSA, including nine miles of existing vehicle ways, would
be closed to motorized recreational use. Current uses such
as hunting, hiking and rock collecting would continue.
Currently recreation accounts for about 300 motorized and
500 nonmotorized visitor days/year. If the area is desig-
nated wilderness nonmotorized visitor use is expected to

increase to 525 days/year during the next 25 years. No
visitor service facilities are planned in the WSA.

rights-of-way to reach the communication sites are antici-

pated.

Minerals Actions. An exploration (about eight
drill holes, utilizing a track drill) program is expected in T.
8 S., R. 5 E., sec. 26, resulting in an underground gold mine.
The complete project of drilling, mining and mill develop-
ment and the necessary access roads would disturb about
five acres.

Lands Actions. No developments requiring rights-
of-way within or across the WSA are anticipated.

Minerals Actions. No mineral exploration or pro-
duction activities are anticipated ifthis WSA is designated
wilderness.

PICACHO MOUNTAINS—WSA 2-194 (Map 2-4)

PROPOSED ACTION (NO WILDERNESS)

None ofthe Picacho Mountains WSA's 6,400 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock
use would be maintained at 119 AUMs annually on the
Newman Peak allotment. Authorizing additional livestock
on an ephemeral basis would continue. No range improve-
ments are presently authorized within the boundary ofthis
WSA and none are proposed at this time.

Recreational Use Actions. Under the Proposed
Action alternative, the Picacho Peak WSA would remain
open to recreational uses including hunting, hiking and
rock collecting. Although not restricted, ORV use would be
confined to the existing 1.3 miles of vehicle ways and to dry
washes due to the ruggedness of the terrain.

Recreation use in the WSA amounts to about 100 motor-
ized and 400 nonmotorized visitor days/year. Because
present access problems will be compounded upon comple-
tion of the Central Arizona Project Canal along the wes-
tern edge of the WSA, only a slight increase to 125 motor-
ized and 425 nonmotorized visitor days/year of use is

proj ected within the next 25 years. No visitor service facili-

ties are planned.

Lands Actions. Under the Proposed Action it is

anticipated that the three temporary communication sites

on Newman Peak, authorized under the Interim Manage-
ment Policy, would become permanent. Ten to fifteen addi-
tional communication sites in the WSA on Newman Peak
and adjacent high peaks would be expected. The existing
electrical line to one site would probably be upgraded to

serve more sites. Because of the rugged terrain, no road

ALL WILDERNESS

All 6,400 acres of Picacho Mountains WSA would be
designated as wilderness under the All Wilderness alterna-
tive.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock
use would be maintained at 119 AUMs on the Newman
Peak allotment. Authorizing additional livestock on an
ephemeral basis would continue. No range improvements
are presently authorized and none are proposed.

Recreational Use Actions. Designation would
close the entire 6,400 acres, including 1.3 miles of vehicle
ways, to motorized recreational use. Hiking, hunting and
rock collecting would continue. Current recreation uses
amount to about 100 motorized and 400 nonmotorized vis-

itor days/year. Access problems, compounded by the soon-
to-be-completed Central Arizona Project Canal, would
result in only slightly increased recreation use—to 600
nonmotorized visitor days/year after designation. No vis-

itor service facilities are planned.

LandS Actions. Designation of the WSA as wil-

derness would require removal of three temporary com-
munication sites on Newman Peak, authorized under the
Interim Management Policy. No additional communica-
tion sites or other rights-of-way would be constructed ifthe
area were designated.

Minerals Actions. An exploration program, on
claims with valid existing rights, is anticipated in T. 8 S., R.

5 E., sec. 26. The program would be eight drill holes
accomplished with a track drill, and result in an under-
ground gold mine. The complete project of drilling, mine
and mill development and the necessary access roads
would disturb five acres.

COYOTE MOUNTAINS—WSA 2-202 (Map 2-5)

PROPOSED ACTION (ALL WILDERNESS)

All of the Coyote Mountains WSA's 5,080 acres would be
designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.
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Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock

use would be maintained at 384 AUMs annually on the

Coyote Mountain allotment. Authorizing additional live-

stock on an ephemeral basis would continue. Present

improvements are one well, eight springs, one reservoir,

19.5 miles of stock trails, 1.8 miles of graded road and 5.45

miles offence. Maintenance would continue as in the past.

No new improvements are proposed at this time.

Recreational Use Actions, ah 5,080 acres,

including about one mile of vehicle ways, would be closed to

motorized recreational use upon designation as wilderness.

Current uses such as hiking, hunting and rock collecting

would continue. Because of access restrictions, no motor-

ized recreation currently takes place in the WSA. Present

recreation use amounts to 370 nonmotorized visitor days/

year. A slight increase in visitor use to 450 visitor days/

year over a 25-year period could be anticipated. No visitor

service facilities are planned.

Lands Actions. No rights-of-way development

within or across the WSA is anticipated.

Minerals Actions. No mineral exploration or pro-

duction activities are anticipated ifthisWSA is designated

wilderness.

NO WILDERNESS

None of the Coyote Mountains WSA's 5,080 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the No Wilderness

alternative.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock

use would be maintained at 384 AUMs on the Coyote
Mountain allotment. Authorizing additional livestock on

an ephemeral basis would continue. Present improvements
are one well, eight springs, one reservoir, 19.5 miles of stock

trails, 1.8 miles of graded road and 5.45 miles of fence;

maintenance would continue as in the past. No new
improvements are proposed at this time.

Recreational Use Actions. The wsa would
remain open to present recreational uses. Hiking, hunting
and rock collecting account for about 370 nonmotorized
visitor days/year at present. Access problems are expected

to limit increased use of the area. A slight decrease to 250

nonmotorized visitor days/year is projected for the next 25

years due to a projected increase in mining activity.

Improved access resulting from mine roads would increase

motorized visitor use to 200 days/year. No visitor service

facilities are anticipated in the WSA.

Lands Actions. No
within or across the WSA is

rights-of-way

Anticipated.

of

Minerals Actions.
anticipated in the vicinity

R. 8 E., sees. 25, 26, and 34)
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Cjanyon (Bonanza Mine) with

WSA for pegmatite asso-
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area and would require the

pads. A total of five acres

ground mine is expected to be

tional 10 acres of surface to

complex and necessary road

Interest in the mineral
R. 8 E, would result in

activities; however, no
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PROPOSED ACTION
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potential in section 33 of T. 16S.,
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production is anticipated.

—WSA 2-203B (Map 2-6)

(ALL WILDERNESS)

quivari Peak WSA would be

Jer the Proposed Action.

Rangeland Actions. Livestock

Saucito Mountain, Baboquivari
Canyon allotments would remain

and 36 AUMs, respectively.

livestock on an ephemeral basis

le mile of fence is authorized

maintenance would continue

mprovements are proposed.

Recreational Use Actions. Upon designation,

all 2,065 acres of the WSA would be closed to motorized

recreational use. Present uises, including rock climbing,

hunting and hiking, would continue. Currently recreation

use amounts to about 350 nonmotorized visitor days/year,

with a projected increase to 500 visitor days/year over the

next 25 years. No visitor se

the WSA.

Lands Actions. Nc
and rights-of-way actions aie

Minerals Actions
operations exist in the WSA.
foreseeable future.
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2 — Description of Alternatives

All alternatives except the No Wilderness alternative would designate Baboquivari Peak as wilderness.
Baboquwan Peak is a well known natural landmark visible from much of south-central Arizona.

NO WILDERNESS

None of the Baboquivari Peak WSA's 2,065 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the No Wilderness
alternative.

Livestock and Rangeland Actions. Livestock
use on the Saucito Mountain, Baboquivari Mountain and
Thomas Canyon allotments is expected to remain at 144
AUMs, 240 AUMs and 36 AUMs, respectively. Authorizing
additional livestock on an ephemeral basis would continue.
Presently one mile of fence exists within this WSA; main-
tenance would continue as in the past. No new improve-
ments are proposed at this time.

ent use amounts to about 350 nonmotorized visitor days/
year. Only a slight increase in use to 400 nonmotorized
visitor days/year could be expected within the next 25
years if present limitations of access remain unchanged.
No visitor service facilities are presently planned in the
WSA.

Lands Actions. No development within the WSA
is anticipated.

Minerals Actions. No mining claim staking or
minerals operations are expected in this WSA in the fore-
seeable future.

Recreational Use Actions. The wsa would
remain open to recreational rock climbing, hiking and
hunting. Due to the ruggedness of the terrain, absence of
vehicle ways and limitations of access, there is presently
no ORV use within the WSA and none is anticipated. Pres-

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

Table 2-1 summarizes impacts by alternative. For a more
detailed analysis of impacts, see Chapter 4.
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

MOUNT WILSON WSA

Table 2-1

Environmental Issues

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

Wildlife

Environmental Issues

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/All Wilderness No Wilderness

Wilderness designation would maintain the

WSA's wilderness values by precluding

mining and motorized vehicles. Although
designation would prevent impacts to the

WSA's natural character on only two percent

of the WSA, the impacts would be prevented

in a particularly scenic area:

Designation would prevent development of

one small scale gold and silver mine. In

addition, a small scale exploration program
to identify low grade ore deposits would be

precluded by designation.

Designation would not affect the number of

visitors recreating in the WSA. However, the

type of recreation use would change from
motorized to all nonmotorized use.

Designation would preserve 900 acres of

crucial bighorn sheep habitat that would
otherwise be lost.

Nondesignation would allow activities to

occur that would impair the WSA's
wilderness values on 320 acres, representing

one percent of the WSA. Solitude

opportunities would occasionally be impacted

by off-road vehicles on the outer perimeter of

the WSA whepe off-road travel is feasible.

Nondesignatilon would allow development of

one small scale gold mine, and one small

scale exploration program for low grade ore.

Under nondesignation current recreation uses

would continue. Motorized and nonmotorized

use would rise to a combined total of 800

visitor days/;,

Nondesignation would allow activities to

occur that would reduce the WSA's bighorn

sheep habitat by 900 acres. This loss would

not affect the current sheep population but

would slightly affect the population's

potential to increase beyond existing levels.

HELLS CANYON WSA

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/No Wilderness All Wilderness

Nondesignation would allow activities to

occur that would result in the loss of

wilderness values in two areas within the

WSA. The natural character of about six

percent of the WSA would be impaired.

Without designation ORV use would
occasionally impair solitude opportunities

throughout the WSA.

Nondesignation would leave 400 acres with

high mineral potential open for exploration

and development. In addition, one small scale

gold and silver mining operation that would
be precluded by designation would be

allowed.

Under nondesignation, motorized and
nonmotorized recreation use would increase

threefold over existing levels. No new visitor

facilities or other recreation development
activities are anticipated within the WSA.

Wilderness
values of

percent of the

valid existing

values on
eastern boundary

designation would maintain the

naturalness and solitude across 97

WSA. Mining on claims with

rights would impair wilderness

ab<|)ut three percent of the WSA's

would prevent development of

le gold and silver mine and
withdraw 400 acres with a high
potential from development. An

operation on the WSA's
border is assumed to have valid

;s and would be allowed to

designation.

Designation
one small sc

would
mineral
existing m
eastern

existing righf;.

continue un>der i

Designate.

.

opportunitie

yeareach
use is e

year
remain ..

resulting ,

recreation

WSA.

;ion

ie

H

would result in a loss of ORV
for 300 motorized recreationists

owever, nonmotorized recreation

ixpected to increase by 100 visitors per

The number ofWSA visitors would
nearly the same with designation

primarily in a change in the type of

opportunities available in the
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2 — Description of Alternatives

Environmental Issues

Cultural Resources

HELLS CANYON WSA (Continued)

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/ No Wilderness

Improved access from mining activities and
the resultant increased recreation use would
result in increased vandalism to the large
prehistoric village in the WSA. This increased
vandalism would eventually lead to total site

destruction.

All Wilderness

Designation would result in reduced
vandalism to the WSA's National Register
eligible cultural site and the site would
remain intact for future generations.

WHITE CANYON WSA

Environmental Issues

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

Wildlife

Cultural Resources

Economics

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/No Wilderness All Wilderness

Nondesignation would result in the loss of
wilderness values across 52 percent of the
WSA. The loss of wilderness values on 52 per-

cent of the WSA would leave an unimpaired
area too small to be considered wilderness.
Thus, large scale mineral development ex-

pected under nondesignation would result in

the permanent loss of the WSA's wilderness
character and would result in adverse im-
pacts to the WSA's supplemental wildlife and
archeological values.

Nondesignation would allow development of

the WSA's extensive copper deposits.

Development of these copper deposits is

expected to result in a large scale copper mine
described as world class. Development of this
mine would provide needed jobs and income
to the local economy. In addition,
nondesignation would allow several other
anticipated exploration programs to continue
unhindered by wilderness restrictions.

Under nondesignation motorized and
nonmotorized recreation use would be reduced
by one-half existing levels because large scale
copper mining activities in the WSA would
reduce its recreational value. No recreational
developments are planned in the
undesignated area.

Nondesignation would degrade one-half the
WSA's riparian habitat and therefore cause
the loss of half the WSA's population for five

special-status wildlife species. In addition, the
WSA would no longer be useable as a bighorn
sheep reintroduction area.

Nondesignation would allow actions to occur
that would result in increased vandalism to

the WSA's three National Register eligible

cultural resource properties. Under
nondesignation these properties are expected
to be vandalized to the point they are no
longer of any historical value.

Nondesignation would allow development of
a large scale copper mine within the WSA.
World class copper mines generally employ
over 1,000 people; therefore, development of
this mine would greatly benefit local

economies.

Designation of the White Canyon WSA would
preserve wilderness values across the entire

WSA. The entire WSA's value as a wilderness
area is threatened by mineral development.
Designation would also prevent the loss of
the WSA's supplemental wildlife and cultural
values which are threatened by mining and
human disturbances.

Designation would prevent development of
the WSA's extensive copper deposits. These
deposits represent quantities necessary for

large scale copper mining. Thus, designation
would prevent development of a large scale

mine with its associated beneficial economic
impacts on locally depressed copper mining
communities.

Designation is expected to increase the
number of visitors to the WSA by only 25
visitor days per year. Designation would
result in a change in the type of recreation

use taking place in the WSA from partially

motorized to all nonmotorized recreation.

Designation would prevent the loss of 50
percent of the WSA's riparian habitat that
supports populations of five special-status

wildlife species. Designation would also

prevent the loss of the WSA as a suitable

bighorn sheep reintroduction site.

Designation would protect the WSA's three
known National Register eligible properties

from the effects of mining and vandalism.
These cultural properties would otherwise be
destroyed by mining activities and human
disturbances, such as vandalism and road
building.

Designation is expected to prevent
development of a world class copper mine
within the WSA. Thus, designation would
cause large scale impacts to this already
economically depressed area.
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PICACHO MOUNTAINS WSA

Table 2-1

Environmental Issues

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/No Wilderness All Wilderness

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

Land Use

Wildlife

Nondesignation would allow development to

occur that would result in the loss of

wilderness values across 85 percent of the
WSA. The remaining 15 percent of the WSA,
unaffected by development, would be so small
an area that it would no longer be considered
wilderness in character. Therefore,

nondesignation would result in the entire

WSA becoming nonwilderness in character.

Nondesignation would allow development of

a small scale gold mine within the WSA.

Nondesignation would result in the entire

WSA being available for motorized and
nonmotorized recreation use. Under
nondesignation this use is expected to

increase by 50 visitor days per year. No
change in the types of recreation or

development of recreation facilities is

anticipated.

Nondesignation would not impact existing or

future communication site development for

government and private users.

Nondesignation would allow development to

occur in the WSA that would remove the WSA
from consideration as a bighorn sheep
reintroduction site.
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2 — Description of Alternatives

COYOTE MOUNTAINS WSA

ALTERNATIVE

Environmental Issues Proposed Action/All Wilderness No Wilderness

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

Designation would prevent development that

is expected to impair the WSA's wilderness

character across 69 percent of the WSA. This
loss of wilderness values would make the area

unuseable as wilderness; therefore,

designation would maintain the WSA's
wilderness qualities.

Designation is expected to prevent
development of a commercial quality copper,

gold and silver mineral deposit. In addition,

640 acres with a high mineral potential would
be withdrawn and made unavailable for

future mineral exploration.

Wilderness designation would have no impact
on current recreation use levels. However, a

change in the type of use from motorized to

nonmotorized recreation is anticipated.

Nondesignation would result in the loss of

wilderness values across 69 percent of the

WSA. The loss of 69 percent of the WSA's
wilderness values would make the entire

WSA unuseable as a wilderness.

Nondesignation would allow the development
of the WSA's commercial copper, gold and
silver deposits. In addition, 640 acres with a
high mineral potential would remain open for

mineral exploration.

Nondesignation would replace the existing

type of recreation use, presently all

nonmotorized, with a combination of both
motorized (44 percent of total use) and
nonmotorized (56 percent of total use).

Overall recreation use levels would rise by 18

percent — a result of motorized recreationists

using improved access roads to enter the

WSA.

BABOQUIVARI PEAK WSA

Environmental Issues

ALTERNATIVE

Proposed Action/All Wilderness No Wilderness

Wilderness Values

Mineral Resources

Recreation Use

All wilderness values would be protected by
legislative mandate. No adverse or beneficial

impacts to wilderness values are anticipated

from the designation of this area as no
development is expected to occur with or

without wilderness designation.

No mineral activity is anticipated in the

Baboquivari Peak WSA. Therefore,

designation is not expected to impact mineral
development.

Designation would not impact the type of

recreation activities in the WSA because all

such use is nonmotorized. However, such use

is expected to increase by 100 visitor days per

year if the area is designated.

None of the WSA's wilderness values would
receive the legislative protection provided by
wilderness designation. However, no adverse

or beneficial impacts to wilderness values are

anticipated because no development is

expected in this WSA.

Nondesignation would not affect mineral
development because no such development is

expected in this WSA.

Visitor use would remain nonmotorized but
would increase by 50 visitor days per year

under nondesignation.

Source: Phoenix District Files
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CHAPTER 3

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 briefly describes, by wilderness study area

(WSA), resources that are expected to be significantly

impacted by the alternatives. Where impacts to certain

resources would be slight or nonexistent, descriptions are

brief or are omitted. More detailed descriptions of the

resources in the EIS area and of the regional socio-

economic conditions are in the Phoenix Resource Area and
Cerbat-Black Mountains Management Situation Analyses

(BLM 1983 and 1983a) and may be reviewed at the Phoenix

District Office, Phoenix, Arizona.

The Phoenix District is divided into three resource areas

which are further divided into planning areas. The six

WSAs are in two BLM resource areas and four BLM plan-

ning areas.

One WSA (Mount Wilson) is in the Cerbat-Black Moun-
tains Planning Area of the Kingman Resource Area in

Mohave County of northwestern Arizona. The other five

WSAs (Hells Canyon, White Canyon, Picacho Mountains,

Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari Peak) are in south and
south-central Arizona, in Maricopa, Pima, Pinal and
Yavapai Counties. These WSAs are in BLM's Black

Canyon, Middle Gila and Silver Bell Planning Areas and
are administered by the Phoenix Resource Area.

PHYSICAL SETTING

Topography

The EIS area lies within Arizona's Basin and Range
physiographic province, an area characterized by gently

sloping valleys separated by abruptly rising mountains.

Elevations range from 1,650 feet near the Picacho Moun-
tains WSA to 7,730 feet on Baboquivari Peak. Granite

mountains dominate the area, with some sedimentry and
volcanic outcrops.

Climate

The climate in the EIS area is semi-arid, with precipita-

tion ranging from 20-22 inches in the mountains to less

than 10 inches at the lower elevations. The area's climate is

influenced by tropical Atlantic (Gulf of Mexico) and Pacific

air masses during the warm months and by middle latitude

storms from the north Pacific during the cooler months.

Moisture is divided between summer thunderstorms dur-

ing July, August and September (about 75 percent of the

total moisture) and the winter rains of December, January
and February. The summer precipitation is the result of

moisture entering Arizona from the Gulf of Mexico, while

during the winter it comes from storms in the Pacific

Ocean. The average annual temperature in the EIS area is

65°F with a low of 6°F recorded at Tucson and a high of

118°F recorded at Redrock, Arizona (Sellers and Hill 1974).

Soils

The soils in the EIS area

colluvium from various parent
and dry climate, limited

have limited the degree of s

generally limited by texture,

ity , surface rock and slope

ally low to moderate productivity

have formed in alluvium and
materials. The area's hot

precipitation, and steep slopes

development. The soils are

depth, water-holding capac-

which contribute to their gener-

oil '

Air

ISAir quality over theWSAs i

given a Class II rating by th

the air is clear, but spring

storms stir up dust, increase

and briefly impair air quality

generally good and has been
State of Arizona. Most days

winds and summer thunder-

particulate matter in the air
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3 —Affected Environment

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION. The
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation are
not outstanding in the unit. Although a variety of activities
are available, such as day hiking and photography; the
topographic relief of the unit tends to concentrate use into
the valleys and basins created by the side ridges. This
concentration would have a confining effect on the oppor-
tunities for primitive and unconfined recreation.

SPECIAL FEATURES. Several special features that
enhance the WSA's wilderness values are the bighorn
sheep habitat, the rugged and highly visible Wilson Ridge
and scenic viewpoints from which one may observe vistas
of the surrounding countryside for distances of 50 miles or
more. Scenic views include the Grand Canyon, Lake Mead,
and the El Dorado and Spring Mountains in Nevada.

Mineral and Energy Resources

NONMETALLIC MINERALS. The Mt. WilsonWSA is
underlain by Precambrian gneissic terrain beginning at
Squaw Peak southeast of the WSA. East of Squaw Peak,
geologic conditions indicate a detachment fault movement!
This type of fault points to precious metal occurrence.
Table 3-1 shows the number of mining claims and oil and
gas leases in the WSA. Table 3-2 shows that there are no
known strategic or critical minerals in the WSA.

Exploration drilling by Shell Oil Company west of Detri-
tal Valley hit numerous slices of crustal rock that have
been horizontally sheared, indicating fault movement
could extend under the WSA. The area (5,000 acres) border-
ing the eastern boundary ofthe WSA is classified as highly
favorable for metallic minerals due to anomalous gold
value found all along the detachment zone (Map 3-1).

TABLE 3-1

WSA MINERAL STATUS
Bureau of Land Management,

Phoenix District, Arizona

WSAs

Acres
Under Oil

Mining and Gas
Claims* Lease**

No. of USGS
Oil/Gas Petroleum
Leases Potential

Mount Wilson 28 Low
Hells Canyon 113 Zero
White Canyon 34 Zero
Picacho Mountains 2 Zero
Coyote Mountains 21 Zero
Baboquivari Peak Zero

*Asof July 1986

**Asof July 1986

SOURCE: Phoenix District maps and files

A segment of rugged Wilson Ridge extends north to south nine miles through the Mount Wilson WSA.
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TABLE 3-2

STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MINERALS IN WSAs
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

Mount Hells White Picacho Coyote Baboquivari
Minerals Wilson Canyon Canyon Canyon Mountains Peak

Lead X — — X —
Zinc — — — X X —
Copper — X X X X
Silver — X — X X

Tungsten — — — —
Beryllium — — — —
Molybdenum — — — X —
Manganese — — — —

TOTAL 3 4 2 8 4

X — Occurrence reported
— Potential by geologic inference

SOURCE: Gem Reports, 1982 and 1983, Phoenix District files

The area (640 acres) northeast of the Two B's mine is

classified as favorable for the occurrence of precious

metals. A mineralized cone trending north of the mine area

contains silver values in small narrow veins.

About 640 acres of the WSA are classified as highly

favorable for nonmetallic mineral resources. A sodium
accumulation has been drilled and mapped in Detrital Val-

ley and includes the extreme eastern portion of the WSA.
This area is covered by sodium leases or applications for

leases (Great Basin GEM Report 1983).

The eastern half of the WSA (10,000 acres) shows moder-

ate favorability for uranium deposits. The northeastern

corner of the WSA (750 acres) is classified as moderately

favorable for the presence of geothermal energy resources,

with a large quaternary basalt field indicating the proba-

bility of a deep heat source.

Recreation Uses

Due to the remoteness of Mount Wilson WSA, recrea-

tional use of any type is minimal. Any visitor use that does

occur is in the form of hunting, sight-seeing or overnight

hiking. Off-road vehicle use is insignificant due to the

extreme steepness of the terrain and lack of vehicle acces-

sibility. About 4.25 miles of rugged vehicle ways are found

within the WSA. Existing and projected visitor use (in a

no-wilderness situation) in the WSA is shown in Table 3-3.

Wildlife Values

The entire WSA is crucial desert bighorn sheep habitat.

The desert bighorn is a Group 3 state-listed species. The
WSA provides yearlong habitat for 50 rams and seasonal

habitat for 65 ewes and lambs. The population is consid-

ered to be stable.

Source: BLM Resource Specialists
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TABLE 3-3

EXISTING AND PROJECTED
RECREATION USE

Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District, Arizona

(VISITOR CAYS/YEAR)

WSA
Present
Use

Projected
Use Under

Non-
designation

Projected
Use Under
Designation

Mount Wilson
Motorized
Nonmotorized

200
200

400
400 800

Hells Canyon
Motorized
Nonmotorized

100

470
300

1,200 1,600

White Canyon
Motorized
Nonmotorized

300
500

200
300 525

Picacho Mtn
Motorized
Nonmotorized

100

400

125
425 600

Coyote Mtn
Motorized
Nonmotorized 370

200
250 450

Baboquivari Peak
Motorized
Nonmotorized 350 400 500



3 — Affected Environment

BLM personnel hike across Burro Flats in the Hell Canyon WSA.

HELLS CANYON (AZ-020-1 19) — 9,379 Acres

Wilderness Values

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES. Hells Canyon
WSA (Map 2-2) lies 25 miles northwest of Phoenix, Arizona
in Maricopa and Yavapai Counties. The unit is bounded by
state and private land and the Castle Hot Springs Road.

NATURALNESS. The WSA lies within the Hierogly-
phic Mountain Range and consists of rugged, highly dis-
sected mountains with numerous small twisting canyons.
The most prominent mountain peaks in the WSA are Gar-
fias Mountain with an elevation of 3,381 feet and Hellgate
Mountain at 3,339 feet. Other peaks, most over 3,000 feet in
elevation, encircle Burro Flats, effectively isolating the
flats from the surrounding countryside. Most oftheWSA is
covered by Sonoran desertscrub vegetation—saguaro,
paloverde, barrel cactus, ocotillo, and other desert shrubs
and grasses.

Six vehicle ways within the unit total 1.7 miles. One
vehicle way accesses two stock tanks, another goes to a
small working mine and the other four dead-end in the
WSA. Several range developments are in the WSA, includ-
ing developed springs, fencelines, and earthen reservoirs.
An abandoned well site is found near the north end of
Burro Flat.

Five cherrystem roads and several range developments
within the WSA are occasionally noticeable to visitors.
These developments somewhat detract from the overall
quality of a visitor's wilderness experience.

SOLITUDE. Outstanding opportunities for solitude
exist throughout much of the WSA because of topographic
and vegetative screening. Numerous washes, canyons and
hills afford visitors many chances to experience seclusion.
The cherrystem roads and range developments found in
the WSA, however, may lessen opportunities for solitude
for some visitors, particularly in the Burro Flat area. Vehi-
cles and range developments would be noticed by visitors
who crossed the area.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION. The
area's ruggedness lends itself to outstanding primitive
recreation opportunities. Several mountains with cliffs

offer excellent rockclimbing, and the canyons offer oppor-
tunities for hiking and sightseeing. Primitive camping
opportunities are abundant and plants, animals and geol-
ogy provide quality photographic and viewing opportuni-
ties.

SPECIAL FEATURES. A portion of the WSA near
Cedar Basin has 250 acres of relict open chaparral habitat
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considered important for the Arizona Gilbert's skink. Cedar

Basin is also considered unusual because ofthe presence of

both juniper and saguaro. The Natural Area Advisory

Council is considering Cedar Basin for designation as a

natural area (Smith and Bender 1976). The WSA has one

documented prehistoric cultural site consisting of a large

amount of ceramic, lithic and groundstone material.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The Hells Canyon WSA is underlain by Precambrian

schist and granites and veneered with mid-Tertiary

Laramide volcanics and intrusives. Some gold bearing

veins with past production occur in the volcanics in the

west-central parts of the area. This west-central part in

sections 18, 19, and 30 has extensive silver, gold and copper

mineralization. The mineralogical association occurs as

hydrothermally altered and metamorphosed quartz mon-
zonite and granitics.

The area on the southeast and east portion of the Hells

Canyon WSA has been classified as highly favorable for

metallic minerals. A mineralized hydrothermally altered

zone is presently being mined, with exposure of significant

silver, lead, zinc, gold and copper values. This zone extends

under recent volcanic flows which conceal its extent.

Commercial drilling on a small scale has been accom-

plished in the area.

The Governors Peak area in section 19 has had consider-

able exploration activity in the relatively recent past. This

area is a window exposing Precambrian granites and
schists opening through the Cretaceous and Tertiary

(Laramide) volcanics. Copper and silver values are locally

high grade and occur as chrysacolla with minor chalcocite

and argentite.

According to the 1982 GEM report theWSA has 400 acres

ofhigh and 1 ,000 acres ofmoderate mineral potential (Geo-

explorers International, Inc. 1982). Map 3-2 shows the

areas in theWSA with a moderate and high mineral poten-

tial defined.

Recreation Uses

ORV use, hunting, hiking, rock climbing, camping,

sightseeing and photography are the major recreation uses

in the WSA. Although several roads and 1.7 miles ofvehicle

way provide access, most ORV-related use is confined to

existing trails due to rugged terrain. Moderate to good dove

and quail populations provide good small game hunting.

Recreation uses are expected to increase as the metropoli-

tan population of Phoenix grows and the demand for open

space recreation increases. Hells Canyon is known for its

scenic values.

Cultural Resources

A large prehistoric village (BLM Site No. 1588) was
recorded in the Hells Canyon WSA. Associated with the

ruins are large inventories of ceramic, chipped stone and
ground stone. Evidence indicates the site dates to approx-

imately 1100 AD and was possibly Yuman culture.

White Canyon WSA

WHITE CANYON (AZ-020-1 87) -6,968 Acres

Wilderness Values

LOCATION AND BOU
WSA lies in Pinal County,

NDARIES. White Canyon
45 miles southeast of Mesa,

Arizona and seven miles south of Superior, Arizona (Map
2-3). The WSA is bounded on1

the north by Tonto National

Forest, on the west by state land, and on the south and east

by roads.

NATURALNESS. Whitjj Canyon WSA is a small,

rugged portion ofthe Mineral Mountains with a segment of

its outwash plain to the south. Numerous and varied rock

outcrops, erosional features layering and color are found

in all of the WSA's washes and canyons. About three miles

of the five-mile-long White Canyon lies within the WSA,
displaying up to 800 feet of vertical wall. White Canyon
varies from a narrow to a wide canyon with the floor alter-

nately showing sandy, rocky or slickrock surfaces. Dense
growth of willow and desert shrub line the canyon and
pools of water are common.

ic feature, is a large

to 1,000 feet above the WSA's
evations vary from a low of

high of 4,053 feet in the north,

hout.

The Rincon, a major topograph
amphitheater towering 600
southern outwash plain. ~E'..

1,900 feet in the south to a

with precipitous cliffs throu

found both in the Upper and
Paloverde and saguaro dot the

chaparral species cover the mesas
desertscfub, walnut and willow lining

Vegetation includes plants

Lower Sonoran life zones
hills; desert grasses and
and uplands; with
the washes and canyons.

Human imprints in the WSA include four livestock

spring developments and nine miles of vehicle way in the

east and south portions of the WSA. These ways vary from
barely discernible tracks to once constructed but not pres-

ently maintained ways. Moist of these vehicle ways follow

washes or canyon bottoms and are largely unnoticeable.

Some segments, however, were constructed along hillsides

and are often visible from certain areas within the WSA.
These vehicle ways lessen) the natural character of the

WSA in these areas, particularly in several canyons along

the WSA's eastern boundary.

Some outside human imprints affect the WSA's natural

character. Portions of the road forming the area's south-

eastern boundary and the mines near Copper Butte are

easily visible from most higher elevations in the WSA,
detracting from the area's natural appearance. However,
visitors can escape these impacts in the confines of the

WSA's many canyons and washes.

SOLITUDE. White Canyon WSA offers outstanding

opportunities for solitude, but because of the WSA's small

size only a limited number of visitors could be accommo-
dated. Rugged topography and dense plant growth provide

visitors with some opportunities to avoid the sights, sounds

and evidence of others. Solitude opportunities are best in

the plant-covered bottoms' of White Canyon and other

small arroyos and washes. Opportunities for solitude out-

side the canyon bottoms are less than outstanding because
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Affected Environment

of the open aspect of the flat top mesas and the noticeable
roads and mines outside the WSA. Increased numbers of
individual hikers or the presence of one or two groups
would greatly reduce opportunities for solitude because of
the WSA's small size and the likely concentration of vis-
itors in White Canyon and along natural travel corridors
atop flattop mesas. Solitude opportunities are also affected
along the eastern and southern areas of the WSA because
mining, and the sights and sounds of traffic are noticeable.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION. The
WSA's primitive recreation opportunities are confined by
its relatively small size, with little opportunity for exten-
sive backcountry travel, as visitors can easily see the entire
WSA in one or two days.

SPECIAL FEATURE. Scenic values enhance the
WSA's wilderness values. Rugged terrain, precipitous
cliffs, colorful rock formations and a variety ofplants com-
bine to create an area of scenic interest. In addition, the
WSA contains several significant cultural sites.

Mineral and Energy Resources

Volcanism, tectonic activity, erosions and intrusions
have created the WSAs present day topography. The 1982
GEM report shows the entire WSA (6,968 acres) with mod-
erate mineral potential (see Map 3-3).

--- '"i**^
.

Winter rainstorms create numerous short-lived waterfalls in White Canyon
WSA.
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The exposures of 1.7 billion year old Pinal Schist show
sulfide mineralization in several areas. The area of most
visible significant copper mineral exposure is in the north
part of the WSAin T. 4 S., R. 12 E., section 4. Drilling in the
southeastern part has proven even greater copper values at
depth.

There are two distinct types of copper mineralization in
the area — the exotic oxide copper in the Whitetail Forma-
tion in the northerly areas and the sulfide-oxide copper in
the Pinal Schist to the south. The complex (exotic) copper in
the Whitetail Formation has gone thru several cycles of
oxidation, leaching, mobilization and redeposition. The
original primary copper minerals were part of a sulfide
system within the district. The system probably had the
Pinal Schist as the main host rock.

Drilling has discovered anomalous deposits of copper in
the southeast part of the WSA, primarily concentrated in
the Whitetail Formation. A deep drilling program is

required to discover and delineate the major sulfide body
target from which this disseminated copper originated.
Drill hole information at present indicates a world class
porphyry copper mine, with a high probability ofmolybde-
num, silver and gold as secondary minerals.

Recreation Uses

Hunting, hiking and off-road vehicle-related use are the
major recreation activities in the White Canyon WSA.
Deer, javelina, quail and small game hunting is available.
Because of the area's ruggedness, ORV use is restricted to

nine miles of existing vehicle ways. Existing visitor use
and projected visitor use are shown in Table 4-1.

Wildlife Values

White Canyon WSA has approximately three miles of
intermittent perennial stream and associated riparian
habitat. This type of habitat is the most productive wildlife
habitat in Arizona. This WSA's 50 acres ofriparian habitat
support a rich assemblage of species, including nongame,
small game, big game and special status species. Most
wildlife species are at least partially dependent on the
riparian habitat.

The WSA provides crucial riparian habitat for five spe-
cial status species: transient peregrine falcons (Endan-
gered), Gilbert's skinks (Candidate Category 2), breeding
zone-tailed hawks (BLM-Sensitive), breeding and winter-
ing Cooper's hawks (BLM-Sensitive), and wintering sharp-
shinned hawks (BLM-Sensitive).

The Arizona Game and Fish Department (AG&FD) has
identified habitat to the north oftheWSA as having a high
potential for the introduction of desert bighorn sheep. An
introduced population of desert bighorns would move out-
ward into the WSA, which is about 80 percent suitable
bighorn habitat. One of the planned actions in the
BLM/Arizona Game and Fish Department (AG&FD)
Coordinated Middle Gila Habitat Management Plan is for
BLM to assist the AG&FD in the evaluation of habitat
suitable for the release of bighorns.

Picacho Mountains WSA

Cultural Resources

Three sites in the White Canyon WSA possess the char-

acteristics necessary for eligibility to the National Register
of Historic Places. These include two rock shelters and a
prehistoric tool production center.

Hankat Cave is an Archaic Period (5000 — 1000 BC)
habitation with a later historic Yavapai occupation.
Unique assemblages of projectile points and a large inven-
tory of distinctive Archaic groundstone have been recov-

ered from this cave. Another site in the vicinity of Hankat
Cave is a Salado culture cave habitation, dating to 1300
AD.

The Hama'ca Site is a large lithic tool manufacturing
site. It is believed to be a major source for Archaic popula-
tions that were utilizing the area.

Economics

BLM specialists identified an area surrounding the EIS
area in which residents might be economically impacted by
wilderness designation. Named the economic study area
(ESA), this area includes Mohave, Maricopa, Pima, Pinal,

and Yavapai Counties, Arizona.

In 1982, 1.02 million persons were employed in the ESA,
representing 85 percent of Arizona's total employment of
1.20 million. Employment is heavily dependent on the
economies of Phoenix and Tucson in Maricopa and Pima
Counties, which provides 93
ment in the ESA

percent of the total employ-

An analysis of the ESA's 1982 employment shows that
the mining sector employs 12,000 persons and represents
only one percent ofthe total employment in the ESA. How-
ever, mining is a large employer in Pinal County with 5,600
employees or 18 percent of the county's total. In the other
four ESA counties, mining employment ranges from only
one percent to five percent of each county's total employ-
ment (see Appendix I, Table (7).

In 1982, earnings in the ESA amounted to $17.3 billion,

representing 87 percent of the state's total employment
earnings of $19.9 billion. Earnings in Maricopa and Pima
Counties represent 94 percent of the total 1982 earnings in

the ESA. Earnings from employment in the mining sector

were most important in Pinal County, where mining
represented 34 percent of the total county earnings, fol-

lowed by Yavapai County where 9 percent of the total

county's earnings were mining-related. The 1982 total

yment sectors in the ESA areearnings from various emplc
shown in Appendix I, Table 8.

PICACHO MOUNTAINS
(AZ-020-194) — 6,400 Acres

Wilderness Values

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES. The Picacho
Mountains WSA (Map 2-4) is pne of south-central Arizona's
dominant landforms. The WSA lies in southern Pinal
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3 — Affected Environment

Being in the center of an extensive valley and flats, the Picacho Mountains WSA's ridgeline offers visitors
vistas of southern Arizona's ranges and valleys.

County, 10 miles east of Eloy and Picacho, Arizona. The
unit is bounded on all sides by state lands and is a rectan-
gular shape (two miles wide and five miles long).

NATURALNESS. Picacho Mountains WSA includes
the northern portion of the Picacho Mountains, a small
north-south trending granitic range rising 2,500 feet from
the desert floor to an elevation of 4,508 feet. The WSA's
south and southwest escarpments offer rugged mountain
scenery of steep canyons with spires and sheer rock faces.
The east and north areas feature open canyons and steep
rises to the main ridgeline.

The unit lies within the Lower Sonoran life zone and
paloverde-saguaro is the dominant plant community. A
dense stand of saguaro is featured on the WSA's east side,

and desert wash vegetation with several chaparral species
grows in the canyons. Plant growth on the mountain
uplands and ridgeline is sparse, primarily desert grasses
and low growing paloverde.

Human imprints within the unit include 1.3 miles of
vehicle ways, a prospect, and two wildlife water catch-
ments. These impacts are inconspicuous because they are
screened by rugged topography.

Outside human impacts and activity influence the
WSA's natural character. These include the visible and
audible traffic on Interstate 10, the Southern Pacific Rail-

road, and nearby citrus groves and cropland, a state park, a
gravel pit, and the small communities of Eloy and Picacho.
The Central Arizona Project's (CAP) large concrete aque-
duct, flood control structures, pumping stations, mainte-
nance road, and a powerline will run along the unit's west
and south boundaries and will eventually affect the WSA's
natural character. The CAP will greatly alter the land-
scape west of the unit is easily seen by visitors to the WSA.

SOLITUDE. Several factors contribute to the WSA's
opportunities for solitude. Steep rugged canyons, broken
by spires and jumbles of rocks, provide some opportunities
for recreationists to separate themselves from others in the
WSA. The five-mile long ridgeline that varies in height
from 4,508 to 3,500 feet also helps separate users from one
another. Vegetation along the canyons and the east side
provides good screening.

Solitude opportunities in this WSA are affected by out-
side human activity and the area's size. The area's steep
terrain requires visitors to use the Newman Peak Trail and
to a lesser extent canyons and ridgelines. This channeling
effect, coupled with the area's relatively small size, would
result in increased visitor contacts and loss of solitude
opportunities. Moreover, the dual lanes of traffic along
Interstate Highway 10, nearby agricultural lands and the
Central Arizona Project with its auxiliary facilities would
lessen a visitor's solitude experience.
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PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION.
Picacho Mountains WSA offers visitors a wide variety of
recreational activities. Hiking opportunities are enhanced
by the rugged terrain and the sharp rise of peaks and
ridges. The WSA, however, offers no opportunities for
extensive backcountry travel.

SPECIAL FEATURES. The precipitous rise of the
Picacho Mountains from the desert floor is highly scenic,
both for travelers along Interstate Highway 10 and for

visitors within the WSA. The WSA is also noted for its

spring wildflower displays. The peak's location, in the cen-
ter of an extensive valley, accentuates one's view of south-
ern Arizona's peaks and ranges.

Recreation Uses

Hunting, hiking and rock collecting are the major recrea-
tion uses in this WSA, with some ORV use along the WSA's
1 .3 miles of vehicle ways. Precipitous terrain restricts most
ORV activity to desert plain areas outside the WSA. Rock-
hounders collect copper and chrysocolla in prospect areas.
Legal access by recreationists may be a problem because
the WSA is surrounded by state land.

Land Uses

Three rights-of-way have been granted for the WSA, two
for solar-powered communication sites and one for an elec-

trically powered communication facility with a powerline.
Stipulations in each right-of-way require installation ofthe
facilities by helicopter and other means in order to satisfy
the nonimpairment criteria (Interim Management Policy
and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review,
Appendix 2) and require immediate removal if the WSA is

designated as wilderness.

Newman Peak is highly desirable as a communications
site according to the communication industry in Tucson
and Phoenix. Governmental and industrial sources have
indicated that Newman Peak can provide communication
coverage for a large area, particularly in the Tucson-
Phoenix corridor.

Public access across BLM lands is not available as this

WSAis surrounded by state land. Construction of the CAP
may further increase access problems since many of the
more primitive jeep trails will not be bridged.

Mineral and Energy Resources

Rocks of the Picacho Mountain description extend NW-
SE across Arizona and contain the major porphyry copper
deposits of the state. Evidence exists that these mountains
are tectonically a detachment fault system with the moun-
tain chain originating to the westward in the area of the
Waterman-Silver Bell Mountains.

Copper mineralization is evidenced in the mountains by
three prospects showing copper mineralization. To the east
just outside the WSA, the Golden Bell Mine produces

Coyote Mountains

copper, gold and silver. To th e northeast, again just outside
the WSA in Guild Wash, the North Star Mine processes
precious metals, copper and some manganese. The mylon-
ized low angle fault these two mines are located on crosses
the southeast corner of the WSA through, sec. 26, T.

8 S., R. 9 E. Geologic inference indicates this area to have a
high mineralized potential. Several drill holes in the area
surrounding these mountains have penetrated porphyry
copper mineralization adequate to define as potential
reserves. This ore body would require more drilling to

define and an open pit mining process to be economic for

copper.

The 1982 GEM report indicates that the WSA has 5,900
acres with a moderate mineral potential. Local informa-
tion classifies approximately 500 acres as high potential

(see Map 3-4).

Wildlife Values

The Arizona Game and Fish Department has identified

the Picacho Mountains as having a high potential for the
introduction of desert bigr orn sheep (Bureau of Land
Management 1982). The entire WSA provides suitable hab-
itat for this Group 3 state-listed species.

COYOTE MOUNTAINS
(AZ-020-202) — 5,080 Acres

Wilderness Values

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES. Coyote Moun
tains WSA lies in central Pima County, Arizona, 40 miles
southwest of Tucson and four miles east of the Kitt Peak
National Observatory (Map 2-5). The WSA is bounded on
the north and west by the Tohono O'Odham Indian Reser-
vation and on the east anql south by state and private
lands.

NATURALNESS. The Coyote Mountains rise 3,500
feet in several sharp ridges

of rugged gneiss and granite

from the western edge of the
Altar Valley, reaching an elevation of 6,530 feet. Composed

the mountains have massive
rock faces, rounded bluffs, ri; gged peaks and cliffs that are
cut by the large open Mendoza Canyon. When observed
from the surrounding valley terrain, the Coyotes dominate
the landscape.

The unit's 3,500-foot change in elevation permits repre-
sentation of both the Upper and Lower Sonoran life zones,
including a paloverde-saguaro community and an interior

chaparral community. An oak community occupies the
highest elevations and riparian desertscrub communities
are found within the major canyons.

The WSA is in a largely natural condition. Human
imprints include the Bonanza Mine, its access route, hand-
built stock trails and several spring developments.

The Bonanza Mine, in T. IS S., R. 8 E., sec. 26, consists of
five shafts and their tailings into the hillside, varying from
a few to 50 feet deep. The mine and its access route are
largely unobtrusive when observed from most of the WSA,
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3 — Affected Environment

Higher elevations of the Coyote Mountains are characterized by rugged outcrops. Arizona white oak, Mexican
pinyon, and native grasses cover the crest of the range.

and the disturbances are rehabilitating through weather-
ing and revegetation.

Access is by foot or horseback to the range developments,
eight developed springs, one reservoir, stock trails and sev-

eral miles offence. Twenty miles of hand-built stock trails

cross T. 16 S., R. 8 E., sections 25, 26, and 27, but the stock
trails are overgrown with grass and are weathered. The
developments do not greatly affect the WSA's natural
character.

SOLITUDE. The WSA's rugged topography and
chaparral vegetation combine to screen the influence of
man from visitors and provide opportunities for visitors to

separate themselves from each other. Solitude opportuni-
ties are limited by several factors, particularly if visitor use
to the area increases. The unit's small size and steep topo-
graphy channels visitors along the major drainages or

ridgelines, resulting in increased visitor contacts and
decreased opportunities for solitude. In addition, the white
domes of the Kitt Peak National Observatory and nearby
highways could detract from a visitor's experience of soli-

tude.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION.
Coyote Mountains WSA provides diverse primitive recrea-

tional opportunities due to its scenic, geologic and botani-
cal values. The cliffs, dry waterfalls, steep canyons, plant-
lined washes and exfoliating granite domes are attractive

to the primitive recreationist. Day hiking opportunities

include steep and precarious climbs up narrow gorges and
dry waterfalls. Artists and photographers frequent the
area to capture its scenery. Rock collectors are attracted to

the area because rare mineral specimens may be found.
Hunting opportunities are good due to the abundance ofbig

and small game, including deer and javelina.

The unit's recreation opportunities are limited, however,
by its small size. The WSA offers no opportunities for

extensive backcountry travel. State, private, and Tohono
O'Odham Reservation lands next to theWSA create access
restrictions.

SPECIAL FEATURES. Scenic, archaeological and
wildlife features enhance the WSA's wilderness values.

Archaeological remains of prehistoric Indians, including
petroglyph sites, lie within the unit. The area provides
important whitetail deer and bighorn sheep habitat.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The Bonanza Mine in Coyote Mountain is a heat-induced
(pyrometosomatic) deposit in metamorphosed limestone.

The mine itself is a meta-limestone. Various copper-
bearing minerals, scheelite (tungsten) and minor gold and
silver are reported to have been the ore. On the west side of

theWSA in section 26, T. 16 S., R. 8 E., there are several old
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mines and prospects. Old reports indicate that copper-
silver ore was shipped from these mines during World War
I. Molybdenite is reported to be exposed in the mine wall

rock.

An unpublished thesis at the University of Arizona by
G.M. Myers (1984) indicates that there is a highly favorable
640-acre area of economic scheelite in the area of the
Bonanza Mine in the Coyote Mountains. Free milling gold
is reported in the numerous quartz veins outcropping
throughout the area. Minerals such as beryl, niobium,
columbite, tantalite, samarskite and lithium have a high
potential existence in Mesozoic pegmatites which outcrop
in the WSA. There is a recent and developing interest in

Arizona pegmatite as the market demand for exotic miner-
als increases in local high technology industries.

The 1982 GEM report indicates that 3,640 acres of this

WSA have a moderate mineral potential. Map 3-5 shows
areas in the WSA with a high or moderate mineral poten-

tial.

Recreation Uses

In 1967 a BLM Retention Classification Order called for

multiple use management in the Coyote Mountains and
recognized the area as the Coyote Mountain Natural Area.
Rock climbers, hikers, rockhounders, hunters and back-
packers use the WSA. ORV use is very limited because of

the area's rugged topography and the less than one mile of

nearly impassable vehicle ways.

Legal access can be restricted since recreationists must
cross state, private or Tohono O'Odham Indian Reserva-
tion lands to reach the WSA. Such lands may not be open to

unrestricted access. Access across private and Reservation
lands may require landowner and tribal permission.
Locked gates, fences and no trespassing signs may be
encountered.

BABOQUIVARI PEAK
(AZ-020-203B) — 2,065 Acres

Wilderness Values

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES. Baboquivari Peak
WSA is 50 miles southwest of Tucson, Arizona in Pima
County (Map 2-6). The unit is bounded by the Tohono
O'Odham Indian Reservation on the west, state land on the
north and east, and state and private land on the south.
The east side of the peak is BLM administered. The narrow
finger-shaped WSA is 5.5 miles long (north to south) and
generally less than a mile wide.

NATURALNESS. Baboquivari Peak is the highest
point and most dramatic scenic feature in the Baboquivari
Range. The peak rises to 7,730 feet and towers more than
1,000 feet above adjacent ridges. Baboquivari Peak's mas-
sive granite spire is a visible, notable and unique landmark
in southern Arizona.

Within the WSA are several vegetation communities
representing Upper and Lower Sonoran life zones. Rising

Baboquivari Peak

from the Altar Valley, paloverde-saguaro communities
with some mesquite blend into an interior chaparral com-
munity. Higher elevations are dominated by a community
ofArizona white oak and Mexican pinyon. Throughout the
range are found a mix of oak, pinyon, walnut and several
chaparral species.

Human imprints in the WSA include dispersed debris

from a wooden lookout tower and wooden stairway on
Baboquivari Peak. These remains have blown down along
the south and east sides of the peak where the tower and
stairway were built by the Civilian Conservation Corps in
1933. Occasional bolts and slings have been driven into the
face of the mountain by climbers, but these are rarely seen.

SOLITUDE. Opportunities for solitude are outstand-
ing within the WSA. In spite of its small size, the complex-
ity of the range, the dense vegetation and the many rock
outcrops serve both to disperse recreationists and effec-

tively screen them from others in the vicinity. In addition,

the range's inaccessibility and the difficult climbs needed
to reach the ridgeline tend to limit visitors.

Solitude opportunities would be compromised if several
individuals or parties attempt to climb the peak at the same
time. Groups ofup to 20 people have been known to visit the
WSA on occasion (Bingham, Brooks, Clabby, Groves, Jab-
lonski and Smith 1983). Current visitor use is, however,
evenly distributed throughout the year, and visitors'

encounters should continue to be infrequent.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION.
Baboquivari Peak attracts sightseers and naturalists and
is one of the most popular technical rock climbing sites in

the southeastern part of Arizona.

TheWSA provides opportunities

to ascend Baboquivari's n
the range crest. Hiking and
the side canyons could easily

for less skilled climbers
ofrthwest face or simply to hike
camping along the crest or in

require a several-day trip.

SPECIAL FEATURES. Scenic, geologic, ecological,

historic and cultural values enhance the WSA's wilderness
values. Rugged granite outcrops, dikes and plugs provide
geologic interest. Moreover Baboquivari Peak has high
ethno-religious value because it is a sacred mountain to the
Tohono O'Odham Indians.

Mineral and Energy Resources

Not enough information is available to evaluate whether
Baboquivari Peak's north south trending fault zone is

mineralized. The youngest rocks in the WSA area are

potentially beryl-scheelite bearing pegmatites which out-

crop in the northern reaches of the WSA.

One unnamed silver and gold occurrence on record is in

the central western part in section 12, T. 19 S., R.

7 E. No production figures are known. Several claims for

beryl are just outside the northern end ofthe area in some of

the outcropping pegmatites. No exploration or examina-
tion of those pegmatites is on record for the exotic suite of
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Affected Environment

minerals potentially in place in the feldspars. These min-
erals are beryl, niobium, columbite, tantalite, samarskite,
lithium and possibly tourmaline. There is a recent and
developing interest in Arizona pegmatite outcrops as the
market demands increase for their utilization in the local
high technology industries.

The 1982 GEM report identifies all 2,065 acres in the
WSA as having moderate mineral potential (See Map 3-6).

Recreation Uses

Baboquivari Peak is recognized as the best and most
difficult technical rock climbing site in Arizona and is the
state's only multi-day technical climb. Hiking, camping,
rock collecting, nature study, photography, sightseeing

and hunting are other major recreation uses ofthe area. An
abundance of dove and quail make the WSA a good small
game area.

In 1969, a BLM Retention Classification Order called for
multiple use management on Baboquivari Peak and rec-

ognized the area's ecological and archaeological values,
scenic beauty and outdoor recreation resources.

Visitors must cross state, private or Tohono O'Odham
Indian lands to reach this WSA, and such lands are not
open to unrestricted access. No vehicular access is availa-
ble. Limited pedestrian access is across a private ranch in
Thomas Canyon, but recreationists must use private or
state land for parking on a trailhead/staging area. A trail

goes to the west side of Baboquivari Peak across Tohono
O'Odham Reservation lands, but tribal permission may be
needed before utilizing this route.

Baboquivari Peak (pictured above with its summit obscured by winter
clouds) has important social and religious significance to the Papago Tribe.
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CHAPTER 4

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCE

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 4 analyzes the environmental consequences of

the alternatives for each WSA. Each analysis will be com-
mensurate with the degree of expected impact. BLM deter-

mined that no measurable impacts would occur to livestock

operations, wild burros, air quality, water quality, pro-

tected plant species, nonfederal lands, soils, social ele-

ments and military overflights. These components are,

therefore, not discussed in this chapter (see Chapter 1 —
Issues Considered But Not Analyzed).

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

To provide a standard framework for impact analysis
and comparison among the alternatives the following
assumptions were used.

1. Short-term impacts are considered to be those which
would occur over a five-year period after designation, while
long-term impacts are those occurring more than five years
after designation. Unless otherwise stated, all impacts are

considered long-term.

2. BLM will have the funding and work force to imple-

ment the chosen alternative.

3. WSAs will be managed under BLM's Interim Man-
agement Policy until either designated as wilderness or

released by Congress.

4. If an area is designated as wilderness, the Wilderness
Management Policy and related wilderness management
regulations will be used as guides for permissible activities

until a Wilderness Management Plan is prepared for a
designated area. The WSA-specific Wilderness Manage-
ment Plan will identify management actions that will be
authorized within each designated area.

5. BLM cannot block access to nonfederal mineral or pri-

vately owned lands within a designated wilderness area.

6. Effective on the date of designation, any area desig-

nated as wilderness will be withdrawn from mineral leas-

ing and mining claim staking under the mining laws. This
provision is subject to valid existing rights.

7. Range facilities will be maintained by customary
methods, and new rangeland developments may be
allowed when site-specific environmental assessments
show wilderness resources would not be impaired.

8. Livestock grazing will be maintained at present levels

unless adjusted for reasons prescribed through range
management practices.

9. Traditional forms ofwildlife habitat improvement proj-

ects used in the Phoenix District would continue to be
installed in designated areas if, through an environmental
assessment, it is determined that the projects comply with
the intent of wilderness legislation.

10. Mining activity and rights-of-way construction would
impair a visitor's perception cf naturalness on a larger area

than is actually disturbed. This larger area is generally the

total area within viewing distance ofthe particular impair-

ing activity. Thus, a two-acre mine might be viewed from
the surrounding hills, thereby impairing a visitor's percep-

tion of naturalness across a much larger area.

MOUNT WILSON

PROPOSED ACTION

All of the Mount Wilson
designated as wilderness un

preclude the development of

WSA 2-01 (Map 2-1)

(ALL WILDERNESS)

WSA's 24,821 acres would be
iier the Proposed Action.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness designation wc uld provide legislative protec-

tion to the entire WSA. Specifically, designation would
a small gold, silver and ura-

nium mine and all exploration programs within the WSA.
This preclusion would preserve the scenic vistas of Wilson
Ridge, naturalness on 12 acres, the perception of natural-

ness and solitude opportunities on 360 acres — values that

would otherwise be impacte
mining

d by the sights and sounds of

An estimated 400 visitor

recreation use would be
derness designation. Althou
users are infrequent under
nation of ORV use would
ness value of solitude b
not see or hear ORV users in

use days/year of motorized
eliminated from the WSA by wil-

gh encounters between ORV
current levels of use, the elimi-

occasionally benefit the wilder-

wilderness visitors would
the area.

ecause

Wilderness designation w
of public land from all form^
except for valid existing ri

This WSA includes 5,640

lie minerals (gold, silver),

sodium deposits, 10,000
uranium and 750 acres mod
mal development (1982 GEM

Conclusion: Wilderness designation would main-
tain the WSA's wilderness values by
precluding mining and motorized vehi-

cles. Although designation would pre-

vent impacts to the WSA's natural

character on only one percent of the

WSA, the impacts would be prevented
in a particularly scenic area.

Impacts on Mineral Development

(puld withdraw all 24,821 acres

of commercial mineral entry

s at the time of designation,

highly favorable for metal-

acres highly favorable for

moderately favorable for

erately favorable for geother-

Report).

acres

640
acres

Historical and recent mining activity indicates the prob-

ability that commercial quantities of economic minerals



4 — Environmental Consequences

exist within this WSA. This is based on exploration, dril-

ling, sampling, geologic inference and historic records. No
records or estimates of reserve quantities or assay values
are available. It is assumed, however, that commercial
development of one small scale underground mine would
be precluded by wilderness designation. In addition, an
exploration program consisting of 15-20 drill holes would
not be allowed.

Conclusion: Designation would prevent develop-
ment of one small scale gold and silver

mine. In addition, a small scale explo-
ration program to identify low grade
ore deposits would be precluded by
designation.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on 4.25
miles of vehicle ways and all 24,821 acres of the WSA.
Long-term motorized use would, therefore, be 400 visitor
days/year fewer than under nondesignation. Long-term
nonmotorized use would be 400 visitor days/year more

than under nondesignation. Projected total use days/year
would be the same whether theWSA is or is not designated.
The projected change in visitor use is not expected to cause
significant impacts to public lands nearby or to the Mount
Wilson WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Designation would not affect the
amount ofuse but would change the use
from a mix ofnonmotorized and motor-
ized use to all nonmotorized.

Impacts on Wildlife

Wilderness designation would ensure that 900 acres of
crucial desert bighorn sheep habitat, which is being slowly
encroached upon by mining and ORV use, would not be
disturbed. All 24,821 acres of crucial bighorn sheep habitat
would be legislatively protected and remain available for
yearlong use by rams and seasonal use by ewes and lambs.

Conclusion: Designation would preserve 900 acres
of crucial bighorn sheep habitat that
would otherwise be lost.
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Wilderness designation of Mount Wilson would provide additional protection to 24,800 acres of crucial
bighorn sheep habitat.
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NO WILDERNESS

None of the Mount Wilson WSA's 24,821 acres would be
designated as wilderness under this alternative.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

None of the Mount Wilson WSA's wilderness values
would receive the special legislative protection provided by
wilderness designation.

Over the long term, five acres of disturbance would result

from developing a mine in the rugged canyon country
northeast of the existing Two B's Mine. One mile of road
would be constructed to provide access. The wilderness
value of naturalness would be impaired on five acres and
the perception of naturalness would be lost over a larger

area totaling 360 acres. Although the surface disturbances
caused by mining would be highly noticeable from parts of

the WSA, the mine site is screened by Wilson Ridge from
most of the WSA. Activities associated with this mineral
development would impair the wilderness value of solitude

on 360 acres.

Surface disturbances caused by the mine would slightly

impair scenic vistas ofWilson Ridge available to motorists
traveling Highway 93. However, most mining activity is

screened from the highway by terrain features.

A drilling exploration program along the WSA's eastern
boundary (near the powerline) would impair the natural
character of seven acres over the short term. No long-term
impacts are anticipated from this exploration program.
About 80 percent of drill pad clearing and access develop-

ment would occur along washbottoms and similar drain-

age areas. Such disturbance would be reclaimed by weath-
ering. The drill pads and access developed outside the wash
areas would be longer lasting disturbances but, due to their

small scale, would not be noticeable. During the period of

drilling activity, solitude opportunities would be lost on 600

acres.

The sights and sounds of recreational off-road vehicle

use would impact solitude. However, this impact would be
low since motorized recreation use would only amount to

400 visitor use days yearly and be restricted to 4.25 miles of

existing vehicle trail.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow activities

that would impair the WSA's wilder-

ness values on 360 acres, representing

one percent of the WSA. Solitude oppor-

tunities would occasionally be impacted
by off-road vehicles on the outer
perimeter of the WSA where off-road

travel is feasible.

Impacts on Mineral Development

All lands within theWSA would remain open for mineral
leasing and for appropriation of minerals under the gen-

eral mining laws and other pertinent laws and regulations.

This includes 5,640 acres highly favorable for metallic

minerals, 640 acres highly favorable for nonmetallic min-

erals, 10,000 acres moderately
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activity, would be visible and audible from surrounding
areas, thus impairing solitude and the perception of natu-

ralness on 240 acres.

In T. 7 N., R. 1 W., sec. 18, extension of existing roads,

drilling operations and a small underground gold and
silver mine would disturb three acres and impair their nat-

ural character. Solitude and the perception of naturalness
would be impaired on 300 acres by the sights and sounds of

mining activity and the visible mine, tailings and access.

Exploration activity by small operators would continue,

with localized discoveries likely and small scale production

facilities probable, thus impairing the wilderness value of

naturalness. Cumulative impacts to naturalness from
these ventures cannot be quantified in acres, but the over-

all impact is not considered to be significant over the long
term.

Sights and sounds from recreational motorized vehicle

use would occasionally disturb solitude. However, this

impact is expected to be slight since ORV use would only
amount to about 300 visitor use days annually.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow activities

that would result in the loss of wilder-

ness values in two areas within the
WSA. The natural character of about
six percent of the WSA would be
impaired. Without designation ORV
use would occasionally impair solitude

opportunities throughout the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Road construction within the WSA would allow for

increased motorized recreation. Increased site vandalism,
a frequent agent of deterioration of cultural resources,

would result from this improved access, development and
visitation.

The known significant (Natural Register eligible) cultur-

al resource property in the WSA would be in jeopardy of

indirect impacts from mining and recreation. Road build-

ing, vandalism and recreational vehicular traffic would
pose a threat to the cultural site.

Conclusion: Improved access from mining activi-

ties and the resultant increased recrea-

tion use would result in increased van-
dalism to the large prehistoric village

in the WSA. This increased vandalism
would eventually lead to total site de-

struction.

ALL WILDERNESS

All 9,379 acres of the Hells Canyon WSA would be desig-

nated as wilderness under the All Wilderness alternative.

Impacts on Mineral Development

All the WSA would remain open for mineral exploration

and development, including 400 acres considered to have
high metallic mineral potential (gold, silver, zinc, lead and
copper) and 1,000 acres with moderate metallic potential

(copper and silver). The development of two small under-
ground silver, gold and lead mines would be allowed.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would leave 400 acres

with high mineral potential open for

exploration and development. In addi-

tion, one small scale gold and silver

mining operation that would be pre-

cluded by designation would be
allowed.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Under nondesignation current recreation uses would
continue—projections are for approximate tripling of the
present use to 300 motorized and 1,200 nonmotorized days/
year over the long term. No visitor facilities or other recrea-

tion development activities are anticipated within the
WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Under nondesignation current recrea-

tion uses would continue and such use
would increase to a combined total of

1,600 visitor days/year.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All 9,379 acres of the WSA would be protected by legisla-

tive mandate. However, a small group of mining claims in

the WSA with valid existing rights would be developed in a
manner affecting wilderness values.

Wilderness designation would prevent the development
of a drilling program and a gold-silver mine in T. 7 N., R.

1 W., sec. 18, SVfe. Benefiting from this action would be the
wilderness value of naturalness on three acres and the

perception of naturalness and solitude on 300 acres that
would otherwise be impacted by mineral activity.

One exploration venture and mine on mining claims
with valid existing rights is anticipated in T. 7 N, R. 1 W.,

sec, 21, SV*. Exploration and mining activities would dis-

turb the perception of naturalness and solitude on 240
acres. This mine is, however, on the edge and the effects of

mining do not extend into the remainder of the WSA.

Eliminating about 300 visitor days annually of motor-
ized recreation use would benefit the wilderness value of

solitude because other visitors would not meet or hear ORV
users in the area.

Conclusion: Wilderness designation would main-
tain the values of naturalness and soli-

tude across 97 percent of the WSA. Min-
ing on claims with valid existing rights

would impair wilderness values on
about three percent of the WSA's east-

ern boundary.
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Impacts on Mineral Development

Wilderness designation would withdraw all 9,379 acres

of public land from all forms of mineral entry, except for

valid existing rights at the time of designation. Lands
withdrawn include 400 acres considered highly favorable
for gold, zinc, silver, lead and copper resources and 1,000

acres with moderate copper and silver potential. An exist-

ing mine in T. 7 N., R. 1 W., sec. 21, assumed to have valid

existing rights, would be allowed to continue operations.

Commercial development of one small scale gold, silver

and copper mine would be forgone; however, no records or

estimates of reserve quantities or assay values are availa-

ble.

Conclusion: Designation would prevent develop-

ment of one small scale gold and silver

mine and would withdraw 400 acres

with a high mineral potential from
development. An existing mining
operation on the WSA's eastern border
is assumed to have valid existing

rights and would be allowed to con-
tinue under designation.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on 1.7

miles of vehicle ways and all 9,379 acres ofthe WSA. Long-
term motorized use would, therefore, be 300 visitor days/
year fewer than under nondesignation. Long-term non-
motorized use would be 400 visitor days/year more than
under nondesignation. Projected total use days/year
would be 100 more if the WSA is designated. The projected

change in visitor use is not expected to cause significant

impacts to public lands nearby or to the Hells Canyon
WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Designation would affect the amount
of use (an additional 100 days in the
long term) and would change the use
from a mix ofnonmotorized and motor-
ized use to all nonmotorized.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Designation would protect and preserve the WSA's cul-

tural resources for scientific, educational and conservation
purposes by prohibiting or restricting mining, road con-

struction and motorized vehicles. Wilderness restrictions

would help preserve the WSA's National Register eligible

prehistoric village site by reducing vandalism and vehicu-

lar damage.

Conclusion: Designation would result in reduced
vandalism to the WSA's National Reg-
ister eligible cultural site and the site

would remain intact for future genera-
tions.

WHITE CANYON -WSA 2-187 (Map 2-3)

PROPOSED ACTION (NO WILDERNESS)

White Canyon WSA

None of White Canyon WSA's 6,968 acres would be
designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action

Impacts on Wilderness Values

None of the White Canyon WSA's 6,968 acres would
receive the legislative protection provided by wilderness
designation. In the long term, wilderness values would
experience adverse impacts! due to extensive exploration

and mining of a known copper deposit.

Four sections of theWSA (T. 3 S., R. 12 E., sees. 22, 23, 26
and 27) are expected to undergo extensive mineral explora-

requiring construction of 50 quarter-acre drill sites

less than one-halfmile long. A
large scale open pit copper rnine is expected to result from
the exploration program. The copper mine would cause up
to 640 acres of surface disturbance and would include con-

struction of several miles of road. All four sections of the

WSA initially explored would be adversely impacted. The
wilderness value of naturalness would be lost on the 640

acres of the WSA expected to undergo mining and the

perception of naturalness would be lost on 3,615 acres (52

percent of the WSA). Sights and sounds of the mining
operation would extend across the entire 6,968 acres of the

WSA, resulting in the loss of all solitude and primitive
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Hikers pass by rock formations in the White Canyon WSA.

ity would proceed, unhindered by wilderness designation,
in other portions of the WSA for precious metals.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow develop-
ment of the WSA's extensive copper
deposits. Development of these copper
deposits is expected to result in a large
scale copper mine described as world
class. Development of this mine would
provide needed jobs and income to the
local economy. In addition, nondesig-
nation would allow several other antic-

ipated exploration programs to con-

tinue unhindered by wilderness re-

strictions.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Nondesignation would result in a decrease in recreation
use—from 300 to 200 nonmotorized and from 500 to 300
motorized visitor use days/year—because recreation
opportunities would be adversely impacted by the sights
and sounds of an open pit copper mine. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Under nondesignation motorized and
nonmotorized recreation use would be
reduced from a total of 800 visitor

days/year at present to 500 because of

copper mining activities. No recrea-

tional developments are planned.

impacts on Wildlife

With nondesignation, mineral exploration and develop-
ment would result in the loss of 50 percent of the WSA's
riparian habitat. The surface disturbance associated with
mining would reduce the amount of crucial habitat availa-
ble to five special-status species: peregrine falcon (Federal
Endangered Species), Gilbert's skink, zone-tailed hawk,
Cooper's hawk and sharp-shinned hawk.

The loss of riparian habitat would significantly affect

the habitat's ability to support a rich assemblage of wild-
life species, including special status species, nongame,
small game, upland game and big game. The productivity
of various populations, especially breeding birds, would
decline with the loss of 50 percent of the riparian habitat.

Although no bighorn sheep live in the WSA, mineral
exploration and development would reduce the amount of
habitat suitable for desert bighorn sheep introductions
from 5,680 acres to 3,120 acres.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would result in the
loss of one-half the WSA's riparian
habitat resulting in the loss of half the
WSA's populations for five special-

status wildlife species. In addition, the
WSA would no longer be usable as a
bighorn sheep reintroduction area.
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Impacts on Cultural Resources

Adverse impacts to the WSA's three National Register

eligible cultural resource properties would occur under

nondesignation. Nondesignation would allow mining and

road construction, resulting in increased access. Improved

access would lead to site damage from vehicles and vandal-

ism, reducing the value ofthe WSA's cultural properties for

further scientific study.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow actions

that would result in increased vandal-

ism to the WSA's three National Regis-

ter eligible cultural resource properties

.

Under nondesignation these properties

are expected to be vandalized to the

point they are no longer of any histori-

cal value.

Impacts on Economics

Nondesignation would allow development of a large

scale copper mine within the WSA. Miners' incomes and
mining company purchases would benefit local and
regional economies (now depressed because other mines

are closed or not operating at full capacity). The magnitude
of these economic impacts cannot be estimated because the

size of the mineral deposit is not known, although the

porphyry copper deposits are considered to be world class.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow develop-

ment of a world class copper mine
within the WSA. World class copper

mines generally employ more than

1,000 people (Parks — Personnel com-
munication); therefore, development of

this mine would greatly benefit local

economies.

ALL WILDERNESS

All 6,968 acres of the White Canyon WSA would be

designated as wilderness under the All Wilderness alterna-

tive.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All wilderness values in the WSA would be protected by
legislative mandate. Precluding all mineral developments

in the WSA would maintain the wilderness value of natu-

ralness on 650 acres, preserve the perception ofnaturalness

and scenic character on 3,615 acres and sustain the quality

of solitude and primitive recreation opportunities on all

6,968 acres of the WSA. Eliminating all motorized recrea-

tion use would benefit the wilderness value of solitude —
wilderness visitors would not encounter or hear ORV users

in the area.

Conclusion: Designation ofthe White CanyonWSA
would preserve wilderness values
across the entire WSA, values that are

threatened by mineral development.
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Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on 9

miles of vehicle ways and all 6 ,968 acres of the WSA. Long-

term motorized use would, therefore, be 200 visitor days/

year fewer than under nondesignation. Long-term non-

motorized use would be 125 visitor days/year more than

under nondesignation. Projected total use days/year

would be about the same whether the WSA is or is not

designated. The projected change in visitor use is not

expected to cause significant impacts to public lands

nearby or to the White Canyon WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Designation would increase (by 25) the

visitors to the WSA and would change

the type of recreation from a mix of

motorized and nonmotorized to all

nonmotor.zed recreation.

Impacts on Wildlife

The All Wilderness
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Conclusion: Designation would prevent the loss of
50 percent of the WSA's riparian habi-
tat that supports populations of five

special-status wildlife species. Desig-
nation would also prevent the loss of
the WSA as a suitable bighorn sheep
reintroduction site.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Three National Register eligible cultural properties
(including two rock shelters and one prehistoric tool site)
would benefit from designation because designation would
prevent development of a large scale open pit mine. With-
out the improved access to the site area, the destructive
agents of vandalism and vehicular traffic would not be so
apt to happen.

Conclusion: Designation would protect the WSA's
three known National Register eligible

properties from the effects of mining
and vandalism. These cultural proper-
ties would otherwise be destroyed by
mining activities and human disturb-
ances, such as vandalism and road
building.

Impacts on Economics

Designation would prevent development of a large scale
world class copper mine within the WSA. Mining opera-
tions in the world class category typically employ over
1,000 persons; thus, preventing development of this mine
through designation would have large scale adverse
impacts on local economies.

Conclusion: Designation is expected to prevent
development of a world class copper
mine within the WSA. Thus, designa-
tion would cause large scale economic
impacts to this already economically
depressed area.

cation sites in the WSA. Sites are expected to be on New-
man Peak and adjacent high peaks. About three acres of
surface disturbance would result from construction of
communication sites.

The presence of communication facilities on Newman
Peak and associated ridgelines would greatly reduce the
natural character of the WSA and decrease the attractive-
ness of the area as a setting for hiking and other primitive
recreation. The perception of naturalness would be
impaired on over 4,800 acres (75 percent ofthe WSA). Trav-
elers along Interstate 10 outside the WSA would have
scenic vistas of the Picacho Mountains ridgeline impaired
by the presence of communication facilities.

Opportunities for solitude would also be impaired across
4,800 acres since communication site development would
be noticeable from most parts ofthe WSA. Helicopter noise
from the regular servicing flights, backup generator opera-
tion and maintenance activities would be seen or heard
throughout much of the WSA.

Development of an anticipated underground gold mine
in T. 8 S., R. 5 E, sec. 26 would result in five acres of surface
disturbance from drilling eight holes, development of the
mine and construction of a mill. The mine would be visible
from surrounding higher terrain; thus, a visitor's percep-
tion of naturalness would be impaired on 600 acres. Sights
and sounds ofmining would lower the quality of solitude on
600 acres.

Sights and sounds from recreational motorized vehicle
use (125 visitor use days/year) would occasionally impact
solitude.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow develop-
ment to occur that would result in the
loss of wilderness values across 85 per-
cent of the WSA. The remaining 15 per-
cent of the WSA, unaffected by devel-
opment, would be so small an area that
it would no longer be considered wil-

derness in character. Therefore, non-
designation would result in the entire
WSA becoming nonwilderness in
character.

PICACHO MOUNTAINS—WSA 2-194 (Map 2-4)

PROPOSED ACTION (NO WILDERNESS)

None ofthe Picacho Mountains WSA's 6,400 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

None of the wilderness values on the WSA's 6,400 acres
would receive the legislative protection provided by wil-
derness designation. Adverse impacts are anticipated from
communication site development and mineral develop-
ment.

Wilderness values are expected to experience long-term
adverse impacts from the installation ofup to 15 communi-

Impacts on Mineral Development

All 6,400 acres within the WSA would remain open for
mineral leasing and for appropriation of minerals under
the general mining laws and other pertinent laws and regu-
lations. Exploration and development would be allowed in
an area considered likely to contain gold and porphyry
copper deposits. Development of a small underground gold
mine is anticipated over the long term.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow develop-
ment of a small scale gold mine within
the WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Nondesignation would allow motorized-dependent
recreation uses on all 6,400 acres and on its 1.3 miles of
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Picacho Mountains WSA

The rugged Picacho Mountains ridgeline is seen daily by thousands of motorists along Interstate Highway 10

vehicle way. Total motorized and nonmotorized (hunting,
hiking and camping) recreation use would each increase by
25 visitor days/year. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Under nondesignation the mix of mo-
torized and nonmotorized use is

expected to increase by a total of 50
visitor days/year from the present and
to be 50 visitor days fewer than under
designation. No change in the types of

recreation or development ofrecreation

facilities is anticipated.

Impacts on Land Uses

Existing and anticipated land uses, including authoriza-
tions for communication sites and other rights-of-way
would be allowed. The WSA's three existing communica-
tion sites would continue to operate and an additional ten
to fifteen sites would be authorized. The Picacho Mountain
ridgeline is highly desirable for such use. Communication
networks between Tucson and Phoenix will be facilitated

by the use ofNewman Peak. Both private and governmen-
tal communication facilities are expected.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow both
existing and future communication site

development for government and pri-

vate users.

Impacts to Wildlife

Under the Proposed Actiofi
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designated as wilderness under the All Wilderness alterna-

tive.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values would be protected by legislative

mandate, although mining claims in the WSA with valid

existing rights could be developed.

With wilderness designation, installation of 10 to 15

communication sites would be prohibited and the present

three would be removed. The natural character of three

acres on the Picacho Mountains ridgeline would be main-
tained. The perception of naturalness would be sustained

over 4,800 acres since the ridgeline would remain free of

towers, buildings and powerlines. The WSA would retain

its value as a setting for primitive recreation. Scenic vistas

unaffected by communication sites would be preserved for

visitors inside and outside the WSA.

Development of an underground gold mine (on mining
claims assumed to have valid existing rights) is antici-

pated in T. 8 S., R. 5 E., sec. 26. Five acres of surface

disturbance would result from a drilling program, devel-

opment of an underground mine and construction ofa mill.

The mine would be visible from surrounding higher ter-

rain; thus, a visitor's perception of naturalness would be
impaired on 600 acres. Sights and sounds of mining would
lower the quality of solitude on 600 acres.

Conclusion: Designation would prevent communi-
cation site development, thereby pro-

tecting wilderness values on 90 percent

ofthe WSA. A mining claim assumed to

have valid existing rights would
impair wilderness characteristics on 10

percent of the WSA, but designation

would allow the WSA to remain wil-

derness in character.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on 1.3

miles ofvehicle ways and all 6,400 acres of the WSA. Long-
term motorized use would, therefore, be 125 visitor days/
year fewer than under nondesignation. Long-term non-
motorized use would be 175 visitor days/year more than
under nondesignation. Projected total use days/year
would be 50 more if the WSA is designated. The projected
change in visitor use is not expected to cause significant

impacts to public lands nearby or to the Picacho Mountain
WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Designation would somewhat affect

the total amount of use (50 more days a
year)and would change the use from a
mix ofnonmotorized and motorized use
to all nonmotorized.

Impacts on Land Uses

Wilderness designation would impact land uses by
requiring removal of three existing communication facili-

ties presently authorized on Newman Peak under the Inter-

im Management Policy. Designation would also prevent
the probable establishment of 10 to 15 other similar com-
munication sites. Newman Peak's importance as a major
link in a growing Tucson/Phoenix government and pri-

vate communication corridor would be lost.

Conclusion: Designation would impact land uses by
requiring the removal of existing com-
munication facilities and by preclud-

ing the establishment of 10 to 15 addi-

tional communication sites in the future.

Impacts on Mineral Resources

Wilderness designation would withdraw 6,400 acres of

public land from all forms ofmineral entry, except for valid

existing rights at the time of designation. Considerable
information, both historical and recent, indicates the

probability of commercial quantities of minerals within
the WSA. No estimates of mineral reserve quantities or

assay values are available. It is anticipated that explora-

tion drilling and a small precious metals/copper mine will

be developed in section 26 on the known mineralized con-

tact. This mining operation is assumed to have valid exist-

ing rights at the time of designation and, therefore, would
not be impacted by designation.

Conclusion: Designation is not expected to affect

development of the WSA's small scale

gold and copper mine. However, desig-

nation would withdraw 3,640 acres

with a moderate mineral potential from
further exploration and development.

Impacts on Wildlife

Wilderness designation would allow a future desert

bighorn sheep introduction. Existing communication sites

would be removed and additional sites would not be permit-

ted. Thus, suitable desert bighorn habitat would not be lost

due to human disturbances within the WSA.

Conclusion: Designation of the Picacho Mountains
would preserve habitat, currently
threatened by communication site

development, for the introduction of

desert bighorn sheep.

COYOTE MOUNTAINS—WSA 2-202 (Map 2-5)

PROPOSED ACTION (ALL WILDERNESS)

All of the Coyote Mountains WSA's 5,080 acres would be
designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness designation would preclude development of

an underground mine in Mendoza Canyon, thus protecting

(1) naturalness on 15 acres, (2) the perception of natural-

ness on 1,125 acres and (3) solitude and primitive recrea-

tion opportunities on 3,520 acres. Without designation,

these lands (69 percent of the WSA) would otherwise be

impacted by the construction of roads and facilities, and
the sights and sounds associated with mining.

Conclusion: Designation would prevent develop-

ment that is expected to impair the

WSA's wilderness character across 69

percent of the WSA. This loss would
make the area unusable as wilderness;

therefore, designation would maintain
the WSA's wilderness qualities.

impacts on Mineral Development

Wilderness designation would withdraw 5,080 acres of

public land from all forms ofmineral entry, except for valid

rights existing at the time of designation. Considerable

information, both historical and recent, indicates the

probability of commercial quantities of economic minerals

within this WSA. About 71 percent of this WSA is judged
moderately favorable for metallic and uranium resources.

All mineral exploration would be precluded. One com-
mercial copper, tungsten, gold and silver operation would

Coyote Mountains

of adequate time for explora-

estimate ofthe mine's mineral
acre area considered highly

elite deposits could not be

exploration activities for exotic min-

columbite, tantalite, samars-

be forgone because of a lack

tion prior to designation. No
reserves is available. A 640-

favorable for economic sch

explored. In addition

erals such as beryl, niobium
kite and lithium would cease

Conclusion: Designation is expected to prevent

development of a commercial quality

copper, gold and silver mineral deposit.

In addition, 640 acres with a high min-
eral potential would be withdrawn and
made unavailable for future mineral

exploration.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on 1.3

miles of vehicle ways and all

motorized use would be 200

cause significant impacts to

5,080 acres ofthe WSA. Long-

term motorized use would, therefore, be 200 visitor days/

year fewer than under nondesignation. Long-term non-

visitor days/year more than
under nondesignation. Projected total use days/year

would remain the same whether or not the WSA is desig-

nated. The projected change i n visitor use is not expected to

Coyote Mountain WSA. See Table 3-3.

public lands nearby or to the

Conclusion: Designati
amount of
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Mendoza Canyon's bluffs, granite domes, and sheer rock faces create scenic features enhancing the Coyote

Mountains WSA's wilderness values.
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from a mix ofnonmotorized and motor-
ized use to all nonmotorized.

NO WILDERNESS

None of the Coyote Mountains WSA's 5,080 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the No Wilderness
alternative.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

None of the wilderness values on the WSA's 5,080 acres
would receive wilderness-related legislative protection.

Development of a mine in Mendoza Canyon would
impact wilderness values because the small size of the
WSA and its topographic arrangement make impacts in
Mendoza Canyon noticeable across much of the area. The
sights and sounds of mining would permanently disturb
the wilderness value of naturalness on 15 acres, impair
visitor's perception of naturalness on 1,125 acres and cause
the loss of solitude across 3,520 acres.

The value of the WSA as a natural setting for primitive
recreation activities would also be lost. Mendoza Canyon is
the WSA's most visited area and considered its most scenic
feature. Recreationists would find it difficult to escape the
impact of the mine on natural and scenic values.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would result in the
loss of wilderness values across 69 per-
cent of the WSA. This loss would make
the entireWSA unusable as a wilderness.

Impacts on Mineral Development

All lands within theWSA would remain open for mineral
leasing and for appropriation of minerals under the gen-
eral mining laws and other pertinent laws and regulations.
This includes 3,640 acres considered moderately favorable
for metallic and uranium resources. One commercial
copper, gold, tungsten and silver mine could be developed if
unencumbered by wilderness. Potential deposits of schee-
lite and a variety of exotic minerals could be explored.
Extraction could occur if recoverable deposits are found.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would allow the
development of the WSA's commercial
copper, gold and silver deposits. In
addition, 640 acres with a high mineral
potential would remain open for min-
eral exploration.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Under nondesignation visitor days/year of motorized
recreation use would increase from zero at present to 200
and nonmotorized use would decrease from 370 to 250—
because of new access roads and the sights and sounds of
mining in Mendoza Canyon. Total recreation use levels
would rise by 18 percent— a result of motorized recreation-

ists using improved access roads to enter the WSA. Non-
motorized recreation use would be 200 fewer than under
designation. See table 3-3.

Conclusion: Nondesignation would replace the
existing type of recreation use, pres-
ently all nonmotorized, with a combi-
nation of both motorized (44 percent of
total use) and nonmotorized (56 per-
cent). Total recreation use would be the
same whether or not the WSA is desig-
nated, but under nondesignation use
would be about equally divided between
motorized and nonmotorized.

BABOQUIVARI PEAK—WSA 2-203B (Map 2-6)

PROPOSED ACTION (ALL WILDERNESS)

All 2,065 acres of the Baboquivari Peak WSA would be
designated as wilderness under the Proposed Action.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under this alternative all 2,065 acres of the WSA would
be legislatively protected by wilderness designation. Also
protected would be the natural character of an area consid-
ered sacred and used for religious purposes by the Tohono
O'Odham Indians. The short- and long-term impact of
designation would be negligible since no development or
other activities detrimental to wilderness values are antic-
ipated in the future whether the area is designated wilder-
ness or not.

Conclusion: All wilderness values would be pro-
tected by legislative mandate. No
adverse or beneficial impacts to wil-

derness values are anticipated from the
designation of this area as no develop-
ment is expected to occur with or with-
out wilderness designation.

Impacts on Mineral Development

Designation would withdraw all 2,065 acres from min-
eral entry. No mineral exploration or development is antic-
ipated in the WSA. Therefore, no commercial development
would be forgone if the area were designated.

Conclusion: No mineral activity is anticipated in
the Baboquivari Peak WSA. Therefore,
designation would not impact mineral
exploration or development.

Impacts on Recreation Use

Designation would prohibit motorized recreation on all

2,065 acres of the WSA; however, there is no known motor-
ized recreation there now so there would be no change.
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Baboquivari Peak WSA

The eastern face ofBaboquiuari Peak provides technical rock climbing opportunities ir, the Baboquivari Peak

WSA.

Long-term nonmotorized use would be 100 visitor days/

year more than under nondesignation. The projected

change in visitor use is not expected to cause significant

impacts to public lands nearby or to the Baboquivari Peak
WSA. See Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Designation would not impact the type

of recreation activities in the WSA
because all such use is nonmotorized;

however, use would increase by 100 vis-

itor days/year in the long term.

NO WILDERNESS

None of the Baboquivari Peak WSA's 2,065 acres would
be designated as wilderness under the No Wilderness

alternative.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

None of the Baboquivari Peak WSA's 2,065 acres would
receive wilderness-related legislative protection. Both the

short- and long-term impact of this action would be negli-

gible, since no development or other activities detrimental

to wilderness values are anticipated in the future whether
or not the area is designated wilderness.

Conclusion: None of the WSA's wilderness values

would rec ;ive the legislative protection

provided by wilderness designation.

However;, no adverse or beneficial

impacts to wilderness values are antic-

ipated because no development is

expected in this WSA.

Impacts on Mineral Development

ould remain open for mineral

of minerals under the general

pertinent laws and regulations,

development of mineral resources for-

because no exploration or devel-

Under nondesignation
continue. Levels
hiking, camping and mount
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All lands within theWSA
leasing and for development
mining laws and other

There would be no
gone with this alternative

opment is anticipated

Conclusion: Nondesignation would not affect min-

eral development because no such
developm ent is expected in this WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Use

ciirrent recreation uses would
of nonmotorized recreation use, including

ain climbing, would increase
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50 visitor use days/year over the long term, but would be
100 fewer than under designation. There is no motorized
recreation at present in the WSA, nor is any projected. See
Table 3-3.

Conclusion: Under nondesignation current recrea-
tion uses would continue—projections
are for 400 visitor days/year of non-
motorized and zero days of motorized
recreation.

MITIGATING MEASURES
No specific mitigation measures have been identified in

this FEIS that would reduce the impacts of wilderness
designation or nondesignation. No mitigation is identified
because the actions described in Chapter 2 ofthis FEIS are
only anticipated and are used primarily for analysis pur-
poses. It is anticipated that some ofthe actions described in
Chapter 2 will occur. When BLM receives applications for

Plant communities common to the Sonoran Desert, such as the saguaro-
palo-uerde community pictured here, occur in all the WSAs except Mount
Wilson.
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Lnavoidable Adverse Impacts

specific projects an environmental process is triggered
whereby environmental impacts are assessed and specific

mitigation measures are taken to lessen those impacts.
Therefore, because of the speculative nature of the actions
described in Chapter 2, no mitigating measures are identi-

fied to mitigate the impact of those actions in this FEIS.

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

No mitigation measures have been identified that would
reduce or eliminate the adverse impacts expected under the
Proposed Action. Therefore, all adverse impacts identified

under the Proposed Action are unavoidable.

The Proposed Action would close 31,966 acres to mineral
entry. No prospecting, exploration or mining would be
allowed, subject to valid existing rights. In addition, 31,966
acres would be closed to oil and gas leasing.

Off-road vehicle use would be affected by the closure of 13
miles ofvehicle ways, three miles ofroads and 31,966 acres
of wilderness.

Certain impairing activities would be allowed in the
three WSAs recommended for nondesignation under the
Proposed Action. Mining, motorized vehicle use and com-
munication site development would impair wilderness
values in some areas. These impacts would be somewhat
mitigated thru BLM's environmental assessment process.

However, until that process is triggered with a project
application, these impacts can only be described as
unavoidable.

IRREVERSIBLE AND
IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS
OF RESOURCES

Nondesignation of the three WSAs identified under the
Proposed Action would result in some irreversible and irre-

trievable commitments of resources. Activities such as

mining and communication
manently impair wildernes
lamation of disturbed sites

could be mitigated and would
commitment of resources.

site development may per-

s values. However, where rec-

s possible, impairing activities

not result in an irretrievable

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S
ENVIRONMENT AND THE
MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT
OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

The basic objective of the
an allocation of resources
multiple use and sustained
vides for the protection of wilderness
in three WSAs while allowing
resources in the three WSA$
for wilderness.

Proposed Action is to establish
consistent with the principles of
" yield. The Proposed Action pro-

and associated values
the development and use of

recommended as nonsuitable

The use of mineral and sc

three areas proposed for designat
losses of some mineral values
ever, wilderness values would
over the long term.

The use and preservation
the three WSAs recommended
could be forgone in order to

Use of the areas for rights

ment could increase
increase over the long term,
would stay the same or decline

ENERGY REQUIREM
CONSERVATION

me recreation resources in the
ion would be forgone. The
would be long term. How-
benefit from designation

ofsome wilderness resources in

nonsuitable for wilderness
i^se some commodity resources.

-of-way and mineral develop-
Mo|orized recreation use would

while primitive recreation use

POTENTIAL

Energy use would not differ

native. No conservation potentials
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CHAPTER 5

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATIC

INTRODUCTION

The Phoenix Wilderness Final Environmental Impact
Statement was prepared by specialists from the Phoenix
District Office and the Kingman and Phoenix Resource
Areas. The Arizona State Office planning staff and
resource specialists provided technical reviews and sug-
gestions. Disciplines and skills used to develop this FEIS
were range, land management, recreation, sociology, eco-

nomics, cultural resources, mineral resources, water
resources, visual resources, wildlife, wilderness, editing
and word processing. Writing of this FEIS began in May
1985.

LIST OF PREPARERS

Tim Sanders, Team Leader
BS Wildlife Biology, MS Agricultural Economics, New
Mexico State University. Tim was team leader on this

Final EIS and wrote the Economic Conditions sections
of Chapters 3 and 4. He has worked seven years for

BLM.

Richard Hanson, Wilderness Coordinator
BS in Parks and Recreation, Michigan State Univer-
sity. Rich wrote Chapter 1 and the Wilderness sections
of Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Rich was also Assistant Team
Leader on the draft EIS. He has worked eight years for

BLM.

Wanda Johnson, Word Process Operator
AAin Business Administration, Big Bend Community
College, Moses Lake, WA. Wanda provided word proc-

essing and technical assistance. She has worked two
years for BLM.

Barbara Fast, Secretary, Minerals
AAin Business Administration, Glendale Community
College, Glendale, AZ. Barbara provided word process-
ing and technical assistance. She has worked four
years for BLM.

Jane Closson, ASO Writer-Editor
BS Business Education, MA Psychology, California
State University at Long Beach. Jane provided the
editorial review for this EIS. She has worked eight
years for BLM.

Don Ducote, Botanist

BS Education, MS Botany, University ofArizona. Don
wrote the Recreation sections of Chapters 2, 3 and 4
and the Protected Plants section of Chapter 1 . Don has
worked for the BLM for seven years.

William Gibson, Archaeologist
BS Business, Graduate Program Archaeology, Ari-

zona State University. Bill wrote the Cultural Resour-
ces sections of Chapter 3 and 4. Bill has worked for

BLM seven years.

Ron Gottsponer, Range Conservationist
BS Wildlife Science. Ron
Chapter 2. Ron has wo

wrote the range sections of

11 years for BLM.Drked

Sylvia Jordan, Wildlife Biologist

BS Wildlife Management, Arizona State University.
Sylvia wrote the Wildlife Habitat sections ofChapter 3
and 4. She has worked 13

Fred Potter, Geologist
BS Geology, New Mexico
the Minerals sections of

worked eight years for BLM.

Opal Redshaw, Realty Specialist

Opal has been a BLM realty

She wrote the Lands sections

has worked for BLM for 24

years for BLM.

School of Mines. Fred wrote
Chapters 2, 3 and 4. He has

specialist for seven years.

of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 and
years.

BLM MANAGERS
D. Dean Bibles, Arizona State
Marlyn V. Jones, Phoenix District

Arthur E. Tower, Phoenix Re
Roger Taylor, Kingman Resource

Director

Manager
source Area Manager

Area Manager

BLM ARIZONA STATE OFFICE
ASSISTANCE

Stanley Wagner, Environmental Coordinator
Robert Abbey, Wilderness Specialist

Ray Brady, DSD, Mineral Resources

SCOPING (Issue Identification)

Scoping served to identify the significant environmental
issues to be analyzed in the EIS and de-emphasized or
eliminated from detailed study insignificant issues or

issues addressed in earlier environmental reviews. The
significant environmental issues were then incorporated
into a range of alternatives, land the effects or impacts of

implementing such alternatives were analyzed in this EIS.

BLM held several public scoping meetings to help iden-

tify public concerns about vjilderness. Other issues were
identified by reviewing public comments received during
the wilderness inventory. Based on professional judgment,
BLM resource specialists also identified issues. A review of

all issues by resource managers and an interdisciplinary

team concluded the scoping process.

The scoping process for the EIS area involved several
phases, extending from the fall of 1978 to January 1982:
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© Initial wilderness inventory and public comment
period—November 1978 to April 1979

• Intensive wilderness inventory and public com-
ment period—June 1979 to November 1980

• Letters requesting mineral information sent to
energy and mineral industries and individual
claim holders with interest in or claims in or near
the WSAs—November 1981 and March 1982

• Meetings with interested energy and minerals
groups—December 1981 and January 1982

• BLM study and planning process—October 1982
to April 1983

• Public comment period on preliminary alterna-
tives and EIS issues—April 1983 to June 1983

• Public meetings in Tucson, Kingman, Phoenix,
and Gila Bend, Arizona to solicit public comments
on preliminary alternatives and identify addi-
tional issues—May 1983

• Federal Register, Notice of Intent to Prepare EIS—
June 1983

• Letters to Indian tribal leaders—June 1983

LIST OF AGENCIES,
ORGANIZATIONS, AND PERSONS
TO WHOM COPIES OF THIS
STATEMENT HAVE BEEN SENT
BLM requested comments on the Draft EIS from all

affected grazing permittees, interested individuals, federal
and state agencies, and interest groups. Due to the size of
the mailing list (800), the following is a partial list of those
who received the document.

Federal Agencies

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Agriculture
Forest Service
Soil Conservation Service

Department of Defense
Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Air Force

Department of Energy
Department of the Interior

Bureau of Mines
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Reclamation
Fish and Wildlife Service
Geological Survey
National Park Service

Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration

Arizona State Agencies

Arizona Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture
Arizona Department of Health Services
Arizona Department of Library, Archives, and Public
Records

Arizona Department of Transportation
Arizona Game and Fish Department
Arizona Natural Heritage Program
Arizona Office of Economic Planning and Development
Arizona Oil and Gas Commission
Arizona Outdoor Recreation Coordinating Commission
Arizona State Clearinghouse
Arizona State Historic Preservation Officer
Arizona State Land Commissioner
Arizona State Parks Board
Arizona Water Resources Department
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology
Governor of Arizona
Governor's Commission on Arizona Environment
Mineral Resource Department

Local Agencies

Central Arizona Association of Governments
City of Casa Grande
City of Eloy
City of Kingman
City of Phoenix
City of Superior
City of Tucson
City of Wickenburg
District IV Council of Governments
Maricopa Council of Governments
Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
Maricopa County Planning and Zoning Commission
Mohave County Board of Supervisors
Mohave County Planning and Zoning Commission
Northern Arizona Council of Governments
Pima County Board of Supervisors
Pima County Planning and Zoning Department
Pinal County Board of Supervisors
Pinal County Planning and Zoning Department
Yavapai County Board of Supervisors
Yavapai County Planning and Zoning Department

Indian Tribes and Councils

Fort Mohave Tribal Council
Chemehuevi Tribal Council
Quechan Tribal Council
Cocopah Tribal Council
Havasupai Tribal Council
Hualapai Tribal Council
Tonto Apache Indian Tribal Council
Yavapai-Apache Community Council
Yavapai-Prescott Board of Directors
White Mountain Apache Tribal Council
Hopi Tribal Council
Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians
Tohono O'Odham Council
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Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Community Council
Pascua Yaqui Tribal Council
Ak-Chin Indian Community
Gila River Indian Community
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Community Council
San Carlos Apache Tribal Council
Navajo Tribal Council

Other Organizations

Arizona Cattle Growers Association
Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep Society

Arizona Mining Association

Arizona Mining and Prospecting Association
Arizona Prospectors and Small Mine Operators
Association

Arizona Wildlife Federation
Arizona Wool Growers Association

Arizona 4-Wheel Drive Association
Audubon Society

Defenders of Wildlife

Desert Tortoise Council

Kingman Grazing Advisory Board
League of Women Voters

Legal Organizations
Mining Companies
Phoenix District Advisory Council
National Audubon Society

National Council of Public Land Users
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

News Media
Oil and Gas Companies
ORV Clubs
Phoenix-Lower Gila Resource Areas Grazing Advisory
Board

Public Lands Council

Rockhound Clubs
Sierra Club (Local and National)

The Wilderness Society

Utility Companies
Wild Burro Protection Association

Wildlife Society

Elected Representatives

Federal

Senator Dennis DeConcini
Senator Barry Goldwater
Representative John McCain
Representative Jim McNulty
Representative Eldon Rudd
Representative Bob Stump
Representative Morris K. Udall

State

Senator Bill Davis
Senator John U. Hays
Senator A.V. "Bill" Hardt
Senator Peter Rios

Senator S.H. "Hal" Runyon
Representative Don Aldridge

Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative

Jan Brewer
Bob Denny
Jerry Everall

Edward Guerrero
Roy Hudson
Richard Pacheco
James Ratliff

E.C. "Polly" Rosi

Nancy Wessel

REVIEW PROCESS

withThe draft EIS was filed

tion Agency on December
receipt was published in the

21, 1984. The comment perio

1985. The Bureau of Land M
bility and announcement o

in the Federal Register on

More than 1,000 copies

to federal, state and local

tions and individuals for

releases from Washington
tion about obtaining copies

and locations of the scheduled

The Bureau of Land
hearings to receive oral

lie on the draft EIS in

Arizona. The public hearing
January 30, 1985, 7:00 p.m.

public hearing in Kingman,
1986; two individuals attended
hearing in Phoenix, Arizona
7:00 p.m. and 13 individuals

thatThe written comments
DEIS are published in this

management reviewed all

those questioning the analy
the environmental impacts
alternatives. All comments,
BLM managers in making
derness.

Review Process

the Environmental Protec-

14, 1984 and their notice of

federal Register on December
extended through March 11,

knagement's notice of availa-

fpublic hearings was published
December 21, 1984.

of tjrie draft EIS were distributed

government agencies, organiza-

jreview and comment. News
Phoenix provided informa-

cjf the draft EIS and time, date

public hearings.

and ]

Management (BLM) held public

testimony from the interested pub-

Tucpon, Phoenix and Kingman,
in Tucson, Arizona was held

ind 16 individuals spoke. The
\rizona, was held February 5,

but no one spoke. The public

was held on February 7, 1985,

spoke.

were received regarding the

document. The EIS team and
comments and responded to

sis or raising issues related to

of the Proposed Action and
however, will be considered by
;he recommendations for wil-

WRITTEN COMMENTS
Grouped by (1) Federal,

Indian tribes) and (4) Other

order of their receipt.

(2) State, (3) Local (including

. Comments are numbered in

FEDERAL

I. Chino Valley Rang
II. National Park S
20. U.S. Fish and
42. U.S. Department
43. U.S. Department of

69

er District

ervice (Western Region)

Wildlife Service

Energy WAPA
' Health and Human Services

of
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63. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
71. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
74. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado

Regional Office

STATE

7. Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral
Resources

10. Arizona Office of Economic Planning
25. Arizona State Parks
38. Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral

Technology
39. Arizona Department of Transportation
70. Arizona Game and Fish Department

LOCAL

11. Sierra Club Toiyabe Chapter
15. Sierra Club Rincon Group
22. United Four-Wheel Drive Association
34. Arizona desert Bighorn Sheep Society Inc.

35. Desert Bighorn Council
40. Yuma Audubon Society

58. National Parks and Conservation Association
61. Arizona Native- Plant Society

67. Arizona Prospectors and Small Mine Operators
Association

68. Arizona Mining Association
69. Arizona Mining Association
72. Arizona Prospector and Small Mine Operators

Association

OTHER

2. Daniel McCool
3. Jim Notestine
4. Allen Lovejoy
5. Robert F. Green, M.D.
6. Thomas J. Myers
8. D. L. Pierson

9. Randy Waltrip
12. Garlyn Johnson
13. Walter and Dorothy Pelech
14. Ms. Mary Howell
16. Maria D. Collaze

17. Charles I. Motes
18. Gertrude A. Hochgraf
21. Robert and Beth Flores

23. Drew Cook
24. Michael Sirnonson
26. Lucy Veit Sanders
27. George Horn
28. Betty Herrera
29. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Angenent
30. Susie Siedentop & Michael Ranger
31. K. Holder
32. James E. Posedly
33. John V. Pluth
36. Dr. Paul Hintzen

37. Alvin Gerhardt
41. Bruce K. Thompson
44. William A. Faciaelli

45. Wildlife Management Institute

46. Tom Gehrels
47. Bettina Bickel

48. James Heeringa
49. Don Tivitchell

50. V. B. Jones
51. Frances O. Illingworth

52. Michael R. Thompson
53. Susan Thompson
54. William F. Illingworth

55. Randy Shumway
56. Jay Forrest, J. Lewis Stitson Phillis David
57. Sidney M. Hirsh
59. Jim Frankenfield

60. Thomas J. Myers
62. Jimmy G. Scharnek
64. H. J. (Jake) Turin
65. Dan Fisher

66. Timothy J. Flood
73. Tom Wright
75. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Lilly

76. John Prater

77. Leroy Zimmerman
78. Robert J. Schmidli
79. M. K. Daly
80. Rose Mary Spaulding
81. Mrs. Gene Ann Parker
82. P. J. Miller

83. Janice C. Luepke
84. Don Ayres
85. Scott Hudson
86. Frank S. Loulan
87. Nancy Russell

88. Lillian Longley
89. Walter McCleneghar
90. John Winter
91. Michael Wunder
92. William S. Finkelstein

93. Barbara Jacobson
94. Karl Greenblatt
95. Mary McBee
96. F. L. Salinger

97. F. L. Salinger

98. Marjorie Woodruff
99. Rose Marie King
100. J. Salty Honcharik
101. Nancy Tukey
102. Sara Traum
103. John S. Jachna
104. Peggy Ann Doty
105. Dianne M. Zahule
106. Dorothy Lees Riddle
107. Greg Barr
108. John Pamperin
109. Julie Kley
110. Randy Ryan
111. Michael Margulis
112. Scott Samuels
113. Cora Newman Samuels
114. Eddie Bennett
115. Mary Sojourner
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116. Flynn Kelly

117. Carroll Klein

118. Richard Faith

119. L. Chetham
120. Donovan H. Lyngholm
121. Mary McBee

GENERAL RESPONSE

A number of comments were received regarding Ragged

Top WSA. The original inventory unit consisted of approx-

imately 8,480 acres. During the intensive inventory several

roads and mining activities were mapped, these comprised

significant impacts and necessitated boundary modifica-

tions, reducing the size of the unit by approximately 4,020

acres,acres. The remaining 4,460

Top and portions of the surroijn

condition. The 4,460 acre

completion of the intensive

unit

The Federal Register notice of December 30, 1982

dropped the Ragged Top WSA from further wilderness

study. On April 18, 1985, U.S. District Court Judge

Lawrence Karlton ruled in Sierra Club vs. Watt that the

Secretary has discretion in determining whether areas less

than 5,000 acres should be studied for wilderness. Arizona

BLM plans to prepare a wilderness EIS to include the pre-

viously dropped split-mineral estate WSAs and WSAs less

than 5,000 acres in FY-198^
included in the EIS.

Responses

, which includes Ragged
;ding bajada, are in natural

became WSA 2-197 after

inlventory.

The hearing transcripts and
BLM's responses follow.
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KR. McCLUREi Ladies and gentlemen, this public

hearing will now com to order.

Firat, I would like to introduce myself. My

"*• ia B** 11 McClure, I'm the Deputy State Director in charge

of Lands and Renewable Resources for the Bureau of Land

Management in Arizona.

I have bcon appointed by the Arizona State

Director of the Bureau of Land Management to conduct this

public hearing under the authority of the Secretary of

Interior concerning the wilderness study of the Phoenix

Resource Area.

Most of you have undoubtedly signed the

attendance sheet as you casM into the room. If you have not

done so, I would like to encourage you to sign in now so

that we can have a written record of the attendance here. If

you plan to make a statement this evening, be sure to check

the appropriate space on the attendance sheet so that we

can add your name to the list of speakers.

The official reporter this evening is Bob

Sweitxer. He is seated at the table to our left. He will

prepare a verbatim transcript of everything that is said at

the bearing this evening. If you wish to obtain a copy of

the transcript, you should make your own arrangements with

the reporter.

This public hearing is required by statute and

is being held to obtain information relating to six

wilderness atifiJiy areas which have been studied by the Bureau

of Land Management. A draft Environmental Impact Statement,

an EIS, on this subject has been published and is available

in the back of the room.

The purpose of this hearing centers on two

issues. First, are these six wilderness study areas suitable

or not suitable for designation as wilderness. Your views

and any information you can offer with respect to this

question will be greatly appreciated.

Second, is the draft Environmental Impact

Statement adequate? Your comments and suggestions on this

aspect of the study will also be appreciated.

In arranging for this public hearing, notices

were sent to the United States Senators Goldwater and and

DeConcini, and Representatives Udall, Rudd, Dunk, McNulty and

McCain, and to Governor Babbitt and other elected officials.

Notices have also been sent to federal, state

and local governmental agencies and organizations and

individuals known to be interested in this wilderness study.

Mow for a few words about procedure. This

hearing is not a debate, a trial or a question and answer

situation. It is an advisory hearing and all interested
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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25

persons may present statements , either written or oral, or

both, or other information pertinent to the wilderness study

we axe considering tonight. There will be no cross-examinatic

from the audience, but if anyone fails to understand the

statement of any speaker you may direct a clarifying question

to me, and I will determine whether it is pertinent. This

may seen overly formal, but it is intended to give everyone a

fair and reasonable opportunity to present his or her view.

When I finish my opening statement I will call

on a Bureau of Land Management representative to explain the

BLM's proposed action. That presentation should take a few

minutes

.

Then I will call on any elected governmental

official present who wishes to make a statement. After that,

we will proceed with other speakers.

In view of the number of people who wish to

speak and the limited time available, each speaker will be

limited to ten minutes. If it appears that we are running

into time problems, as the evening goes by, we may have to

limit the testimony to five minutes. However, I think if

everyone who is good about keeping their comments within ten

minutes, we'll be all right this evening.

If you cannot express all your comments in the

length of tisie given, you may submit further comments in

writing. Any written statements submitted here will be

> ASSOCIATE*

the matter. After the hearing record closes on March 11,

19*5, there will be a thorough review of the draft

Environmental Impact Statement. Your comments will be

considered by the BLM state director, and he will make his

recommendations to the BLM director in Wasington, who must

make limn—imiilll il'lnn | a the Secretary of the Interior.

After due consideration, the Secretory will

transmit his recommendation to the President. The President

in turn, will transmit his recommendations to Congress. Aftei

appropriate consideration, which will include hearings, the

Congress will accept, reject or modify the President's

proposal.

Only Congress can designate an area as

wilderness, and only Congress can release a BLM wilderness

study area from its study status. As you can see, the BLM

preliminary proposal before yon today will undergo

comprehensive review and this public hearing and your views

are vavpry important part of the review process.

This evening we have with us several officials

from the Bureau of Land Management. To my immediate left

is Art Tower, the Pheenix Resource Area Manager. Bill Carter

is next to him, on my left. He is the team leader for the

Phoenix Resource Area Environmental Impact Statement. And

to my right is Rick Hansen, Wilderness Specialist from the

Phoenix District Office
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Forest and the United states Mexican border in Maricopa,

Yavapai, Pinal and Pima Counties. The specific areas are

shown on the maps in the back of the room for your reference.

The Phoenix District wilderness inventory

began in the fall of 1978 and follows the following steps

i

First, the identified roadless of five thousand

acres or more. A ninety-day review period after which the

land believed to meet wilderness criteria were proposed for

wore intensive inventory. The intensive inventory involving

underground inspections to verify wilderness qualities.

Another ninety-day review period during which

WSAs were identified. To help scope and summarize the

significant issues related to wilderness designation, BLM

requested public comment on its wilderness inventory and

planning process. He sent letters to interested organization

and met with various groups. The results of that effort

became the proposed action for the draft Impact Statement

that you will be commenting on.

Following the review period for this draft, we

will start work on preliminary finalrfnvlronmantal Impact

Statement, which will, when completed, be sent to the

Director's office in Washington for approval and filing.

Following approval of the final EIS, we will

make our recommendations on the wilderness designations to

the Secretary, to the BLM Director in our state office and

- ASSOCIATES
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1 Top are very outstanding pristine areas with a lot of

2 wilderness values. They have exceptional wildlife, scenic

3 and primitive recreation value*. The wilderness proposal

4 would protect twenty sensitive plant species, four special

5 status species and six crucial habitate in the natural

6 condition.

7 The draft EIS was not a good faith attempt to

8 weigh conflicts in the units. Wilderness lost on all the

9 units for minor conflicts, except one tiny unit, you know

10 you don't dare recommend, because Bobicutery (phonetic) is

11 such a popular area and well known to everybody in the state,

12 that it would have been impossible, you know, for you to have

13 not recommended that, plus it's only two thousand plus acres.

You are charged with weighing all values an.'

15 recommending wilderness where it outweighs other values.

16 Your anti-wilderness bias was obvious in this BIS . You

17 recommended a guest wilderness for any and all minor

IB commercial conflicts. All of these WSAs have wilderness

19 values that far exceed the values of the conflicts, and

20 therefore, should have been designated wilderness.

All eonnieva ava minimal ia all the units,

22 the EIS admits that. There are no significant impacts that

23 occur in any potential grazing levels, that is acknowledged

in the EIS. When you get down to the real mineral conflicts,

you're really only talking White Canyon. The others are very

Washington office. And as indicated, the Secretary, in turn,

will have to make his recommendations to the President

through Congress for their final decision.

MB. McCLUREi Thank you. Art.

Is there anyone here to represent the Governor

of Arizona tonight?

Any member of Congress?

Member of the State Legislature?

My first witness this evening is Jim Notestine.

Please give your name and who you represent

.

MR. NOTESTINE i I assume you want us to use

this podium?

MR. McCLUREi Yes.

MR. NOTESTINE i Okay, I'm Jim Notestine from

Sonoyta, Arizona, and I'm representing the Rincon group of

the Sierra Club.

And the Sierra Club recommends the whole

wilderness proposal be adopted as the proposed action in the

final draft, plus one more unit, Ragged Top, (phonetic)

which was dropped by Watt and which shouldn't have been

dropped, and we'll discuss that later.

This is not a greedy proposal i it is actually

a very small portion of the total BLM acreage in this area

and in the state. Much of the land was already dropped in

prior cuts and reviews. The remaining six units, plus Ragged

ASSOCIATES
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subjective, and even White Canyon is subjective, but the

potential is possibly greater there. It is copper and copper

is very abundant in Arizona with a fading market. In no way

in the foreseeable future can you use all the known copper

deposits that we have right now.

tJhe other minor conflict is with potential

communication sites in Picacho Mountains, and they have

alternatives that they can use and they certainly shouldn't

sacrifice the wildlife and the outstanding values of Picaeho

Mountains for that.

The following are supporting arguments for

wilderness recommendations for the four units, plus Ragged

Top, that I am most familiar with. Acquaintances of mine

assure me that equally ^compelling arguments for the other

two units exist.

White Canyon, perhaps of all the WSAa, White

Canyon needs and deserves wilderness designation the most.

Contrary to the mediocre wilderness value description given

in the draft EIS, White Canyon has truly outstanding

wilderness qualities . Scenery, opportunities for solitude

abound, it's an outstanding wildlife area, and it's a three

mile streth of perennial stream with lush vegetation. It's

almost like one-third of Aravai*ar. Canyon. Aravaipa Canyon

already has a waiting list most of the time for people to

go into that area. We need to protect a few remaining,
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outstanding perennial streams that we have in this state

.

Not sacrifice them for a little bit of copper in a state

that's got copper in abundant quantities.

Flood Canyon (phonetic) is a candidate for

reintroducing three species. One endangered and one state-

listed. On one trip in there, I identified forty-throe

species of birds, and that's in one day, and I'm not an

experienced birder. I also saw the only mountain lion I've

seen in the wild th' White Canyon. Bear frequent the canyon,

moving in from the adjacent Tonto Forest. I ' vo never seen a

higher density of rnptureness anywhere else than I've seen in

White Canyon. White Canyon has twenty*-ene known prehistoric

cultural sites and the entire unit is considered culturally

sensitive.

The draft EIS indicates that the opportunities

for solitude and primitive recreation are restricted And

limited. I disagree very strongly. For its size, it offers

considerable opportunities for a high quality wilderness

experience. There ore very many places in White Canyon that

you Can get away from people. I think it could carry forty

or fifty people in there with no problem, and it would be a

long time before we'll see that density of people using it on

a daily basis.

Here the topography in a higher density per

acre than Xrava*pa Canyon — pardon me, strike that.

* recommends that it gets opened up, and they don't recotemend

2 wilderness for it and they would open it up for uses that

3 it's not used for right now. 8o I really have trouble

4 understanding their position on Coyote Mountains.

5 The wide variety of primitive recreation

6 available is hiking, hunting, rock climbing, photography,

7 sight seeing and a lot of botanical and wildlife. It's got

8 outstanding wildlife in that area, also.

9 Wilderness designation would protect eight

10 plant^specios, it would also protect two hundred and fifty

culturally sensitive acres. Including a classic period

12 Hohokam compound. Like I said previously, currently the

Silver Bell MFP recommends that the WSA be managed to protect

scenic, natural and primitive values. And so that would fit

15 right in with wilderness designation. I just don't

16 understand the call on this unit.

You state that the area is relatively small in

size, lessens the wilderness caliber of the WSA, solitude

19 and primitive recreation opportunities. Once again, I

20 disagree. It's a jumble, a maze of canyons , and for a unit

of five or six thousand acres, it has got an incredible

22 amount of solitude opportunities for that small a unit. And

23 there are essentially no grazing conflicts) there's thirty-twi

24 cows in the unit right now, three hundred and eighty-four

25 AUMa. And there's no problem with that remaining. The cows
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- And then Cripple —
Z MS. McCLUREi Excuse me again, Jim. Your time

3 is up, and if you'd like, you can submit a written statement.

4 MR. NOTESTINEi Okay, thank you.

5 MR. McCLUREi Thank you very much.

6 Our next witness is Janal Smith.

7 MS. SMITHi Thank you, Mr. HcClure

.

8 My name is Janal Smith, I'm the state president

9 of the Arizona Small Mine 'Operators Association, which was

10 founded in 1938 and is the oldest mining organization in the

H western United States.

I want you to know that it is a distinct and

unique pleasure for me to be able at long last agree with

14 some Bureau of Land Management wilderness recommendations

.

15 First of all, I'd like to conaand the Phoenix

I 5 District for the degree of professionalism we finally get to

see in the mineral summary in this EIS . We find the in-house

work to be concise, factual and comprehensive. We were

19 so**what disappointed with the quality of the GEM reports,

and we feel that work of better quality at lower cost would

b» done by geologists at the Bureau of Geology and Mineral

Technology. He do agree with BLM recommendations on Mount

23 Wilson, Hell's Canyon, White Canyon, Picacho Mountains and

24 the Coyote Mountains ao being unsuitable for wilderness. I

25 auBt admit we arrived at the-saise conclusion by different

18

means, but we too feel that these areas are unsuitable for

wilderness designation.

We disagree strongly with your recommendations

on the Barbacunery (phonetic) and do not find any merit in the

rationale used for circumventing the criteria laid down in

the Wilderness Act of 1964.

Although a quote, "highly scenic natural

landmark, well-known in southern Arizona, " -end quote, this

same peak is a volcanic intrusive with potential for halo

deposits and the grade of metamorphisra in these various

boundings or halos around this intrusive has not been

adequately explored.

The potential for cobalt, vanadinite, chelite,

gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc and molebdinum are present

and documented. We are confident that the minerals inventor iejd

when performed on this area will show economic quantities of

these strategic minerals.

Unfortunately, the only reason we do not have

active mining in this area now is that management agencies

have never been willing to expend funds to acquire access to

generate revenue on the public lands . Instead, it has been

the policy to lock out minerals and devote funds for access

to recreation and for special interest groups . This area

does not meet the size criteria mandated in the 1964

Wilderness Act, and we seriously believe it is a waste of the

*,nr ASSOC ",Tt^

* taxpayers ' money and your time to cont inue to inventory areas

2 that did not meet the requirements of this law.

3 Other reasons given for this wilderness

4 designation bears little logic. The Papago Tribe could have

5 at any time in the past, requested withdrawal through Congress

S of this peak for addition to the Reservation and extension

7 of their boundary eastward.

8 There are vast deposits of strategic minerals

9 in evidence and documented on the Papago Reservation, yet

10 the Tribe has been unwilling to allow or encourage developmen!

11 of minerals on the Reservation.

To classify this particular area as wilderness

only limits its potential for mineral development and limits

14 its use to single purpose, special interest groups.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you very much.

Next witness is Paul Hirt

.

MR. HIRT: Now, when I did this myself, 1 ran

19 over ten minutes, so I guess I'll have to try to speak fast.

My name is Paul Hirt, and I'm very strongly

21 opposed to your proposed action in the EIS as well as your

22 entire philosophy behind it. You 3eem to favor complete

23 dissolution of wilderness resources in the DEIS area in

24 deference to exploitation of market commodities.

25 Your recommendat ion is for about one percent

of the lands, the BLM lands covered in the DEIS area.

Wildlife, scenic and recreation and wilderness

resources seem only to be provided for when land is totally

useless or unwanted for anything else. And even sometimes

then you don ' t recommend them.

The proposed action goes in one direction only,

and that's development and commercial exploitation of

natural resources with only the barest, minimum legal amount

of protection and preservation, in my opinion.

Now I'm not going to stand here and beg or

demand that you add a few more areas to your pitiful

recommendations, as I see it. Instead, I challenge the

validity of your entire land management orientation, of which

this DEIS is an expression.

I challenge it on legal grounds as well as

ethical grounds . Your clear charge as a public agency

managing public trust lands is not simply to provide every

possible opportunity for private, commercial exploitation of

natural resources. You have other mandates besides. Mandates

to provide ample amenity values, like scenic quality,

natural recreation areas, fresh air and solitude. You are

also required to provide for and preserve natural wildlife

habitat, vegetative health and diversity, and a variety of

recreational experiences. You are supposed to balance these

multiple uses in such a way as to provide the greatest good
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for the greatest number of Americans, without impairing the

2 health and productivity of the land so that future.

3 generations are assured of a sustained quality environmental

* and a yield of resources. Now this you already know.

5 This philosophy is rightly identified as a

*> utilitarian and anthropocentric philosophy of land use.

' Anthropecentric in that all decisions and values are related

* to man ' s needs and utilit arian in the sense that management

9 is oriented towards providing that which is useful, that

' which has utility, or provides direct benefits to man. This

anthropecentric utilitarian view is a narrow view that many

12 people oppose . However, it is also a compromise point a£

13 view between a true environmental ethic and the robber baron

14 mentality that seeks to maximize personal gain without

15 regard for the land and its resources.

Now the days of the Wild West are not so far

17 behind us as it may seem. The great cattle kingdoms and

18 water resource and mining empires have dominated the western

19 politics and land use in the past still exert great

influence in this state, as well as others. Even in their

21 death throes, the mining and ranching and special interests

22 command subsidies and legislation and land use decisions far

23 out of proportion to their numbers, their economic

24 contributions , or their benefits to society.

25 The BLM knows as well as anyone or better how
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25
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to commercial exploiters

.

Your proposed action doesn't only drop five of

six acres ( sic ) from wilderness recommendation, but it

intends additionally to change current management so that

secondary or supplemental protection measures are also lifted

from these five areas, exposing them to full exploitation.

And I quote from your DEIS on the worst of these. Mount

Wilson, on Page Nine . Your current direction, your current

management says you' re going to designate Mount Wilson as a

wildlife management area for protection of bighorn sheep and

other wildlife habitat. You will restrict RV use to existing

roads and trails, and you'll eliminate cattle grazing and

you 1 11 restrict communication sites on Wilson Ridge , which is

a highly scenic, highly visible geologic land form. Your

proposed action does not just not recommend the area for

wilderness, but your proposed action also opens the area to

vehicle use, including ORVs , it says . It opens the area to

new rights-of-way and it manages the. area as visual resource

management VRM Class Three, which is second to the bottom.

Four other wSAs in this DEIS do exactly the

same thing. They not only not recommend it for wilderness,

but they open up the protection that was already there,

including especially Coyote Mountains and Picacho Mountains.

This is not balanced management. These WSAs

are not just any old BLM acreage. These are the very finest
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1 nearby. For example, a major rationale for your not

2 recommending Mount Wilson includes, quote: "An absence of

3 special features or resource values unique to this area

* alone, "end quote. Page Nine. Do you think that the National

5 Wilderness Preservation System is supposed to have only one

6 or two of each kind of area? This is a typical minimum

7 level, lowest common denominator-type management, similar to

8 what the Forest Service does with old growth and timber.

9 For example, they established the minimum

10 necessary habitat required to maintain the minimum legal

11 populations of certain species, like the spotted owl. The

' same goes for geographic distribution, where you claim that

13 wilderness is unneeded for certain WSAs because adequate

wilderness of other agencies exist nearby.

On the other hand, you obsessively maximize

M opportunities for mineral development and other resource

17 development no matter how much nearby land is available and

18 utilized; no matter how useless, how unlikely, how

unprofitable, or how destructive this activity it is, you

20 still want to maximize it. Again, this is not balanced

21 management. A reasonable view of balanced management within

22 the anthropocen trie utilitarian scheme would be to manage

23 approximately a fifth of your lands as wilderness and target

24 the remaining eighty percent for other multiple use emphases

25 balancing wildlife and fish, water, timber and range resource

Thank you.

And as a start, I'd like to see all six areas

in the DEIS designated plus the Ragged Top area, Squaw Tits

and a few others, which I won't mention here. I'd like to

quote some passages from legislation that governs your

agency's mission and management, the Wilderness Act, Section

2-A.

In order to insure that an increasing population

accompanied by expanding settlement and growing mechanization

does not occupy and modify all areas within United States and

its possession, leaving no lands designated for preservation

and protection in their natural condition, it is hereby

declared to be the policy of the Congress to secure for the

American people and present and future generations the benefit

of an enduring resource of wilderness.

Your DEIS exhibits the same attitude that led

Congress to pass a wilderness act. Your recommendations

call for potential occupation or modification as stated in the

Act, of ninety-nine percent of the 8LM lands in the EIS area

Now, the people of this country do not want this type of

management

.

Finally, as I've stated repeatedly, your

policies do not represent a reasonable balance of multiple

uses as mandated in the Federal Land Policy and Management

Act. Thank God Congress makes the final decision on these

*NB ASSOCIATES <SSO. Al'EB
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1 WSAs and not the BLM. If there isn ' t some af f irmat ive move

2 towards more preservation of wilderness and balanced multiple

3 use, it is likely we will see each other again and again

4 during Congressional oversight hearings , appeals and in court

5 Thank you.

6 MR. McCLURE: Next witness is Gertrude

7 Hochgraf.

8 MS. HOCHGRAF: I'm Gertrude Hochgraf, resident

9 of the State of Arizona.

10 These are my comments on the Phoenix Resource

11 Area Wilderness Draft Environmental Impact Statement , 1984

.

The first section of the summary of this DEIS

,

13 purpose, and need, indicates that two issues which I feel

14 should be the top of the priority list for the establishment

of wilderness areas were not considered, in quotes: "High

16 concerns. " These issues are watershed and wildlife. Later

17 in the statement some data are presented on wildlife habitat

18 and special status of a few species of plants and animals

,

19 but no data are presented indicating rainfall in these six

20 WSAs, what aquifers these watersheds might feed, or whose

21 water supply might be affected if mining, development and /or

22 overgrazing occurs in these areas

.

23 Bothoftheseissues, watershed and wildlife

,

24 were virtually ignored in the consider at ion for proposed

25 action. As the human population of the State of Arizona
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increases, more and more consideration must be given to

maintaining areas for uncontaminated watershed. We are

frequently told of increasing contamination of wells by

leechate from mine tailings and strip mines, industrial and

urban effluence and dumps, and non-point source contaminants

from agriculture and road surfaces. In the future our

water supplies both from wells and the CAP will have to be

mixed with clean water in order to be usable for human

consumption and agriculture. Other wells will have to be

shut down. Wilderness areas may be our only sure source of

clean water. As an example, consider the Picacho Mountains

WSA. As described in the deis, it is close to the Towns of

Eloy and Picacho and Interstate Highway 10, and is surrounded

by croplands and grazing areas. The CAP canal will be built

nearby. Wells now supply water for this area and in the futur^

some water may be supplied by the CAP if there is water in the

canal.

As the fertilizers, pesticides, road runoff and

salts from the CAP water seep into and contaminate the

aquifer, the only source of uncont aminated water may be from

the Picacho Mountains and Picacho State Park areas.

If mining for the extraction of copper and zinc

is allowed in the Picacho Mountains area, contamination will

increase due to mine tailing leechate and other materials

produced by human disturbance. There is a very strong
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1 possibility of poor water quality in this region and in other

2 parts of the state in the future unless more areas are

3 managed for uncontaminated watershed. We need not only the

4 six WSAs listed in this DEIS, but also larger BLM wilderness

5 areas for future clean water supply.

6 The fact t hat one can hear trains , cars and

7 planes or can see human structures from the peaks or that there

8 are few exploratory mine holes in the area, has no bearing

9 on wilderness value as watershed. Nat ive plants and animals

10 are resources, just as much as minerals and energy materials

11 Studies of arid land plants show the value of using some

12 native plants as human food , thereby reducing the amount of

13 water necessary to grow these plants as compared to water used

on crops we are growing now.

15 Other studies of plants show that some have

16 previously unknown medicinal value and may be breakthroughs

17 in curing or preventing human diseases . Animal physiology

18 studies have increased our knowledge of the operation of

19 human organ systems . Some of these are desert animals whose

adaptations to the high temperature-low water environment

21 have helped us understand respiratory, circulatory and

22 expiratory systems . Other animal st udies have discovered

23 materials in blood or tissues which can be synthesized and

24 used for human medicinal purposes. Both plants and animals

25 are used as biologic controls . More studies of this will

wildlife is listed in the DEIS, explorat ion of this area has

shown large numbers of raptors and other birds living in the

area, and with its perennial water source, it must have many

other animal populations. But most importantly it. is an

attraction and food source for migratory birds, both water

fowl and others.

Raparian (phonetic) habitat is rapidly being

destroyed in Arizona, and in many cases being replaced by

lakes formed by dams. Since these lakes are used for

agricultural water supplies, flood control, and in a few

areas, power, their levels change drastically. Their shore

areas are biological deserts; that is, they are neither

aquatic systems nor terrestial systems, and therefore supply

little food for wildlife. Every remaining raparian area in

Arizona must be preserved, including White Canyon. We cannot

live without migratory birds . These animals are the major

biological control of insects. Native plants and animals are

resources, just as much as minerals and energy materials. We

do not know now which ones we might need in the future for

food, medical purposes and biological controls, just as we do

not know now which mineral and energy materials we might need

in the future.

We have been rapidly depleting the habitat of

native plants and animals by mining, overgrazing and

developing for human habitation in most of the State of Arizon
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the University and research that particular point -- but do

you have any information on that?

MR. McCLURE : We're here to hear your comments

.

I appreciate that .

MR. PETERSON: All right.

As near as I ' ve been told that this is the case

that there is a point of access to the descendents of those

people that were living here . I ' ve come in contact with some

of them in the Mexican community, and others within the

Indian community, and these maps you have up here, the boundai

lines -- the one thing that is most cut off on all the maps

I've seen is Sonora. It's part of the same desert. We have

a bumper sticker out here that says So nor an Desert , Love it

or Leave it . And very litt le attention is paid to the people

in the other part of the desert . They are affected quite as

much as we are by the decisions that are taken by your office

and by other state governments here.

The generating plant up there in Palo Verde, for

instance, and there's other talk now, too, of a disposal

Site in southern Utah, which would affect the water courses

throughout the entire Sonoran Desert . And it seems to me

that every time that the status of a piece of land changes,

it goes from one hand to another hand, with the net result

is that the peop.le have less to work with than they had

before. The wealth that we have in this desert -- look at the

copper mines. This is one of the wealthiest places on earth.

We all speak of roughly the same thing. We want to preserve

our environment. I do not agree with this type of mining

that we have south of town. This was a political concession.

It's an ecological disaster. But I do believe that the

wealth that is contained within the ground, within this

desert, can be extracted without destroying the surface

environment. And toward that end is what I am looking

forward and toward and I would hope that even my approach to

technology will be able to be implemented
. before this is

entirely blocked out, where we have paved roads and

interstates to drive on. We can look at pictures and videos

of somebody that went there. But it doesn't replace actually

going there. But for many of us, as we get older, it's not

as easy to walk and especially carry a pack on your back, but

I think that these provisions can be made. Transportation or

access into these regions so that the people who live here

can actually go in and see and experience, but yet we can

live in harmony, in balance, with our environment.

We must have a change. I think the governor of

this state and the governor of Sonora really should be

working in much closer cooperation. Both our federal systems

turn deaf ears. The immigration problem from south of the

border is not really as serious as our own migration of our

own race into this desert. Something like two thousand people

a month are coming here. The question is : how long can we

overpopulate it ourselves. It's fragile. We need to

utilize it to the -- its fullest potential. The water

resources. Hydrologists tell us that one-half million

people could live in Tucson, if we would just redesign our

streets and collect the water. I think that there's .great

opportunities for the desert. And I think that as people

begin to realize who they are and where you are, the only

reality is the ground we're standing on. The state, the

federal government is carrying paper on it. And we need to

take a look at it and protect it, care for it, not exploit

it. Love it or leave it.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Next witness is Charles Hofferl-

MR. HOFFERL: Correct.

Thank you people for putting up with the endles

list of people that come forward and talk, but I think after

that last one that I would have to do some considerable

thinking and maybe submit my findings in writing.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Marty Wilson.

MS. WILSON: I too will submit my comments in

wr i t i n g

.

CHAPMAN AMD ASSOCIATES

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Michael Stamps.

MR. STAMPS: I have really quite a brief

statement

.

Basically, I just would like to state that I

vehemently oppose the draft EIS recommendations for

consideration for wilderness only the Barbecubre (phonetic)

WSA, on the basis of the extreme need for additional

wilderness areas, both for the preservation of the resources

contained therein and the preservation of areas to which we

can escape from this urban blight. And I would like to say

that I support the All-wilderness Alternative which includes

the six wsAs being studied and the Ragged Top.

Basically, as one of the owners of those areas,

I feel like they should be protected under wilderness status.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Donald Janson

.

MR. JANSON: My name is Don Janson. My wife

and I have a cattle ranch in the Barbecubres. We have some

BLM lease which we very lightly graze, it's sort of a buffer

zone between us and the Papago Reservation to keep strays

from getting too far. They have trouble going over the

cliffs. I also treasure the Southern Arizona Cattlemen's

Protective Association. We've owned the ranch about twenty
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years and the only hunting I've ever done , I shot one

rattlesnake, one skunk and one rabbit. I regret shooting the

rattlesnake and the skunk. The rabbit was for a starving

wetback.

We put out more salt blocks and try to improve

more watering places for wildlife on the BLM land and on our

own than actually are needed for the catt le . We've got over

the years -- we've seen the numbers and variety of wildlife

increase • We see jaguars , mountain lions , eagles , coat i-

mundis , Mexican wolves , which are supposed to be extinct , and

recently some panthers and, although these are predators , and

I'm sure we're losing more than our share of calves, we like

to see the wildlife, too. We'd rather be poor and see the

wildlife, than make more money and get rid of them.

There ' s a couple of problems that I don ' t know

how it would be handled. One is because of the inaccessabilit

of the area- The trails through the mountains are referred to

by some Mexicans as the Routa Mafiosa, because of the large

amount of drug smuggling. One law enforcement official toll

me that the largest amount of drugs, hard drugs, in the

country goes through those mountains. I've been shot at

enough times that I'm almost used to it . I'm not like

Churchill, who said: I like to hear the whistle of bullets

going over my head. I'm not that brave yet. The criminal-

type activities, I've written to the BLM and my reply was I

'.*n A3t<yriAT*$

in hauling the stuff out and we make a few bucks on beer cans,

too, just thrown all over the place.

Now if the BLM can't police the area and make

it criminal-proof, I don't think they should make it more

accessible , and if wilderness is the answer, I guess that

may be the best way.

And I also think the Papagos have some rights,

too. It's a sacred area and more people swarming over it is

not going to improve the sacredness of the area.

Also, I don't know of any area that's been

improved by mining above-ground or underground, and I have

never chased out anybody that wants to go up with a pan and

look for gold and make less than minimum wage, or something

like that , but -- I ' ve never denied anybody access to our

land for hunt ing that acted in the least way decent . But

there are so many people that are just not conducive to

improving or keeping an area nice and that's about all I have

say.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Nancy Janson.

MR. JANSON: I spoke for her.

MR. McCLURE: Okay.

Tim Flood.

MR. FLOOD: Thank you.

Nowhere in the draft EIS COULD I find a statemen
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1 as wilderness, I recommend that the BLM support all the

2 wilderness study areas as wilderness

.

3 Thank you.

4 MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

5 Next witness is R. W. Staggeman.

6 MR. STAGGEMAN: I'll submit my comments in

7 wr i t i n g

.

8 MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

9 Jake Turin.

10 MR. TURIN; Thank you.

My name is Jake Turin. I'm a Tucson resident

,

12 citizen of the Earth.

13 First of all, although I compliment you on the

14 research that went into the document , I must protest

15 strongly against the final proposed action. I believe in a

16 strong wilderness program in Arizona and thereby urge

17 adoption of the All-Wilderness Alternative, as well as

reconsideration of the Ragged Top area.

19 As Arizona' s populat ion continues to grow, and

20 development pressures extend further and further out from the

21 cities, the need for federally protected wilderness area

22 increases

.

23 I'd like to comment at length on the WSA I'm

24 most familiar with, the Coyote Mountains . There are many

25 reasons that this area- is suitable and desirable as wildernes

Most of them are pretty well discussed in the DEIS. On the

other hand, I could find few, if any, good arguments against

wilderness in the paper. I ' m somewhat at a loss , therefore,

to understand the BLM's final recommendat ion to open the

Coyote Mountains up to increased development and exploitation

The Coyote Mountains contain some of the most spectacular

rock formations in the southwest. Immense granite outcrops

that have been compared to Yosemite . The mountains are home

to eight special status wildlife species and eight protected

plants, as well as desert bighorn, mountain lion, white-

tailed deer and desert tortoise. The WSA has up until now

nearly escaped grazing and therefore provides a useful

example of the natural vegetation this region would usually

have.

Wilderness designation would also protect a

classic Hohokam archeology site. According to the document,

conflicts with mining interests are thought to be

inconsequential, and the BLM itself reports that wilderness

designation would present no management difficulties

whatsoever. These technical matters aside, I ' d like to speak

about the area in a more personal way. The Coyote Mountains

are a fantastic place to visit, and I want them to stay that

way. From here to Mendoza Canyon, which would probably be

the main access to the area, it ' s just about one hour ' s

driving time . But once you' re there, you might as well be a
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million miles away. From Mendoza Canyon the only trace of

man's activities in view is an old water storage reservoir

dammed with a beautiful rock wall. Far out across the valley

you can see the Sierritas and behind you are the massive

granite domes that seem to invite you further up the canyon,

where hiking, backpacking and rock climbing opportunities

await. If you're there this time of the year, you're

surrounded by the sound of running water as streams that drair

the high peaks come down the canyon. Birds as everywhere and

tracks in the sand testify to the presence of larger wildlife.

Yet, despite all this, the BLM has seen fit to

declare the Coyotes as unsuitable for wilderness. Why?

Because you claim that the WSA small size would lessen the

area's solitude value. I agree. A larger area would be

better. And I urge the BLM to investigate the possibility of

acquiring some of the surrounding state land, via land swaps.

But in the meantime, full steam ahead for wilderness.

In my experiences, I've not had any problems

running into other hikers in the Coyotes and the area is so

rugged that I doubt that I will. And if, at some point in the

future, the wilderness seeking population has grown so much

that the solitude of the area is being impaired, surely we

will then be thankful for the wilderness areas we have set

aside, and regret those that we've lost.

In summary, let me again support the All-

Wilderness Alternative, and especially urge full wilderness

protection for the Coyote Mountains.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Next witness is David Goldstein.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: My name is David Goldstein.

When I look at the draft Environmental Impact

Statement, I'm struck primarily by the short sightedness and

narrow mindedness of the recommendations in this impact

statement. The mandate of the Bureau of Land Management is

to protect public lands from multiple use to benefit all of

the public, not just the development interests. And

wilderness is one of the valid multiple uses mandated by

Congress and by the public. The small size of the portions of

land recommended by the BLM for wilderness is appalling, and

the recommendation for wilderness of an even smaller area

out of these parcels is indefensible.

I would support the All-Wilderness Alternative

as a step in the right direction towards protecting our

public lands . Now, one of the functions of wilderness

designation is protection of critical habitats in Arizona

and elsewhere, and I would like to comment briefly on two

of the wilderness study areas in this respect.

The first of these is the White Canyon study

area, and here, as several people have already mentioned, we
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1 have s perennial stream which any of the different sorts o£

2 wildlife habitats that we have in Arizona has to be the most

3 critical. It's critical as watershed for the human

4 population, and it's extremely critical for many of the

5 wildlife species which live in our desertd. Now perennial

6 streams and all sorts of riparian habitats are a very

7 limited commodity in southern Arizona and it's imperative

8 that we protect them when we have the chance and this is

9 probably one of the best chances we have and will have for

10 quite some time to come. And I think that this is an

11 extremely important area to designate as wilderness.

The second wilderness study area I'd like to

13 comment on is the Picacho Mountains, and here, again, this

14 is a critical habitat. A couple of people have mentioned

15 already that this area has the highest concentration of

desert tortoises in Arizona. Now, I believe that it's worth

17 designating this area as wilderness simply to protect this

18 sensitive species. But I also believe that an unusual

19 concentration of an animal like this in the area is

20 indicative of some special feature of the habitat, besides

the animal itself. And we may not have studied the area well

enough to be able to identify what this feature is, but I

think, once again, the Picacho Mountains study area

24 represents a critical habitat with special features, and agair

it's imperative that we protect this area while it's available

ASSOCIATES

1978 proposal. It was originally listed out as 8400 acres.

This was later whittled down to 44. Four thousand four

hundred and sixty acres. Your former leader, James Watt,

I believe, asked that all areas of five thousand be dropped.

This man stepped down as public outcry, maybe his lack of

confidence. If you can't find the 540 acres to bring it up

to five thousand as listed, I'd be glad to help.

And in summary, I support the six areas and

Ragged Top.

Thanks

.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Next witness is James He.sringa.

MR. HEERINGA: Well, I hope to be rather brief.

I wasn't sure of what I was going to say, so I took some

notes, and if I sound a little rambly, it's because of that.

Oh, by the way, my name is James Heeringa- I

have an 'A' on the end of it there.

I guess I'm -- I kind of don't like to see

wilderness areas because I feel that the way they are

structured at least under the present Congressional action,

they're withdrawn, as far as I'm concerned, virtually forever,

from what I call general multi-purpose use. Now I realize

that if a person is young and vigorous and can get out. there

and hike these hills and do that, that's great for him,

perhaps. Now, when I was young and vigorous, I didn't have tie

Response
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and get a crash program going in the event of war or whatever

and it takes years to sometimes develop these things, so I

feel that withdrawing them via the wilderness route is not

in the best interest of the people of the United States , very

frankly.

Well, I guess that's my opinion, in general.

Thank you very much.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Are there others that would like to speak?

Next, witness , I believe , is Jim Hone u ( phonetic

)

MR. HONCU: I would like to submit my comments

and opinions in writing.

MR. McCLURE; Thank you.

Bob Foster.

MS. FOSTER: Good evening, my name is Bob

Foster, I'm en- emergency room physician in Tucson, and I've

practiced emergency medicine here since 1978.

And I would like to echo the thought that

development in southern Arizona and the southwest should

represent the greatest good for the greatest number of people

The people I would like to represent then are those who are

benefited by both the growth in Tucson and the recreation

industry, and the preservation of wilderness as wilderness

.

I would like to state at the outset, that I

recommend that all the six wilderness areas be held as

wilderness, as well as any number of other areas in Arizona.

I would like to justify this on the grounds that -- on the

only grounds that seem to be valid to the Reagan

Administration, and that is money, fiscal grounds, in other

words. The groups that would benefit monetarily include the

emergency medicine physicians and hospitals of southern

Arizona. I very rarely see small miners in the emergency

room. I very commonly see rock climbers, hikers, and other

individuals who value wilderness as wilderness and value

the areas which surround them, in a pristine and undeveloped

state.

The ranchers of Arizona have also been my

patients from time to time, with various things, including

rattlesnake bites, and I think all of the ranchers of Arizona

especially those who have practiced ranching as a family

business and not as an agra business, know the value of

an eco system in which there are other things for coyotes

to eat besides their calves and lambs. The hospital business

is not the only industry which benefits. I would state that

on a fiscal basis, if we rent the value to the photography

stores, the recreation equipment stores, the medical supply

facilities and their knee braces and wrist braces, all of

these things far outweigh the very limited value of very

specific and very small acreage areas under proposal tonight.

They have no overwhelming mineral values? they
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have no overwhelming forestry values, and besides that, the

recreation value to southern Arizona, which is a multi-million

dollar industry, the value to the educational facilities of

southern Arizona, the universities and high schools, whose

field trips I have participated in and lectured in about the

value that is unknown to the future generations of America,

far outweigh the very limited value to a very small number of

elite people, small miners and perhaps a few mineral interests

It simply doesn't compare. As wilderness, these things go

on giving forever. As a one-shot developed area they have

a very limited value and One which once developed no longer

produces anything for anyone

.

The greatest good for the greatest number of

people would be represented by their maintenance as wilderness

areas

.

Thank you.

MR. McCLURE: Thank you.

Next witness is Tim Vanderpool.

MR. VANDERPOOL: My name is Tim Vanderpool, I'm

on unfortunate ex-oilman in the great white wasteland known

as Phoenix.

And I'm here tonight in support of all these

wilderness areas. I think all six WSAs deserve to be

included in this recommendation

.

It's unfortunate that after the stepdown of the

big chief Jim, that these policies continue to be carried out

I thought the public outcry was enough at the time to perhaps

make people realize that there was a support in this country

for wilderness areas. And yet, we see the. Bureau of Land

Management turn around again and again, these proposals are--

I mean, it's just like the last time. It's pro-business, and

you cannot even look at them and say that it's not. It's so

blatant to a person that actually gets out and looks at these

areas, actually hikes these areas, which I assume that you

gentlemen have hiked these areas from time to time. But, you

know, they just fall short. As far as solitude, these areas

offer solitude, you know. I mean, what is solitude? Is that

sitting, you know, in your bedroom and listening to the cars

go by? I mean, it's such an ambiguous thing.

Solitude can be found in any of these areas. As

far as one area I'd like to talk about in particular is the

Coyote Mountains. This mountain says in your actual EIS, it

says, you know, good conditions for wildlife, possible bighorn

habitat, more species of big game than any other WSA, including

white-tailed deer, havalina, mountain lion, vegetation, and

yet it's not recommended. Why?

And there are other people tonight who have

talked about the general good that wilderness is supposed to

do for people. We're talking about wilderness areas that have

been developed for millions and millions of years, I mean,
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billions of years before we were ever here , before United

States was , you know, ever flickered in George Washington '

s

eyes , these areas existed, and I think it ' s about time t hat

Americans get the idea that wilderness exists above our petty

uses for today. They exist . You know, we want to go out and

rape the land for mineral resources
,
you know, so we can,

you know, avoid, you know, having conflicts in the world

market. I mean, you fail to see the big picture. The big

picture is that these wilderness -- we have no right, and we

have no right to go in and use them just for our unblatant,

materialistic reasons , because, you know, they deserve better

than that.

This country deserves better than that , and they

deserve better than the work that the Bureau of Land

Management has been doing for us so far. If people became

educated in this country, that s what really -- I mean , down

to the facts of what really is involved here, you know, I

think that maybe they would see the bigger picture. Obviously

at this time , maybe they don ' t . Maybe we are elite in the

fact that we actually take the time to drive out and walk in

these areas . If that ' s elite, well, I'm pretty goddam glad

that I am elite. Maybe sooner or later more people will get

out and do that

.

Thank you.

MR. McCLUREj Thank you.
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I CERTIFY that I took the foregoing matter in

shorthand, that the same was transcribed into typewriting

under my direction, and that the foregoing 53 pages of

typewritten matter contain a full, true and accurate

transcipt of all proceedings had and adduced upon the

taking Of said mater, all to the best of my skill and ability

DATED at Phoenix, Arizona, this ^ 7 day of February,

1985.
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WILLIAM K. CARTER; Team Leader, Phoenix, Arizona.

RICH HANSON, Wilderness Specialist.

ROGER TAYLOR, Area Manager, Kingman Area Office.

MIKE KLIEMAMM, Outdoor Recreation Planner, Kingman
Area Office.

THE HEARING OFFICER: Good evening. The Public Hearing

will now cone to order. I'll introduce myself. My name is

Beeument McClure, «nd I am the Deputy State Director in Charge

• i Lands and Beawable Resources for the Bureau of Land

Management in Arizona.

I have been appointed by the Arizona Stat* Director of

the Bureau of Land Management to conduct this Public Hearing

under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior concornin]

the Wilderness Study of the Phoenix Resource Area.

Mast of you have undoubtedly signed the attendance sheet

as you came in the room. If you have not dene so, I would

like to encourage you to sign it now so that we can have a

written record of the attendance hers.

If you would like to make a statement this evening, be

sure to check the appropriate place on the attendance sheet

so that we can add your name to the list of speakers.

The Official Reporter this evening is Clayton Swartc.

Be is seated on ny far left* He will prepare a verbatim tran-

script of everything that Is said at the hearing this evening.

If yem wish to obtain a copy of the transcript, you should

make ywur own arrangements with the Reporter,

This Public Hearing is required by statute, and is being

held to obtain Information regarding six wilderness study areas

which have been studied by the Bureau of Land Management. A

Draft Environmental Impact Statement which I have on this sub-

Ject has been published and is available to the stambers of

this room.

The purpose of this hearing is centered on two losues.

First, arc these six wilderness study areas suitable or not

suitable for designation as a wilderness! Your views end any

information you can offer with respect to this question will be

greatly appreciated.

Second, is the Kraft Environmental Impact Statement ad«-

omate? Your comments as*d suggestions en this aspect of the

subject will also be appreciated.

In arranging for this Public Hearing notices were sent

to United Ststas Senators Goldwater and DaCo&ciai, and to

.Bapresentatlvas (Mali, Rudd, Stump, WcSalty mnd McCain, and

Swverner Babbitt, and ©char elected officials. Notices also

Smum boms seas: to Federal, State and local governmental

agencies and organization* and individuals known te be

interested in this wilderness study.

Nov for a few werds about the procedure. This hearing

is net a debate, a trial, or euestion and answer situation.

It is an advisory hearing, and all interested persons any

present statements either written or oral or both, or other

information pertinent to the wilderness study we are consider-

ing tonight.

There will be no cross-examination from the audience,

but if anyone falls te understand the statement of any speaker,

ha nay direct a clarifying euestion to me, and I will determine

whether it is pertinent. This may soots overly formal, but it

is intended to giva everyone a fair and reasonable opportunity

to present his or her views.

When I flraleh my opening statement I will call en a

Bureau of Land management representative to explain the BLM

wilderness study process up to this point. That presentation

should take just about five minutes.

Than I will call on any elected government officials

present who wish to make a statement. After that ve will pre*

coed with other speakers.

If you cannot express all of your comments within tan

ninutes you may submit further comments in writing. Amy written

statements submitted here will be included in total in the

trszaecrlpt, sm4 will be considered on the sane basis sub the
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oral comments.

If you merely vant to introduce your testimony in

writing this evening, you may feel free to do that. You may

also submit written cosmemta until March 11, 1985, and these

also will be included in tha hearing record and considered

fully.

Written coansents should be addressed to the District

Manager, Bureau of Load Management, Phoenix District Office,

2015 Wast Dear Vallay toad, Phoenix, Arizona 85027.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976

(FLPHA) has directed tha Bureau of Land Management to conduct

a wilderness study review of certain public land. The wilder-

nest study areas under aomaideration here tonight ware identi-

fied by the BLM under the criteria set forth In Section 2(c) of

Tha Wilderness Act.

FLPMA has directed BLM to review such areas and nra^are

a recommendation as to whether the land was suitable er not

suitable for designation as wilderness. The law requires that

a public hoarlug be held as part of the study process. That it

what brings mo hare this evening.

The BLM has completed the first part of this wilderness

study, and has published a Draft Unvircaatantal Impact Statement

containing his preliminary findings.

Tula will W yeur opportunity to ccawwant on the eatter.

Tha testimony on<- this hearing record closet March 11, 1985.

the Phoenix District Office,

How I'm going to call upon Roger Taylor of the Bureau of

Land Management to explain the Wilderness Study Process up to

this point. But first X would like to explain again that this

is not em adversary proceeding. If you want to aok a Question

to clarify a certain point, please fssl free to «V ©e. Direct

your question to ma, and I will determine if it is pertinent.

If you hava factual questions that you would like to ask,

feel free to contact any Bureau of Land Management representa-

tives after the hearing and speak with them.

Roger?

MX. TAYLOR: As Mr, McClure stated, the authority for our

Wilderness Study down hare is the Federal Land Pelicy and

Hufcagamant Act, Section 603. That Section ef tha Act directs

the Secretary of Interior to review all public leads for their

suitability for inclusion into the wilderness system, as dis-

cussed in the Wilderness Act of I96*>.

The review process that will be discussed in our study

tonight started htfck in the Fall of 1978 where an extsraeivo

Inventory «oa dona whore wilderness areas of 5,000 acres or

larger were identified, (lost of the work en this particular

phase ef tha inventory w»* done by reference to mapo v
aarial

photos, and by using the knowledge of the lecal BLM employees

is « givoa office.

Owfta that* areas of 5,000 acres of vildmrmass area of

There will be a thorough review

Impact Statement. Your comment

Bureau of Land Management State

recommendations to the Bureau o

D.C., who will make his recoei

the Interior.

After due consideration

transmit his recommendations to

The President In turn wil

to the Congress. After apprepr

include hearings, the Congress

the President's proposal.
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area from its study status.
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Based upon the findings of this planning system, then a

recommendation was made as to whether or not the area should

be Included In the wilderness system. The finding «f the

plasmtag system document was that Mt. Wilson was net suitable.

That's why we are here tonight. The National Environ-

mental Policy Act requires that for major Federal action that

EIS, that is, an Environmental Impact Statement, be written;

aad tmen we have public hearings such as this one we are having

tonight, to hear from the public and to identify the impacts.

I believe, Mr. McClure, that fairly well summarises the

process at this point in time.

THE HEARIKG OFFICER: Thank you, Roger.

Hike, did assjrcxw eign up to speak?

MX. KLXEMANR: So far, no. Sir, would you like to speak!

A VOICE: Not that I am aware. I just came here to find

out how you were acting.

MI. KLEIHANN: I got some books here, if you would like

one.

THE HEARING OFFICER: Since there was no one here that

hat requested to speak, at this tla*sthis hearing will be

recessed for 30 minutes to wait and see if any other partici-

pants walk in.

(Whereupon the proceedings ware recessed at 7:30 p.m. to

8:00 p.m., at which time the following proceedings were held:)

TIE HEAEIHC OFFICER: This haarlng will now come back

Into order. It is now 8:00 o'clock.

Only two people were present, and no further people

arrived during the recess; and the hearing is now closed.

(Proceedings were then concluded.)

---oQo—

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E

I, CLAYTON W. SWARTZ, Certified Shorthand Reporter for

the State of Arizona, hereby certify that I made a shorthand

record of the proceedings of the foregoing cause ad the time

and place hereinbefore stated;

THAT said record is full, true, and accurate;

THAT the same was thereafter transcribed by myself; and

THAT the foregoing ten (10) typewritten pages constitute

a full, true and accurate transcript of said record, all to

the best of my skill and ability.

DATED at Kingman, Arizona, this 12th day of February,

1985,
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PROCEEDINGS

MR. GOREHAM: The hearing will now come to

order. My name is Fritz L. Go r eh am. I'm the Field

Sol icitor for the Department of the Interior. That equates

down to being the Chief Attorney for the Department of the

Interior for Arizona. I've been appointed by the Arizona

State Director of the Bureau of Land Management to conduct

this public hearing under the authority of the Secretary of

the Interior.

As you're aware, this hearing relates to the

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for wilderness

designations, of wilderness study areas located in the

Phoenix Resource Area and in the Cerbat-Black Planning Area

of the Kingman Resource Area. One WSA lies north and west

of Kingman. The other five WSA's lie between the Prescott

National Forest and the United States-Mexico border, in

four counties ; Ma ricopa, Yavapai , Pinal and Pima Count ies

.

Hopeful ly you have all signed the attendance

sheet as you came into the room. If you haven" t, please do

so. If you plan to make a statement this evening we had a

separate sheet for those who wish to speak. Right now we

have five speakers. Af ter those five have finished, if
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1 debate, it's not a trial, and in some respects it's not 3

2 question and answer situation. The purpose is to obtain

3 public comment. That is not to mean that if you don'

t

4 understand something or want to direct a specific question

5 to the members of the panel from the BLM , who I'll

6 i ntroduce in a minute, they will try to answer them on a

7 clarifying basis, but it will not be a debate. And I'll --

8 if it reaches that stage, I reserve the right to cut it off.

9 Members of the panel are, to my left is

10 Deane Zeller, the Associate District Manager for the

H Phoenix District. My far right is Bill carter. He's been

12 the Team Leader for the Phoenix District office on this EIS.

13 And next to me is Richard Hanson, Wilderness Specialist of

14 the Phoenix District office. I presume they can answer any

15 questions you want to ask or they wouldn't have been sent

16 here by the BLM.

17 Anyquestionsonthe way we ' re going to

18 proceed? I'm going to ask the speakers to come down and

speak from the pod ium F because it's going to be recorded.

20 That means we might want to turn -- wenaell, can we turn it

21 ft little bit so they won't have their back necessarily to

22 the audience and also can be speaking to the panel.

23 Sinceweonlyhavefivespeakers, I'm not

24 going to put a time limit on you, but if you start to drone

25 on I may raise my hand or cough or whatever, and you'll get

the message . As 1 sa id before, we have five speakers , and

anybody else that wants to speak certainly feel free to do

so once those five are finished. Just stand and be

identified and I'll acknowl edge you and certainly allow you

to speak.

Presumably all of you have picked up a copy

ot the statement which is available on the outside foyer

there.

Any questions?

Ok ay . The first speaker will then be Drew

Cook. Crook, excuse me, Drew Crook.

I must ask you, all the speakers to identify

themselves as to whether they represent a particular

organization or theirselt or whatever. Fine.

MR. CROOK: My name is Drew Crook and I'm

representing myself.

I just wanted to make a couple points, and

that is that Congress will select the wilderness areas, not

the BLM. It is Congress that will set the priorities of

the conflicting demands on the BLM areas in Ar i2ona that

a re under study . And I am going to be recommending

throwing out this entire EIS and starting over again.

Thank you

.

MR. GOREHAM: Beth Medrano.

MS- MEDRANO: My name is Beth Medrano, and I

represent the Grand Canyon Chapter of the Sierra Club.

The Grand Canyon Chapter supports the BLM

recommendation to designate the Ba boqu ivari Peak unit as

wilderness

.

The Chapter deplores and protests the

failure to recommend the other units, White Canyon, Hells

Canyon, Picacho Mountains, Mount Wilson and Coyote

Mountains.

I'd like to talk a little bit tonight from

my own experience and about my own opinion. 1 think it

probably perils the club, but I feel better speaking about

my own personal opinions

.

In my opinion, the BLM in Arizona has,

throughout the wilderness review process, demonstrated a

bias against wilderness.

By consistently misinterpreting the review

process, the BLM has usurped the types of decisions that

Congress clearly delegated to itself.

Guidelines concerning diversity of

ecosystems and geographic distribution were included by

Congress to insure minimum representation. These

directives have been subverted and used to throw out areas

that clearly qualified for recommendation to Congress.

Congress gave the BLM clear discretion to

decide in favor of a wilderness recommendation for
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qualified units, qualified but controversial units with

outstanding supplemental values.

Hells Canyon has been proposed for natural

area designation by the Arizona Natural Area Advisory Board.

Protection for the Picacho Peak unit is

indispensable if the desert tortoise is to survive in

Ar izona.

The Coyote Mountains unit contains two

hundred and fifty culturally sensitive areas

.

The Draft wilderness EIS in eludes an

imp ressive list of supplemental values for each of the five

rejected units

On the other hand, some of the reasons given

for not recommending wilderness designation for a unit are

in my opinion, f 1 imsy at best. It might have potential

copper deposits is a good example. Without getting into a

long discussion of the exploitation of this State by the

copper industry and the current market value ot copper T 'd

just like to point out that I feel that too much weight has

been assigned to these potential copper deposits

.

In the Hells Ca nyon unit, in-holdings of

State and private land have been used as an excuse to bar

recommending to Congress this unique and fully qualified

area within easy driving range of the Phoenix Metropolitan

Area- The State Land Department has in the past cooperated
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1 in land exchanges, and I feel certain that they will do so

again. The Federal Government ' s ownership of the mineral

rights to the private land in this instance, makes a land

exchange quite plausible.

In particular, I'd like to call to your

attention the opportunity to protect the riparian community

in the White Canyon unit. It's an opportunity that may

never come again. It's a grave concern to me that you're

9 passing up this opportunity, because I've been involved in

this BLM process for about four or five years. During that

time I've watched the riparian areas here in Ari zona

12 disappear one by one. And that this opportunity to protect

13 this riparian community would be passed over by the BLM, I

14 think is a great shame. It's an example of the kinds of

decisions that have been made in the past that will call

16 the entire process, I think, into the courts.

17 An example that I would like to cite of

18 the — what to me is the growing bias of the EIS, instead

19 of coming out of this State, is the inclusion of a chart

20 that shows the wilderness land currently in Arizona that is

21 forest service land and managed by governmental agencies

22 other than the BLM. It also brings in the adjoining states

23 such as Nevada and Colorado. I think that the inclusion of

24 this graft — the conclusion that I draw from the inclusion

of this graft is that the BLM is pointing out that we don't

multiple use or under wilderness, they've worked very hard

in the last number of years to try and protect those

protected species. And whether it goes into wilderness or

multiple use here again, is a lack of law enforcement in

those areas due to the protection. You have two law

enforcement officers that had an addition in the last year

that we were working with the gentlemen, but here again,

you've got a tremendous amount of area and you got some

unique situation's there, and the main thing, if we get good

management under these multiple use or the wilderness, then

we can provide protection. Thank you

.

MR. GQREHAM-. Thank you, Mr . Countryman.

Jack Pursley.

MR. PURSLEY: I am Jack Pursley, Director of

Public Affairs, Geologists, for the Arizona Mining

Association. The association consists of 15 major mining

companies who produce most of the copper, moly, silver and

gold in the state.

I 'm commenting here today because the

association is extremely concerned about the continuing

actions of the Federal Government to remove and restrict

public lands from productive use. Approximately two-thirds

of all public lands in the United States are now

effectively withdrawn from mineral development.

In Arizona, existing wilderness areas total
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discovery and production, are concepts which the mining

industry has stressed for years. It is gratifying to see

the recognition and understanding of these concepts by the

BLM in this statement.

The Arizona Mining Association supports the

proposed action to recommend for wilderness designation the

Baboquivari Peak Wilderness Study Area. Although the

Baboquivari — I hope that's right -- area has been rated

as moderatel avorable for the occurrence of metallic

minerals, the relatively small size of the area compared

with the size of the other wilderness study areas discussed

in this statement have greater mineral potential, and allow

the association to support the proposed action as a

reasonable compromise.

The enhanced wilderness alternative would

cause all of the Mount Wilson and Coyote Mountain

Wi lderness Study Areas to be recommended for wilderness

.

The eastern half of Mount Wi lson Wilderness Study Area and

the northern three-quarters of the Coyote Mountain

Wi lderness Study Area are rated from h ighly favorable to

moderately favorable for metallic and non-metallic mineral

resources

.

We agree with the geology , energy and

minerals assessments establishing those ratings . The draft

statement finds that these two areas possess only nominal

wilderness characteristics. Therefore, if any further

consideration will be given to the enhanced wilderness

alternative, the mineralization potential considered with

the nominal wilderness values should cause those

mineralized portions of Mount Wilson and Coyote Mountain

Wilderness Study Areas to be excluded from any

recommendation for wilderness designation.

Finally, we believe that a statement on Page

90 should be corrected. On that page, the statement is

made that, quote, "It is probably that only the designation

of White Canyon as wilderness would potentially result in

large scale adverse impacts on mineral resources ."

However, other parts of the Draft EIS, Pages 39 through 45,

identify portions of Mount Wilson, Hells Canyon, Pi each

o

Mountains and Coyote Mountains Wilderness Study Areas as

having from moderate to high mineral potential.

Therefore, the conclusion on Page 90 should

be revised to reflect the favorable mineral potentials in

those other wilderness study areas which would be adversely

impacted, in addition to the White Canyon area.

The Arizona Mining Association will subm

more detailed comments prior to the March comment

deadline. At this time, we feel that the proposed action

is a good compromise. We bel ieve, however, that the EIS

should more f ul ly reflect the cumulative impact of all

Response
HT 3

Response

HT 4

withdrawals upon the minerals industry in Arizona and upon

the U.S. mineral policies currently in effect. The Arizona

Mining Association is eager to provide that assistance to

the BLM in this endeavor. Thank you.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you very much,

Mr. Pursley.

Scott Burge.

MR. BURGE: My name is Scott Burge. I'm the

Conservation Chairman of the Maricopa Audubon Society.

We*ll , it's an interesting impact statement.

You people outdid the Bureau of Reclamation. I thought

that they could only produce something like this-

If I had to say anything about the impact

statement, it would be to just reiterate what the

gentleman, the last speaker had said.

It's amazing that a Federal agency that' s in

charge of land can produce a document which the miners like

so completely . That gives me an indication of what this

document is worth. I mean, a document should hurt

everybody , and yet I find one user group already in

complete agreement. I think that probably sums up what the

document is. The document is slanted and I wouldn't go as

far as what Mr . Cook , the first speaker said this evening,

but I feel from the Audubon's point -- Audubons Society's

point of view, that this document right now as written is

chapman t
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unacceptable. Thank you very much.

MR. GOREHAM: That completes the original

f ive who obviously came here to speak. There's -- I count

approximately 3 5 people in attendance and we've had five

speakers. Anybody else desire to speak?

Ydu got an additional list? Just a moment.

Okay. Thank you

.

Jim vaaler.

MR. VAALER: Yeah, my name is Jim Vaaler.

Just got a few comments about the EIS.

First of all, in recommending only

Baboquivari Peak there is a -- I 've heard there' s a

possibility that that could become a state park . So the

Bureau of Land Management in the Phoenix District could

f ind themselves , in my opinion, find themselves in the

dubious distinction of recommending zero acreage wilderness

on the Phoenix District. That don' t sit well with me at

all.

I visited all but two of the areas on your

list here of recommended areas . The only two I haven'

t

been to is Mount Wilson and the Coyote Mountains. In my

opinion, they' re all qualified for wi lderness.

I've been to Hells Canyon and climbed

C-arfias Peak through Hells Canyon, no problem. It's a fine

wi lderness area. Been to white Canyon. I can't see why

j ASSOCIATES
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the copper industry couldn' t compromise a little bit there,

such a small unit. It's really in my mind, not a conflict.

Newman Peak in the Picacho Mountains, the

last time I drove by there I saw some sort of tower on the

summit- I don't know how that arrived there. But I didn't

ha ,f e any say in that thing going up there or not going up

there. I was kind of disappointed to see that up there.

And I've climbed Baboquivari three times. Of course,

that" s qualified . But you seemed to have overlooked some

areas that I think on the Phoenix District are qualified

for wilderness.

In your original wilderness review you

published some maps a number of years ago. Area 2-S6 in

the Hieroglyphic Mountains. I was there, thought it was an

excellent unit. Consists of AD Wash, the Buckskin

Mountains and Rincon Basin. Hiked throughout that area, a

real fine area. You may have to do some land exchanges

with some non-Federal land there, but it has been done in

the past. I can't see it to be a problem in the future.

Areas 2-84 are two areas that are now

adjacent to the Castle Creek wilderness area on forest

service land in the Prescott "ational Forest. I think

they'd make fine additions to the Castle Creek wilderness

area. And there seems to be a good precedent for that in

the BLM.

Hells Canyon, as well, offers excellent

opportunities for solitude and contains many deep and

winding rugged canyons for the challenges of rock climbing

and strenuous hiking. And because of its proximity to

phoenix, being only 25 miles away , the wilderness

designation would provide an easily accessible recreation

area for Phoenicians who enjoy unrestrained recreation.

The Picacho Mountains are steep, dramatic,

granite mountains with jagged spires and sheer rock faces.

Besides the opportunities for solitude, these mountains

provide challenging backcounty hiking with awesome scenery

and panoramic vistas from the top of Newman Peak.

None of the arguments given for not

recommending these areas, such as infrequently used jeep

trails, visibility of roads from some of the high vistas,

or slight mineral potential, warrant dropping the areas

from wilderness consideration.

It would be tragic to pass up the

opportunity to preserve these unique lands as wilderness

for the enjoyment of future generations of both mankind and

wildlife. Thank you very much.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you.

James R. Fi tzsimmons

.

MR. FITZSIMMONS: My name is James R.

Fi tzsimmons, and I reside in Tempe. Do you want my exact
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Another concern of ours is the whole

ecosystem preserve. I'd like to think this compact unit

would be an important contributor towards this. I prefer

to have some of the springs further north in the abutting

forest land, included in the proposed wilderness. But now

let us concern with the BLH proposal.

Wi thin the Phoenix wilderness environmental

statement , Page 10, there is a reference to the restricted

solitude and primitive recreational opportunities. The

size of this unit is above the legal minimum size for

wilderness units, and in our opinion, contains deep enough

canyons to offer a solitude of wilderness quality.

In fact, on Page 26 of the environmental

impact statement, mentions the precipitous cliffs and

narrow, deep canyons. When at the bottom of another deep

canyon, the Grand Canyon, one can never have total

solitude. Even in the Grand Canyon, one can look up and

see an airliner at twenty thousand feet. So, apparently we

are not talking about -- we are talk ing about degrees of

solitude; are we not? In our view, white Ca nyon, for its

size offers enough solitude for wilderness status.

The negative reference to White Canyon made

on Page 13 of the Environmental Impact Statement saying, it

is not considered manageable as a wilderness under any

alternative because of expected impacts of mineral

development on the wilderness values. Copper and silver

have seemed to be the minerals mentioned most often, note

Page 40. Yet we remain quite skeptical at any mining of

these minerals in this area will be done when existing

silver mines elsewhere in the state cannot open because of

economics and because copper companies like Phelps Dodge

have low profits and their future is dim. why it was

reported in the news only this morning that Phelps Dodge

lost two hundred and eighteen million in 1984. The

question is not whether copper mining will be done in White

Canyon. The question is, even continue to exist in the

mi nes today.

As we lead toward our conclusion here with

you today, we agree that this area is small enough and

perhaps it is most proper to limit the number of visitors,

once it is designated wilderness. We agree that the

Superstition wilderness, the only other wilderness in Pinal

County is overused in the fragile riparian communities deep

within White Canyon, would suffer too, from overuse.

We learn from our mistakes in the past.

Unlimited use in this area would ease the pressures on the

vegetation and wildlife dependent on the minimally

distributed walked surfaces, as described on Page 69.

We appreciate the many beautiful moments in

the unit, Gila monsters, raptors, songbirds, lichen solidly

1 blanketing the rock faces, indicated the low air

2 pollution. We thank the evaluators for appreciating this

3 unit as we do and describing on Page 50, as having riparian

4 habitat which is critical for many species and is the

5 rarest but most productive habitat in Arizona. That

6 description is what we consider the most important for

7 preservation in wilderness. We support White Canyon for

wilderness.

9 Also, first time I ever saw mud mud turtle.

10 They're all over the place.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you very much.

Clyde Kincaid.

MR. KINCAID: Hello, Mr. Goreham.

MR. GOREHAM: How are you doing?

MR- KINCAID: Pretty good. We haven't seen

16 each other in awhile. Hello, Bill and Rich and Mr. teller,

I don't think we've had the opportunity to meet. How do

you do.

For the record and maybe for the aud ience,

20 because I think it might be important, I worked for BLM in

21 the Phoenix District for five and-a-half years. I started

22 there as the Planning Coordinator in 1976, I believe. The

same year that FLPMA, the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act became the governing authority for the

Bureau

.

At the inception of the wilderness program

in late 1978, I was lucky enough to have the opportunity to

become the District Wilderness Inventory Coordinator or the

District Wilderness Coordinator. That was a unique

position which I followed through for three and-a-half

years before resigning from the Bureau.

I'm particularly grateful tor that

opportunity because it gave me the chance to perhaps be one

of the individuals, if not in the state, perhaps even in

the world who's most familiar with the Phoenix District.

And what I mean by that, is most of Western Arizona.

I spent hundreds of dollars in a helicopter

and airplane as well as many, many hundreds more on the

ground in virtually every wilderness inventory in the

District, every inventory area. And therefore, I bring a

dubious distinction to this forum here tonight, in that I

probably have great personal familiarity with what's at

stake and what's at hand here.

In addition to that, I think I also have a

very well rounded perception of what the Bureau's mission

is under FLPMA and perhaps to some extent, what a

travesty — a decision such as suggested by the proposed

action of this environmental impact statement would be.

I'd like to sort of direct my comments in a

rambling way towards the EIS generally, and towards the six
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inventory units that it discusses, because I have not had

the opportunity or the time to sit here and really prepare

written comments , so it you'll bear with me.

First of ai!., I'd like fO niter my

congratulations to Kich . I think he did a real excellent

6 job on Chapters 2 and 3 and he should be commended. I

7 thought that it was a very tair, honest and we 11 rounded

discussion of the wilderness attributes and values ot each

9 ot the six units.

10 There were some major deficiencies, which I

11 will try and recall and bring to everyone' s attention. And

I think that in your final that those deficiencies should

probably be addressed.

The end result of the impact statement,

15 wnich is to recommend two thousand acres ot BLM lands out

16 of fifty-four thousand acres of designated wilderness study

17 areas , seems to be something at the very least, suspect.

18 The area that is comprised of the Black

19 Canyon, Middle Gila, Silver Bell and Black Mountains

resource areas are -- excuse me. Management Framework

21 Areas, is probably at my best guess, somewhere in the

22 neighborhood of five hundred thousand acres of BLM 1 ands

.

23 Due to the untortunate circums tance of telle

24 Watt droppings, as they're referred to, that there was some

25 split estate in perhaps some of the most significant units

each of the areas as I k now them one by one , and address

some of the problems that I find in the EIS and in your

f inal recommendation.

One of the areas that I '-m perhaps most

concerned about , simply because of the total lack ot

support in the EIS tor the proposed action, is the Coyote

Mountains. They' re a small granitic range, about 35 miles

south and west of Tucson. They're one of the most scenic

extraordinary mountain ranges in Southern Arizona.

Although they're fairly small, in this case

only five thousand acres is managed by BLM , they harbor

some of the most diverse wildlife habitat in such a small

area in the state.

And your EIS goes on to discuss that at

great lengths, and honestly and fairly. If I might quote:

"This wilderness study area supports more species of big

game than any other study area in the Phoenix District.

Mule deer at the lower elevations, whitetail deer over most

of the study area, javelina over the whole study area, and

mountain lion in the more rugged portions. There is the

largest portion of oak woodland habitat in this particular

wilderness study area of any in the state."

In addition you go on to say - and pardon

me once again for my lack of preparation. "The Coyote

Mountains has long been recognized for the outstanding
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area. And I question whether or not you are meeting your

mandate under the Federal Land policy and Management Act by

ignoring the obvious.

In addition, I think history bears us out.

I happen to feel somewhat vindicated coming here today,

after five years, and rereading some of the information on

these units to know that although my name has been impuned

by some for having done what I think is a very credible

inventory in the BLM in the phoenix District, one with a

lot of integrity , to find out and remember that the Coyote

Mountains were recommended in 1976 and the Silver Bell

Management Framework Plan as a backcountry area. The

Coyote Mountains were recommended in 1976, long before

anyone was thinking of wilderness inventory mind you,

because FLPMA had not been passed as a backcountry

designation. Therefore, it 1 s nice to know that it wasn 1

t a

figment of my imagination when the inventory crew went down

there and came back feeling much the same as previous BLM

members had felt.

Likewise, I think that it's a further

vindication to recall that both Baboquivari and the Picacho

Mountains were recommended in the Silver Bell MFP for

proposed primitive designation, which is equivalent to

BLM " s later wilderness authority.

It was only because White Canyon was so

obscure and hidden, that probably the Middle Gila

Ma nag erne nt Framework Plan never addressed the values in

that particular unit and it was during the wilderness

inventory that we discovered White Canyon. So I'd like to

move on and discuss White Canyon momentarily

.

It is an area, which I will say from the

outset that I personally , and this may come as a shock to

some people, might have trouble in thinking about a

wilderness designation for it. Nonetheless , the way it is

presented here in this document is inaccurate.

First of all, one of the major

considerations that went into the inventoring of that unit

when it was done, was the fact that it was adjacent to

forest service land. I see absolutely no mention of that

in this Ely. There is at least eight to ten tho-usand acres

of roadless forest service land adjacent to the Wh ite

Canyon unit. What the implications of that are, I do not

know, but this EIS does not address that, and it should.

Because part of the problem, part of the argument that is

used to eliminate White Canyon as a potential wilderness

candidate is the fact that it is, Number One, too small,

ana Number Two, that it is seriously affected by outside

s ights and sounds

.

Now, if in fact, the potential roadless area

that might be designated wilderness were to include both

BLM and forest service lands, that you may not only not be

too small, but it may also not be affected by the outside

sights and sounds nearly as drastically as portended in the

EIS.

Let me say however, that the values in white

Canyon are extraordinary. And the particular vindication

that I find in recollecting what happened when we

inventoried White Canyon was the effect brought -- the

effect of announcing to the public, White Canyon as a

proposed wilderness study area, brought hell and damnation

from the copper industry onto the heads of th° Bureau . And

it put me in the odd position of having to really seriously

defend a Bureau of Recommendation before a new set of

managers , because at tha t time our state director had

recently left, a man that I had a lot of faith in and I

believe a person that had a lot of faith in me. We had a

series of acting individuals, and finally, Mr. Tom Allen

came on as an Associate State Director, and he felt that it

was incumbent upon him to test the validity of the

wilderness inventory team's field work. So, he made a

point of going out one weekend with another gentleman from

BLM, who I can't really recall right now who it was, to see

just how bad we were doing.

I was rather delighted when Tom came back

and saw all of the mining scars, all of the outside sounds

presently referred to in this EIS. And came back

astonished at the beauty, at the confinement, at the

wilderness potential of White Canyon and said, "Yes, you're

right Clyde, it has to stay in.

One of the things that's amazing about the

wildness of White Canyon, is it's the only place that I

know of, of BLM land in the Phoenix District that has black

bear in it, and yet, of course, there's no mention of that

in the EIS. We found scat in a cave in White Canyon,

brought it back and showed it to the wildlife biologist,

and sure enough, it was black bear. It bespeaks something

about the total wildness of this particular area.

Another wry small and unmentioned fact, but

nonetheless I think interesting, because of what it says of

the area in terms of its uniqueness and its attributes is,

I believe, we discovered the world's largest pinon tree at

White Canyon. It's approximately eleven feet in

circumference. It Stands approximately fifty-five-feet

high and is about sixty-five feet from side to side. It's

in a little side canyon that's fed by springs. It's for

reasons such as these that Tom Allen went out and saw White

Canyon and came back and said, in effect, that the

wilderness inventory team had not done a bad job.

I think that perhaps you need to reconsider

White Canyon. At the very least there should be some
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mention of alternative potential management. The Middle

Gila Management framework Plan is not current. It is

outdated. It has no recognition of this particular area.

It has no proposed management for the area. There is

nothing for the public to hang its concerns on. I think

there* s a very serious def iciency here.

I don't know what the possible alternative

management schemes might be, whether it' s an area of

critical environmental concern, or whether in fact, it

might and should be wilderness, once one looked at the

potential forest service lands that are adjacent to the

unit. Nonetheless, the EIS is deficient.

I'm somewhat amused by Mount Wilson and the

fact that it's found to have outstanding opportunities for

solitude and not an outstanding opportunity for primitive

and unconf ined recreation. I think someone ought to ask a

member of our wilderness inventory team who worked on that

unit, what they think about the potential for primitive and

unconf ined recreation.

Sadly and unfortunately, but nonetheless 1

think interesting, a member of our inventory team took a

very serious fall on that unit. It was a woman. She was

out by herself. She hurt herself quite badly. She was

lost in that state for a number of hours and was only

rescued by a helicopter that had to fly in from Kingman to

at the adjacent National Park Service proposed wilderness,

consider the effect of looking at one large contiguous

expanse ^f desert bajada on the Park Service lands, the

flat country, and in this instance, BLM ' s having the rocky,

rugged, remote, mountain less country, and looking at their

common integrity and considering what the real wilderness

potential is

.

And then, I think that BLM ought to consider

the very important aspect of the critical bighorn sheep

habitat of what might be the largest expanding heard of

desert bighorn in The United States.

It seems , especially in light of the tact

that of all of the rest of the blacks being dropped because

of split estate, that this is the one unique opportunity

that BLM has to assure that a portion of that bighorn sheep

habitat is in perpetuity managed for that wilderness

species. And I don't think that anywhere in this EIS that

kind of relationship is given satisfactory discussion.

Hells Canyon is also amusing. Because Rich,

as my protege confessed to me privately on a number of

occasions early on in his career with BLM that Hells Canyon

was probably one of his favorite areas. It's also good to

know and remember that it was proposed in the Black Canyon

MFP, Ma nagement Framework Plan, as a portion of the

Buck horn scenic area.
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MR. KZNCAID: The Picacho Mountains, I think

what makes the situation so amusing and exciting and

interesting is that one of the very reasons — I actually

sat and talked to the kids, the guys who did the wilderness

inventory in that unit. And I pointed to it, and I said,

"You know, that area is going to become designated

wilderness." And ironies of ironies, it was because here

it stood next to a major freeway, five miles off the road,

in open view to everyone as an extraordinary monolith that

there were no conflicts with, of note, and it was exactly

the sort of thing that sometimes we see get designated and

I just had in the back of my mind, wouldn't that be

something. Wouldn't that be something indeed, it the

Picacho Mountains got designated wilderness. Well, the

truth of the matter is, it could, and it should, and it

ought to be.

The specious arguments that are cited in

this document are principally references to outside sights

and sounds. I think it would require a fair discussion, if

in fact, that's what the Bureau wanted to hang its hat on.

Pusch P.idge is only a few miles down the

road. The Saguaro National Monument is just across town.

The Superstitions rise just above Apache Junction. In all

of those instances, outside sights and sounds are far more

extreme than they are at Picachos.

And once again, to cite vindication, the

Silver Bell Management Framework Plan in 1976 recommended

this as a primitive area. Our inventory crew found the

same values in 1980 that were found by previous BLM

professionals.

Getting on to the last area, the area that I

might have one of the greatest quarrels with in this

document is Baboquivari Peak. Baboquivari is so

extraordinary, it's very difficult to even try and describe

the feeling and the emotion that one gets on top of that

mountain. It's rightly a sacred place to some people in

this world. I think it should be designated wilderness.

I hear there's an attempt afoot to block up

some State lands, possibly private lands adjacent to the

unit to make it larger and, therefore, more tolerable as a

wilderness unit. I think that's an admirable proposal with

a single proviso. And that is, that Baboquivari, and

especially the ridge, the land around the rock itself,

because it rises as a rock like Gilbralter out of nowhere,

is among the most fragile, delicate land of any in the

Phoenix District.

There is an oak forest there with walnuts,

mahogany, maple. And there is essentially only one trail

to the top of Baboquivari, in spite of what's stated in

this document. There really is only one access to that
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mountain. Unless you're one of the top mountain climbers

in the country and the vast majority of us arc- not so

Skilled. And that is up Thompson Canyon along the south

and east, which then finds its way along the north slope

and around to the northwest side and up an old rock trail.

It's very precarious and very difficult. And along that

north side in this forest full of little orchids and ferns

is basically the only place that you can walk. It is very

susceptible to erosion and overuse.

And I think this brings up one of the

problems, some of the myopia in the Bureau's understanding

of wilderness and wilderness designation and wilderness

management. It's so often considered a sop for

recreationists. Something that we throw out to keep a

certain segment of the commun i ty somehow qu let.

Baboquivari lies in the face of that

interpretation of wilderness and the wilderness Act.

Baboquivari is special. Baboquivari is delicate.

Baboquivari is extraordinary. And while it should be

designated wilderness, it should be managed not for its

recreational values, but it should be managed for its

specialness and its uniqueness.

And it will require, in my estimation, some

kind of very keen special limited use management. And I

think that the Bureau ought to recognize that. in so
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doing, they are recognizing that recreation is not

necessarily the first principal of wilderness and

wilderness management. And I believe that once the Bureau

begins to recognize that, they will then also see that

wilderness is really something very different from what it

is touted as being in the very limited bureaucratic

f ash ion.

It has the effect of protecting unique and

special wildlife values, water shed, threatening endangered

species, cultural resources. And none of those necessarily

imply a recreational use. And as such, it becomes a much

broader management tool available to the hands of managers

in the Bureau and I would hope — I would hope that

sometime in the future, perhaps in a less politicized era

that we sec that there is an opportunity here to manage

those very resources in a broad tasis and in perpetuity for

the American public without considering that very narrow,

as I call it, sop to conservationists and recreationists,

because it really is something else. It's something much

more. Thank you

.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you, Mr. Kincaid for

your remarks. We're appreciative of your involvement and

your beliefs and understanding as to the process.

The next speaker is Bob Witzeman.

MR. WITZEMAN: My name is Bob Witzeman.
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I've been a practicing physician here in the Valley since

1956.

I'd like to express my feeling that more

wilderness areas should have been included in the Phoenix

District BLH , and I wish it had been more than that one.

Especially the riparian areas such as the White Canyon

areas is a scarce as d iamond situation. These areas are

few and far between in the state, and they are ever more

dwindling as these areas are valuable for other reasons.

That makes white Canyon more important to preserve.

Host of our Sonoran Desert rivers are

disappearing and anytime we have broad leaf vegetation along

a Sonoran Desert area, it is of great value to wildlife,

whether it's black hawk, zone-tailed hawks, coopers hawks.

It represents something that people from all over the

United States interestingly enough, come out to visit BLH

lands to see those species, such as Burro Creek, which

isn't in the Phoenix District area. But these lands are

really unique and I wish you had given more consideration

to the White Canyon area for that reason.

I'd like to comment on roadlessness . I

think that it is very important that roadless areas be set

aside for future generations to enjoy them . If an area

does have a road in it, I also don't think that it should

be precluded as the previous speaker also mentioned. And I

is — look at overgrazing in riparian areas. It's a real

problem from BLM lands. There probably would be very

little grazing on BLM lands, they're so arid. If it

weren' t for the fact that your animal unit months are a

dollar and a few pennies, when the free enterprise fee

that — if you were to rent that land if you were a rancher

for private enterprise, you'd pay many more times that.

So, this constituency of people that come to

you, at least I understand the mining business, I mean the

grazing and it doesn't make any sense. What I see is

you're allowing grazing to continue in these fragile areas

like white Canyon at the expense of people who grow cattle

in Iowa. And we feel that it's not fair to them and it's

not fair to the market system that people should pay a fair

market price to graze in White Canyon or in other areas.

Wilderness is one way to somewhat limit this

abuse of riparian areas and other areas because, at least

mechanically they can't drive their trucks in there and

dynamite water holes and develop wells underneath the

ground. And so, it does allow somewhat of the market

system' s return in a few areas and preserve these few

remaining areas for, what I think is, people in this room

who would like to be able to enjoy those areas in a less

abused state. Thank you for this opportunity.
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1 the protective management the BLH was doing prior to the

2 wilderness program.

3 The Picacho Mountains unit illustrates many

4 of the problems with these recommendations. Page 37 of the

5 EIS suggests that this area being close to the cities of

6 Phoenix and Tucson is an advantage for recreationists in

7 those cities. But, the BLM is recommending against

8 wilderness here in part because the area is too close to

9 Eloy.

10 This makes no sense at all, especially when

11 Congress has already designated wilderness at Pusch Ridge

12 next to the Tucson area, and the Superstitions directly

13 above Apache Junction. Even the State of Arizona has

14 recognized the contribution the Picacho Mountains make by

15 designating the Picacho Mountain State Park, across the

16 freeway from the BLM area.

Another reason cited to drop Picacho, was

18 the prospect of future developments such as the Central

19 Arizona Project Canal. Ironically, intrusions including a

20 powerline and a communication station have already been

21 allowed inside the Picacho area, because they were judged

22 not to detract from the wilderness. That is obviously a

23 double standard that results in no wilderness, either way

24 you cut it.

25 Allowing a telecommunications site inside

this WSA clearly biases against a wilderness

recommendation. It's probably a violation of the interim

management policy , because such facilities are to be

temporary and reclaimable. The EIS says that the

facilities will be removed if Congress designates Picacho a

wi lderness . But, that ' s too late, because these intrusions

are to be removed by the time the Secretary of the Interior

sends a recommendation to the President.

In summary, the BLM ' s small recommendations

greatly polarized the situation. These areas currently

enjoy much more protection now than if the BLM's paltry

wi lderness recommendations were followed.

We strongly urge the BLM to change its

recommendations, to be more in line with its own

assessments of the wilderness values in these areas. The

recommendations certainly lack credibility now, and there

is little reason to pursue a BLM wilderness bill in

Congress with the BLM recommendations so stacked against

reasonable protection for these outstanding areas.

I'd like to add a couple of personal

comments now about areas that I'm familiar with.

Mount Wilson area, which is adjacent to Lake

Mead Recreation area. It's adjacent to proposed wilderness

within the recreation area. I was really astonished that

the BLM d id not recommend it. It's a large area, twenty

1 thousand some acres. It's a very topographically prominent

2 point. In fact, it' s the highest and most rugged point in

3 the whole country around Hoover Dam.

4 It's an extremely scenic and rugged area.

5 It's important bighorn sheep habitat. The sheep migrate

6 back and forth between the BLM and Park Service land.

7 There are no real conflicts or problems in this area.

8 I remember the statement mentioned an access

g problem. That it would become overcrowded by users

10 concentrating in 'the valleys, down at the base of the

11 ridge. That's ridiculous.

12 If anybody is going to go in that area,

13 they're going to follow the ridge tops, these very narrow

14 spiny ridge tops up to the peak. And it's not the sort of

15 area that is going to draw a very heavy recreation use

16 anyway, because it is rugged and dry, and there are no

17 trails there. And I don't think that that's a valid

18 conf 1 ict.

The White Canyon area close to Phoenix is a

20 special favorite of mine. I had heard great things about

21 it for quite awhile. I finally went there myself to check

22 i t out, and found it to be a really splendid area and very

23 unusual. It offers excellent opportunities for day hikes

24 as well as short backpacks. It has rare and valuable

riparian habitat, unusual plants and animals.

CHAPMAN AND ASSOCIATES

The only problem with this area, as I

recall, was the potential for copper production. And given

the state of the copper industry in Arizona, and the way

it's been going for the last ten years or so, I can't

really believe that the so-called moderate potential of

this area for copper production presents any real threat to

the copper industry

.

On the other hand, if it were to be

developed for copper, it would certainly destroy some very

unique and outstanding wilderness values. And I think the

area is more important for those values than for the

possibility that maybe some day, somebody might make a

little money digging a big hole in the ground.

That's the conclusion of my statements,

thank you.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you very much. Any

other persons which to speak? Yes, ma'am. Sir, sorry.

MR. LOWES: One of them.

My name is Paul Lowes. I'm from Scottsdale,

and I've been involved in wilderness activities in Arizona

for a long time. And I have to say I'm pretty unhappy

about this whole process , once again. I think the BLM's

got a historic bias against wilderness. I'm not sure why

that is. So much of Western Arizona would be easy to

manage. And in fact, it pretty much is wilderness right

CHAPMAN AND ASSOCIATES
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1 now and ought to continue that way. With so little

2 conflicts, I think that more of these areas , and

3 additionally later more of the areas that were excluded

4 ought to be managed as wilderness.

5 I'm concerned about the BLM ' s bias in

6 regards to mining. It seems to me like the Arizona Mining

7 Association says, we got a favorable or even moderate

8 mineral potential on these lands.

g I've looked for years at AMA maps and

in ratings of mineral potential in Ar izona. Favorable means ,

there might be something out there in real i ty and moderate

22 means , if you found a penny on the land, that's all the

13 copper in the area for miles around.

Those distinctions should be completely

15 ignored, unless the Arizona Mining Association can show

16 some more specific potentials in those lands than -- the

17 comments, I think, should basically be ignored from the

ig AMA, just being new speak.

I would like to talk specifically about

20 Mount Wilson. I've never been far into the heart of the

21 area. It's a real rugged, real wild area. There are very

1 ittle conf 1 icts . For the BLM to say it has limited

23 wilderness resources is , to me, incomprehens ible. It's a

24 very rugged, wild country, and I think, it could only be

25 managed as such to any' value to anybody.

hyped up from the fast pace they live in. Where are they

going to go to get completely away from everything that is

surrounding them?

Not only now , but in the future, you have to

think of people that need a release from everything of the

hand of man. And I think two thousand acres, in the

direction that we're going, it seems like the burden of

proof would be two thousand acres out of an initial two

hundred thousand acres. Two thousand is about the size of,

you know, two or three golf courses. And I think that we

can all do better than that. Thank you.

MR. GOREHAM: Thank you.

Anybody else wish to speak?

Before I close the hearing, that will

conclude the oral presentations , but the record remains

open until March 11th. And anybody that wants to provide

written comments, they will be included in the record.

Those written comments should be addressed to the District

Manager, Bureau of Land Management, the Phoenix District

office, and the address is 2015 West Deer Valley Road,

Phoenix, Arizona 85027.

In closing, kind of elaborating on

Mr. Crook's opening statements that the BLM will not pick

the wilderness areas, that Congress will, that's basically

correct. This is at the beginning, the BLM under FLPMA has

CHAPMAN AW ASSOCIATES
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1 detrimental to the long-term manageability of the areas as

2 wilderness.

3 I think that is true. I think it is

4 accurate. And I think it should be the pivital and guiding

9 point of the entire EIS. And I would hope that you could

e go back and review what you've written and come to the same

7 conclusion as I did. Thank you.

8 MR. GOREHAM: The Bureau of Land Management

9 thanks you for your participation tonight. I was

10 interested in the comments and I'm sure the panel members

11 were also.

12 The panel members, after I formally close

13 this will be available for one-on-one discussions that you

14 might have, which may aid in your written comments, if you

15 so choose. I don't see any other speakers, I'll close the

16 hearing. Thank you very much.

17 [The hearing was concluded at 8:3u p.m.)

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

_

STATE OF ARIZONA !

) ss.
COUNTY OF MARICOPA )

I, WENDELL CHAPMAN, a Notary Public in and

for the County Of Ma ricopa. State of Ar izona, do hereby

certify that the foregoing 53 pages constitute a full, true

and accurate transcript of the proceedings had in the

forego i ng matter, all done to the best of my skill and

ability

.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am in no way related

to any of the parties hereto nor am I in any way interested

in the outcome hereof

.

DATED at Phoenix, Arizona, this ^ 7* day of

February, 1985-

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

March 7, 1387
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Chlno Valley Ranger P.O. Box 485

District Chlno Valley, AZ 86323 Jan, 2, 1985

•** 1950

°"* January 2, 1985

District Manager, BLH

Phoenix District Office

2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Marlyn V. Jonae,
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Phosnix District Office
2015 '</, Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Hr. Marlya,

I am very pleased to see that Baboquivari Mountain
is being recommended as wilderness under the "proposed
action" alternative.

O
03

Dear Sirs:

I have reviewed you Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact StateWsnt

dated December 1984. Overall, I find the draft statement to be sufficient

in meeting the ntent of the national Environmental Policy Act. The only

Me n Iwould Lke 1s that the attached map be modified to Include the

new wildernesses of the recently passed Arizona Wilderness Bill
.

This «uld

improve the general public's ability to v^ualue the location of areas

currently existing as wilderness areas 1n Arizona.

Thank you for the opportunity to cor.aient.

Sincerely M V85

EMILIO S. LUJ*

District Ranger

-DM.
-ADM.
-PA
- ADMIN
-OPS
_ MlriS _
. RES
- PiEA .

. PRA_
-IGRA.
.KRA_

However, I am very disappointed to see the Coyote
Mountains placed on your list of w'SAs opened to devel-
opment. The Coyote Mountains have many of the same
wilderness qualities that are found in the Baboqivarl
area. In fact, they are part of the same range and
biological community. If the Coyote Mountains are devel-
oped, it will decrease the scenic value and solitude of
Baboquivari. Both should be protected!

The Coyote Mountains\offer^xcellent opportunites for
roekcliwbing and hiking. They consist of innumerable faces,
crags, and steep canyons. It is quite easy to become isolated
by walking or climbing among these features.

Please reconsider your proposed action for the
Coyote Mountains. Thank you.

Daniel McCool
729 San Saba
College Station, TX
77840

CF
Action By.
Duo Data,

FW20O-1 1{8^0)
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January 10, 1985

Bureau of Land Management

Marlyn V„ Jones, District Manager

Phoenix District Office

2015 West Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Subj: Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

Gentlemen:

I realize the BLM ha3 considerable research on this EIS, but the
Proposed Action is truly disappointing and reveals an obvious
anti-wilderness bia3. This report acknowledges extensive

wilderness values in all 3ix WSA's reviewed, but your Proposed
Action drops all but the smallest unit for minor conflicts.
It was interesting to note that your Proposed Action provided
much less protection than the Ho Action (current policy) Alternative
which manages two areas for wilderness and one for backcountry U3eu.
This Draft EIS does not demonstrate a "good faith" attempt to
weigh conflicts. Wilderness designation which provides for
"multiple uses" seems to have been avoided to defer to minor
benefits for "special interests" and in particular the mining and
communications industries. The small acreage recommended for
Wilderness must not only be compared to the total acreage of
these six units, but also against the much larger total BLM
acreage in the Phoenix District. Competing uses already have
more than adequate resources available on BLM and otherpublic
lands in the District. To afford wilderness protection to .only
this one small unit is not only an injustice to this generation
but to all future generations of Arizonans and Americans.

The All Wilderness Alternative would piotect 20 sensitive plant
species, * special status wildlife species, 6 crucial habitats
in a natural condition, and protect 6 excellent primitive
recreation areas. It would also protect watershed, scenic, and
culturally sensitive areas. The losses for competing uses prohibited
by Wilderness designation are minimal.

- ORV conflicts are minimal. There is little 0R7 use in these
six units now and plentiful ORY use opportunities on nearby

lands.

- Grazing is allowed in wilderness areas at existing levels and
these 6 units have little potential for grazing improvements.
The total AUM»'s for all 6 WSA's are only 1763 AUM»,t (H7 cows.)

- There is negligible energy potential in the WSA's and only one
significant mineral conflict (White Canyon.) Wilderness
designation of all 6 units would have a miniscule impact on
Arizona's mining industry and mineral availability.

I urge that the All Wilderness Alternative be adopted as the
Proposed Action in the Pinal Wilderness Environmental Impact
Statement. You must be reminded that the All Wilderness
Alternative is only protecting asmall portion of BLM land in
the Phoenix District and excludes prime wilderness candidates
such as Ragged Top.

Following are supporting arguments for Wilderness recommendation
for the four units that I am most familiar with. Acquaintances
of mine assure me that equally compelling arguments for the
other two units exist.

White Canyon - WSA 2-187

Perhaps of all the WSA's, White Canyon needs and deserves
Wilderness designation the most. Contrary to the mediocre wilderness
value description given in the Draft EIS, White Canyon has truly
outstanding wilderness qualitiess scenery, opportunities for
solitude, wildlife, and a 3 mile stretch of perennial stream
with lush riparian vegetation. The few remaining perennial
streams with natural riparian vegetation in the Southwest need
protection. Canyons such as White Canyon protect a quantity and
diversity of wildlife far greater per acre than any other habitat
type.
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White Canyon is a candidate for re-introducing 3 species (1

endangered and 1 state listed.) I identified 43 species of birds

on one day hike in the canyon and I am not an experienced birder.

I also saw the only mountain lion I'fe seen in the wild in White

Canyon. Bear also frequent the canyon moving in from the adjacent

Tonto National Forest. I've never seen a higher density of

raptor nests anywhere else. White Canyon has 21 known prehistoric

cultural sites and the entire unit is considered culturally

sensitive.

The Draft EIS on page 1 and 26 indicate that the opportunities

for solitude and primitive recreation are restricted and limited.

I disagree. For it's size it offers considerable opportunities

for a high quality wilderness experience, at least *0 or more

visitors at atime. Due to the topography, ahigher density per

acre than Arravaipa Canyon which it can be compared to except

for size. With well known places like Arravaipa already with

waiting lists and Arizona's booming population, it behooves us

to protect the few remaining outstanding canyons such as White

Canyon. Photography opportunities are also outstanding in White

Canyon. Only the remote location and difficult access have kept

White Canyon from heavier recreational use.

The Draft EIS (pg.13) reports that White Canyon has moderate to

high favorability for metallic mineral resource development.

The mineral analysis indicates potential for four metals, but

copper is the primary one. Commercially viable copper deposits

are abundant in Arizona and the world, and on far less sensitive

areas. Outstanding wilderness units such as White Canyon which

belong to the American citizens should not be sacrificed for a

little extra profits (maybe) for KenneeoU Corp. and-other-

special interests. It would be sacrificed for no benefit to the

public(the owner3,) the potential minerals being readily

available elsewhere.

White Canyon WSA has outstanding wilderness values and deserves

designation when compared with conflicting values. It is truly

an outstanding wilderness area! Mineral rights on White Canyon

should be purchased by the BUI.

Coyote Mountains - WSA 2-202

It is difficult to comprhend why you did not recommend this area

for Wilderness designation. This exciting natural area with it's

exfoliating granite domes reminds me^of Yosemite than any other area

in the Southwest. You describe wilderness qualities on page 72,

"highly scenic, natural desert landscape characterized by rugged

peaks, cliffs, rock faces, and dense palo verde-saguaro and interior

chaparral plant cover. Such undisturbed terrain would provide

outstanding opportunities for both solitude and primitive

recreation." and "A wide variety of primitive recreation opportun-

ities including hiking, hunting, rock climbing, photography,

sightseeing and viewing of plants and animals." and "Protecting

wilderness values would also benefit. . .habitat for seven special

status wildlife species for eight protected plant species."

I agree with this description of outstanding wilderness qualities -

but you failed to propose it for wilderness designation!? In

addition wilderness designation would protect 250 culturally

sensitive acres including a classic period Hohokam compound(pg.84.)

Your current Silver Bell MPP recommends the entire WSA be managed

to protect scenic, natural, and primitive values. On page 11, you

state "...the area's relatively small size lessens the wilderness

caliber of the WSA's solitude and primitive recreation opportunities."

I disagree! Coyote Mountains have a maze of rugged canyons that offer

an exceptional quantity of opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation for an area it's size.

There are negligible conflicts for wilderness designation for this

WSA. There are only 38<f AuM's(32 cows) alotted to this unit. Most

of the unit is natural and ungrazed. The unit is far to rugged to

afford much ORV use. Although historic mining occurred in the

Bonanza Mine area, there-is-^ittle^evid^nce to support significant

future potential. The old mine workings are a negligible visual

impact.

To quote another EIS comment from page 32, "Coyote Mountains WSA

has long been recognized for the outstanding quality and diversity

of it's primitive recreational opportunities due to..." and you

proceed for three paragraphs to describe values that would support
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wilderness designation. I 've been there several times and agree
with your description. I urge you to include Coyote Mountains WSA
as recommended wilderness in your Pinal EIS Proposed Action. I
also recommend acquiring and maintaining public access to the Coyote
Mountains. It has outstanding potential for primitive recreation
for rapidly expanding Tucson and Southern Arizona, and has
important wildlife values that need protection.

Baboquivari Peak- WSA 2-203B

I support your Proposed Action for wilderness designation of this
WSA. Your analysis is complete and accurate. It identifies the
broad public support for the area and it' a many natural qualities,
wildlife values, and primitive recreation opportunities. I also
concur with your plan to acquire 32*5 acres of state land east of
the WSA with significant natural, scenic, and primitive values.
The Nature Conservancy acquisition of the ranch adjacent to the
unit and resale with strict deed restrictions will further protect
the wilderness qualities of this WSA.

Picacho Mountains - WSA 2-19*

I am not as familiar with this WSA as the prior three, but I am
familiar enough to disagree with the first and third factors you
cite on page 10 as considerations in deciding not to recommend this
WSA for wilderness designation. There ARE canyons in a very natural
state that allow, solitude and primitive recreation opportunities,
and that provide screening from the future GAP aqueduct and sights
and sounds outside the unit.

Mineral potential and grazing are negligible conflicts with. wilderness
on this unit. Communications sites are the real conflict and I believe
wilderness protection for a natural area is a far higher priority
than provid',^, music to car radios on 1-10 (most have tape decks
anyway) or bouncing TV stations from Phoenix to Tucson (they do
have satellites now.)

known state population, pg. ^0.) And yet your Proposed Action (ref.

pg. 10) would allow Vehicle use including ORV's- a direct conflict
with protection of the de3ert tortoise and other wildlife. The
desert bighorn sheep is also a candidate for reintroduction Into
the Picacho Mountains, This is too important a wildlife area to
sacrifice.

When allthe wilderness values and conflicts are weighed, it becomes
obvious that that the Picacho Mountains also deserve and need Wilder-
ness designation.

In summary, I urge that your All Wilderness Alternative in the
Draft Wilderness EIS become the Proposed Action in the Pinal
Wilderness EIS for the Phoenix District. While it might not satisfy
a few special interests, it would best serve the owners, the
American public.

Sincerely,

Jim Notestine

P.O. Box *61

Sonoita, Az. 85637

A prime reason for designation of this WSA as wilderness is
protection of wildlife values. Wilderness would protect 8 special
status species (ref. pg.31.) and you acknowledge on page 72 that
all 6*00 acres are crucial desert tortoise habitat ( the highest
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1858 East Brown Road
Mesa, Arizona 85203
January 29, 1985

Phoenix District Office
Bureau of Land Management
c/o Marilyn Jones
Phoenix, Arizona

Dear Ms. Jones,

I am writing in support of the Bureau's decision to recommend

wilderness status for Baboquivari Peak.

In addition, I would like to support the inclusion of the fol-

lowing areas as wilderness:
Coyote Mountains. The Bureau has listed several qualities

which make this area unique and failed to include it only because

of its small size. I feel that this should not be a reason for

exclusion
White Canyon. The resemblance of this area to the slickrocK

area of Utah is somewhat unique to Arizona. In view of the

present world copper glut, the possibility of this mineral being

present does not seem a viable excuse for denying wilderness

status.
Mt. Wilson. This area's proximity to the Lake Mead Recrea-

tional area seems an excellent reason to include it as BLM

wilderness, . .

Hell's Canyon. Aside from the many features which make this

area unique, the fact that it has been proposed for Natural Area

designation by the State would seem to indicate the importance

of its preservation.
Picacho Mountains. The existence of several special status

wildlife species in this area gives it an unusual importance.

Its proximity to the C.A.P. canal, 1-10 and Eloy make it even

more critical to give the area wilderness status to preserve

its present character.

Because of the present and future population growth of this

part of the country, it seems of utmost importance to set aside

unique areas such as those mentioned above. Residents of the

state twenty years from now will grateful that we did.

Sincerely

Robert F. Green, M.D.
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P.O. Box 4021
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
Jan. 28, 1985

Phoenix District Kanager
Bureau of Land Management
2015 West Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Sirsi

Please send .e one copy of the Draft Wilderness Environmental ImpactStatement prepared for the proposed wilderness areas under Bureau of LandManagement (ma) jurisdiction in Arisona. Thank you vwTmohT
I also would like to go on puhlic record concerning two of the areas underconsideration which I am familiar with. " Under

ll
ll

l" ""ST",
""* °f Lake Ple»"n*. is a desert wilderness of extremebeauty. The Stat. Natural Area Advisory Board has proposed special statusto this area The few impacts in the area should not affect it. wilderness

be a wiidem^ ' w*"" "" la" " "" imP«"»°«* I *-" it should
!^ !f "

Sraa befor° l knew " Has b»in« considered. I, thereforeurge the BLH to change it recommendation to that of wilderness!
^"^"^

I**^
1^ n

f
ar

,

Lake Kesd
-

is a Pri« candidate for wilderness designation.

HA NatiZ
8
I

iB° lated -

8

Co»id„ing its coamon boundaries tith thfLake•ad national Recreation Area, this is an area deserving wilderness pro-

wilderness!
""^ t0 ^^ "" "•"-•»*»tlo» on this area to

po^ioM^hf! I?
th* publioatl°» «* «* accepting my comments as aportion of the public record concerning wilderness in Arizona.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Hyers

STATE OF ARIZONA

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
Mineral Building. Fairgrounds, Phoenix, Arizona 85007 • (602) 255-3791

January 30, 1985

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
BLM - Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Phoenix Draft
Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement.

In general, the Department of Mines and Mineral Resources agrees
with the choice of alternatives to be proposed to Congress for
approval. Although we believe that more emphasis should be
placed on mineral potential as a reason for returning these
areas to multiple use status, we accept the reasons set forth
in this draft EIS.

The proposed action that we disagree with is the one to desig-
nate the Baboquivari Peak WSA (2-203B) as wilderness. Although
the mineral potential of this area is recognized, it is still
proposed for wilderness status. We sympathize with the concern
for the feelings of the Papago people who feel that they have
a cultural and religious claim to Baboquivari Peak.

Therefore, we propose another alternative for your consideration.
The primary purpose of designating the Baboquivari Peak WSA as
wilderness appears to be to preserve the peak as a cultural and
religious symbol for the Papago people. The best way to
accomplish this is to give that portion of Section 14, T19S,
R7E, G S SRM within which Baboquivari Peak is situated to the
Papago tribe as an addition to their reservation. The Tribe
can then protect it as required to satisfy the religion and
customs of its members without interference from the BLM. The
remainder of the WSA can then be returned to multiple use
status for the benefit and enjoyment of the general public.

If this alternative is impossible to implement under current
regulations, it should be presented to Congress as an alter-
native to whatever recommendation finally made.

Sincerel

Mining Engineer

RRB:sk
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BLM
Phoenix District Office
c/o Marilyn Jones
Phoenix District Manager
B.L.M.
2015 West Deer Valley Rd. ,

Phoenix, Az. 85027

February 1, 1985

Dear Ms. Jones,
^ ^ writing to let you know of my feelings regarding

the BLM wilderness recommendation for Arizona.

I am very concerned about these recommendations. It seems to me

that the BLM has gone out of its way to discover reasons noi to

recommend an area for wilderness, rather than looking har

find reasons why an area should be recommended. If/^^tllderness
would find ample cause to nominate all 6 of the W.S.A s for wilderness

status, for I firmly believe that each of these units ( I am an avid

hiker in this state) richly deserve wilderness status.

Consider IV. Wilson. You say this area lacks important wilderness

characteristics, and opportunities "unique to this area alone". Hogwash

I

The solitude the rugged, untrammeled vistas, the fact that it is

surrounded on three fides by the Lake Mead area, all contribute to

a marvelous wilderness experience. Exactly what do you consider

wilderness? This sounds to me like a thinly-veiled attempt to remove

a problem by re-defining the problem. If you want it to go away just

pretend it isn't there. If we.sav. it isn't wilderness .then -ybe
it won't be. Unfortunately, since wilderness by definition is a lack

of Zan intervention, saying an area like Mt. Wilson sn't wilderness

will in all liklihood mean that it soon will not be. At least not

after the soldiers of greed have a chance tc conduct maneuvers there.

And how about Hell's Canyon? What a marvelous example of

rugged desert wilderness, the haunting gorge, the nearby canyons,

the fascinating and precious Cedar Basin, where the relic chapparel

grow Here you^ay, about an area close enough to Phoenix to be a

Convenient one-day refuge from the maddening pressures of city life,

that it is not recommended for wilderness because of a moderate

potential for mineralsl My god, are rocks the only thing we care about

mining the earth for? What about beauty, solitude, a renewed spirit,

a reminder of our place in this universe, our relatioship with the

other creatures of the world, the ineffable thrill that courses through

our bodies and our mind when we, for even an instant, sense the old,

old harmonies we share with this earth? Granted, these concerns do

nothing for the GROSS national product, for this mindless obsession we

have with growth and the melody of tinkling coins. But, in the long

run, in a world fast becoming over-populated and uniformly paved,

these values of which I speak will be worth more to us, and to our

children, and their children, and_ their children's children, then

all the vats fitf copper in this universe.

The aim! could, and must, be said for the other WSAs. We need

despertlv, the Coyote Mountains, White Canyon, the Pichacho Mountains,

anflaboquivari Peak. What does it matter if the Coyotes are not as

vast as, say, the Brooks Range in Alaska? They are a neck of a lot

close?? and offer the same gems of insight and refreshment, spiritual

refreshment, that the Brooks do. All we need are untrammeld vistas,

an ancient silence, and the cry of a coyote, and we will have our

wilderness. Look at the Superstitions

-

; There they are on the very

doorstep of Phoenix, and yet, wander round the far side of Superstition

Mountain, and you are 3,000 miles from that city. The spirit, and the

heart, have their own ways of reckoning distance.

c c irw.<0cU&.
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J
want t0 urge y°u t0 declare as wilderness an areathat James Watt dropped from consideration, for no other reason thanthat someone tugged on his string. This is the delightful Ragged Topunit. A great injustice was done when this was dropped frorn^

consideration, another way of saying that if you ignore the problem,
ft\ll l}

em Wil1 g0 away
- The Pr°blem, though, is that Ragged Top

of industry.
** ^^ aPecial P^ce, to sacrifice to th« wolves

It was Wallace Stegner who once wrote > "Something will have eone

destroyed " * P
S°

Ple
i* ^SW lat the reraaining wilternessTe *

ilrl
y
!

We need wilderness preserved - as much of it as is stillleft and as many kinds - because it was the challange against which

avai^nTft
6" " " P6°?^ WSS f0rmed

-
We simPly need thf? wild country

look in For £' «.»»*£ " "* ne
*"S

d ° m0re than drive to its edS« and„°* ln
;
For xt can be a means of reassuring ourselves of our sanitvas creatures, a part of the geography of hole."

sanixy

„„„P
n°J ^e B^ t0 kn°wingly doom these precious, irreplacable

hP « +r=5J^
6 "llderness *hat once shined throughout this state wouldbe a tragedy. Our reservoir of hope will have run dry, and, as Sternersays, something will have gone out of us as a people! I^aVmo? belfSE

«rofit°
U
Th P^d

n"i *2 d° that f°r soraetWng *° transitory as short-term
and the M for h ^ "V VaSt treasure bequeathed to us by fate,and the BLM, for better or for worse, finds itself in the oositionof being guardian over that treasure.

i„ l-

I pray t
^
at the day wil1 never come when we shall rise and

of Ll^^tJ L
3SS

l
ng that °Ur treasur« «aa traded for a few trinketsol gold, find cause to curse that guardian.

Sincerely,

Randy Waltrip
8601 E. Old Spanish Trail
#129
Tucson, Az. 85710

ARIZONA

OFFICE
Or THE

GOVERNOR
BRUCE BABBITT

OFFICE OF

ECONOMIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Beth S. Jarman, Ph.D., Executive Director ® (602) 255-5371

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bureau of Land Management

FROM: Arizona State Clearinghouse

DATE: February 01, 1985

RE; Draft EIS for the Proposed Wilderness Program for the Phoenix
Wilderness EIS Area, Maricopa, Mohave, Yavapai, Pinal & Pima Counties, AZ.

SAI NO: AZ 84-80-0048

This memorandum is in response to the above project submitted to the
Arizona State Clearinghouse for review.

The project has been reviewed pursuant to the Executive Order 12372
by certain Arizona State officials and Regional Councils of Government.

The Standard Form 424 is attached along with any comments that were
received for submission with the project.

Attachments

cc: Arizona State Clearinghouse
Applicant

Executive Tower 4th Floor e 1700 West Washington e Phoenix, Arizona 85007
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Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture
1688 WEST ADAMS • PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007 • (602)255 4373

Slate Agricultural Laboratory

Fruit at Vegetable Standardization

FIELD SERVICES

District Offices

Inspection Stations

Office of State Chemist
Board of Pesticide Control

Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture
1688WEST ADAMS • PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007 • (602)255-4373

State Agricultural Laboratory

Fruit (t Vegetable Standardization

FIELD SERVICES

District Offices

Inspection Stations

Office of State Chemist

Board of Pesticide Control

K>

Baboquivari Peak

This area lying adjacent to the Papago Indian Reservation would be

enhanced by the wilderness designation with the inclusion of the 2,065 acres

bordering the peak on the east. This would allow the maintenance of the

natural character of the area and preserve the religious use by the Papago

Tribe. The limited access to the area allows outstanding solitude

experiences in the area. It has been properly managed under the multiple

use management plan at the present time.

COYOTE MTS.

This area is used by the public extensively now, even with limited access

for the various scenic, vegetative and animal values stated. Designating

the wilderness status would only increase public impact on the area. The

public numbers that visit the area haven't impacted the area at present under

the multiple use management program and should continue under this program.



Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture

1688 WEST ADAMS

State Agricultural Laboratory

Fruit 4c Vegetable Standardisation

PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007

HELD SERVICES

District Offices

laspectioa Station*

(602) 255-4373

Office of State Chemist

Board of Pesticide Control

PREACBO MTS.

This area has little access exept by foot and continued over the yeara

In relative prestine condition becauae of the lack of access and the multiple

use concept with proper management would continue to preserve it. In that

state wilderness designation, it would only bring -ore public pressure on the

area.

Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture

1688 WEST ADAMS • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007 • 16021255 4373

State Agricultural Laboratory

Fruit k Vegetable Standardlration

FIELD SERVICES

District Offices

filim linn flXUm
Office of State Chemist

Board of Pesticide Control

WHITE CAHYON

This area visited mainly during the year by deer hunters in the

Game Management Units and by a few local residents during the year. Have

visited the area a number of times during deer season, and because of the

very difficult access to the area, the multiple use plan is working. If

grazing allotments are eliminated, the ranch In the area would lose a good

water source to properly handle an economic unit, for the rancher, multiple

use would best serve the area.
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Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture
1688WEST ADAMS • PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007 • (602)255-4373

State AgrictfJtmrs] Lahsfsgety

Fruit & Vegetabfe Stasskfdfcssiloa

Or^lCB OP THI OISKCTOR

FIELD SERVICES

DMrictOfiloM (MFSoa ef Slats Carats*

HELLS CANYON

This area is being managed in good order by the sultiple use manageoent plan

and with a few limited access to already existing roads would allow the area to be

relatively unspoiled. Once the area is designated wilderness, it would have sn

influx of the public which would put pressures on this area and lose the characteristics

of the area that make it unique.

Arizona Commission of

Agriculture and Horticulture
1688 WEST ADAMS • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007 • (S02I 255 4373

State Agrfeedtsirol Lsbsretery
Fruit & Vege&feb Sgxadavdfeatfea

FIEU) •SSM.VICES

OKksafStl
Beard sf PestiBsla

ocptcs of th« oinccron

MT. WILSON

This ares lyiag in the northwest corner of Mohave County is little ussd

by the general public and has only two trails into the area and see no benefit by

Baking the area a wilderness designation. Proper multiple use aanagaeent vould

allow protection of existing desert, bighorn sheet habitate and allow the snail

grazing allotment in the area. Once designated as a wilderness, Eore public use

would occur and endanger what you now have as a farily pristine area.
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SIERRA CLUB

January 30, 1985

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

Thank you for sending us a copy of the Phoenix Draft Wilderness

Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) We have carefully

reviewed the DEIS and have some comments on the Mt. Wilson wbA,

with which we in Las Vegas have intimate familiarity.

We were surprised by your Proposed Action Alternative's

elimination of wilderness for this unit. We feel this area

deserves a recommendation for wilderness for several reasons.

The most obvious of these is the long-term protection of crucial

habitat for the desert bighorn sheep (page 78, bottom left)

,

which the DEIS analysis describes as covering the entire WSA

(page 47, bottom right). Habitat for six addition*
^

sPeclal
"

status species would also be protected (page 78, bottom left).

Our members are especially struck by the tenuous existence of

mule deer in the WSA and by the desirability of
.
P«vidingJthe

full measure of protection for this species within wilderness,

under wilderness'designation the water sources would provide long

term protected habitat for quail and mourning doves (page 47,

bottom right). The five proposed water developments seem to be

capable of installation under wilderness management policy if

carefully designed and installed.

We have long been impressed by the crucial position of the Wilson

ridqe with respect to the Lake Mead National Recreation Area

(LMNRA). The WSA is surrounded by LMNRA on the west, north and

—east (page 22, left ) and directly abuts agency endorsed

wilderness (1979) within LMNRA on its north and northwest

boundaries.

Wilson Ridge is the highest and, in some ways, the most

commanding feature of the area. It is difficult, therefore, to

ignore when considering its impact on the visual resource

associated with LMNRA. Logically, Wilson Ridge ^^J^ x
included within LMNRA and, if we remember right, such a proposal

was once considered. Had that happened, Wilson Ridge would quite

likely have been part of the abutting wilderness proposals.

The Ridge has a commanding presence on the east side of OS 93

which compliments the dramatic scenery of the Lake Mohave breaka

to'the west. Mineral development or other visual, disturbances on

Wilson Ridge would surely denigrate the scenic values of the Lake

Mojave topographic environment and should be avoided Wilderne8B

designation would provide long term protection for this visual

resource, which would be upgraded to VRM Class I. Jhe straight

boundaries separating LMNRA wilderness proposals and the
|
WSA make

posting and identification on the ground difficult. Wilderness

classification for the WSA would, in a practical sense "move

this problem. A Wilson Ridge wilderness in combination with the

LMNRA wilderness proposals would provide an outstanding y large

wilderness of excellent configuration A Mt. Wilson witness
would also permit consideration for wilderness of the narrow

strip within LMNRA which lies between the WSA's southwestern

boundary and US 93.

The DEIS downgrades the WSA in opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation by attesting to a concentration of use in

valleys and basins formed between side ridges (page 22, bottom

right). in our experience, most hiking occurs on the ridges, the

valleys being mostly routes of access to the "dgelines «*ere the

scenery is most dramatic. The Las Vegas Group of the Sierra Club

has climbed Mt. Wilson from both the east and west and also along

the ridge from the vicinity of Fortification Hill in LMNRA. The

pleasure of extensive views into the Lake Ho]ave - Lake Mead

foreground and distant vistas into Nevada and Arizona has

repeatedly brought hikers back to these mountains, both as

individuals and groups. A special feature not »^tioned in the

DEIS is the granite found in this portion of the Black Mountains

which Provides an enjoyable change from the more somber tones of

black lava frequently encountered in the LMNRA region.

Mineral development opportunities within the WSA do not appear to

be very good and from the DEIS analysis would be poor in the

western two thirds of the area. There are no expected

occurrences of strategic or critical minerals <We 39 l e ft
J;

Development of the small area of sodium leases-in-

eastern portion would not appear to impact wrlderness toa high

degree and may be only a negligible portion of a largerarea

outside the WSA. Sand and gravel are common commodities with

widespread occurrence in areas closer to their market.

Development of these should be avoided along the scenic US 93

corridor in any case. The moderate favorability for uranium is,

as with all GEM Reports, quite speculative. Indeed, it seems

that where there is any uncertainty over a proposal for or

LAS VEGAS GROUP
P.O. Bo* 19777

UsVetai.Nerek 89119

To txpbrt, mfoy. Bid proltcl thtmml

GREAT BASIN GROUP
P.O. Box 8096

University Sutton

Roo.Nenda 89507



against wilderness on mineral grounds, a decision should tilt
towards wilderness at this stage of the process, if only to
obtain the improved data from DSGS and Bureau of Mines studies
that would follow. The final decision would then have the
benefit of this improved information.

The lack of conflict with other land uses is noteworthy for the
Mt. Wilson WSA (page 51 left), and the DEIS discusses the
absence of manageability problems that would result from ORV
entry (page 57, bottom right). THe single grazing allotment,
classified as ephemeral, has only 4% of its area within the WSA.
It appears that little or no impact on rangeland use or
development would result from wilderness classification (page 84,
bottom right). Cultural resources would be best protected under
wilderness because of reduction in entry by vehicles as well as
prohibition on surface disturbance.

In summary, wilderness seems highly desirable for all 24,821
acres of the Ht. Wilson WSA. Long-term wildlife habitat
protection would be assured. Designation would be most
compatible with LMNRA management and would recognize the WSA's
sensitive relationship to the LMNRA. Mineral conflicts do not
appear significant and better mineral data will result from
studies that would follow a decision for wilderness at this stage
of the process. Other conflicts do not appear significant.

We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to comment on a
wilderness decision for this area in which we have such direct
interest.

Sincerely,

Jr Howard Booth
Las Vegas Group Wilderr

Anita Bowen »**^

Howard Booth
Las Vegas Group Wilderness Coordinator

Las Vegas Group Conservation Chairperson

12

February 3, 1985

Bureau of Land Management

Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Phoenix District Office

2015 West Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Gentlemen:

I was recently informed that three of my favorite areas had been
dropped from recommendation for Wilderness designation. Coyote
Mountains, White Canyon, and the Picacho Mountains. Ifhese areas
all have very important wildlife and plantlife values that need
permanent protection. They are excellent areas for hiking, birding,
and photography. Mining, other development, and ORY's should be
prohibited from these areas and Wilderness designation would best
protect them. I am also concerned about Ragged Top which was
supposedly dropped by James Watt. It has outstanding Wilderness
qualities like the other three areas I mentioned and it should
be protected. I thought it was over 8000 acres - why was it
dropped?

I urge you to recommend Ragged Top, White Canyon, Picacho
Mountains, and Coyote Mountains for wilderness designation.

Thank you,

Garlyn Jokas on

3313 N. Bentley Ave.

Tucson, Az. 85716
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February 2, 1985

Bureau of Land Management

Marlyn V. Jonea, District Manager

Phoenix District Office

20 15 West Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Sub;): Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

Ref: January 50, 1985 Public Hearing at the Tucson Hilton Inn

I ran out of time presenting the Sierra Club Rincon Group

position statement. In addition to presenting supporting

arguments for White Canyon, Coyote Mountains, Baooquivari Peak,
and the Picacho Mountains; I was to present the argument for
reinstating Ragged Top which was dropped by the infamous James
Watt. Ragged Top is an 84OO acre unit , all of which qualifies
for wilderness. The BLM made an improper decision to reduce the

unit to ^460 acres knowing this woul probably disqualify it for
; #ildernes3. It*s size was reduced for minor ways and tailings.

This is the kind of criteria for fchich the USPS had to redo their
wilderness evaluations (RARE II). Ragged Top 2-197 has some of the
finest Sonoran Desert remaining. It is very scenic (Silverbell
Mine is only Visible from the top) and offers excellent opportun-
ities for solitude and primitive recreation. It has a very diverse
spectrum of desert flora and fauna.

To afford wilderness protection to only Baboquivari Peak would not
only be an injustice to this generation, but to all future genera-
tions of Arizonans and Americans. The demand for wilderness is

rapidly growing in Arizona while proposals such as yours are rapidly
trying to shrink it. You are recommending to give our heritage away
forever. Wilderness designation should not be avoided because of
inholding and access problems. Thete are many other reasons for
wilderness designation than recreation, 3uch as wildlife, plantlife,
watershed, genetic pools, etc.

In summary we request that you recommend your All Wilderness
proposal plus Ragged Top for your proposed action in your Pinal EIS.

In addition we request that you include the enclosed petition with

95 signatures (95 friends of these units from around the country)

in the written record.

Jim Notestine

Representing the Rincon Group of the Sierra Club

P.O. Box 461

Sonoita, Az. 85637

15-1 Ragged Top has been reinstated as
a WSA. The WSA will be analyzed
in the forthcoming wilderness
EIS. This EIS will analyze those
WSAs dropped because of
split-estate or size limitation.



To: Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District Office

We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include

the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the

Proposed Action of the Phoenix Final Wilderness Impact Statement

when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,

Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-203B, Plcacho Mountains WSA 2-1 9*, Hella

Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01A, and Ragged lop WSA 2- 197.

All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would

protect at least 20 sensitive plant specie3, 4 special-status wild-

life species, 6 crucial habitat3 in a natural condition; as well as

watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above

seven WSA's.
ADDRESSNAME
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To: Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District Office

We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include

the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the

Proposed Action of the Phoenix Pinal Wilderness Impact Statement

when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,

Baboquivari Peak: WSA 2-203B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-19*, Hells

Canyon WSA 2-119, HcHMrt Wilson WSA 2-01 A, and Ragged Top WSA 2- 197.

All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would

protect at least 20 sensitive plant species, 4 special-status wild-

life species, 6 crucial habitats in a natural condition; as well as

watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above

seven WSA's.
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To; Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District Office lo: Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District Offic

We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include

the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the

Proposed Action of the Phoenix Pinal Wilderness Impact Statement

when released! Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,

Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-203B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-19*, Hells

Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01 A, and Ragged Sop WSA 2- 197.

All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would

protect at least 20 sensitive plant species, 4 special-status wild-

life species, 6 crucial hahitata in a natural condition; as well as

watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above

seven WSA'3.
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We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include
the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the
Proposed Action of the Phoenix Pinal Wilderness Impact Statement
when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,
Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-203B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-19*, Hells
Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01 A, and Ragged lop WSA 2- 197,
All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would
protect at least 20 sensitive plant species, 4 special-status wild-
life species, 6 crucial habitats in a natural condition; as well as
watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-
nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above
seven WSA's.
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To: Bureau of land Management, Phoenix District Office To: Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District Office

We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include

the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the

Proposed Action of the Phoenix Final Wilderness Impact Statement

when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,

Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-203B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-19*, Hells

Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01A, and Ragged lop WSA 2- 197.

All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would

protect at least 20 sensitive plant species, 4 3pecial-statU3 wild-

life species, 6 crucial habitats in a natural condition; as well as

watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above

seven WSA ' s.
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We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include

the following seven WSA's a3 "recommended for wilderness" in the

Proposed Action of the Phoenix Final Wilderness Impact Statement

when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,

Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-205B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-19*, Hells

Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01 A, and Ragged Top WSA 2- 197.

All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would

protect at least 20 sensitive plant species, t- special-status wild-

life species, 6 crucial habitats in a natural condition; as well as

watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above

seven WSA's.
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To: Bureau of land Management, Phoenix District Office

We, the undersigned, urge the Bureau of Land Management to include
the following seven WSA's as "recommended for wilderness" in the
Proposed Action of the Phoenix Pinal \8ildernes3 Impact Statement
when released: Coyote Mountains WSA 2-202, White Canyon WSA 2-187,
Baboquivari Peak WSA 2-203B, Picacho Mountains WSA 2-194, Hells
Canyon WSA 2-119, Mount Wilson WSA 2-01A, and Ragged fop WSA 2- 197.
All seven WSA's have outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation. In addition wilderness designation would
protect at lea3t 20 sensitive plant species, 4 special-status wild-
life species, 6 crucial habitats in a natural condition; as well as
watershed, scenic, and culturally sensitive areas, Wilderness desig-
nation would provide the maximum multiple use values in the above
seven WSA's.
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<3d>S VJ. Deer Valley Koad
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/llariun Jones
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Idureao of land Management

70 Comment on the uiilderne&s~X'rn vonjlna
cecommendafions "that have, been published
in a 'Jkafi Wilderness Environmental Impact
Stale menf. HT wish to voice mu su.ppori -jor

loildemess desianafion -for air six of -the,

iOilderness ^tudy Areas and cti>K fiiai you
include the " Aaaaed ~Top" unit tohfch was
previously dropped.

^X arn especially Concerned about^si^o/Van
XttaK- Hot on/u is cf an exjremely beautiful area.

biA.1 a sacred one, too. I -peel coe most respect

~fUt beli'e-fe of +Ke -peoples to ho have /lyed <V>

~tt>is desert -ft> r centuries .

iht Louott [Ylouniains sound veru inieresfmQ
loo, Xf's, described bii dhe %L(Y\ as % ia hlu. scenic"

and as a_ plsce. thai provides outstand in ct

Opportunities tor both Solitude and primitive
re-crea-Hon* "Pe si ana-tan u^ouJd benefit habitat
ji>r 7 Special -sfa-ivs coildlrfe species a-nd
protected plants. The Hoho-Kam compound is

especially

and
i n+r

lAlDQ
Since 'twere is /<^'e ca^e

at -Tail's ifme -fhtre is little^use and no minina at -Ttiis -Hme -there is fifth
opposition, vCxi- need" to pro-tct rnon areas, nearby
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-/fie rapidly Qrotoi no ci'-Hes.
f° r dfie Same reason H Su-ppori Udi Ide rness

desiana+zon -far iiie-^i cache, /JounTams . You /^y
fjiiiwit doesf)^ mer\1 designation due jo Its small

HI &u-pcor-t desiqnatiori.jZ-t »*a Hahh accesi hit to -fye.

hordes irom /dio^nix and "Ta.osoi^. Svrru -firne X drive,

"fc'f'WniX IT (joish IT Had 1f>e.4ime -fc> stop and explore not

only'?/cacho'7?eai< bud lfe?i'caclio fflouniams ho.fkima
learned "tl\o_t tfit5e. mountains are home to the yeatdsT

number or T'e^erf ~Tor-fa>ses in /jnxona convince^ mz.

ih&-f iiv3 area should be, preserved

.

iQnitt Canyon /s a beaotidZI ti pa ri&n area.Qhce.

T
T^Qain- it is re la-fiVe/v <2/ose -/d Tttoenix. snd skiouldtxs

ed -/or fKe tver Qrou^nq nornbur of outdoor eritf>us>d£is.

%e -faci thai" if has ' moderate^ -favorable" potential i>r

tcfipftr producTion is _not a reaso-n dar excdud'na <t torm

Luilde irnes5 desi^natum . ^<ls I see /t^ Hie, cefper companies,

are badina ou.r of AiAona and l^avina os u>ifr) fluje 500
on -the land and po/Ju"Hon uroWfms. Do w^e rea/)u need fa

jfonardiz.e "rfiis area ieca^ae /-/s "moderately -fayorgb^
'"
'?

h&litiit (Y)t. iQil^on ohould"
'^ Lsop

—

ohou Io be preserved -Br -ft*.

biaKovn skei? habitat '1+ provides. U He uois&j Cedar
3zrs'm in hk\\t> Canuon provides crucial bsbitat -£r
jit GilWfs S^inK

j-n rrvA opinion, i-f u>e preserve- fbese areas "Way,
^U+ure Qt^ersfions H>i|l s-fdf have "These resources a~t

'

Their disposs/. O'Uie toe destns^j Hxem ,~~fhe. people,

of tfte 5W-f centvru 001/I neylr- -=facno ookai T^ey
missed •

Jr Rcere)¥
VTIoa^ 2). Cfl^/^2-
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3t26 R. Resaro Read #Uli

Tneees, AZ 85705

PWHraary t, 1985

Mr. Harlyn V. Jeaaa, Dirtriet Hanager

Phaenix Diatriet Bureau of Land Hanageraest

2015 Wast Valley Read

Pheaalx, AZ 85027

Daar Kr, Janes

t

I have reviewed the Bureau ef Land Kanagoawmt ' s (BLH) Draft arvireosantal

Iispaet Statement ^DKIS) far six snail tfLlaerness Study Areas (WSA) with a

tatal acreage »f 5b, 713.

"• Pr^ssad Aetlon *f the BIH ta i ai i—cmul eniy 2,065 aeraa far

Wilderness displays tha BLH'. insensibility te, ar Igaeraaea ef , Arigaaa's

aealaglcal prob-lans.

These sir WSAs and ethare should ba designated Wilderness, if far Be

ether raaseas, as watershed far uneentaaiaated water supplies tad f*r the

Dreeervatiea ef diverse wildlife gaae pssls.

I as enclesing a aepy ef the re—It. I Bade M this DEIS at the pablie

hearing in Tueson as January 30, 1985 te fully explain then statsnats.

18-1

Sineersly,

Oertrsda A. Bagfcgraf

A^y

1 8

Sheet 1 of 5 (GAH)

COKKENTS ON THE PHOENIX RESOURCE ARE* WILDERNESS

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT - 198b

The first section of the Summary of this DEIS, Purpose and Meed , indicates

that two issues were not considered "high concern" which I feel should b« the

top of the priority list for the establishment of wilderness areas. These

issues are WATERSHED and WILDLIFE.

Later in the DEIS sase data are oresentod en wildlife habitat and special

-

status of a few species of plants and aniaala, but, Be data are presented

Indicating rainfall in these six WSA's, what aquifers these watersheds night

feed or whose water supply might be affected if mining, development and

overgrazing occurs in these areas. Both of these issues were virtually ignored

in the considerations for Proposed Action .

As the human Dooulation of the State of Arizona increases, aore consider-

ation Must be given to maintaining areas for uncontaminated watershed. We

are frequently told of increasing contamination of wells by leach^ate from

mine tailings and strio mines, industrial and urban effluents and dumps, end

non-point source contaminants from agriculture end road surfaces. In the

future our water supplies, both from wells and the CAP, will hay® to be mixed

with clean water in order to be usable for human consumption, agriculture

and industry. Other wells will have to be shut down. Wilderness areas gay

be our only sure source of clean water.

As an example, consider the Picacho Mountains WSA. As described in tha

DEIS it is close to the townJof Eloy and Picacho and Interstate 10, it is

surrounded by croplands and grazing areas and the CAP canal will be built

nearby. Wells now luoply water for this area, in the future some water nay



Sheet 2 of 5 (GAH)
Sheet 3 ef 5 (OAH)
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be supplied by the CAP. As the fertilisers, pesticides, ro«d runoff and

salts from the CAP v*ter seap- into and eontasilnate the aquifer, the only

sources of uncontaminated water may be from the Picaeho {fountains and Picaeho

Peak State Park. If mining for the extraction of cooper and sine is allowed

in the Picaeho Mountains, contamination will increase due to mine tailing

leachate and other materials produced by human disturbance. There is a very

strong possibility of poor water quality in this region and in other parts

of the State unless more areas are managed for uncontaminated watershed.

We need not only the six WSA's listed in this DEIS but also larger ELK

Iwilderness Areas for future clean water supplies. The fact that one can see

human structures from the peaks or can hear trains, cars and planes or that

there are a few exploratory mine holes has no bearing on an area's Talus as

watershed.

Native olants and animals are resources just as much as minerals and

ene-gy materials. Studies of arid land olants show the value of usinr some

native plants as human food thereby reducing thfamount of water necessary to

grow food as compared to that used on crops we are growing now. Other studies

of olants show that some have previously unknown medicinal value and may be

breakthrus in curing or preventing human diseases.

for human siedieinal purposes. Desert animals asy be needed far other radical

research.

Both plants and animals are used for biological controls. Mora studies

of this will enable us to reduce the use of chemicals which are not species

specific, that is, they are toxic not only to the target species but to other

plants and animals, including humans.

In the future some of our native animals may be used as a human food

supply replacing our present domesticated animals which are not adapted to

the desert environment and destroy its vegetation. Native animals would be

more efficient in the fragile desert environment.

It behooves us to maintain diverse gene pools of both plants and animals

so that if we use these for food, medicine or biological controls,we will have

various gene pools that can adapt to natural changes in climate and habitat

and resist diseases.

Again, taking the Picaeho Mountains WSA as an example, this area supports

populations of desert tortoise, Qila monster, kit fox and five species of

game animals as well as many bird species, it is also an area where bighorn

sheep may be reintroduced since it once supported these animals. There are

other areas in Arizona and other states where these animals exist, but unless

we preserve the Picaeho Mountain populations we will reduce the diversity of

AniJiial ohysiology studies have Increased our knowledge «f the operation

of human organ systems. Some of the3e are desert animals whose adaptations

to the high temperature,low water environment have helped us understand

respiratory, circulatory and excretory systems. Other animal studies have

discovered materials in blood or tissues which can be ynthesiied and used

18-4

gene pools. The same is true for its plant populations.

Of the six WSA's the one that is most imoortant for wildlife preservation

is White Canyon. Although no soecial-status wildlife are listed in the DEIS,

exploration of this area has shown large numbers ef raptors and other birds

in 1
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living there, and, with ita perennial water source, it wist have amy ether

animal populations. But, aost importantly, it is an attraction and food

and water source for migratory birds including waterfowl.

Riparian habitat is rapidly being destroyed in the United States, in

sany cases being replaced by lakes formed by isles. Since these lakes are

used for agricultural water supplies, flood contra! and power, their levelx

change frequently and drastically. Their shore areas ar© biological deserts,

that is, they are neither aquatic systems nor terrestrial systems and there-

fore supply little food for wildlife.

There are very few riparian areas left in Arisona. iSvery regaining one

should be preserved including White Canyon so that the chain of food and

resting areas for migratory birds can be maintained.

We cannot live without migratory birda . Migratory waterfowl are a

biolo^icj- control of aquatic life, and migratory songbirds are the major

biological control sf insects.

Native plants and animals are resources just as much ss minerals and

energy materials. We do not know now which ones we might need in the future

for food, medical purposes and biological controls Just as we do not know

now how much mineral or energy materials we may need in the future. We have

been raoidly depleting the habitat of native plants and animals by mining,

overgrazing and developing for human habitation in aost of the State of

Arizona, now we should retain the remaining comparatively undisturbed areas

f»r biological resources. All of the six WSA's listed in this DEIS should be

managed as Wilderness to diversify gene pools. Additional areas should also

be studied and other larger areas be designated Wilderness for uncontamtaated

watershed and diverse populations of wild plants and animals.

The Proposed Action ef this DEIS recommending enly 2,06? acres for

Wilderness shows the insensibility of the Bureau of Land Management to our

ecological problems.

Gertrude A. Hochgraf

18-2

-

The FEIS has identified wildlife
as an issue in White Canyon WSA
where nondesignation would result
in impacts to five special-status
species, and in Mt. Wilson WSA
where nondesignation would result
in impacts to crucial desert
bighorn sheep habitat.

Wildlife is not considered an
issue in the remaining WSAs
because special-status wildlife
habitat is not expected to be
impacted significantly by wilder-
ness designation or nondesignation
in these WSAs, See Chapter 2 for
a further discussion of the issues
analyzed in this FEIS.

Watershed is not identified as an
issue in any of the WSAs because
water quality is not expected to
be impacted by wilderness design-
ation or nondesignation. State
laws addressing water quality
require mandatory compliance
regardless of designation. See
Chapter 1 for a further discussion
of the issues analyzed in this
FEIS.

18-3 See response 18-2.

18-4 See response 18-1.
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IH REPLY HEPER TO:

United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

WESTERN REGION
<J0 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE. BOX 5606)

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 5M10I

to
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L7619(WR-RPE)

January 29, 1985

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Bureau of Land Management,
Arizona District

Phoenix,

From: Regional Director, Western Region

Subject: Review of Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact
Statement DES 84/65

In accordance with your letter of December 1984, we have reviewed
the subject document and have the following comments:

Lake Mead National Recreation Area

The only Wilderness Study Area (WSA) that affects Lake Mead Rational
Recreation Area is Mount Wilson - WSA 2-01. Although this unit
may not meet wilderness criteria because it lacks outstanding
primitive recreation opportunities and special features unique to
the area, we do not believe off-road vehicle (ORV) use should be
allowed on these lands as identified under Provision 2 of the
proposed action on page 9.

This area Is bordered on three sides by National Park Service
(NPS) lands on "which off-road use of motor vehicles is
prohibited. Allowing ORV use on the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) lands could create problems of ORV users crossing onto NPS
lands with de trimental—

I

mpacto .

The mountain range, contained both within the Wilderness Study
Area and in Lake Mead National Recreation Area, is important
bighorn sheep habitat. This knowledge is also Imparted by BLM on
page 47 of the statement which indicates that almost the entire
Mount Wilson WSA is a crucial desert bighorn habitat classed as
"high value" in the the Black Mountain Habitat Management Plan
(BLM 1981). For this reason, vehicular traffic should be
restricted to the two roads that presently offer access to this
unit.

We are also concerned with the impacts that may occur from mining
on the far north end of the unit. As discussed on page 66 of the
statement, long ters surface-disturbing land users could degrade
the area. Non-designation would permit mineral exploration and
development with the associated road building and surface
disturbance.

If the Mount Wilson unit does not become wilderness, we recommend
that the mountainous portion to the north be identified as
"environmental protection" to protect bighorn sheep and, if any
mineral leasing occurs, that BLM protect the portion of the unit
critical to bighorn sheep with stipulations. The minerals and
energy discussion on page 39 does not indicate a high favorabllity
for minerals in the mountainous portion of the unit.

Cultural Resources

It is difficult to address the adequacy of the cultural resource
surveys and documentation because no technical reports are
provided and the DES does not discuss specific resources
or their potential significance.

The methodology for the various inventories/surveys referenced on
page 53 needs to be defined in the final document. For example,
how intensive is a Class II survey? What Is a "judgmental
survey"?

The DES also does not address cultural resources compliance
procedures or what, if any, consultation has occurred between the
agency and the State Historic Preservation Office.

While "cultural resource sensitivity maps" may have some
usefulness as a theoretical construct or a heuristic device, they
provide, in fact, very little in the way of concrete data
regarding specific site significance and impacts in an area such
as Arizona where prehistoric sites are numerous and complex but
varied in terea of size, environmental location, resource
utilization, etc.

dJ<^S^d^/^—

cc:
IAS
Supt., LAME
WASO 762

19-1 The Mount Wilson WSA is considered
suitable for wilderness under the
Final Phoenix EIS proposed action.
As wilderness, off road vehicle
use would not be allowed. ORV
use is currently low and is con-
fined to 4.25 miles of trail.
Moreover, the National Park Ser-
vice (NPS) controls access to this
WSA on all sides except for the
southeast corner. Therefore, ORV
use under nondesignation would not
impact NPS managed lands.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Ecological Services
293^ y. Fall-mount Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85017

February 4, 1985

f ,ut, \

3*a

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District

Phoenix, Arizona

OC

From: Field Supervisor, FWS, Ecological Services, Phoenix, Arizona

Subject: Review of Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

We have reviewed the subject document and request that you consider our com-

ments which follow.

After visiting some of the wilderness study areas (WSAs) and reviewing the

site descriptions for all six WSAs, we cannot endorse any of the described

alternatives. Instead, we believe a combination of the All Wilderness and No

Wilderness alternatives would provide the greatest protection for wildlife

resources, maintain the availability of these areas for future energy and min-

eral development, and comply with the purpose of establishing wilderness. Our

recommendation is:

Mount Wilson WSA-A11 Wilderness alternative)

Hells Canyon WSA-No Action alternative which includes implementing

the Black Canyon MFP and managing the area as part of Buckhorn

Mountains Scenic Arear

20-1
White Canyon WSA-No Action alternative-In addition, we urge BLM to

develop and implement a riparian habitat management plan for White

Canyon that is similar to the Burro Creek Riparian Management Plan;

Picacho Mountains-No Action alternative which includes implementing

the Silver Bell MFP and developing and implementing a wildlife hab-

itat plan for mule deer, javelina, and desert tortoise and possible
bighorn sheep re introduction

j

Coyote Mountains WSA-A11 Wilderness alternativej

Baboquivari Peak WSA-No Action alternative which includes imple-

menting the Silver Bell/Baboquivar i Habitat Management plan for

desert bighorn sheep, whitetail deer, and other big and small game

Bpecies.

We disagree with the reasons presented in Chapter 2 for recommending that
Mount Wilson and Coyote Mountains WSAs not be designated as wilderness under
the Proposed Action. According to the DEIS, Mount Wilson WSA lacks outstand-
ing primitive recreation opportunities. In Chapter 3, this 24,281 acre WSA is

described as 11.3 miles long and five miles wide with remote rugged valleys
and canyons creating topographic complexity with outstanding opportunities for
solitude. Outstanding primitive recreation opportunities are not required for
a wilderness area if it has outstanding opportunities for solitude {Section
2C, The Wilderness Act of 1964, P.L. 88-577). Additionally, we find it diffi-
cult to believe that the sice and complex topography of Mount Wilson WSA would
not provide such recreation opportunities. Baboquivari Peak WSA, which is

only 2065 acres but recommended for wilderness by BLM in the Proposad Action,
is described as providing outstanding opportunities for rock climbing, hiking,
camping, sightseeing, and photography. All of these primitive recreation
opportunities except rock climbing would also be available at Mount Wilson WSA
which is more than ten times as large as the Baboquivari Peak WSA.

The second reason given for not recommending wilderness for Mount Wilson WSA
is the absence of special features or resource values unique to this area
alone (page 9) . BLM must not consider the magnificient vistas from Mount
Wilson of Lake Mead, the Grand Canyon, and the mountain ranges in Nevada to ba

a unique feature or value of this WSA. We were unaware that this was one of
the criteria used to determine if an area is suitable for wilderness* It is

not one of the requirements listed in The Wilderness Act. Please inform ua as
to where this criterion is described as a requirement for wilderness.

Coyote Mountains WSA is not recommended for wilderness in the Proposed Action
because its small size (5080 acres) lessens the wilderness caliber for soli-
tude and primitive recreation (page 11) . Additional reasons, which are listed
as minor, are lack of legal public access and existing mining claims. Yet,
this WSA has a number of characteristics in corwaon with Coyote Mountains WSA.
Both are small in size {less than 5500 acres), have no public access, and are

located on the west edge of the Altar Valley. Mineral potential is described
in the GEM assessments are similar. Coyote Mountains WSA has a 3500-foot ele-
vation change and Baboquivari Peak WSA has a 4200-foot elevation change. Both
WSAs have rugged topography and vegetation representative of four habitat
types! saguaro-palo verde, interior chaparral, oak woodland, and desert shrub
and woodland riparian. Human imprints are few and these have weathered or

deteriorated and no longer affect either WSA's wilderness character. There
appear to be two major differences between these WSAs, size and the presence
of mining claims. Baboquivari Peak WSA is recommended for wilderness despite
its small size because the complexity and ruggedness of the terrain coupled
with dense vegetation disperses and screens recreationists from others in the
vicinity (page 36) . This area provides outstanding opportunity for solitude
and primitive recreation but these may be compromised because of the WSA's
small size. Coyote Mountains WSA is not recommended for wilderness despite
the fact that its similar rugged terrain and dense vegetation also provide
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation yet it is 2.4
times larger than Baboquivari Peak WSA (page 32). Thus, the major reason for
not recommending Coyote Mountains WSA for wilderness appears to be invalid.
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20-2

20-3

The information presented in the DEIS suggests that the major consideration in

the formulation of the Proposed Action was whether any of the WSAs had mining

claims. Of the six WSAs discussed in this DEIS r the only one reconisended by

BU4 for wilderness designation, Baboquivari Peak, is the only one with no min-

ing claims. Wa remind SLM that although five of the WSAs have mining claims,

no claim has been validated. Only one active mine is known on the five WSAs

and it is at Hells Canyon. In addition, "wilderness designation of

Baboquivari Peak WSA" or the other five WSAs "would not create an irretriev-

able or irreversible commitment of any multiple use resource within the WSA"

especially mineral development. "If, in the future. Congress feels that

resources present at Baboquivari Peak" or other WSAs "must be developed in the

national interest, they can modify the law to allow for the development" (page

91). Wilderness designation would not prohibit the development of valid min-

ing claims. However, once an area is impacted by mining, motorized vehicle

use, and other types of development, its wilderness values are degraded and

may be lost for decades or longer. We urge BU4 to recommend wilderness desig-

nation of WSAs which contain mining claims to protect wilderness values and

wildlife resources for future enjoyment while maintaining the option of deve-

loping these areas at any time in the future.

Specific Comments

Page 35, Paragraph 4 - This section fails to mention the deBert grassland hab-

itat present at Baboquivari Peak WSA as indicated in Table 3-8.

Page 47, Table 3-8 - Information in this table does not reflect the presence

of chaparral or desert shrub riparian habitats at Coyote Mountain WSA as des-

cribed on page 31 or the presence of chaparral habitat at Baboquivari Peak

WSA.

Page 48, Table 3-10 - Please amend this table to show that the mountain skink

does not occur at Coyote Mountains WSA.

Page 50, Coyote Mountains WSA - Mountain skink should be substituted for

Gilbert's skink.

Page 60, Table 3-16 - The Category 1 candidate species, Tumamoca macdougalii ,

could occur at Picacho Mountains, Coyote Mountains, and Baboquivari Peak

WSAs.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this Environmental impact Statement.

Regional Director, FWS, Albuquerque, NM (AHR)

20-1 A Resource Management Plan is be-
ing prepared for the Phoenix Re-
source Area. This plan will con-
sider alternative forms of manage-
ment (besides wilderness) for the

White Canyon Area. Types of man-
agement being considered for White
Canyon include classification as

an area of critical environmental
concern and development of a ri-

parian management plan. The draft
resource management plan will be

released for public review in

1987.

20-2 The final E1S has been revised.
Only those habitats and species
that would be significantly im-

pacted by the Proposed Action or

an alternative are analyzed in

the EIS.

20-3 TKe ELM botanists do not agree

that Tumamoca macdougalii could
occur in the Baboquivari WSA due
to the elevation of the area.

-
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Marlyn Jones
Phoenix District Manager
B.L.M.
2015 tfest Beer Valley Hd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

I am pleased that the B.I.M. recommended Baboo.ulvarl Eeak as a new

wilderness area. I encourage wlldernesB In the state of Arizona and

throughout the country. I was disappointed at the B.L.M. 's exclusion

of the Coyote Mountains, Ht. Wilson, the Plcacho Mountains, Hell's

Oanyon, and White Canyon for wilderness recommendation. I strongly en-

courage the B.L.M. to reconsider these areas and include the areas,

above mentioned, for wilderness status.

Sincerely,

%Mk-MC£jU

^S^-p^z^^y

UNITED FOUR WHEEL
DRIVE ASSOCIATIONS

of U.S. and CANADA
8900 N. Camind de Anza Tucson, AZ 85704

Mr. Marlyn V. Jone3, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management Phoenix District - USDI

2015 W. Deer Valley Rd

.

Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

Feb. 12, 1985

Having just reviewed your "Phoenix Draft Wilderness EIS" I would like to

applaud you for a job well done. You very aptly illustrated your professional
expertise and logical judgement by using pragmatic facts in your decisions on
what was really suitable for "wilderness". In consideration of the recent AZ
Wilderness Act that created more than 3 million acres of Wilderness in AZ we
really don't need to add timy fragments of very low quality "wilderness". These
inferior" areas would only lessen the overall quality and true meaning of the

word "wilderness".

The one fault I could find with your EIS is the vivid lack or avoidance
of explanation that the areas dropped from "wilderness" study will none-the-less
be quite well protected under multiple-use management. The lay public is left to
believe that once these areas fall under multiple-use any unique qualities thev
may have had will "be desecrated. You & I both know this to be a total mis-perception.
Your professional expertise and the regulations & mandates you operate under will
more than insure that ALL resource values, including "wilderness", will not fall
to ruin. I only wish you could have more clearly stated this to the public in your
EIS.

The only other comment I would like to state is more in the form of a
question. Why don't you just exchange the Baboquivari WSA with the Papagos? It
really is their rock you know. It's not really big enough to really qualify for
"wilderness" and will present all sorts of large management problems for such a
tiny spit of land. Why not just give it back to the indians?

Thanks for the chance to have a word or two about the management of lands
that are near and dear to my heart. I hope what I have said here will help you in
making the final management decisions. If I can be any help to you in making your
management plans a reality please cill any time.

Stu Bengson^/
Director,
UFWDA

Land-Use

CC: AZ Assoc. 4WD Clubs
Dean Bibles, St. Dir. BLM

RESPECT...PROTECT...AND EN/OY: LAND, WATER, MOUNTAINS, ANDSUN RESOURCES
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TO: The Honorable Mo Udal

1

FROM: Drew Crook, 5121 North 13th Avenue, Phoenix, AZ. 85013-2180

DATEs 08 February 1985

RE: PHOENIX Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

The Bureau of Land Management should be told to scrap their PHOENIX Draft
Wilderness EIS and start the process from scratch. This draconian action
is warranted because the BLM has clearly demonstrated in this document a
monumental misunderstanding of the task Congress has ordered them to
undertake.

The BLM is usurping Congress' perogatives to establish the priorities on
conflicting demands for specific parcels of public lands managed by the
BLM. The Bureau's narrow interpretation of wilderness' function fails to
encompass the true intent of Congress to preserve and protect unique
values and resources of our public lands. In the BLM's opinion,
wilderness'' only value is for primitive recreation- They ignore values
like unique flora and fauna habitats,, geological structures, watershed
protection, and wildlife and plant refuges.

The EIS is permeated with intrinsic omissions and contradictory logic.
They cite the Picacho Mtns.' proximity to Phoenix and Tucson as a reason
•For wilderness and later contradict themselves by citing it's proximity to
Eloy as a reason against wilderness.

White Canyon is recommended by the BLM for no wilderness protect because
of it's small size. The surrounding Forest Service lands are ignored in

their analysis. Mt . Wilson's proximity to the 40,000 acre WSA in the
National Park Service land of the Lake Mead Recreation Area is also
i gnored

.

The only Arizona BLM land known to be a Black Bear Habitat (White Canyon)
also contains what may well be the world's largest Pinion Pine with an 11
foot c ircumferance and approximate 55' height. Neither are cited in the
EIS.

Possibly the largest expanding herd of Big Horn Sheep
Wilson USA. The benefits of Wilderness designation
habitat are grossly undervalued and glossed over.
opportunity for Big Horn Sheep hunters to be able to ex

res i des In the Mt .

to this Hi Id 1 ife
So I s th e un que

per i ence an "Alask a
USA. Pern ape the

that wh le the BLM
(Babe qu i var i >, and
of th e i r meager and

(current sta bus)
t WOU Id manage Four

•Box Z/*}

Fko/Zr/I , /f-z. ZS34-S

Feeeu/issv ft
t
ffgs

-£?'STy*:,c.-r APaa/a^^iz

&viseAn or Ia^/l^ MAMA&£M£MT
Fko£/J/x 2>/<,re,cT OpfjC£

zo/s- y. £>£gje Valley &z>.

PriceM/x, /lz gSoz.7

/fj5 0H/A/£/2- OF ZG ,Lo£>£. At/MMS <^LAiaHS OA/

T»£ EA$rg/e*/ Bous/D*gy e/r jy^ /-/eLL'S 6//^ W-S.A.
(Z ' /("?) J- WtSti To MAKB TtiE FoLLow/A/6 <^o/J/V£A/-rs ,

~7ltE FkoPoSBC ACTIO*/ AS OUTL/aI££> /A TP£ PpoSAlx;
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Ca/tfTiZ/ID/c-rioiJ To tAe BLAB'S /A/f/VDATEi^ PoL/cY £-

Mot tiPlb Use

.

CoMlVe&TS, jp £tzf-£i££/^C£ TO ~Mj C(-j4l/?IS~ O/Jstyle primitive hunting experience" in the Mt . Wilson
most blatant inconsistency in the BLM'n EIS is

recommends ONLY ONE USA for Wilderness designation
releases all the other five units for development
vague grazing and mining potential; the BLM's no action
would recommend no areas for Wilderness designation, bu
of the units as if they were wilderness.

Furthermore, the BLM states in the EIS on page 13 column 2 paragrapgh 2
that s

The Mount Wilson, Picacho Mountains, Coyote Mountains, and
Baboquivari Peak are considered manageable as wilderness under
any alternative. There are no current or anticipated land uses
within these WSAs considered detrimental to the long-term
manageability of the areas as wilderness.

Why then has the BLM only recommended
miniscule portion of it) as wilderness?

only Baboquivari (and only a

SAdes 3% 4-° AMO 15 A££ FAiie. AAD Adcu (Sate .

~TM£ fJetL'S <Ia//YoaJ Ia/. S. A. (2 -//<?) /aJ A*iV

OP/A/.'O/J /£ A/'OT SaTTASLS. AS A Wl LO££.^/£ SZ>

AizeA, F°&- TVe. tfe^y ^basoa/s pteecsesAr&jj /a/

YvU/Z- A^EPoAT.

L£t~ ALU TTjfe. pEoPLS. OF /4&I-Z.OA/A SFAj£e iaj

IT'S /vATo£AL /^£SuuiSc£.Sj J3oTH B^oAlo/yi/d s^c /ts^TAET/C
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ARIZONA
STATE
PARKS
laae west adams street
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 95007

TELEPHONE 602- 255-4174

STATE PARKS
BOARD MEMBERS

PR1SCILLA ROBINSON

tUCSQM

GWEN ROBINSON
VICE CHAIR

REESE G. WOODUNG
SECRETARY

TUCSON

February 8, 1985

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones.

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management

Phoenix District Office

2015 W. Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, AZ 85022

Dear Mr. Jones:

Re: Draft Resource Management Plan

and EIS

DOI-BLM

I have reviewed the draft report submitted for the above pro-

ject. The report appears to consider adequately the cultural

resources of the project area at this stage of investigation.

Pursuant to 36 CFR, Part 800 of the Advisory Council's regu-

lations ("Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties"),

we look forward to continuing the consultation process re-

garding the cultural resources of this project.

We appreciate your cooperation with this office in complying

with the historic preservation requirements for federal under-

takings. If you have any questions about any of this, please

contact me at (602) 255-4174.

Sincerely,

Teresa L. Hoffman
Archaeologist

for Donna J. Schober

State Historic Preservation Officer

TLH:rmj

Marlyn Jones
Phoenix District Manager
B.L.M.
20)5 West Beer Valley Hd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

I aa pleased that the B.L.M. recommended Baboquivarl Peak as a new

wilderness area. I encourage wilderness in the state of Arizona and

throughout the country. I was disappointed at the B.L.M. 's exclusion

of the Coyote Mountains, Kt. Wilson, the Picacho Mountains, Hell's

Canyon, and 'fhlte Canyon for wilderness recommendation. I strongly en-

courage the B.L.M. to reconsider these areas and Include the areas,

above mentioned, for wilderness status.

Sincerely,

^<-^ 2^^-^c^^^y

CONSERVING AND MANAGING ARIZONA'S HISTORIC PLACES. HISTORIC SITES. AMD RECREATIONAL. SCENIC AND NATURAL AREAS
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February 14, 1985

Dear Sir

,

I support wilderness designation for the Ficacho
Mountains end the Hieroglyphic Mountains. I have
seen a jood chunk of both of these units. I have
hilsed to the summits of Kev/man Peak, Garfias Mountain,
and Hell^ate Mountain, and consider both mountain
ranges to be very ru^^ed and scenic, r£Lese .lountains
offer ^reat opportunities for solitude. The desert
vc.^etacion was outstanding in both units, Wilderness
designation is the best v/ay to pro i;ect these nointains

,

not just for us, but for posterity* I hope I can count
on your supports

Sincerely,

George/ Horn
2605 H. % St. GI04
Phoenix, Arizona C500S

District Manager,BLH
Phoealx District Offlee,2015 W Deer Valley Road
Phosalsc, Arisoua %5PJ7

Fab 14 t 1985

SC 62 Box 510
Casgp Verde,As

30322

Coanssntary On Proposed Wilderness Study Areas
After Carefully examining the draft wilderness inpact statement „ I recoanand, aa

a private citizen living in Yevapai County, and having lived for 22 years In

Maricopa County, that in considering the six tfSAs for wilderness designation, priority
should be given In the following order: Baboqulvarl Peak, Hells Canyon,, Wilson fountain,
Coyote {fountains. White Canyon and Picacho {fountains.

In the event that one or i&ore of these areas do not sake it Into Wilderness, it would
still ba the responsibility of ths BXM to provide the protection that their respective
ar©ae dsa@rve 9 to preserve their dest^tive valnaa

By &tma 3 X raco^eend:
Wilson Keuntain-all wilderesss or @ahauc-ad wilderness, due to its importance ae a

bighorn sheep habitat and iss advantageous proxisalty to Lake 14ssd Recreations! Area,

Hells Canyon-all wilderness because of the threat of snlneral deveXopsant which would
destroy its wlldress values (or could) „ As a least resort, it could be designated no
sctien, If it bacons part of the proposed Buckhorn Mountains Scenic Area. Of special
concern are the plants, wildlife and cultural resources of this area.

White Canyon-All Wildreneas as the only good alternative because of its riparian canyon
tfbitst, such a rare thing In the southwest, especially as this habitat affects the
said eagle and Peregrin falcon and as a possible Introduction site for endangered wild"
life species, Gila Top Minnow, Desert Pupfish and Desert Bighorn Sheep.

Picacho Mountains-Ho Action. Although the area should ba preserved as a study area
for the 0esert tortoise and as a possible Bighorn sheep introduction site, its
wilderness character is and will further be degredated by development on both aides,
specifically, the highway on the east, and future CAP development on the west.If I
were to hike the ridge in the future, I would sot consider ajyself to be in a wilderness
If I had to look down ©a the CAP ceaent works.

Coyote ^fountains-all wilderness or enhanced wilderness to protect a true wilderness
environment froa the negative li^act of possible mining development. Its remtant native
grassland is a vital resource to protect, both as a study area and as habitat for
Yearns and Scaled quail

„

Baboquivari Peak-all wildreneas, primarily because of its iaportasnee to tha Papago
Ind^n tribe. Even a better alternative would be to restore this area to the tribe,

since it £ the tribes' sacred mountain.. .but with certain conditions, such as entry,
and continued use as a wilderness area.

Impact ea Wilderaees areas: Though I generally favor the principle of wilderness s I
aa aware that sweh designation could have adverse iexacts on wilderness values, and
do sot favor allowing tha datarior^atiea of these area^by e^peruga.Vllderaasg ^s@t
be tread upon lightly^ so as not to destroy *?hst san 3fish3§ to prsserv® 9 sine© it is
no ther® for his pl@ssure aloae, but essentially for the plant and asiaal life that
©slats there, and £0 preserve tha natare of the land, and its historical and prshia-
£*ncsl habitation.
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Wilderness designation, or sen* degree thereof, would best protect the cultural

resources e£ these areas, as well as their scenic value and natural features. To February 18, 1985
quote froa Tour aaoual. page 66, Environmental Consequences, "Hot designating these WASs

wilderness would expose wilderness and related values to the risk of degradation". .

.

wilderness values "could be lost or pensanentiy in-paired". I egres.

Phoenix District Office

'//lJ7s£ c/, ° Mar lyn Jones, Phoenix District Manager
. L . M .

-r, y , t C f ,,/,/ J, f 2015 West Deer Valley Road
-Tl^.J^mnrn^p^z^taxZ^.^. J^^Wfe^l Phoenix, AZ 85027

^To^^^fft^^fe^'^Jb^,^*^?"^ Dear Mr. Jones,

Jjtyrn^*^*^- ^£*-c*^ '>4a^™--*~"---^7X 'r*'$ #Tfo-e*^~~^, ~*^*z£?i' When was the last time (if ever) you encountered a bighorn

^t\Mmu^^(^nnJA^^YyL^o.<ir<u^^ A^ , , .
sheep? The 24,000 acres in the Mt . Wilson area should be made

Hi I ' a L -H -Jit A, J/^ju€^l^J Ju&( a-nJM-C<C U'-tU**-

^

wilderness, if for no other reason, than to protect these

i/^n/tW^^^^if'^' ^
/fcaaW-*. 4tfiU~f4<L~~ magnificent animals.

I-* ^s/S J^ ts^rt^£J^^^1^y a<J- 7?L*U'' /Skx. &drs'. Thomas Angenent
£ S******* <** W****"* / / 3850 N. Fanning Drive, D-2
** ' Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
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Stfc^-Vta-^DK^, A2u*~*~j n /its-

Oit^^-i^— ^pcryux. L*5f/t£- &AAA^> -H? ^-jZytSo-r*- . *Jhx, r A^pO^it

a^J- &s\e%- rr^ocU^r^t^ pa-kstLJ a-J- fas COpfXeS fH-DcU^x^fro—

Pi cacJi-a mcn^vJ-o^o ^^t-tK. ^Lao SMj^u_ S%^iad a/triS

-s^s /77cu„* ^CV/jo^ I/a^Lj ,^<W^rf L^tcb-^'u^,

yiAiodt- / *- <-M.c*--£ iU*lc^ 0-Ai— not <*- <?ti^«->— #~ cJoy-*-

CTLCt c&Ot?*S> -pLoyxAjl—* *nj9 &*v*~ -Jt-ri ecu**-** &LC&- J?cy~ ^OLc^

¥=_ £3_&2-0 L(^ .^^

*>»*- r^^ ^^ ^^J ^ ,^ ?

f•£ -JhcnjUc£- no -6

/3 Or<-*—

£Au>~^ ^U. VA**^ ojui^ ^ o^^e. ^ooAl.y^u-
-^<= no yuLeL&on-a~(>{>- ^jtc^ocn^ i^^'g- ViL^y. aJ-X.

eZ-
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«W6
^-£DAMA^l4 /<?, /?<?$"

C(7Tj^— (sP^— rU^L^

'yaXCoAJLOt,^\rY-e^Ot(j ovJyL <7>c^ it/SV? i^o. U)i£d£A^tov d&o<(p^0,

cou^d-SAJo^i^ i^- {ke~ aj>in>-e. BIS , (JU<d ax> ^_ kxJtjR^- cud
back-pack^

1 J- aw- IcvwsC&a^ wtit- {Aua^ u?M£Ss*jui^>

r '£4Ai/m&n/---

•<- ccpp-t*- dx-fio(jjZ.fiOAisb &AJL-

OVi^j a**-o iA/tA#~ tkew- tks>-- (Lu.z^tce^- mtxx*^ i^auotu^ , ~ft<Mj-

<hM- UOlJ(>2-e^ otrt^ 0Usl. public. jU**}^
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OAJl- l/i

, J

W*J*uaA^ Ca^uA-dir-- f ^otfttt- <n U>Lctt- Ca^t^tgt^J / J- je^couMX&AjLd

H- (jjia-a cow/O , Sine*- t(ie~ /ftl* tuta^o u/f/Lt. /linn^M ajZtxS^yt-
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,
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buM-t*s<> /xt&JZfr^- TAX- ^iv/'*^ (A*-diAO%vial<\z,-z,J cCbuU> #7

ftliAA- AX&J-d£*%o c% iJu^U- CotlLo <5VL-t dx^ui^duv^ . dU^<} tlus>
t

Uo h/**L WUM- b/t*.

lcn*-

£<?,37<7 acAjt^)
}
fictioko }VJoumJ:cu^> faiwb aou*) , CowtLMt.

3~ /Qfct&H*JU\ aJvOCCKAJU U/M&WJXla d£AsLefttaMj>^ XtA- ctM tju<2J^tetf&ibWM*- XtA-

10011 N. Orange Ranch Rd.
Tucson, Az. 857^1
February 18, 1985

District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, Az. 85027

Dear Sirs,

The following are my comments pertaining to the draft SIS for the
wilerness designation of the six WSA's documented in your December
1 98^+ publication. This written statement is in lieu of an oral
presentation at the January 30, 1985 public hearing conducted in
Tucson, and is intended to be included as part of that hearing for
the public record.

I would like to state at the outset that I am in favor of the "All
Wilderness" alternative that you proposed. The amount of private
land holdings and existing BLM lands currently available for ex-
ploitation of mineral and energy resources is rastly out of propor-
tion to the land preserved for its wilderness value. Existing
human developement in this country precludes ever restoring a reason-
able balance between the two conflicting land uses, but this is our
opportunity to preserve natural ecoligical systems for future gener-
ations of Americans.

Your EIS evaluation ie to be faulted on a number of grounds. First,
it is far too parochial in its nature. The lands being studied
belond to all American people, including those that visit our state
from elsewhere in the country, and those in future years that will
move to Arizona to enjoy its wilderness resources. The social
attitudes towards wilerness preservation of the American public in
general is not addressed in your EIS.

In fact, social impacts appear to be given only a token analysis
that is far from complete, or even adaquate. Evaluating social
attitudes is probably the single most Important aspect of an EIS
because it considers, at least in part, the public's feelings tow-
rd the 1clong term goals and benefits of wilderness preservations

When analyzing social attitudes in the EIS, the authors cited sev-
eral information sources, but allotted most of the written discus-
sion to the 1982 BLM selected sample of Arizona registered voters.

Their interpretation of the survey findings appears distorted to the
point of a conscious effort to bias the EIS towards non-wilderness.
It is stated that "The largest category, over 50 percent of the
state residents, is composed of those who are either not interested

(MiAA% t/t*Ur
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In or not concerned about wilderness." Having thoroughly Btudied
the published opinion survey results, I can only assume that to

make the above statement, the percentage of unanswered question-
aires was factored in to other survey results to obtain that con-
clusion. This is a totally invalid and improper use of the data.

The small "responce bias check" made to evaluate these nonreepon-
dents did not indicate that these people were "not interested in
wilderness." Nevertheless, the nonrespondents were not part of the

survey (other than the bias check) and if the BLM wants to draw
conclusions from this group, then a new and proper survey needs to

be carried out on these people, and not until then should statistics
be shuffled around to suit the BLM's bias.

The Burvey, in fact, points to an extremely high degree of concern
about the importance of wildlife, wilderness, and outdoor recrea-
tion as uses of public lands. The following statements are quoted
directly and in context from the published survey.

"Eighty-one percent believe that wilderness is an important
use of Arizona's federal land."

"More than eighty percent believe that the federal wilder-
ness areas are important for protection of wildlife, plants,
air and water quality, and natural lands."

"The public lands are seen as important for wildlife protec-
tion by 92 percent of respondents."

"Questionaire data reveal that respondents strongly value
existing wilderness."

"The majority of respondents agree that wilderness lands
need to be protected and that wilderness is a good thing
for most people in Arizona."

On page 89, in the Proposed Action section of the Impacts on social
attitudes, it is stated that "groups who favor additional wilder-
ness for Arizona would disagree with a decision to select the. Pro-
posed Action because it excludes other WSA's from wilderness
recommendations." Then is says, "This disagreement is not an im-
pact because it does not represent a change from the existing sit-
uation."

What kind of reasoning is this? If you mean that the Proposed
Action does not represent a change from the existing situation, that

is not true. The EIS states itself on page 91 that "the protection
of the wilderness resource, plant, scenic, and cultural values, and
wildlife habitats could decline in the short and long term." If you
mean that groups who favor additional wilderness for Arizona do not
represent a change from the existing situation, then this statement
is rediculous. Are you to completely ignore the social attitudes of

those of us who favor additional Arizona wilderness Just because we

have been committed to this goal in the past?

Whatever your intentions are in these statements, it is nonetheless

political "doublespeak" and is an indication of the BLM's attempt to

present a biased EIS in favor of the commodity producing companies

while not adequately addressing the public's attitudes and concerns

for wilderness preservation. The BLM is undermining the American

peoples' mandate through Congress of the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act which made wilderness preservation a valid resource

in multiple use planning.

Another major deficiency in the EIS is the narrowness of your sub-

jective views on the value of the WSA's in regards to the quality of

the wilderness experience that can be obtained in these areas. In

each WSA evaluation, it is stated that solitude opportunities will

diminish b^ more visitors coming to the areas if they were designat-

ed as wilderness. This may be true, but so will solitude opportun-

ities diminish to an even greater degree if the areas are mined, or

if not enough wilderness areas exist to accommodate the people with

those recreational interests. You present a meaningless "catch-22"

arguement.

In addition, the WSA's are critisized for being too small or too

close to developed visual intrusions to be of value for designating

as wilderness. This, too, makes no sense. The BLM takes a nega-

tive attitude as to the value of wilderness adjacent to human' dev-

elopements, and by this reasoning, as more and more development

occurred on unprotected land, more and more potential wilderness

would be removed from consideration until no potential wilderness

areas existed. Rather, the fact that the WSA's are saall or nearby

developements makes it all the more important that the developeraent

is prevented from spreading across even wider land areas, and that

the smaller patches of wilderness remain to establish the true and

natural character of the local environments.

I feel that the BLM recommendation represents a serious disregard

of the value of wilderness as a resource in relation to business

exploitation commodity developement interests. "B" confidence

levels in evaluating mineral extraction potential, and communica-

tions facilities to aid the "jcson/Phoenix 110 transportation corri-

dor, for Instance, are not significant enough to have any sight in

relation to the benefits of preserving our country's environmental

heritage. The BLM's determination of good photographic opportuni-

ties or of hiking being good because of challenges by steep climbs

may be true, but is a narrow view and ignores the fact that wilder-

ness is a resource that should exist for its own sake. Even look-

ing at the pristine Plcacho Mountains from a car traveling on 110

can bring an enormous feeling of satisfaction to an enormouB number

of people.

In conclusion, I do not believe that thousands of acres of land
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P. 0. Box S241 • Phoenix, Arizona 85010

February 20, 1985

Mr . Marlyn V. Jones
Phoenix District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
2015 West Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Marlyn:

Please accept the following remarks of the Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep Society,
Inc. in response to the draft environmental impact statement for the wilderness
designation of wilderness study areas located in the Phoenix District. Of all
the WSAs addressed in the EIS it is the Mount Wilson WSA (2-01A) which is of
particular interest to the Society because that area contains one of the state's
best desert bighorn sheep populations.

The ADBSS supports designating Mt. Wilson's 24,821 . acreiB as wilderness.
Supporting the designation of the Mt. Wilson WSA 83 a yjldiifte management area
for the protection of desert bighorn sheejS, ,u$der th°^J@$rl|£$3^ prescribed by
the Cerbat Mountain MF?P ;was & In n|il Imq ill niilftflilil 1 \i Hi jj^^ 1 ^H? ''" ' wilderness
areas are legislatively Mandated by Congress the Soo«Ie!^ feels the Mt. Wilson
area would be more secure via a Congressional legislative mandate than by the
Bureau's administrative i®po3ition of a wildlife aanageee^t area.

The Society has two sain concerns with the designation of Mt. Wilson as a

wilderness area. Those are hunter access and access for construction and/or
maintenance of bighorn sheep wateriBgi facilities.

i&

Mt. Wilson is located in game maaag^aent unit 15-B WEST. In the past five years
this unit has accounted for a yearly average of 15.6% of all desert bighorn
sheep permits issued in the state* Neither the Interim Management Policy nor
the Wilderness Management Policy provide for motor vehicle U3e by hunters. The
draft EIS states only about 4.25 miles of rugged vehicle ways are found within
the Mt. Wilson WSA. The ADBSS requests language be written into the appropriate
1 eg i si a t-iofi—authorizing a—Ht*

—

Wilson Wilderness Area which would "oherryst em11—
the 4.25 miles of vehicle ways within the Mt. Wilson Area and leave them open
for hunter access.

The Society has, since its inception, devoted a major portion of its efforts and

manpower to construction of desert bighorn sheep watering facilities. This
effort continues to be near and dear to our hearts. We are concerned with the
effect wilderness designation would have on the ability of agencies and
organizations to construct new and maintain existing desert bighorn watering
facilities. A review of both the Interim Management Policy and Wilderness

- k

should be designated as wilderness to be used just as a playground
for a relatively few outdoor enthusiasts at the expence of the min-
ing and energy resources. Instead, to quote from the Wilderness
Management Policy itself, "Wilderness areas are thus open to use and
provide a variety of benefits to society. Use might be "on-site,"
taking direct advantage of the multiple resources of the area. Or
the use and benefits may be derived "off-site," such as through
enjoyment of the scenery at a distance from a nearby highway,
through indirect benefits from the area's resources (i.e., water
quality, wildlife, etc.) or just the knowledge that the area exists."

The tiny bit of land under consideration here will at least provide
a small opportunity to preserve a part of the world that we are so
inexorably tied to.

Sincerely,

John V D Pluth



Mr. Marlyn V. Jones

February 20, 1985

Page 2.

Management Policy has assuaged fears of no new construction and ceasation of

maintenance on existing projects. We were also pleased to see the use of

helicopters and portable hand power tools is permitted when adherance to

specific guidelines is observed. The Society feels use of helicopters and

portable hand power tools is important in the new construction and continued

maintenance of desert bighorn sheep waters In a Mt. Wilson Wilderness Area and

supports their use when the need is identified on a case by case basis.

In summary, the Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep Society, Inc.:

1.) supports designation of Mt. Wilson's (2-01A) 21,821 acres as a

wilderness area;

12.) requests language be written into the appropriate legislation

authorizing a Mt. Wilson Wilderness Area which would "cherrystem" the 1.25

'miles of vehicle ways within the area to leave them open for hunter access,

n a n i
3-' supports the use of helicopters and portable hand power tools in new

34"~2 I construction and continued maintenance of desert bighorn sheep waters

j within a Mt., Wilson Wilderness Area when the need Us ideatified on a case

* by case basift; : L

34-3 h-)
su

[sheep waters fahen SJifjLneed is identified
pportsgnew iko^trBction and continued main^etonce of desert bighorn

*

Thank you for the &£por^Sity to comment

.

V ' M %
Sincerely

,

\(t)iltm6

Stephen M. Williams, Chairman
Legislative Committee

SMW:gw

34-1 Travel within a BLM administered
wilderness will normally be by

nonmotorized, nonmechanical means
consistent with the preservation
of wilderness character. Hunters
will not be allowed motorized
access

.

34-2 The wilderness management plan
will specify the instances and

places in which use of aircraft is

the minimum necessary to

administer the wilderness resource
or is necessary as part of a

nonconforming but accepted use.

State Director approval is

required.

Power hand-portable tools, such as

chain saws or rock drills, may be

approved by the State Director
when they are the minimum
necessary for administrative
purposes where work cannot be

accomplished with nonpowered
tools. Use of such tools will be

addressed in the wilderness
management plan.

34-3 The maintenance of existing
projects and the construction of

new projects within a designated
wilderness area will have to be

evaluated and approved on a case
by evaluated and approved on a

case-by-case basis.
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RECEIVED
BLM, PHOENIX CMST. OFF.

PHOENIX, AWZONA

DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL
Established to promote the advancement of knowledge concerning the Desert

Bighorn Sheep and the long-range welfare of these animals.

P.O. Box 1383
Loomis, CA 956 50

20 February 1985

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 ','/. Deer Valley Hoad
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

The Desert Bighorn Council has reviewed the Phoenix Draft
Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement. Since the
Council considers only the effects of proposed actions
on desert "bighorn sheep or their habitat, our comments
will he limited only to the Mount Wilson WSA (2-01).

While we support the lack of designation of the Mount
Wilson WSA as described under the Proposed Action, the
Council does not support the Proposed Action itself.
Instead, we support the No Action alternative for Mount
Wilson as described on page 9 of the WDEIS: managing the
area uder the directions prescribed in the Cerhat Mountains
Management Framework Plan. Designation of Haunt Wilson
as part of a wildlife management area for desert bighorns;
restricting OEV use to existing roads, trails, and washes;
eliminating livestock grazing; allowing no communications
sites on Wilson Eidge ; and a case-by-ease review of all
mineral permits and leases, will do more to benefit
desert bighorns and their habitat than any of the other
alternatives presented in the DWEIS, including the Proposed
Action

.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on this DWEIS.
If you have any questions, please contact me.

36

February 23, 1985

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Mr, Jones,

The Phoenix Draft Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement

I am writing to strongly urge wilderness designation for the Mount Wilson,
Picacho Mountains, Coyote Mountains, and Baboquivarl Wilderness study areas.
Wilderness designation for these areas would provide great ecological and
recreational benefits without causing any significant negative economic effects.

Mount Wilson WSA: Wilderness designation for this WSA, which is bounded
on three sides by the Lake Mead National Recreation Area, would protect 24,800
acres of crucial bighorn sheep habitat as well as habitat for six other special-
status wildlife species and five protected plant species. The Mount Wilson
Wilderness combined with the adjacent Park Service lands would provide greatly
enhanced range security for the desert bighorns and magnificent backcountry
recreation for visitors.

Picacho Mountains WSA: This beautiful range should unquestionably be
protected as a wilderness area. This WSA Is a scenic treasure, impressive

Q ^ $ I
fVOm I-1 ^ anci even prominent from buildings in downtown Tucson. Furthermore,

O O M
ifthe entire WSA is crucial desert tortoise habitat. Its easy accessibility

from both Phoenix and Tucson guarantees that the wilderness area would be a
tremendously popular and valuable hiking and sightseeing area, as has been
amply demonstrated by nearby Picacho Peak State Park, which is blitzed by
visitors every spring. In view of this tremendous potential, the BLM's plan
to deny this WSA wilderness status to allow communications equipment on the
ridge would be a tragic waste of a tremendous environmental resource. The
fact that the CAP aqueduct and 1-10 would be visible from the wilderness area
would detract slightly from the scenery, but that is an inevitable consequence
of the area's accessibility. In any case, release of the WSA to development
would eliminate the area's recreational potential, destroy its scenic beauty,
and gradually eliminate the tortoise habtTBTr; Clearly, wilderness designation
for this WSA Is vastly preferable.

Coyote Mountains: The BLM's recommendation against wilderness status for
this WSA is based on their claim that its small size (5,000 acres) "lessens
the wilderness caliber of the WSA's solitude and primitive recreation oppor-
tunities." That is completely wrong. The WSA is half-surrounded by the

Richard A. 'Veaver
Chairman
DEC Technical Staff



Papago Reservation and immediately adjacent to KItt Peak National Observatory.
The adjacent areas to the west, including the other half of the Coyote
Mountains, are therefore in a wilderness state and the entire area provides
outstanding opportunities for solitude, hiking, and rock climbing. Furthermore
(p. 50), "The WSA and surrounding habitat contain the largest known population
of desert tortoises in the state." In view of the overwhelming arguments in
favor of wilderness status and the complete absence of any reasons for denying
status, the BLM should certainly recommend the Coyote Mountains WSA for
designation as a wilderness area.

Baboquivari WSA: The WSA should indeed be designated wilderness, as the
BLM proposes, and the area should be expended if possible via acquisition of
adjacent lands.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely

Dr. Paul Hintzen
5750 Cami.no Esplendora #237
Tucson, Arizona 85718

36-1 The effect of wilderness designa-
tion or nondesignation on desert
tortoise habitat in the Picacho
Mountains WSA is not considered an
issue because only a small amount
of the WSA's total habitat is
expected to be disturbed under
nondesignation.
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Arizona

Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology
Gcotoglcsl Survey Braisch

845 N. Park Ave., Tucson, Arizona 85719

(602) 621-7906

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAYS DIVISION

206 South Seventeenth Avenue Phoenix, Arizona 85007

WILLIAM A ORDWAY February 25, 1985 CHARLES L MILLER
Slate Engineer

GO

February 26, 1985

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr . Jones

:

We have reviewed the Draft Phoenix Wilderness Environmental
Impact Statement. Description of known and potential
mineral and energy resources within the Wilderness Study
Areas is consistent with present knowledge of the local
and regional geologic framework. Fred Potter's description of
"Impacts on Minerals and Energy" (p. 74-75) is quite realistic.

Sincerely,

Larry D. Fellows
State Geologist and
Assistant Director

LDF:ms
LDF:uis

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 West Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Mr . Jones

:

Phoenix Draft Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Phoenix Draft
Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement. The six Wilderness Study Areas in
the EIS are sufficiently removed from existing highway corridors so as to not
affect Arizona Department of Transportation maintenance activities, possible
minor realignments, roadway widening, or locating materials sources.

The EIS preferred alternative, designation of WSA 2-203B, Baboquivari Peak, and
returning the remaining five WSA's to other multiple use management is
supported by ADOT.

Very truly yours

,

PHILIP A. SHUCET, Manager
Environmental Planning Services

FAS:MRD:eh

A Division of the

University of Arizona

PUBLIC TRANSIT TRANSPORTATION PLAVJIlH,
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YUMAAUDUBDN SOCIETY
P.O. Box 63S

YUMA, ARIZONA 8

February 23, 1985

Marlyn Jones, District Manager
Phoenix District Office
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear fir . Jones -

The f ol lowing are Yuma Audubon ' s comments on the Phoeni x Draft
Wil derness Environmental Impact Statement of December 1984

.
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PICACHO MOUNTAINS WSA

Th is WSA shoul d be proposed for wil derness because of its
physical challenge to the hiker as well as its outstanding
scenic views and vegetation. BLM states that this area is
manageable as wilderness, and the MFP for the Picacha Mountains
recommended that they be designated a pr imi t ive area to protect,
in effect, wilderness values.
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There is on ly a moderate to low potential for mineral s in the
WSA, and only two m in ing claims and two mineral leases.

Wildlife values are also high in this WSA—specifically, eight
special status species, including large numbers of Desert
Tortoises. The factors affecting Desert Tortoise population
dynamics in Arizona are still poorly known, and areas of
concentration of these reptiles need to be protected and



appears that the MFP prescriptions far the WSAs not recommended

for wilderness by ELM will not be implemented under the Proposed

Action. While the EIS refers in 'a general way to laws and

regulations nowhere is prevention of degradation or even

mitigation addressed as specific actions for these specific

areas.

Thank you for the opportunity t-o comment on this EIS.

Sincerely,

Cary W. Meister
Presi dent

researched far the reasons for high densities.

This EIS also does not mention that the Picacho Mountains are or

at least formerly mere habitat for the Organpipe Cactus < Cereus

thurberi Engelmann > . Nichol mentions this species occurring

there, according to Lyman Benson (The Cacti of the United States

and Canada, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1982, p.

575).

In short, wilderness designation mould protect this unique

concentration of resources best, while mineral potential seems

no greater than many other areas that are not WSAs.

COYOTE MOUNTAINS USA

This WSA is already used for primitive recreation and wilderness

designation would protect this use. It has a relatively high

elevation for southern Arizona (6530 feet), is rugged with a

large canyon, and has varied habitats including oak woodland (a

critical habitat) and desert shrub riparian. There would be no

lost oil and gas revenue if this area were designated

wilderness. The Classic Hohokam compound also needs protection.

If this USA were not proposed for wilderness, how would BLM

spcifically protect the habitat and cultural resource values in

this WSA? This is not addressed in the EIS.

BAEOQUIVARI PEAK WSA

For this WSA, we are pleased to agree with BLM that it should be

designated wilderness. Its unique rock-climbing opportunities

and sheer beauty recommend it to those who enjoy the outdoors,

especially a physical challenge. The sacredness of this area to

the Papago Indians would be better protected by wilderness than

multiple use management. The vegetation is varied and unusual

for Arizona, and there would be no lost oil and gas revenue by

designating this area wilderness.

GENERAL COMMENTS

We also support the All Wilderness Alternative because the

benefits of resource protection clearly outweigh any losses to

other uses. All Wilderness would have little impact on

grazing—only 1763 a.u.m. would be affected. Only 17 miles of

vehicle ways would be closed. There would be no significant

economic impacts except possibly (not certainly) White Canyon.

On th e ot her hand, e ight wildlife hab4-4^a4s—would grea tly henpfit

(six of them crucial habitats), and recreation would greatly

benefit from wilderness designation of these high quality WSAs.

An issue which needs to be addressed is that if the Proposed

Action is implemented, how would resource degradation to

critical habitats, threatened, endangered, and sensitive species

of plants and animals, and cultural resources be prevented? It
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Mr. Bruce K. Thompson
4131 North 23rd Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85015
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service

Centers for Disease Control

Atlanta GA 30333

March 1, 1985

Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 West Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Ms. Jones:

Thank you for sending us a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the Proposed Wilderness Program for the Phoenix Wilderness EIS
Area. We are responding on behalf of the U,S. Public Health Service.

We have reviewed this material for potential human health effects and have no
comments to offer at this time.

Than you for the opportunity to review this Draft EIS. Please send us a copy
of the final statement when it becomes available-

Sincerely yours

Stephen Margolis , Ph.D.
Chief, Environmental Affairs Group
Environmental Health Services Division
Center for Environmental Health

iLKL
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Department of Energy
Western Area Power Administration

Boulder City Area Office

P.O. Box 200

Boulder City, NV 89005

Refer To: G1010
5440-BLM WLD AZ

MAR 11985

-̂j

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office

2015 M. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Sir:

We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft Phoenix Wilderness

Environmental Impact Statement. Western's directive to meet public demand for

federal power using federal transmission lines will be provided by BLM

establishing utility corridors. We support the proposed action of not

designating the Mount Wilson, Hells Canyon, White Canyon, Plcacho Mountains,

and Coyote Mountains WSA's and releasing them from the wilderness review

process. These five WSA's would return to other multiple use management.

Western is especially supportive of releasing Plcacho Mountains from wilderness

status. We consider Newman Peak to be essential to communications to serve 10

Western Area Power substations and to provide links with our White Tank

Mountain and Mount Lemmon communication sites. In addition, the site is

planned for communication support for the Central Arizona Project (CAP) water

delivery facilities for Indian reservations and for the Tucson area. Western

can also support the no wilderness alternative.

Sincerely,

^f^
G. J. Giles
Assistant Area Manager

for Management Services

>7
*ttH,A,

'- /:
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Wildlife Management Institute

Dedicated to Wildlife Since 1911

Suite 725, 1101 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

202/371-1808

February 25, 1985

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Sir:

The Wildlife Management Institute is pleased to comment on PHOENIX DRAFT
WILDERNESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, Arizona.

We support the All Wilderness or the Enhanced Wilderness alternatives, in
that order. The preferred alternative, which would classify only 2,065 acres
as wilderness, is not acceptable. The desert mountains of central Arizona are
a national treasure and should be treated as such. To classify only 3.8 percent
of the potential wilderness as suitable is unthinkable, especially in a state
with Arizona's tourist traffic:

There are three reasons for supporting All Wilderness.

Page 84 - Wilderness will not harm existing grazing rights.

Page 78 - Wilderness will benefit wildlife habitat.

Page 90 - There is not enough knowledge to assess the impacts of wilder-
ness on mineral development.

The reasons for non-classification are inconsequential. Most could be
solved by imaginative land management and enhancement.

These remarks have been coordinated with William B. Morse, the Institute's
Western Representative.

Sincerely,

xj#^y<2fcLu-
Daniel A. Poole
President
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

602/621-6970

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY

5825 W. Monte Crlsto
Glendale, AZ 853 06
Haroh 2, 1985

CO

February 25, 1985

Marlyn Jones
Phoenix District Manager, B.L.K.

2015 West Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

This letter is in support of wilderness status for all six of

the Wilderness Study Areas in your Environmental Impact Statement,

plus the "Ragged Top" unit which was dropped from consideration in

1982.

Our family haB hiked most of the areas under consideration,
climbed Baboquivari Peak several times and camped on top of Picacho.

We ask you to do your best to preserve in the strictest

wilderness sense all 6,968 acres of White Canyon, 9,379 acres of

Hell's Canyon, 6,400 acres of the Picacho Mountains, 24,821 acres of

Mt . Wilson, the Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari Peak including the

3,245 acres of state land to enlarge the sire of thia small unit.

It is of the greatest importance to preserve these areas for

the future of our children, their children, and so forth.

Thank you for your consideration and help.

Sincerely yours,

Dear Distrist Manager:

I am writing to express my support for wilderness designation
of the six W.S.A.'s included in the Environmental Impact
statement because they are good examples of Arizona's unique
and ruggedly beautiful wild desert lands. As I was hiking in
the desert this morning I was strongly aware of how much
rarer such areas are becoming - and of how very valuable.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Bettlna Bickel

Ton Gehrel
Professor

TG/sm
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March 4th, 1985

O

Mr. Bo McClure, Dist, Mgr.
Phoenix Dist. Office, BLS
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Ref: Proposed Wilderneas-WSAs

Dear Mr, McGlure,

This letter is to express comment relating to any present oS, future
WSA, and outlining the reason for comment, I attended the Tucson
meeting to find out if my "enough wilderness" thinking was out of
phase, so to speak. After listening to the various speakers and taking
notes on their subject matter, I am more convinced than ever, that
additional wilderness designations will not benefit either the Gov't
or its citizens, but rather, only a special interest group. Thereforo,
I ask the BUS to please not recommend additional acreage into wilder-
ness designation, for the following reasons

«

(1) Public uae . When an area is designated wilderness, if ia withdrawn
virtually foreve- from use by the general public. Unless one ia young,
vigorous and able, to climb miles into a mountainous range, it could
not be seen, heard or appreciated. It is commendable of an environmental
group to want, to preserve areas of beauty, but who, other than a very
few, can partake of this beauty, without vehicle use to get within
easy reach. It would require hiking stamina, backpacking abilities,
and perhaps the rigors of overnite camping to access many such locked
away areas. Many of us, when young and able, had not the time or means
to enjoy our land. Later, when these wern acquired, we have lost the
youth and vigor to make the dlfieult treks. Prohibiting vehicular use
for near aece33, prevents us from enjoying this beauty.

(2) Wildlife. The comment was made that wilderness was needed to
xne birds and wildlife. Perhaps in a special situation it
so, but unless a habitat is destroyed, which can happen even

ral means, most birds and wildlife can and do, oohabitat with
exposure to man. Excepting, of course, well developed areas
cities and farming areas. Certainly the mountains and canyons
be farmed or citied under BLM management. Additionally, BLK

nents, tanks, watershed controls and etc., invariable enhance

preserve
might be
by natur
limited
such as
will not
irapoundm
the pros pects for wildlife. Mans presents can be good.

(5) Resourses . It seems a geological and natural fact that nearly all
of tFe available resourses of the west are in mountainous areas. The
desert floor offers little in the way of natural resourses. Each such
resourse area removed from general use, further restricts the avail-
ability of both known and unknown resourses, thereby perhaps over-taxing

the remaining open areas. We may have an abundance of some resourses ia

unrestricted areas at present, however withdrawing of an area immediat-
ely stops all investigating, exploring and inventory of whatever could

be present. There may well be resourses not yet discovered or identfied,
that could be of critical need in future years. Case in point, Atomic
Energy, which has happened in my lifetime. Before atomic energy, who
needed or knew that uranium could be so important as to win a major war?
Can we say that no similar discovery ia not Just around the eorser?
At present, certain vital minerals have to be imported because of
scarcity in the U.S.. Can we say that a deposit of such a mineral
could not aoon be discovered In a WSA. Likely not unless each has been
very thourghly explored using the latest modern technics.

(4) Greatest good . One gentleman stated the greatest good comes if all
WSAs become wilaTrness. I emphatically disagree! The greatest good comes
when people of all classes or styles can benefit from the use of an
area. By restricting use to surface only by a limited few, it would
seem the gentleman spoke "with forked tongue", from a very selfish
point of view. Think how our country would be today if his philosophy
had prevailed only 100 years age. We would not be as great as we are
today. There would be little forest industry, little ranching, little
mining and very few roads off the main path. Yes, we would have lots
of undisturbed forest and wildlifs, but how would we know about It
unless by special Gov't report. Most would not have seen any part of
It because of only roads being dozens of miles discant. Even being
young and vigorous, how many would walk or bicycle many long miles
across the desert, just getting t" the base of a mountain range, We can
thank the multiple use concept of management for the many roads and
trails that take us nearer the semi accessable scenic wonders of naturs„
without which, most of the wildernesses and WSAs would be about as
accessable to the general public as the Alaskan tundra.

(5) Control . Any area, wilderness or not, is beat administered under
reascmaoTe controls, which might differ from area to area. Certainly
no area, however mundane Its topo or habitat, should be wantonly
destroyed or disfigured, without good cause. No area should have its
ground water polluted or habitat destroyed to the extent of elimination
of a species. Pew will argue against controls preventing such aouse.
However, control as we might, all change and destruction can not be
prevented. Earthquakes, erosion, at. St. Helens, forest fires and s©
forth, are beyond the control of man. Natural processes are forever
changing the face of the land, so let ua manage and utilize our present
resourses and recreational assets, for tomorrow they may be changed
or lost forever. Let us use them for the good of all, as the need
dictates, rather than hide them from all but a select few.

(6) Solitude. A worthy seeking, but how many wish it for more than a

brief perfod'? If one wanted solitude for long periods, they would movi

to desolate areas and live off the land, (probably go bananas shortly)

For a selfish few to ask that thousands and thousands of acres be set

aside and restricted to their type use only, is parallel to asking to

have ones cake and eating it also. Should solitude even be a factor In
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•eas of leas than 10,000 acres? Small acreage like Baboquivari (only
_j00 acres) and modest acreages like White Mt., Picacho Mt. and
Coyote Mt„ because of size, configuration and other interests, do not
lend themselves well to a wilderness, let alone a solitude type thing.

In summary, the multiple use concept of any and all BLM administered
lands, is not only a charge of the BLM, but certainly makes good common
sense as a way of getting the most and best use of public lands, for
the greatest number of citizens,. Control the use where necessary to
protect the overall integrity of such lands, with special consideratloa
»iven to an environmentally sensitive area, but please do not recommend
any further withdrawals of public domain from general use.

Eliminating the fisherman, hunter, rancher, prospector, rock-hounds,
forr ester, vehicular si.^ht-seers and so forth, by wilderness design-
ation, would effectively reduce the use of such areas by a goodly
segment of the population. I do not wish for pollution and degradation
by by careless uncontrolled use, but neither da I wish to be excluded
because of age, ability or talent, from enjoying the wonder of our
land and its bounty.

Sincerely,

,

//James Heeringa,/' #25
i/4233 N. Plowing Wells
Tucson, Arizona 85705
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Phoenix Distict Manager 0j8|i18lS|Ija|Uja 18(8i'J

Bureau of Land Management
2015 W. Deer Valley Road £
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Sir:

In regard to the Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact

Statement covering wilderness consideration for the Mount

Wilson WSA, Hells Canyon WSA, White Canyon WSA, Picacho

Mountains WSA, Coyote Mountains WSA, and Baboquivari Peak

WSA, I disagree with your proposed action.

It is my opinion that all of the above areas, not just

Baboquivari Peak, deserve to be added to the Wilderness

System.

I am familiar with all of the WSA's except Mount Wilson.

While they are small units, they are areas that are unique.

White Canyon is a lovely spot that is easy to get to and

offers a real wilderness experience to those who are used to

easy hiking. Really, If there were good copper deposits in

there, it would have been mined by now.

The other areas, Picacho Mountains with Newman Peak, the Coyote

Mountains, and Hells Canyon - all are lovely places that are

rugged and offer a true wilderness experience and solitude.

They should all be recommended for wilderness designation.

Sincerely,

u, u<
Sidney Ml Hirsh
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maa
National Parks & Conservation Association

1701 Eighteenth Street, N.W.e Wiihington, D.C 20009

RUSSELL D. BUTCHER
Ragiontl R9pm*nt*live

SOUTHWEST & CALIFORNIA

Box 67
Cottonwood. AZ 86326
(602) 634-5758

(202) 265-2717

March 6, 1985

Mr. Marlyn Jones
District Manager RE: "*°«** D™ft Wilderness
Phoenix District Office KrS

Bureau of Land Management
2015 Bent Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Marlyn:

^© appreciate this opportunity to respond to the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Phoenix Wilderness
EIS Area, of December 1 984. After giving the document's pro-
posals a careful review, we would like to offer the following:

(l) We strongly favor your proposal to recommend
the Babooulvari Peak WSA for wilderness—even though the westerly
half of the peak area lies within the Papago Indian Reservation.
We understand there are some concerns among the local ranching
interests over the wilderness proposal; we hope these concerns
can be addressed and laid to rest, as we believe there should be
no conflict between wilderness and ranching.

(z) Cpyote Mountains WSA we feel strongly should be
recomaended for special protection of its outstanding scenic
and other natural features—preferably as wilderness. The
exfoliating granite domes and the maze of side canyons make this
relatively small area of just over 5,000 acres a real gen. In
fact, if Coyote Mountains were in state ownership, it would doubt-
less be recommended as a state park. As it is, we can visualize
a BLM wilderness area, with a state park on adjacent state lands.
Since there is no mining or other apparent land use conflict in
the area, thero seems no reason not to offer this unique place
the most complete form of land protection. Looking at it from
a national perspective, we urge that it would be an outstanding
addition to the National Wilderness Preservation Systsm«of snail
size but of top quality.

2-NPCA response to Phoenix draft wilderness EIS

(3) White Canyon WSA encompasses a truly exceptional
desert canyon—although a small area of not quite 7,000 acres)
nevertheless, another scenic gem. We recognize the fact that
mining interests, notably Kennecott Copper Corporation, value
the whole area, of which White Canyon is but a Mall part, as
potentially valuable for copper resources | and we realize there
is an inactive mine about three-quartera-of-a-mlle from the
WSA, plus Kennecott' s Hay Mine is a few miles eastward from the
WSA, the latter separated from the White Canyon vicinity by a
major highway. Yet, we wonder if there is not a way to re-
solve this conflict between the mineral interests and wilderness
much as we were able to do up on the Arizona Strip. In negotia-
tions with Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., we "fined-tuned" the boun-
dary of the Snake Gulch part of the Kanab Creek Wilderness, even
though that part of the wilderness area came close to the com-
pany's Pigeon Mine. And in the Grand Wash Cliffs, we worked out
a compromise wilderness, even though that whole area was seen by
Energy Fuels as having a high potential for uranium resources.
It seems to us, in other words, that some way should be possible
for the mining and wilderness interests to agree on a mere 6,000-
to-7,000 acres of the magnificent White Canyon area for wilder-
ness protection.

(k) Hells Canyon WSA deserves some form of enhanced pro-
tection. Rather than your proposed action, we urge the "No Action"
alternative, under which this scenic 9,300-acre area would be
managed according to the Black Canyon MFP that would (a) incorporate
the WSA into the proposed Buckhorn Mountains Scenic Area, (b) re-
strict or prohibit developments that would impair the area's out-
standing scenic quality, (c) withdraw Cedar Basin (250 acres) frosa
mineral entry, (d) restrict 0RV use to designated roads, and
(e) implement the Black Canyon Habitat Management Plan for wildlife.
We agree that Kells Canyon may be a difficult area to recommend
for wilderness status (although naturally we would not oppose such
a designation). If the No Action protection provisions could be
applied, we believe the significant natural qualities could be
adequately protected.

(5) Plcacho Mountains WSA, we realize, is being urged by
some environmentalists for wilderness. We do not say the Picachos
would not make an excellent wilderness area, but we think the pri-
mary emphasis for some kind of enhanced protection should be focused
upon wildlife values. In particular, we urge that a high priority
be given to protecting the habitat of Arizona's densest population
of desert tortoise. Actually, to realistically accosplish this ob-
jective, such an effort should be jointly undertaken by BLM and the
State of Arizona, since much of the tortoise habitat is on surround-
ing state lands. Possibly the most appropriate BLM land designation
status, therefore, would be an ACEC (Area of Critical Environmental
Concern). We would welcome this action.
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3-NPCA's response to Phoenix draft?- wlicrertWhaJiUS

(6) Mount Wilson WSA includSSEIaSi iJAAstanding desert

bighorn sheep habitat that overlap* into adjacent *ake Mead
National Recreation Area. We urgeJl«M%l 5{»#BkttltyKe«phasis in

this wilderness study area should be placed on protecting and

enhancing this vital habitat. There should tjfc a ban on ORVs

(which would be consistent with National Park Service policy

on its part of this bighorn habitat) and there should be a

mineral entry withdrawal on those mountainous parts of the

WSA that make up the bighorn habitat.

We appreciate this chance to eoomient on the Draft EES

.

Please don't hesitate to ask, if we can offer any further

help or views.

rfoTI I? ii Rntrhnr
Southwest-4-California Representative

Box 67, Cottonwood, AZ 86326

P.O. Bex 22^
Chandler, As. 8522^
(602) 961-2362

Mareh 5. 1985

Pheenix District Manager, BLH
Pheenix, As.

Dear BUS Managers

I as writing in response te your Draft Wilderness Envirensental

Impact Statement, which I believe i« ©pan for comment until Marsh

11. I would like te peint eut seae ef the key things which, I

believe, support wilderness designatien fer the five Wilderness

Study Areas which yeur bureau has net seen fit t© preteet.

White Canyen has plentiful riparian vegetatien, and thus auch wild-

life, and would provide excellent habitat fer the reintreduetien

•f endangered/threatened species.

Hell's Canyen has an unusual area in Cedar Basin where Junipers

and Saguaras grew tegether. It provides erueial habitat fer the

Gilbert's Skink, and has been proposed fer Natural Area designation

by the State Hatural Area Aivisssry Beard.

The Pieaehe Mountains are heae te eight special status species,

including the Desert Terteise. This area is alse werthy ef

eensideratien fer the reintreduetien ef Bighern Sheep.

Mount ttilsen is another area whieh provides suitable habitat fer

sheep. They are new feund en adjacent Park Service lands. This

area is adjacent te lands in the Lake Mead Recreation Area whieh

have been prepesed fer wilderness.

The Ceysts Mountains ares eentains a classie Hehekam eespeund,

and is visited frequently by people attracted by its histery,

gselegy, wildlife, solitude, and beauty.
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Cn

As am arid hiker, climber
.1 io .Teiq xtvoonq ,mj:3
«W<b«U*}lW«Hfupperter, and as a

frequent user ef many Tarieua a§»*£iefiAMn*s . I fael I mist ehallenge
seas ef the reasenlng uaedj^fspgm^^gg. areas the wilderness
elassificatien whieh they deserve.

Three areas were elaiaed ts be tee small in sisa and/er tee clese
te man-made features. I weuld like te peint aut that Best ef
these areas oentain rugged eanyens and steep terrain whieh prevides
selitude, and nene are really clese eneugh te any urban area te
lase that sense «f reaetenesa. Thus I feel that 'small size 1 is

a peer reasen f»r net pretecting an area. Mineral petential is
an equally weak reasen. It has been challenged by aany peeple
befere, and I feel ne elabsratien sheuld be necesary.

Twe final peints are in erder. On® is that the Haunt Wilson area
was censidered net te have characteristics 'unique te this area
alene". Dees this imply that we are enly te preteet ane area ef
a kind? This is utterly rediculeus. The seeend paint is that

in the Ceyate Meuntains area there are few cattle and ne mining
claims. Since the primary interest in this area is reereatisn,

there is ne reasen fer net making it a wilderness area.

In clesing I weuld like te ask twe queatiens. Haw many mare
species will be lest, largely due te lack af suitable habitat,
in the next generatian? Will eur children be able te enjey
this land as we have, ar will they enly inherit clear cuts and
mines?

Sincerely,

Jira Frankenfield

P.O. Box 4021
Cave Creek, AZ
March 5, 1985

85331

United States Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
District Manager
Phoenix District Office
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Sirs!

I as writing in reference to the Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact
Statement for the Phoenix District. I hope that my comments will be
considered.

I want to go on record as supporting the All Wilderness Alternative. In
a rapidly growing population center such as central Arizona, preservation
of wilderness is essential. It provides an essential outlet for many
types of primitive recreationists . These include wilderness backpackers

,

photographers, "bird watchers, hunters, rock collectors and other seeking
outdoor solitude and beauty. Wilderness areas add to the attractiveness
of the state as a whole.

Many of the existing wilderness areas in Arizona on Forest Service and
BLK land receive extensive use of the type listed above. A visit to the
Superstitions on any weekend during the fall, winter, or spring reveals
the popularity of this wilderness area. Five of the six WSA' s have char-
acteristics equal to the Superstitions. Designation as wilderness will
inorease their popularity and tend to distribute wilderness users froa
the extremely heavy use areas already designated.

I will now discuss two of the WSA's specifically.

Mt. Wilson is the one area not like the Superstitions. It reseables desert
wilderness found to the north in the Great Basin areas of Hevada and
Western Utah. i§t. Wilson is a prime wilderness oandidate. It is easily
accessible froa US 93 and offers visitors to Lake Mead a ohanca to avoid
the crowds and exnerience some real desert wilderness hiking. The top
of the ridge offers panoramic views in all directions, including to the
Grand Canyon. A lucky visitor who moves stealthily and patiently may
also have an opportunity view bighorn sheep. I have. The Proposed Aotion
will endanger these views and animals. The Bplendid view from US 93 will
be lost if a mining company attempts to explore the shoddy mineral potential
in this area. It is important to preserve this superb wilderness area now.



The Coyote Kountain. arAS.YoiAvW 11* of desired wilderness This

Ws! will preserve a mou}>tii#»1*#43W™h.i4iaerse ecosystems. One can climb

fro." wer Sonoran thru «M»Hta»-W»-M-:* *» —Pf«* *»f^™*
Pond.rosa pin... The .gutteM"***? P™"*" «..ll«t ho... *£ »*"

Ufa. It i. not worth lisKigt the loss M th... resource, for future .p.c

uiation on Moderately mHSg#MmiW*r<>**>*i<><*.

Thank you for allowing M to .har. Inst a f.w of my concern.. Again,

I hope you change to the All Wilderness Alternative.

Sincerely,aintioroiji /

Thomas J. Myers

CD

6 March 1985

Arizona Rafiw
Plant loeisty
PO Box 41206 - Sun Station • Tucson. Arizona 85717

District Manager, Bureau of Land Management

Phoenix District Office
2015 West Deer Valley Hoad
Phoenix, AZ. 35027

Dear District Manager:

The Arizona Native Plant iociety, with affiliates in six Arizona

cities advocates ths protection and preservation of our native flora.

We would like to express our disappointment at the Phoenix District's

recommended proposed action in the Phoenix Draft V.ilderness Knviornmental

Impact Statement.

The proposed action fell short of the intensive analysis necessary to

ensure an unbiased, objective study. The i.IS on page 13 states " the

Mount .Vilson, Picacho Mountains, Coyote Mountains and Baboquivari Peak

SS&'S are considered manageable under any alternative. There are no

current or anticipated land uses v.ithin the l-VSA's considered detrimental

to the long term aageability of the areas as wilcerness".

Therefore, the Districts proposed action end reconmencation of oaij

2,065 acres for wilderness status out cf 54,713 is totally unacceptable.

The Baboquivari Peak SfciA is being studied for v.ilderness uncer

sectio:-. 202 cf fUcKi. of 1976. This means that the Phoenix district

Office may not recommend any wilderness at all uncer section 603(a),

which Is 9&£ of the total acreage under review. Hits is an unequivocal

denial of the responsibilities entrusted to you under £'X.PHA.

jp.ns-piiw fin our public l?.nds.
3 cu i rt< -o.ncr-e-ase so

recreation '.'.ill..ilderness hiking, cackpaciiing and other non-ispaij

require additional areas if v/e are to accommodate these demands. The

proposed action does not adequately address this need.

These '.VSA's by virtus of their locations make them accessible to

more rseoule, and to those who desire open s?ace and are concerned with

the preservation of the surface space. These ZZ&'s if protected would

nrovr.de them that assurance.
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Rrizona Ratiw
Plant Society
P.O. Box 41206 - Sun Station . Tucson. Arizona 8571

7

The variety of biotic communities within these S5A' s are rather

impressive, among them Mohave tDesert Scrub, Upper and Lower Sonoran

Desert, Semi-Desert Grassland and Deciduous Mixed Broadleaf Riparian.

Riparian areas, rare in the desert southwest should be preserved

wherever they occur. The home and cover it provides to the great num-

ber of plants and animals dependent on its permanent water sources axe

unquestionable.

Mineral resource potential in the V.'SA' s are mostly low to moderate

and only rarely high. Much of these potentials are based on geologic

inference. As depressed as the economy is in regards to minerals recovery,

it seems a little superficial to withhold these SvSA' s from wilderness

designation based on the current status of the industry.

Addressing each VJSA individually:

MOUNT V/ILSON WSA

Mount VJilson is the only '.','SA in the Phoenix District Area that has

i-iohave Desert Scrub as its principle wildlife habitat. This and the

lack of historical intrusion in the area has enhanced its wilderness

qualities and improved the wildlife qualities. Page 47 of the alS

states " almost the entire Mount nilson ,VSA is crucial desert bighorn

sheep habitat classed as high value."

The dropping of the B^Lack, A'abayuma and Aubrey peak WSA 1 s from

wilderness consideration because of subsurface mineral conflicts,

warrants the Mount '.Vilson 7/SA for just such status.

Five protected plant species may occur in the Mount '..ilson V.'SA.

EELLS CANYON

The natural condition of Hells Canyon, its ruggednes and primitive

hiking opportunities warrant consideration for wilderness protection.

The Cedar Basin area is being considered for designation as a natural

area by the Natural Area Advisory Council.

Potential for mineral development is low to moderate, and impacts

from no n- designation could jeopardize this unique area.

Arizona Hativc
Plant Society
P O Box 41206 - Sun Station . Tucson. A/izona 8571

7

WHITE CANYON WSA

A precious few places exist in Arizonas Sonoran Desert tigt are

as outstanding as this small V.'hita Canyon WSA. Riparian communities

are by no means commonplace and we are fortunate as to have one so near.

The variety of biotic communities and significant botanical values are

impressive, as is the scenery. It should be preserved so others may

enjoy its exquisite beauty as I have when I had the opportunity to

inventory its flora for the BLM, the summer of 1952.

Elements of upper and lower Sonoran Desert, grassland, chapparal

are abundant and the mixed broadleaf riparian trees as willow and cotton-

wood line the canyon floor and sandy washes".

Three protected plant species may occur in the White Canyon V/SA.

Rare as the riparian habitat is, they are by far the most productive.

The White Canyon WSA may be suitable for the introduction of three sensi-

tive wildlife species. The area is in excellent condition and human

impacts in the canyon are minimal.

Mineral resources in the canyon are low to moderate and non-designation

may jeopardize this biologically significant resource.

PICACHO MOUNTAINS WSA

The naturalness and rugged steep slopes and canyons of this granitic
range should be protected so it may reteln its wilderness qualities.

Having inventoried this area as well I was impressed in how well

preserved and unimpacted it was. Trails are virtually non-existant and

the canyons are extremely steep and can be quite hazardous to the unseasoned

hiker. The shaded cool confines of the narrow canyons offer a vri.de variety

of the more uncommon desert flora.

Non-designation would open up the area to development as a communi-

cations site leading eventually to the establishment of roacs for access.

CGTUTS MOUNTAINS '.V3A

Of all the SA'S in the phoenix district, none cr.n equal this areas
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unique scenic, geological, botanical elements and the unlimited non-

impairing recreational resources they afford.

The elevational changes in the Coyote Mountains allows for the high

plant species diversity, many of which have affinities in Mexico. Sig-

nificant botanical communities found within this '.:SA are the Scnoran

Desert Scrub, Oak Vi'oodland, and desert shrub riparian with mesquite,

Acacia and willow.

liaving inventoried parts of this WSA for the Phoenix District I refuse

to accept the Eureau's assessment that this are« wilderness qualities

are limited by its small size.

The Coyotes ',,'SA' s close proximity to the Baboquivari Mountains makes

it virtually contiguous and seperated by an outwash plain of superb

Sonoran Desert Scrub, creosote and bursage. This makes in your estimate

of a small somewhat limited wilderness area much greater and the potential

for backcountry travoi and primitive recreation all the more outstanding.

The Coyote WSA may also support populations of nine protectee plants.

Recollections of my inventorying experience in the Coyote Mountains

brings back very ui.vid images of massive granite boulders, rugged peaks,

waterfalls and a very unusual but significant plant species diversity.

The snakes, deer and foxes seen there are also fond memories.

BABOqUIVAill PI-AK V.'SA

The Arizona Native Plant Society concurrs with the Draft Enviornmental'

Impact Statement in their recommendation of the Baboquivari Peak 1VSA as

wilderness.

The Board of Directors of the Arizona Native Plant Society on behalf

of our membership wish to thank the Bureau for the opportunity to publicly

comment on this draft ilS. Site hope that you will look favorably upon

our recommendations and consider the all wilderness designation.

JlMMY G. SCHARNEK

840 E. Windsor Av

Phoenix, AZ 85006

(602) 265-6720

March 10, 1985

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management

Phoenix District Office
2015 W Deer Valley Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear District Manager,

The following comments are made in reference to the BLM's Wilderness E1S

concerning the WSA's for the Phoenix Resource Area and the Cerbat-Black Planning

Area of the Kingman Resource Area published in December of last year. Some of

my comments will also be concerned with the public meeting held at the maricopa

Board of Supervisors Auditorium on February 7th, 1985.

i have read over the draft e1s completely and found it to be quite a complete

report. i must commend you and your people for a very thorough job even if

i do disagree strongly on your recommendation.

There are many reasons why I do not agree on your final recommendation for the

6 WSA's involved. Mathematics, although one of my least favorite subjects in

school, proves to be a starting point for my arguments against your report.

Sheer numbers would indicate that something is wrong. Out of the 54,713 acres

that are involved in this report, your final recommendation puts away a measly

2065 acres for wilderness designation. that comes out to a paltry 3.7% of the

total area studied!!! that is embarrassing in itself. are the scales of fairness

and the rule of the big buck (as in mineral exploration) that out of balance??

I SURE HOPE NOT. In THIS LETTER I WILL ARGUE THAT THE ENHANCED WILDERNESS IS

BEST FOR ALL SIDES CONCERNED IN THIS ISSUE. UNDER ENHANCED WILDERNESS THERE

WOULD BE A TOTAL OF 31,966 ACRES PUT AWAY FOR WILDERNESS AREAS. THAT COMES

OUT TO A FAR MORE REASONABLE PERCENTAGE OF 58. ALTHOUGH OVER HALF GOING TO

WILDERNESS DESIGNATION BUT FAR MORE JUST THAN A SMALL FIGURE OF 3.7%.

BUT THERE ARE MORE IMPORTANT REASONS THAN NUMBERS ALONE. UNDER ENHANCED WlLD-

ERNESS THREE WSA S WOULD BE GRANTED WILDERNESS DESIGNATION. lHOSF THRFF ARF

Mount Wilson WSA, Coyote Mountains WSA & Baboquivari Peak WSA. My reasons for

supporting those three reasons are all included in your report.

Mount Wilson offers many outstanding opportunities for solitude. The ruggedness

of its terrain offers little opportunity for orv use therefore makes this .an

easily managed area. almost the entire range is crucial desert bighorn sheep

habitat classified as "high value". this is too important to let go unprotected.

Allowing mining in this area would cause great harm to this area and would ad-

versely AFFECT THIS PRECIOUS DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP AREA. DOESN T THIS MEAN ANY-

THING? There are also five protected plants in the area that need to be considered

IN THIS AREA.

T'iarc Hittleman for
Arizona Native plant
Society
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As for the Coyote Mountain WSA, I feel this is also in a strong position for

WILDERNESS DESIGNATION. EVEN THOUGH THIS IS A SMALL AREA. YOUR LIS ADMITS THAT

THE POTENTIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS ARE "MINOR" AND ARE NOT A MAJOR CONSIDERATION

IN THE NONSUITABLE RECOMMENDATION." As FOR THE MINING ISSUE, YOUR REPORT STATES

THAT "DUE TO THE LONG ABSENCE OF MINING ACTIVITY IN THIS AREA. . .RESUMPTION OF

MINING ACTIVITY IS UNLIKELY . AND "THEREFORE IS NOT A SIGNIFICANT MANAGEABILITY

CONCERN." THE HUGE ROCK FACES AND RUGGED PEAKS ARE SOMETHING TO BEHOLD WITH

AWE AND AMAZEMENT FOR THOSE Of US WHO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THIS AREA.

I HAVE HAD MANY EXCURSIONS OF DAY HIKES IN THIS AREA AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS

WHO I HAVE SEEN ENJOY THE UNIQUENESS OF THIS AREA. I HAVE ALSO SEEN^MANY DEER

AND A FEW BIGHORN SHEEP WHILE IN THIS AREA. ACCORDING TO YOUR LIS, ARCHAEO-

LOGICAL REMAINS OF PREHISTORIC INDIANS. . .LIE WITHIN THE UNIT. APPROXIMATELY

250 ACRES ARE CONSIDERED "CULTURALLY SENSITIVE." THESE MOUNTAINS MAY PROVIDE

HABITAT FOR SEVEN SPECIAL STATUS WILDLIFE SPECIES ACCORDING TO YOUR OWN REPORT.

Vegetation conditions are extremely good for wildlife in this area. This WSA

SUPPORTS MORE SPECIES OF BIG GAME THAN ANY OF THE OTHER WSA S STUDIED IN THIS

OS. That alone should be worth a lot. As for the potential for mining oppor-

tunities, in 1976 the BLM's Silver Bell ffP recommended this WSA as a primitive

area" yet nothing was done. That report also stated in its recommendation that

this area be labeled "backcountry". This is frcm your own reports which should

bear some weight with you. one look at ftndoza canyon's bluffs would lead one

to believe that this indeed is an area that should be protected from development

of all forms and types. this area contains a wide variety of primitive recrea-

tional opportunities that must be preserved such as hiking, hunting, rock climbing,

photography, sightseeing, and the general viewing of plants and animals.

Baboquivari Peak WSA offers my easiest argument since in your Proposed Action

you already recommend wilderness designation. The opportunities for rock climbing

are not surpassed in any other part of this beautiful state we call home, but

more importantly is the importance of this area and ma. inly the peak itself to

the Papago Indian tribe in their religious beliefs. This is one of the most

dramatic scenic views located anywhere within the state. It's uniqueness makes

it a must for wilderness designation but since we both agree on this one i will

spend no further time stating my case.

i am a reasonable person. sure, i would love to see all 54,713 acres of this

study be designated wilderness but 1 do understand the importance and the need

for other interested parties needs to be met. the mining industry is very

important to each and every one of us. but when thinly spokesperson for the

mining interests present at the public hearing i attended spends about 30 stconds

explaining that he is in full agreement with the eis, then i must wonder what

is going on. how about some degree of compromise? 3.7%, in my book, does not

spell out any such word. let us meet somewhere half way especially when we

are talking about the concerns of nature. nature doesn't have a voice to come

up and tell us what it wants. but it should be plain to see what is best for

them. to be merely left alone in peace. what more should be given? 1 h8be

that you will see this as an important issue. i have always admired the indians

for the way they worked in harmony with nature. it is high time we were led

by their example.

Please listen and make a decision that is just and fair for all those concerned...

especially the ones who are most affected by this decision—those who call home

what we call the wilderness (at least 1 hope we call it that!!). thank you

for your time and the opportunity to address this import issue.

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20655

MAR 6 1985

RECEIVED
BUM, PHOENIX CTST. OFF.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

m MAR1 11985 m
FiSi^HjUgSjl^Si^SiS

k

Ms. Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Phoenix District Office
Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Department of Interior
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Ms. Jones:

In response to your letter to our office dated December 1984, we have

reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared by the

U.S. Department of the Interior for the wilderness designation of

wilderness study areas located in the Phoenix Resource Area and in the

Cerbat-Black Planning Area of the Kingman Resource Area. Our review was

directed to whether the action described in the draft EIS involved

matters within our jurisdiction by law or special expertise or had any

potential impact on NRC licensed activities. No potential effects were

identified; therefore, we have no specific comments on the draft EIS.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft document.

Sincerely,

James P. Knight, Acting Director
Division of Engineering

0f\vce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

HARNEK
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District Manager, Bureau of Land Management

Phoenix District Office

2815 U- Deer Valley Road.

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

RECEIVED
ELM. PHOENIX DIST OFF.

March 8, lSBSpH0ENIX, ARIZONA

MAR1 11985 w
V?8,9,10,U|12ii|2i3i^

5 *6

Dear Sirs,

I would like to formally state in writing my position on the

Phoenix district Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement.

These opinions are essentially unchanged from my oral »*»*"«"*

presented at your public hearing in Tucson on January 30 of this

^^'l am strongly in favor of the "nil Wilderness" alternative,

and wholeheartedly urge its adoption. Furthermore, I strongiy

recommend reconsideration of the Ragged Top roadlesa area as

wilderness. I fail to be persuaded by any of the ant t-Wi Iderness

arguments presented in your document, and find your own research

to provide many convincing pro-wilderness arguments. One o the

most common anti-wilderness arguments is the .Mil Sl« of the

USA's I agree that larger wildernesses would be preferable, and

therefore urge your office to pursue the possibility of

increasing the size of these areas via land swaps with the state

of Arizona.
I would be particularly pleased to see wilderness

designation for the WSA in your district that I am most familiar

with, the Coyote Mountains. This area's spectacular scenery

combined with its proximity to the growing metropo is of Tucson

make it a prime spot to set aside for the ^joyment o future

hikers and climbers, and as a preserve of natural hab tat for

bighorn sheep, mountain lions, and desert tortoise. In your own

document you state that mining conflicts are inconsequent la and

that wilderness designation of the Coyotes would present you with

no management difficulties whatsoever.

Sincerely

,

H. J . < Jake ) Turin

3357 North Grannen

Tucson, Arizona 85745

March 10, 1985 ztf&wtfm18

Ms Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager r^^Pmm^MmJT'
Bureau Of Land Managed , Phoenix District Office PHOBUX, M»0NA

2015 W. Deer Valley Rd. m MAKlliaai)

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Re: Phoenix Draft wilderness EIS
7,8,9AlWi2tWt6

2Sr,ffiL-}8S SfS&S 3MBS ff£!SrS:-.

1. Clear, unspoiled watersheds

2. Beautiful and unmarred vistas

3. vegetation protection

h. Wildlife protection
5. Cultural resources
6. wilderness recreation

as wilderness:
1. Mount Wilson
2. Hells Canyon
3. White Canyon
A. Picacho Mountains
5. Coyote Mountains
6. Fjaboquivari Peak

It is also a shame that several other areas including Ragged Top

arenot included for wilderness protection.

5^Si'=K«ro'fn„n5nr/,ii
as:ffiS?'KKJr.r„u„,.

Sincerely,

Dan Fischer
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3935 H.

Tucson,
March 8

Country Club, #21-A '^'^SlSrfS
Arizona 85716 A
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District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office, 2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Sir:

for w1l
b
^±eVe ^ fX

°f
the Wllderness St"<iy Areas are worthy candidatesfor wilderness designation and deserve the protection that such wildernessdesignation would provide. I object to the BLM's "proposed -

of designating only 2,065 acres as wilderness. This "proposed action"undervalues the importance of these six wilderness areas in preserving

the future
™ s Poil

;
d/i"erness on BLM lands. It also fails toe™the future needs of Americans desiring outdoor recreational opportunitiesand solitude in such pristine areas.
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' 5£w*.?S
Sincerely,

fU^L

ARIZONA PROSPECTORS & SMALL MINE OPERATORS ASSN.

Congr«3.W icl<c„burg -Yilrne . 1 CoUtil_

:CEIVED
March 8, 1985

Marlyn V. Jones, Manager
Phoenix District
Bureau of Land Management
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

BLM, PHOENIX DIST. OFF.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

,„ MAR 11 1935 M
7|8

(9|10|11|12|1|2|3|4|5|6

4
Subject

:

3ear Sir

:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Mount
Wilson, Hell's Canyon, White Canyon, Picacho
Mountains, Coyote Mountains, and' Baboquivari Peak

The Congress-Wickenburg-Tarnell Council has asked ip
as becretary to express these comments on the Phoenix ETS
Draft.

We wholeheartedly support your recommendations of
returning the five WSA ' s to non-wilderness.

In regard to Baboquivari Peak we do not understand howthis could be recommended for Wilderness when it doesn't
meet the required 5,000 acres mandated by Congress."

Recommending this area be designated as Wilderness
does not enhance the wilderness qualities or opportunity
for solitude. It is a political term that restricts thegreat majority of us from entering the area. Here in futureyears it would be a great asset to drive to the area and
en.ioy the remoteness and solitude. Without roads and trailswe are locked out for all practical purposes.

Tiie mineral potential has not been explored. And
Wilderness designation would rigidly fix guidelines to
prohibit any exploration. Minerals in Arizona have always
been a great value to our economy. To lock up an area with-out thoroughly considering the future potential is most unwise.

We think greedy, destructive use, as well as no-use,are both ''cop-outs '
. We believe there is no nuique quality

or overriding reason to recommend that Baboquivari Peakbecome a National Wilderness Area.

Very truly yours,

Timothy J. Flood

A#uti£. Aju*eivu6£'
Dorothy Devault
Secretary

P. O. Box 1498 Wickenburg, Arizona
(602) 684-5314
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&£\ ARIZONA
MINING ASSOCIATION

THE COMMENTS OF

THE ARIZONA MINING ASSOCIATION
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
PHOENIX DRAFT WILDERNESS

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
February 7, 1985

I am Jack Pursley, Director of Public Affairs of the Arizona

Mining Association. The association consists of 15 major mining

companies who produce most of the copper, molybdenum, silver and

gold in the state.

I am commenting here today because the association is

extremely concerned about the continuing actions of the Federal

government to remove and restrict public lands from productive

use . Approximately two-thirds of all public lands in the United

States are now effectively withdrawn from mineral development.

in Arizona, existing wilderness areas total 2,000,000 acres and

it has been determined that approximately 30 million additional

unavailab le

68-1

acres (two-thirds of the Federal lands in Arizona) «~

or highly restricted to mineral resource development by other

withdrawals including BLM Wilderness Study Areas, Forest Service

Wilderness Study Areas, Primitive Areas, Scenic Areas, Game

Preserves and Refuges, Parks and Monuments, Defense Department

withdrawals and numerous other withdrawals. Each of these cate-

gories has been formed by individual withdrawal actions with

little or no consideration to the cumulative effect of all

withdrawals on the minerals industry in Arizona and on the

National Mineral Policy which encourages the search for and

development of minerals critical to our national welfare. The

association feels that this cumulative effect must be addressed

and considered in this EIS.

Aside from this significant oversight, the preparers of

the Phoenix BLM District draft wilderness environmental impact

statement are to be complimented for an objective and profes-

sional product. The concepts discussed on pages 74 and 75,

including the inability to quantify the loss of subsurface

resources by wilderness designation with the recognition that

changes in technology cause previously unknown resources to be

capable of discovery and production, are concepts which the

mining industry has stressed for years. It is gratifying to

see the recognition and understanding of those concepts by the

BLM in this statement.

The Arizona Mining Association supports the proposed

action to recommend for wilderness designation, only the Bab-

oguivari Peak Wilderness study area. Although the Baboquivari

area has been rated as moderately favorable for the occurrence

of metallic minerals, the relatively small size of the area

compared with the size of other WSAs discussed in the statement

2702 N. Th,rd Street • Suite 2015 • Phoenix, Mtaoa 85004 .

(602)266-4416
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having greater mineral potential, allow this Association to

support the proposed action as a reasonable compromise.

The enhanced wilderness alternative would cause all of

the Mount Wilson and Coyote Mountains WSAs to be recommended

for wilderness. The eastern half of the Mount Wilson WSA and

the northern three-quarters of the Coyote Mountains WSA are

rated from highly favorable to moderately favorable for metallic

and nonmetallic mineral resources. We agree with the geology,

energy and minerals (GEM) assessments establishing those

ratings. The draft statement finds that these two areas possess

only nominal wilderness characteristics. Therefore, if any

further consideration will be given to the enhanced wilder-

ness alternative, the mineralization potential considered with

the nominal wilderness values should cause those mineralized

portions of the Mount Wilson and Coyote Mountains WSAs to be

excluded from any recommendation for wilderness designation.

Finally, we believe that a statement on page 90 should be

corrected. On that page, the statement is made that "(I)t is

probably that only the designation of White Canyon as wilder-

ness would potentially result in large scale adverse impacts

(on mineral resources)". However, other parts of the draft EIS

(pages 39-45) identify portions of the Mount Wilson, Hells

Canyon, Picacho Mountains and Coyote Mountains WSAs as having

from moderate to high mineral potential. Therefore, the con-

clusion on page 90 should be revised to reflect the favorable

-3-

mineral potentials in those other WSAs which would be adversely

impacted, in addition to the White Canyon WSA.

The Arizona Mining Association will submit more detailed

comments prior to the March comment deadline. At this time,

we feel that the Proposed Action is a good compromise. We

believe, however, that the EIS should more fully reflect the

cumulative impact of all withdrawals upon the minerals industry
in Arizona and upon the U.S. mineral policies currently in

effect. The Arizona Mining Association is eager to provide

that assistance to the BLM in this endeavor.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit comments.

68-1

68-2

The state currently has about 21
million acres of federal mineral
estate that is considered avail-
able for mineral entry and appro-
priation under the general mining
laws. The withdrawal of all six
WSAs considered for designation in
this EIS would reduce the acreage
available for mineral entry by
two-tenths of one percent.

The FEIS now reflects acres with
favorable mineral potential that
would be withdrawn under each
alternative.
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March 11, 1985

March 12, 1985

-J

Mr. Marlyn Jones
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 West Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 850 27

Dear Marlyn:

Please find enclosed the comments of the Arizona Mining

Association regarding the Draft Environmental Impact State-

ment of the Phoenix Area.

Respectfully Submitted,

Director of Public Affairs

RJP/jc

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 West rieer Valley Boad
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Mr. Jones:

RE: Phoenix Draft Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement

The Arizona Game and Fish Department has reviewed the

referenced draft environmental impact statement (EIS), and

respectfully offers the following comments for your

consideration.

The Department is genuinely concerned about the adequacy of

the draft document, particularly with respect to the

rationale/justification for dropping wilderness study areas (WSA)

from wilderness recommendation and the development of the

Proposed Action, Alternative 1. There appears to be no

substantive supporting data for those decisions.

The resource data presented in Chapter 3 provide an accurate

description of natural resource values found in each of the six

(6) WSAs, as they relate to wilderness requirements. Further,

Chapter 1, overall, provides insight into the environmental

consequences of the alternative actions and what the potential

long-term effects would likely be. The data and rationale

presented in both of these chapters seem to belie the Proposed

Action and the decisions for management it purports.

All six (6) WSAs have met the minimum requirements for

wilderness consideration, as stipulated by the Wilderness Act, or

reached this point In the—study—proce ss.

—

they would have uevei-
Additionally, activities outside of the WSA, such as mining,

ranching, or rights-of-way, should have no bearing on the

analysis of the area for wilderness. Further, we believe that

the Individual management plan for the designated wilderness can

prescribe alternatives for people management problems (e.g.

access, total use days) that may arise because of an area's

or unique biotic values.

'3 size

2702 N. Third Street Suite 2015 Phoenix, Arizona 85004 • (602)266-4416 An Equ«l Opportunity Ag«ncy
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Mr. Marlyn V. Jones
March 11, 1985
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e are nec<^ary and which are presented by document ™number

Page 9, Mount Wilson - WSA 2- 01

Under the Proposed Action, we believe that themajor provisions should be the same as under the NoAction Alternative, where the area would be managed

MFP^BLM
6

?gnf
l0n3 Prescribed ^ the Cerbat Mountain

Mr. Marlyn V. Jones
March 11, 1985
Page -3-

Page 9, Hells Canyon - WSA 2-1 1

q

Again, we believe the major provisions under theProposed Action should be the same as those major
provisions under the No Action Alternative, where thea
n
ea
h„"^

ld
,
^ mana

8,
ei u"der the directions prescribedin the Black Canyon MFP (BLM, 1973).

Page 10, White Canyon - WSA 2-187

ORVs and new rights-of-way (except for approvedmineral entry) should not be included as malor
provisions of the Proposed Action.

Also the Middle Gila HMP (BLM, 198 1) is anothermanagement document for the area.

Page 10, Picacho Mountains - WSA 2-194

We believe that no ORV use is appropriate for thearea under the Proposed Action, particularly since itreached this point in the wilderness analysis
Additionally, we recommend that major provision 2 (page
11) under the No Action Alternative should apply underthe Proposed Action as well.

Page 11, Coyote Mountains - WSA 2-202

This area definitely deserves protection from ORVsand new rights-of-way.

We strongly disagree with the sentence that,
visitors to such a restricted use area would notexperience the solitude and primitive recreation

opportunities usually associated with a wilderness
area. We question whether the writer ever journeyedinto the Coyotes.

Page 78 and 79. White Canyon WSA

We disagree with the
Alternative would result i
Proposed Action or the No
page 10 of the draft, the
"...be managed under the d
Middle Gila MFP (BLM, 1975
also currently managed und
1981). Therefore, we bell
will result in a more favo

analysis that the No Action
n the same impacts as the
Wilderness Alternative. On
No Action Alternative would
irections prescribed in the
)". The White Canyon WSA Is
er the Middle Gila HMP (BLM,
eve the No Action Alternative
rable scenario for wildlife.
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Page -4

lyn V. Jones
1, 1985

To date, visitor use to the WSA has been light,

including hunting recreation. The closures of the few

roads within the WSA would further limit travel. We

disagree with the draft's assumption that wilderness

designation will automatically increase visitor use

arama?ically. That has not been the case in previously

designated wilderness areas in southeast Arizona, i.e.

the Galiuro Mountains.

Page 80, Coyote Mountains WSA

7 0-2

Comments are similar to those for White Canyon.

The No Action Alternative is not the same as the

Proposed Action or the No Wilderness Alternative. On

Page 11 of the draft, the directions under No Action are

described, and are all beneficial to wildlife

resources. The Proposed Action and No Wilderness

actions would allow ORV use and create new rights-of-way

in the areas; both highly impacting activities on

wildlife.

Page 80, Baboqulvarl Peak WSA

be consistent with the name used.

P a K e 31 , Table 4-4

7 0-3

We definitely disagree that the No Action

Alternative will have the same negative impacts as the

Proposed lotion. Nowhere in the draft EIS does it state

thai the Proposed Action will retain the management

direction of the appropriate and existing MFPs and

^Conversely, "the Proposed Action is very proactive

in terms of road development and liberalizing ORV use,

which we believe are to the detriment of wildlife

resources.

mary, the Department wholeheartedly supports and

wilderness designation for all six (6) of the WSAs,

nt, Wilson. Plcacho Mountains, Coyote
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Mr. Marlyn V . Jones
March 11, 1985
Page -5-

Proposed Action is ultimately selected in
' -n

gnated
way be

We appreciate the opportunity to review and to offer our

comments on this draft EIS.

Sincerely,

yJ/A^L yQ/i^^U/^
Bud Bristow
Director

BB:RKW:lea

70-1 The FEIS reflects the assumption

that undesignated WSAs would be

managed under multiple use.

70-2 See response 70-1.

70-3 See response 70-1.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENC
REGION iX

215 Fremont Street

San Francisco, Ca. 941 05
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PA.

Marlyn V. Jones, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2015 West Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Ms. Jones:

— AOMIN—-OPS
. MINS„

RES
WEA_

-_PRA
LGRA— KRA
CF_

Ae§a« %
Due DstB„

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) titled PROPOSED
WILDERNESS PROGRAM FOR THE PHOENIX WILDERNESS EIS AREA; MARICOPA
MOHAVE, PIMA, PINAL AND YAVAPAI COUNTIES, ARIZONA. We have
the enclosed comments regarding this DEIS.

We have classified this DEIS as Category EC-2, Environmental
Concerns - Insufficient Information (see attached "Summary of
Rating Definitions and Follov-Up Action"). This DEIS is rated
EC-2 because 1) clarification of Wilderness Study Area criteria
is requested, 2) water quality and air quality issues need to
be addressed, and 3) herbicide use must be discussed. The
classification and date of EPA's comments will be published
in the Federal Register in accordance with our public disclosure
responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this DEIS. Please
send five copies of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
to this office at the same time it is officially filed with
our Washington, D.C. office. If you have any questions,
please contact Patrick J. Cotter, Federal Activities Branch,
at (415) 974-0948 or FTS 454-0948.

Sincerely yours.

SLm.
Charles W. Murray, Jr.
Assistant Regional Administrator

for Policy and Managemen

Enclosure (4 pages)

SOJWARY OP RftTING DEFINITIONS AND FOLLOW-UP ACTION*

Environmental Impact of the Action

LP—Lack of Objections
The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts requirinq
substantive changes to the proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities
for application of mitigation measures that could be accomplished with no more thanminor changes to the proposal.

EC—Environmental Concerns
The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order
to fully protect the environment. Corrective measures may require changes to the
preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce the
environmental impact. EPA would lite to work with the lead agency to reduce these
impacts,

BO—Environmental Objections
The EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided
in order to provide adequate protection for the environment. Corrective measures mayrequire substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of some
other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new alternative)
EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.

EU—Environmentally Unsatisfactory
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient
magnitude that they are unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health orwelfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce
these impacts. If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final
EIS stage, this proposal will be recommended for referral to the CEQ.

Adequacy of the Impact Statement

Category 1—Adequate
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of
the preferred alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to the
project or action. >to further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the
reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.

Category 2—Insufficient Information
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assessem^f^tal ^P^t5 ttat shouM be avoided in order to fully protect the environment,
or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that are
within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce
the environmental impacts of the action. The identified additional information, data,
analyses, or discussion should be included in the final EIS.

Category 3—Inadequate
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant
environmental impacts of the action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new,
reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives
analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the
potentially significant environmental impacts. EPA believes that the identified
additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude thatthey should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the
draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and
thus should be formally revised and made available for public comment in a supplementalor revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved,
this proposal could be a candidate for referral to the CEQ.

*From! EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the teview of
Federal Actions Impacting the Environment
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General Coimaents

Establishment of wilderness areas can benefit other

resource and environmental values such as water quality and

air quality. Designation of suitable land as "wilderness

areas" tends to be environmentally preferable since it often

affords a greater level of environmental protection.

Accordingly, we have the following specific comments about

the wilderness selection criteria in the DEIS.

1. The rationale for the Bureau of Land Management's

"nonsuitable" declaration of Wilderness Study Areas

(WSA) is unclear. Criteria used to select only 2,065

acres for the Preferred Alternative, as opposed to 31,966

acres for the Wilderness Alternative and 8,465 acres for

the No Action Alternative, should be disclosed in the

FEIS.

2. The FEIS should document active and potential mineral

claims, either metallic, nonmetallic, oil and gas, or

geothermal, that preclude suitable declarations in the

WSAs.

3 Areas where off-road vehicle (ORV) use is substantial

within a WSA should also be included in the disclosure of

nonsuitable areas.

4 The FEIS should clarify the basis for declaring the Picacho

Mountains WSA as nonsuitable based on the potential for

locating communications facilities in the area.

71-1

Water Quality Comments

ll The FEIS should provide baseline information and a detailed

map of water resources within the resource area. The FEIS

should discuss the following factors indicating management

measures to protect water quality:

a. Springs and wells,

b. Ponds and reservoirs,

c. Perennial streams and hydrographic basins, and

d. Riparian communities.

ted

above, especially riparian communities.

71-1 None of the actions proposed by

the alternatives would change the

iter qua lity, therefore,
-existing—wal

water quality was not analyzed in

the DEIS.



Air Quality Comment

71~2 I
Tne pEIS should provide baseline information for existing

|air quality in the resource areas.

Pesticide and Herbicide Coiaraents

71 — 3 I
1- If pesticide or herbicide use is proposed, the FEIS

| should show that the compound is:

a. Registered with EPA,

b. Registered for the specifically proposed use,

c. Harked with a current label,

d. Applied by a certified applicator or by personne 1 under
the direct supervision of a certified applicator,

e. Used in accordance with all state and federal laws, and

f. Applied in such a way that precautions are taken to
protect workers during the operation.

t-O

The FEIS should discuss the use of pesticides or herbicides
in relation to the following topics:

a. Cattle-dip treatment,

b. Fire prevention programs,

c. Predator control programs,

d. Deer repellent programs,

e. Wood preservative treatment for fences,

f. Vegetation control near roads and right-of-way
corridors, and

g. Control of disease vectors such as fleas.

The FEIS should address the following considerations for
the safe use of pesticides or herbicides in the project
area:

a. Provisions for mixing, storing, loading and disposal
of pesticides or herbicides,

b. Spill prevention contingency plans (SPCP),

c. Adverse effects on nontarget species.

71-2 Air quality was not discussed for
the same reason as stated in 71-1.

71-3 There were no proposals to use
pesticides or herbicides in the
alternatives, therefore, their use
was not analyzed.
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d. Applicator saftey and prespraying notification procedures,

e. Impacts on aquatic resources,

f. Current status of the pesticide or herbicide to be used, and

g. Alternative means of achieving desired management goals.

4 The FEIS should discuss how Southern Oregon Citizens

Against Toxic Sp^ina v. Clark (720 F.2d 1475 [1983] )

will affect herbicide spraying programs in the resource

area*

ARIZONA PROSPECTORS & SMALL MINE OPERATORS ASSN.

P. O. BOX 5345

TUCSON, ARIZONA 85703

(602) 887-6812

January 30, 1985

irx. Werlyn V. Jones

manager, Phoenix Distrlot

Bureau of Land mansgoment

2015 W. Oaer Vallay Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Rei EIS for Mount Wilson, Hell's Canyon, White Canyon, Plceoho mountains, Coyota

Mountains, Baboqulvarl Pa »k

Dear Marlynt

I "ant you to knoa that it ia a diatinot and unique pleasure for ae to be abla at

long last to agree aith some Bureau of Land management aildsrneas recommendations.

First of all, I aould like to commend the Phoenix District for the dsgree of pro.

fasaionaliea ae finally get to sse in the minerels summary in this EIS. Ue find

the iru-houaa work to be oonoiaa, factual and comprahenelve. We sera eomewhet disap-

pointad aith the quality of the GEm reporta and as feel that aork of batter quality

at Xoaar coat could be done by geologlata at the Bureau of Geology and mineral Tech.

nology.

Wa do agree aith BLN rsooamsndatlone on mount Wilaon, Hell'a Canyon, White Canyon,

Pioaeho mountains and tha Coyote mountains as being unsuitable for allderneaa. I

~muit admit wa arrivad at the aane-ooncluaion by dlfferent-meana , but ae too-feel

thaaa areaa are unsuitable for uilderneee designation.

Wa disagree strongly with your recommendations on the Baboqulvarl, and do not find

any merit in the rationale uaad for circumventing the criteria laid dowi in the

Wildarneaa Hot of 1964. Although a "highly scenio natural landmark sell knoan in

southern Arizona." this eaae peak ia a volcanic intrualva with potential for halo

deposits, and the grade of raetamorphiem in thaaa various bandings or halos around

thie intruaivs has not bsen adequately explored. The potential for oobolt, vanadln.

ito, achealite, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc and molybdenum ere present and docu-

mented. We are confident thet the mlnerale inventory, ahen performed on thie erea,

ill ehoa eoonoaie quantities of thaaa atrategic minerals. Unfortunately, the only

reaaon ae do not have active mining in thie area noa, is that management agencies

hsve nsvsr bean Billing to sxpsnd funds to acquire acceaa to oreete revenue on the

public landai inataad it hae been the policy to look out mlnerale and devote funds
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OPERATORS ASSOCIATION /? .

Jans] L. Baith
Stats Ptssloont

69lj.7 K, 6th St.
Soottsdale, As,
March 10, 1985

85251

/J
0B s CenBrsssioRBl DBlsgation

All Councils

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix Diet-lot Office
CSJ.5 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Arizona 8502?

Da ar Mr , Jone s

:

fn
1^1^^^"? unit"b3

r-lm" comments on the wilderness study arsasin the Phoenix Resource Area and the Cerbat/Blaek Planning Area.

Baboquivari Peak

l„T-J
0ry haPPy

Y
lth your wlllie™ega recommendation for Baboquivariand your proposed acquisition of adjacent state lands isaX '

SSZ^V ^U " * ^^ silnllar 3teWBM exchanges cafSworked out in other WSA's, especially the Ivos Peak/ArWstra Mountaincomplex northwest of Wlokenburg.

Coyots Mountains
The best argueraents for preserving this area come. ironically, fromthe pages of the BIS that ultimately rejects that'very protection.
Pgs. 31-32 describe the area like this: "Cliffs, dry waterfallssteep canyons, plant-lined washes, and exfoliating granite domes. ..outstanding quality and diversity of primitive Mutational opporltlnities. ..geological, plant, and animal sightseeing are excellent .day hiking opportunities are superb. ..artists and photographers also

do noTefSct^wdf™3
i°

nS "^ laTgely ^ticable.fTdevetoUenL
™iw»^ the WSA's natural charcater. „Z$0 acres are consideredculturally sensitive...habitat for seven special -status wildlife
?? x ?*V a ^l 3

?
0n

* A11 *hi3
» *et no wilderness recommendation.

I'm baffled. What more could you ask of a proposed wilderness area?The SIS says something about the area's "small slae" (though far lar«erin terms o± BLM acreage than Baboquivari), constricted visitor use in
a few major canyon bottoms or ridgetops (not unlike Baboquivari. orAravalpa Canyon for that matter), and the structures and activities ofman that are visible outside the boundaries of the unit (ditto for the
Superstition, Pour Peaks, Pusoh Ridge, Paiute, Woodohute, G-aliuro,
Castle Creek, Kaohlna Peaks, and many other existing Wilderness Areas).
Not one of those argueraents holds water, nor are there any 3erious
mineral or llvestook conflicts that should block wilderness protection
for the Coyotes. It is true that the unit Is surrounded by Indian,
state, and private lands, and that the boundaries are less than ideal.
It looks bad oh a map and may Indeed present certain managabillty
problems, but surely the area described by the SIS in such glowing
terras is worth the effort of working those problems out. The bottom
line remains: this la an outstanding soenic, natural, and recreational
area that is fully qualified for wilderness designation and should be
treated accordingly.



Pleacho Mountains

A better name foi this unit would be Newman Peak, to avoid confusion
with the better-known Pioaoho Peak aouth of Interstate 10. The impor-

tant scenic, natural, and recreational values of this area are well

documented in the EIS, particularly it's status as crucial habitat for

the largest population of desert tortises in the state. Again, though,

the wrong conclusion is reached and propped up with some pretty weak

excuses: the area is too small (at 61+00 acres?), is surrounded by non-

federal lands (all state, noneprivate), has "moderate favorability

for copper, and is being eyed as a future site for communications

facilities. Copper, in economic terms, is virtually a dead issue.

Existing mines have had to cut their losses by shutting down entirely,

and the industry has no real cause for alarm if a few small low-grade

occurences should be included in a wilderness prposal. As for the

communication facilities planned for Newman Peak: the BIS does not

mention any alternative sites that might serve the Phoenix/Tuoson

corridor just as well without impacting any proposed wilderness.

Could sites be looated in the Saoaton Mountains, the Tortolitas,

or one of the ranges on the Papago Reservation? These are questions

well worth exploring before the integrity of a superb scenic and

natural area is compromised even further than the present "temporary

sitfhas^one" llTtheae are arguements against your no-wilderness

recor^endation but there are also a number of more positive reasons

wnv it^hould%> changed. Newman Peak is a prominent and spectacular

Mgh ^fnt^Liblf^thousands of people daily as they trav^l on the

nearby Interstate. Any form of scarring on the £?P" °*f«?"J$u
^1 £,T mountain would be clearly visible and would destroy the integrity

^ WSS-S scenic^ista. Also, Hewman Peak is^ocated conve-

niently halfway between PhoenUc and Tucson, making it an ideal ana

e^ly^ssible spot for day-hikes This rugged ^f°P^6a

is a perfect complement to the the State Park south of the ^eeway,

in the ElS^nd is an additional reason why this unit deserves a closer

and more sympathetic look.

White Oaiffiqn

A consistent flaw of this and other reoent BLM documents relating to

wilderness has been the utter lack of importance given to acknowledged

wilderness, scenic, and wildlife values whenever any conflict with

those values is perceived. No better example of this could be found

than White Canyon, truly a jewel of the Sonoran desert with it's stunning

scenery, valuable riparian habitat, surprising mix of ecosystems, and

superb recrestionax opp—junt ties.—fe^ause an existing opon pit-copp er

mine is located several miles away, and a known (but currently inactive)

claim is located even oloser (although seperated from the unit by both

a road and a section of state-owned land), the BLM saw a conflict and

predictably but wrongly chose the theoretical economic values of the

area over it's known, and exceptional, natural ones. I am not merely

disappointed in this case, but angry. If the BLM will not stand up

and defend such a superb area against something as weak as moderate

favorability for copper" (see my comments above) or known production

mSes beyond the unit's actual boundary, then when will they stand up

and what will they ever defend? The EIS contains an excellent descrip-

tion of White Canyon's natural values (prior to dismissing them),

but if anything it underrates the area's quality. Items of note:

(a) White Canyon is adjacent to a large undesignated roadless area

In the Tonto National Forest, Together, BLM and Forest lands create

a unit of well over 10,000 acres with an even greater diversity of

landforms, ecosystems, and recreational opportunities,

(b) The area contains what is thought to be one of the largest pinon

trees in the world, said to be 11 feet in diameter and 55 reet high.

It also contains the largest and most unusual Saguaro cactus I have

ever seen: perhaps 50 feet high, with several main trunks growing

from a common base and more than 20 different arms. That two such

outstanding individuals of species not normally found together occur

In the same unit is truly remarkable.

(c) White Canyon is the only Phoenix District BLM area to contain

black bears.
(d) The tomographic complexity of the area is quite outstanding.

Comments in tne EIS about it's "small size" are Irrelevant, especially

considering the adjacent roadless Forest and State lands, and the state-

ment that visitors "can easily see the entire WSA in one or two days

is a serious understatement. The comment about "outstanding opportuni-

ties for solitude" is true, but to follow that with "...but only for a

limited number of visitors'' is a cheap shot. Isn't the same true of

Baboquivari, Aravaipa, Paria Canyon, or any other area you could name t

I don't know of any area, not even the Grand Canyon, that can oifer

outstanding opportunities for solitude to unlimited numbers of people,

and White Canyon with it's maze of gorges, slickrock terraces, and

jumbled mesas could probably tolerate more use than many areas oi

similar size but less complex design.

in summary, you really blew it on this one. White Canyon is a auperla-

tiveXit which has my full support, but needs and deserves yours. To

withhold it any longer would only demonstrate your lack of any real

commitment to the wilderness review process and your willingness to

write off even the finest of wildlands if there are any political or

economic objections, whether there is any validity to them or not.

Hell's Canyon

This is a delightful, surprisingly diverse area. It has rocky gorges,

steep-sided peaks, open valleys, fine stretches of Sonoran desert

vesetation, and an unusual relic population of chaparral in Cedar

Bafin! If the unit lacks a single, central distinguishing feature,

that in itself is a virtue of sorts. Every other unit discussed in

the EIS is essentially keyed to a single landform - a peak, a canyon,

a ridgeline - and (except for White Canyon) contains little of the

surrounding area, the lands that give the feature it's context and

anr-ve as both ?or 3grou"i and baoMrop when It '

J>

*i<™»*
n \^'

The Hell's Canyon unit is "dli'erent, olfei-liig not a-*°*c^T-'* 2~~r%
feature but a whole complex oi smaller, highly varied ones Each is

SlSil opportunity. «or« opproprl.t. «» «JjJ«»J^ ""«£ Stnr.

S,«." »"S^: s?asf.=riS:.
f
up"£Srt ss.. «*
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?g
i£rm&- the narrows of Hell's Canyon would all beavailable in the aame area. It's even possible to do all of those

«m^I?
a 3inSle <**?> aa J °noe did during an unusual cold snap-skidding across frozen pools in Hell's Canyon {yes, a cold day inneii;, enjoying snowy panoramas from the suawit of Garflas Peakand strolling back across the flats at dusk. It was a memorablehike in large part because of the tremendous variety in a relativelysmall area, and the way in which the landforms complement each otherwith no particular one dominating. I am aware of the usual managabilityproblems that were cited in the BI3 : occasional range developments, acouple of cherrystemmed roads, moderate mineral potential, adjacentn

??C !^
er

S
1*ni3

> ^d t" inholdings (one state, one private). Aswith the Coyotes, I would suggest that the quality of the area meritsan attempt to deal with those problems rather than using them as anexcuse to eliminate the entire unit from further consideration.

Mt. Wilson

Until I received the EIS I was confident that this was an area the
BLM could comfortably endorse and support as wilderness. I was really
astonished to learn otherwise. What we have here is:
(a) A large unit, 2i4.,0OO acres, which is...
(b) exceptionally rugged and scenic, in fact comprising the highest and
and most prominent topographic point in the entire Hoover Dam area,
visible for miles in every direction and offering from it's summit a
view that extends into three states;
(c) has no serious livestock or mineral conflicts (the aodium deoosit
mentioned in the EIS extends for miles outside the WSA boundaries, and
I do not consider sand b. gravel deposits to be a serious resource con-
flict);
(d) is adjacent on three sides to National Park lands in Lake Mead
National Recreation Area, and is contiguous for most of that distance
with proposed wilderness within the Recreation Area;
(e) provides crucial habitat for bighorn sheep which migrate freely
between Park and BLM lands (the Park Service at one time was seriously
interested in adding Mt. Wilson to the Recreation Area because of this);
(f

)

provides a scenic resource enjoyed by thousands of people dally as
the unscarred backdrop for Highway 93 as It cuts through the Black Moun-
tains south of Hoover Dam; and
(g) is an area well-known and highly regarded by outdoor enthusiasts in
the Las Vegas area for it's colorful and unusual scenery and marvelous
opportunities for solitude and wilderness recreation.
What we also have here Is a "no wilderness" recommendation based on a
series of puzzling, false, or contradictory statements in the EIS. The
segment beginning on page 22 claims Initially that the unit offers out-
standing opportunities for solitude but not for primitive or unconfined
recreation. Yet it goes on to describe the "remote and rugged valleys
and canyons" the "topographic complexity',' and the extreme ruggedness
which offers hikers an element of "risk and challenge 1

.' (Sounds like
pretty good primitive/unconfined recreation to me.) Then it announces
that in spite of all this the area somehow just isn't good enough to
deserve a wilderness recommendation. No evidence is offered beyond
an unconvincing reference to possible overcrowding due to hiker concen-
trations in the valleys and basins (they would be far more likely to
follow ridgetops, and in any case their numbers would never be great
at any one time due to the extreme roughness of the area and the lack

of trails). Page 9 also mentions an absence of "special features orresource values unique to this area alone'.' These are not requirements
of the Wilderness Act and the alleged lack of them in Mt. Wilson is
not an adequate excuse for disqualifying the area. I say "alleged"
because If bighorn sheep are not unique, perhaos the chanoe to pre-
serve a large portion of crucial habitat adjaoent to National Park
lands Is unique. The whole line of reasoning used in making the de-
cesion on Mt. Wilson Is faulty, and not at all supported by the facts.

The EIS as a whole is frequently well -written but strangely divided
against itself. It accurately describes and evaluates the natural
qualities of most of these areas (failing seriously only on Mt. Wilson).
But it too often exaggerates the importance of whatever conflicts may
exist, and then concludes that wilderness preservation will be Impossible
because of them. Why, may I ask, aren't the superb and irreplacable
natural values of White Canyon considered at least as Important as what-
ever small quantities of copper may (or may not) be present within it?
Might they not be given an even greater importance given a realistic
look at the declining copper Industry in Arizona? Why should Mt. Wilson
be neglected ju3t because it is thought in one paragraph not to be out-
standing enough, and in another thought to be so outstanding that oppor-
tunities for solitude will be hurt by hordes of hikers swarming through
the foothills? Your arguements on each of the five no-wildernes3 areas
are unconvincing and do not stand up to the facts. I strongly urge you
to take a careful second look at each of them before making your final
decisions.

Sincerely,

Tom Wright
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
LOWER COLORADO REGIONAL OFFICE

P.O. BOX 427

BOULDER CITY. NEVADA 69005

LC-159
120.1 MAR 19'

74-1

74-2

74-3

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Phoenix District Office, Bureau of Land

Management, 2015 W. Deer Valley Road, Phoenix, Arizona 85027

n: »£VteFrom: ^- Regional Director

Subject: Review of Phoenix Draft Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) (your December 1984 letter)

We have reviewed the subject EIS, and have the following comments to offer.

Hells Canyon Wilderness Study Area (WSA)

In association with construction of New Waddell Dam, it is necessary for

the Bureau of Reclamation to relocate the Castle Hot Springs Road. The new

road location would be less than 2 miles from the east border of the Hells

Canyon WSA.

Picacho Mountains WSA

The desert tortoise is discussed on several pages. Statements are made

that the WSA and surrounding area have the largest population of desert

tortoise in the state and that it is considered crucial desert tortoise

habitat" (see pages 31, 50, 72, and 79). Based on our knowledge of the

area and the desert tortoise, the statements need to cite a reference or

modify the statements to indicate the area has a large population (not the

largest in the state) and that it is important (not crucial) habitat. It

is also questionable as to whether all 6,400 acres of the WSA are important

habitat due to the extremely steep slopes in the center of the WSA

(pages 79, and 81).

Matunillaria thornberi is discussed as a proposed threatened species within

the WSA (pages 59, and 60). Again, based on our knowledge, we are not

aware of documentation of its presence in that area. The statement should

-<H te a refe rence^

—

Is its presence documented-o^hypothet i

c

a 1 ?

Page 28, paragraph 4

ToT
The following sentence needs to be corrected as

lows (add the underlined words): "The Central Arizona Project

(CAP) . . . built along the unit's west and south boundary . . .
."

On page 50, paragraph 3 (under Picacho Mountains WSA) - It states "The BR

1s presently doing a tortoise study along the probable Central Arizona

Project . .
." It should state "The BR has recently completed a tortoise

study along the Central Arizona Project . . .
."

f
Page 82, paragraph 2 (under Picacho Mountain WSA) - The Bureau of

74_4 I Reclamation Is no longer considering Newman Peak as a communication site

[.associated with CAP.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the EIS.

74-2

74-3

74-4

The draft EIS stated that

Mammillarla thornberi may occur in

the Picacho Mountains WSA. The

final EIS states that habitat for

Mammillaria thornberi occurs in

the Picacho Mountains WSA.

However, BLM has never found the

plant in the WSA.

The final EIS has been changed to

read " The Central Arizona Project

. . . built along the unit's west

and south boundaries . .
."

The reference to Bureau of

-Re^lamat ion' s tortois e study was

removed from the Final EIS.

74-5 The Bureau of Land Management has

been informed by the Bureau of

Reclamation that they will apply

for a communication on Newman Peak.

J
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John Prater

6670 E. 24th Street

Tucson, Arizona 65710
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March 21, 1985

Phoenix District BIX
2015 W. Dear Valley Hoad
Phoenix, Arizona 8502?

Dear SItb:

00O

We need more Wilderness areas in Western United Statee, especially

in Arisona where the population is growing at a fantastic rate.

I support wilderness recoaaendatione for:

White Canyon Mt. Wilson Coyote Mountains

Picacho Mountains Baboquirari Peak Hells Canyon

Little Horn Mountains Morth Maricopa Mountains

S&gle Tail Mountains Signal Mountain South Maricopa Mountains

Woolssy Peak Tabletop Mountain

Thank you very nuch,

Robert JT. 3ehmidll
6220 S. 8th Plae®
Phoenix, Arizona 85040

Phoenix DjSh-icf ftHV\

lets u Tk*r Vaiw Bo**-

pl-icm^ Ptftipni fe>Zl

Tb whom JL M>-u Ccmam:

MouMtiirtS-.

I- ?J&6 S0WXV+ tluk. LovJtV C;U Soo^o tl'. .'.c/S of L itilt H;.r. Mtrf.
;

KleroW>tv.' MeunhinS, £^<jt H-Jvt Mc-;nt->ui\,, bsl- 0,vik.n H.Iift,

r p ( c, M vin tv i <\ ,
i'C u fh M • r i Cjtpr». P • M • ,<

i iT..
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bneb eftst Cr TKjl. 'B;bocJi\j'sri Pc>L WbA.
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4231 E. Stanford Dr.
Phoenix, AZ . 85018
March 20, 1985

Phoenix District BLM
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ . 85027

Subject

:

Wilderness Designation Recommendation

Gentlemen

:

To fulfill the Baboquivari ' s potential, approximately 3300
contiguous areas of state land should be added ; demands
on this popular area will undoubtedly increase and should
be forseen.

Mthough the Coyote Mountains are not extensive, thev are
the "real" desert and deserve preservation; moreover, there
is no mining or grazing of any importance.

As for Mt. Wilson, the importance of this terrain as habitat
for bighorn sheep cannot be overstated. We need it as
an area of solitude.

To call the White Canyon "scenic" is an insult; it is a

gorgeously dramatic locale with little mining appeal.
Isn't beauty ever enough in itself?

And, lastly, let us not forget the Little Horn Mountains
not-quite-twin areas: together they will be formidable
desert tortoise and bighorn sheep habitat.

Wilderness preservation may not be a headline matter, but
it is certainly of bedrock importance to this country.
Please help keep parts of America unsullied. Thank you.

Yours truly* .

n
fii'i/0 {yOvdixrM y*i-u/$-v-

GENE ANNE PARKER
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Marcn 21, lyo;>

Pnoenlx District BLM
201i> W, Deer Valley Roaa
Pnoenlx, AZ 05027

Tne designation or wilderness can De our girt to future generations.
1 support wlioerneas recommendations for tne following:
PHOBNJ.A "KArT Els
Wnlte Canyon snould be included because or its unique beauty.

Mt. Wilson provides crucial nabltat ror blgnorn er.eep and is surrounded
Dy lanaB on tnree sides aireaay proposed ror wildierness in tne Laice
neaa Recreational Ares. It nas important wilderness cnaraoserlstlcs.

Coyote Bountama . Tnis natural area not only fulfills an tne important
wilderness cnarsetenstics, Dut also nas 7 special status wilonie
species and 8 protected plant species.

Baooquivan P8»k . Tnis area nas Drosd public support, tne peaK is
sacreo to tne Papago Indiana, it nas outstanding natural qualities,
and contains an abundance or wilolire. You plan to acquire state iand
to tne east to enlarge tnis unit, we approve your recommendation or
tne entire 8sA as smidernass.

We nope you win aiso include Hell's Canyon and tr.e Plcacno Mountains
in your wilderness recommendations.

LOWgtjJULA south UKArT Bis

Little Horn Mountaina/Littie Horn Mountains West . Tnese two areas
contain remarKsole volcanic features and two deep canyons. Little Horn
West is contiguous to tne Kora National Wlldlire Keruge or«s, Tnese two
areas fprm Important naaltat for botn blgnorn sheep and desert tortoise.

Signal Mountain . Tnis ruggea area snouio De included in spite or tne
tnreat or mineral development,

Nprtn Bancopa Hountains/Butterneio Stagy Memorial . Tnese areas
contain crucial naejtat ror blgnorn aneep and oeaert tortoise, ana also
an abundance of prenistorlc cultural sites. Tne areas are tnreatenea
Dy orr-rosa vehicles, especially in riparian wssnes.

We also would llice you to include tne following areas in your
wilderness recommendations: Tabietop Mountains, Wooisey Paax, New
Water Mountains . Eagletali Mountains, East Cianton mns. yace Souhtam,
ana Soutn Maricopa Mountains"

"name you for your consideration in tnese matters.

Sincerely, J^ffgf^SfBL
<7 Janice WiS&m**^

Tucaoft^oJKiS'-^B^Viix ..„

BECEIAED
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Phoenix District BLM
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, Az . 85027

March 21, 1985

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to you today as both an Arizona resident for the
past 25 years, and also as a member of the Sierra Club.
1 ur.6g.nt AZ request that you support wilderness recommendations
for Phoenix EIS and Lower Gila South EIS.

Also, Baboquivari Peak wilderness should include 3,245
acres of contiguous state land that should be acquired by
trade .

Our beautiful state can only be preserved for the enjoyment
of future generations by your action. Once gone, it can
never be recovered. Thank you for your attention to this
matter .

Sincere ly

,

Nancy L. Rus sell

(^^^O^^

m "bH

KECE1AED
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Dr. Walter A. McCleneghan

8512 Eaat Virginia Avenue

Soottsdale, Ariiona 86267

March 22, 1986.

Phoenix Distriot BLM,

2016 W. Deer Valley Rd.,

Phoenix, AZ 85027

Dear Sirsi

Having read the Environmental Impaot Statements on areas in the Phoenix

Distriot authority, I am amaied and chagrined to find that your office —
or, at least, the BLM — is recommending against 6 out of the 7 be denied

Wilderness olassif ication. 1 am writing to urge that all of the Be specific

areas BE INCLUDED in favorable reoonmendation.

I refer to those designated as I WHITE CANYON, Mt. Wilson, Coyote

Mountain., Baboquivari Peak, Lower Gila South, inoluding Little Horn

Mountains and Little Horn Mountains West, Signal Mountain, and the

North Maricopa Mountains.

Having lived in Ariiona from 1936 to 1939 and continuously from 1956

to the present, I know something of the areas under consideration. While

I am now of an age where I cannot get out and enjoy those places in person

I surely believe that they should be kept from being commercialiied and/or

despoiled. Their commercial development would soon run out and leave

only despoiled areas. Their preservation can bring joy and love of nature

for generations to come.

I strongly urge your favorable action on each and all of them.

Yours for the future of Ariiona,

Dr. Walter A. McCleneghan

• :i'v;.i-'n-i.„

o
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March 22, 1985

00
CJI

Phoenix District
Bureau of Land Management
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Fhoenix, Arizona 85027

Dear Sin

It has Just come to my attention that the Bureau

of Land Management has released lta recommendations for

wilderness designation for certain areas in Arizona, and

that public comment on these is being solicited.

I am a native of Arizona and have lived here for

most of my 65 years. The changes during that period, especially

the pressures of population growth, have been tremendous.

With that in mind I urge you to include not only very large

areas for wilderness designation such as the Little Horn

Mountains, Morth and South Maricopa Mountains, Woolsey ?eak,

Eagletail Mountains, but also smaller areas like White

Canyon, Coyote Mountain, and Babopuivarl Peak (this should

also include 3245 acres of state land that should be acquired

by trade), and Signal Mountains.

Since population is exploding with no end in sight,

we must act now to preserve as much wildlife habitat, scenic

areas, and recreational opportunities as we possibly can.

Fossible potential for copper production, oil and gas leases

(not producing) should not stand in the way of protecting

Arizona's unique wild areas. Off road vehicles and grazing

should be strictly controlled so that these beautiful areas are

not destroyed for the pleasure or profit of a few.

Yours truly,
J-

•Lillian Longley /
1729 W. State
fhoenix, Arizona 85021

,

.,
,

:-'J
;;-'':'
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FRED & ELLENOR SALINGER
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March 25. 19B5
5631 W. Chicago
Chandler, AZZ B5224

Phoenix District BLM
Phoenix , AZ

I am a nati ve of Ariz
backpacking and hiking
recommend at i oris for Whi t

Baboqui varai Peak , Hel 1

Phoenix EIS. T also
Mountai ns, Signal Mount
Mount ai ns, Wool sey Pe
Mountains, East Clanton
Mountains. Baboqui var
contiguous state land
purpose.

on a, and I spend almost every weekend
I am writing to support wilderness

e Canyon, Mt . Wi lson , Coyote Mountai ns,
"s Canyon, and Picacho Mountains in the
support wilderness -for the Little Horn

ai n , North Maricopa Mountai ns, Tabl etop
afc, New Water Mountains, Eagletail
Hills, Face Mountain, and South Maricopa

should include 3 S 245 acres o-f the
which should be aquired by BLM iar this

The overcrowded conditions in the Superstition Wilderness and
along the Phoenix mountain preserve trails indicate the vast
demand -for this type o-f recreation. If BLM areas are not
praserved under the Wilderness system, we can count on the Forest
Service Wi 1 derness becommi ng more and more overused and damaged

.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

H-l

C£) Si ncerel y,
i—

»

Mar jori e Woodruff

U'6" ?P Ji*^ //*U/ty<$f

-y lx^^^^;^?

-J

TTja^c^JL

^L-st_ tcJZ.-fc^"' Ai^, A- ***- ***- d-tf****-

Lf^eJ. -'</ JU*£Z2.~#':- -T t-l^**** -*« 2 #«
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CO

March 24, 1985

Phownix District Bl>l

2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Attn: Person in charge of Wilderness Recommendations

Dear Personi

This is to inform you I support the wilderness recommendations for:

Phoenix EIS

White Canyjon(6,968 acres)
Mt. Wilson (24,821 acres)
Coyote Mountains (5,080 acres)

Lower Gila South EIS

Baboquivari Peak (2,065 acres)
Hell's Canyon (9,379 acres)
Picacho Mountains (6,400 acres)

Little Horn Mountains (90,430 acresJSWoolsey Peak (73,930 acres)
Little Horn Mountains West(12,660)New Water Mts. (40,375 acres)

Signal Mts. (19,640 acres) Eagletail Mts. (117, 065 acres)
N. Maricopa Mountains( 70,468 acres)/East Clanton Hllls(36,560 acres)

Butterfield Stage Memorial(9,566acres)Face Mt. (27,575 acres)
Tabletop Mts. (37,968 acres) South Maricopa Mountains(71 ,320 acres

Baboquivari Peak wilderness should also include 3,245 acres of

continious state land that should be acquired by trade. I hope

you also support it/vote for it. As a Phoenix resident for the

past 24 years , I feel it is imperative that we set these areas aside

to preserve the beauty of our fast deterieating land.

%//i»r

fai 'MyLClUdU^

Thank you^^

J. Salty Honcharik

4405 N. Third Avenue

Phoenix, AZ. 85013
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1 1 07
2407 N. Palomino Court
Chandler. Arigeoa 85334

March 23, 1985

Pfeceaix District Bureau of Lead Management
2015 W. Deer Valky Road

Ptoeais, Artoaa 85027

EtearSir:

I support wiideraass rawmmendatieas for Oss Ptosis BIS and Use
Lower Gite Soutk BIS.

I am oartieuiariy interested in the Bafeoqusvari Peak wilderness study
araesL 'port gequisiUoa of the adjseent state land for wilderness

X

It is important to me that as much wilderness area ia Arisoas aa

possiblls bs preserved.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Lees Riddle

23 March 1985

Pho«nix District BLM
2015 W. Deer Valley Rd.
Phoenix AZ 85027

To whom it may concern,

It has been brought to my attention that your office is
currently receiving public comment on the recent BLM
recommendations for wilderness area designations.

I would like my voice to be heard in support of the
following recommendations:

Maintaining 6.968 acres of wilderness in the White Canyon
area.

Maintaining the full 24,821 acres of wilderness at Mt.
Wilson important not only as a habitat i: bighorn sheep,
but for it scenic value and opportunity ioi solitude.

Preserving the scenic landscape of Coyote Mountains and
designating the 5,080 acres as wilderness.

Preserving and expanding the Baboquivari Peak area by
acquiring 3,245 acres of adjacent land east of the present
2,065 acres.

Maintaining the Hell's Canyon and Picacho Mountain
areas as wilderness areas.

In addition I would like to see your Agency reverse its
position on the Little Horn Mountains, Signal Mountain,
and North Maricopa Mountains. All these areas are
threatened by either mining development or the incursion
of off-road vehicles.

I would also like to see the following areas maintained
as wilderness: Tabletop Mountains, Woolsey Peak, New
Water Mountains, Eagletail Mountains, East Clanton Hills,
Face Mountain and the South Maricopa Mountains, all in
the Lower Gila South region.

Sincerely,
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March 26, 1985

Steward Observatory

The University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

District Manager, Marlyn Jones

Phoenix District BLM

2015 W. Deer Valley Rd

.

Phoenix, AZ 85027

support the All Wilderness alternative presented in the

EIS. Additionally, since the BLM plans to aquire 3245

acres of state land east of the Baboquivari Peak Wilderness

Study Area, I feel that this land too should be given

wilderness designation, enlarging the size of this

relatively small wilderness unit. Thank you for your

time .

ISO

Dear Ms . Jones

,

I have recently reviewed the Phoenix District BLM's
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and I am amazed that
out of the hundreds of thousands of acres of land managed
by the bureau in the Phoenix study area only 2065 are

considered worthy of new wilderness designation. I have
been to half of the six areas considered for wilderness
designation in the Environmental Impact Statement and

feel that in view of their highly scenic character and

the presence of fragile populations of both flora and
fauna all three areas deserve wilderness designation.

In addition, two of these areas (Coyote Mountains and

Baboquivari Peak) to my knowledge contain sensitive artifacts
which are an important part of our cultural heritage.
It is my belief that wilderness designation would help

to protect these artifacts. From reading the EIS I have

also come to the opinion that the remaining three areas
considered exhibit similar natural beauty and contribute
in a similar way to our natural and cultural heritage.

I must say that while short term profits can be made by

despoiling these lands through multiple use I feel that the

long term profits gained through preserving these six

areas as wilderness will be much greater. I strongly

Sincerely

,

Michael Margulis

VS'S'S'Ii'JS'J'SWn'.o

i > il \.
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FOUR CORNERS WILDERNESS WORKSHOP
P.O. Box 103

Flagstaff, AZ 86002

March 26, 1985

Phoenix District BLM
2015 W. Deer Valley Road
Phoenix, AZ 85027

Gentlemen:

Our group supports the recommendations of the Sierra Club concerning
wilderness as represented in the Phoenix EIS. We do not feel that sup-
posed mineral, oil or gas values should take precedence over the many
natural and scientific values found in these areas.

I, myself, have examined the following areas under consideration and have
made some short reports about them to you.

The Woolsey Peak area is a prime desert area within easy access of Phoenix.
It is a good area for hiking in winter when few other areas are available
for such use.

The Signal Mountain (Recommended 19640 acres) and Face Mountain (Recommended
27575 acres) are also in the Gila Bend Mountains and deserving of wilder-
ness-status.

I also previously made a report on the New Water Mountains area just north
of the Kofa National Wildlife Refuge. This is an important wildlife and
scenic area. Special attention should be given to Dripping Springs which
has been eliminated from this area. It is an important prehistoric site
with a number of fine petroglyphs which need special protection.

The prominent landmark, Baboquivari Peak, which dominates southern Arizona
and is important to the Papagos certainly needs wilderness protection for
the 2065 acres of BLM and 3245 acres of contiguous state land.

We support Sierra Club recommendations on other areas for wilderness status
as follows:

White Canyon (6,968 acres)
Mt. Wilson (24,821 acres)
Coyote Mountains (5,080 acres)
North Maricopa Mountains (70,468

acres)/Butterfield Stage Me-
memorial (9,566 acres)

East Clanton Hills (36,650 acres)

Hells Canyon (9,379 acres)
Picacho Mountains (6,400 acres)
Little Horn Mountains (90,430 acres)/

Little Horn West (12,660 acres)
Tabletop Mountains (37,968 acres)
Eagletail Mountains (117,065 acres)
South Maricopa Mountains (71,320 acres)
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely yours, / .

Donavon H. Lyngholm
Secretary
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Diymsri v \u the national wilderness preservation syste

Ecosystem Diversity

The Bailey-Kuchler system (Kuchler and Bailey 1978)

was used to classify all existing and potential units of the

National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) into

ecotype/landform types. It can be determined, using this

classification, whether a potential unit could expand the

ecotype/landform diversity of the NWPS.

The Bailey-Kuchler system uses elevation, rainfall and

temperature to describe potential natural vegetation.

Appendix Table 1 shows the Bailey-Kuchler potential nat-

ural vegetation types within each WSA. Appendix Table 2

describes these vegetation types as they are represented in

administratively endorsed wilder-designated wilderness,

ness, and areas under wildejni:

Solitude or Primitive Recreation Diversity

The FEIS area lies within

of three standard metropoli

as defined by the Bureau of

Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz

Currently designated and
derness areas are within a

a day's driving time (5 hours)

an statistical areas (SMSAs)
the Census. The SMSAs are

c-na and Las Vegas, Nevada,
administratively endorsed wil-

day's driving time of all three

TABLE 1

WSA ACRES BY VEGETATION TYPES

Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizdna

WSA
Creosote
Bush

Creosote Palo Verde-
Bush-Bursage Cactus Shrub

Oak-Juniper Grama-Tobosa
Woodland Shrub Steppe

Mount Wilson

Hells Canyon
White Canyon
Picacho Mountains

Coyote Mountains

Baboquivari Peak

24,821

4,288

4,060

9,379

6,400

SOURCE: Phoenix District files

TABLE 2

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF ECQ^YST

Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

Bailey-Kuchler
Vegetation Type

Statutory Wilderness

Administratively
Endorsed for

Wilderness by the
President

Creosote Bush
Creosote Bush-Bursage

Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub

Oak-Juniper Woodland
Grama-Tobosa Shrub

Steppe

No. Areas

2

5

4

7

3

Acres No. Areas Acres

312,965

344,217

265,450

198,617

55,896

4

3

3

1,896,740

430,150

847,600

Includes areas being studied for wilderness by the Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Sen

Bureau of Land Management.

SOURCE: BLM, Profile 2, Wilderness Diversity Computer Reports, Phoenix District files

213

1,065

2,680

1,020

1,000

Potential Sources of

Representation—Areas
Under Study*

No. Areas Acres

133

48

41

11

15

3,988,813

1,401,259

1,396,142

116,974

79,239

ice, National Park Service, and
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SMSAs. Appendix Table 3 gives a breakdown of the
number of areas providing solitude or primitive recreation
opportunities.

Geographic Diversity

Designated and administratively endorsed wilderness
areas are well distributed within Arizona and the region.

Appendix Table 4 shows the acreage of designated and
administratively endorsed wilderness and of areas under
study in Arizona and the southwest region. For the most
part the region considered in this analysis encompasses
areas within approximately 300 miles of Phoenix, Arizona.
Appendix Table 5, shows the geographic distribution of
wilderness in the southwestern United States by state,
number of areas, and acreage. For designated and admin-
istratively endorsed wilderness in Arizona see Appendix
Tables 6 and 7.

TABLE 3
AREAS WITH SOLITUDE OR PRIMflTDVt: ' -

'i y PPORTUWITIES*
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

SMSA Status No. Acres
Phoenix

Tucson

Las Vegas

Designated
Endorsed
Study

Designated
Endorsed
Study

Existing
Endorsed
Study

37
4

72

33

3

63

15

25

253

2,064,835

1,318,710

3,143,139

2,038,095

1,316,200

1,525,640

1,309,288

4,679,481

10,607,984

*Within a day's drive of Phoenix, Tucson, and Las Vegas SMSAs

States

AZ, CA, NM
AZ
AZ, CA, NM
AZ, NM
AZ
AZ, NM
AZ, CA
AZ, CA, NV, UT
AZ, CA, NV, UT

**BLM — Bureau of Land Management FWS
FS — Forest Service NPS -

Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service

Administering
Agency*

FS, NPS, BLM
BLM, FS, FWS
BLM, FS, NPS
FS, NPS, BLM
BLM, FS, FWS
BLM, FS
FS, NPS, CAL, BLM
FS, NPS, FWS
BLM, FS, NPS, CAL

CAL — State of California

SOURCE: BLM, Profile 2, Wilderness Diversity Computer Reports, Phoenix District files

Arizona
Designated
Endorsed
Study

Region
Designated
Endorsed
Study

TABLE 4

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF WILDE
AND POTENTIAL WILDERNESS IN ARI2

Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District,

BLM FS FWS
No. Acres No. Acres No.

NPS ST (CAL) Total
Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres

8 286,270

72 2,100,135

8

258

286,270

8,112,950

35

3

43

13

14

1,288,085

67,930

2,220,580

171,582

193,636
5

1,318,710
431,550

— 5

2,761,810 3
— 15

898,790 16

156,624

877,930

— 47 2,005,905
— 4 1,318,710
— 75 2,168,065

310,610 72 3,716,250
— 21 3,090,016
— 287 9.184,516

BLM
FS-

Bureau of Land Management
Forest Service

FWS - Fish and Wildlife Service
NPS — National Park Service

SOURCE: BLM, Profile 2, Wilderness Diversity Computer Reports, Phoenix District files

ST — State Administered
Wilderness (California)
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TABLE 5

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION—SOUTHWESTERN UNIT ED STATES

Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

BLM FWS USFS NPS STATE TOTAL

No.

Type of Area Areas Acres
No.
\reas Acres

No.
\reas Acres

No.
Areas Acres Ai eas Acres

No.
\reas Acres

Arizona
Existing 8

Endowed
Study 72

286,270

2,100,135

4 1,318,710

35*

3

1,288,085

67,930

4 431,550 47 2,005,905

4 1,318,710

75 2,168,065

California

Existing
Endorsed
Study 109 3,831,654

3

9

7

72,295

65,700

75,400

1 467,240 16 310,610 20 850,145

9 65,700

116 3,907,054

Nevada
Existing
Endorsed
Study 22 894,711

1 1,443,100
14 252,000

1 1,443,100

36 1,146,711

Utah
Existing
Endorsed
Study 29 753,554

4 105,882 3

1

156,624

625,930

7 262,506

30 1,379,484

New Mexico
Existing
Endorsed
Study 26 532,896

5

4

860,200

50,306

5 860,200

30 583,202

Region
Existing 8

Endorsed
Study 258

286,270

8,112,950

,850 acres)

5 2,761,810

43

13

14

2,220,580

171,582

193,636

5

3

15

898,790
156,624

877,930

16 310,610 72 3,716,250

21 3,090,016

287 9,184,516

includes one BLM area (8 in Kanab Creek

BLM — Bureau of Land Management
FWS — Fish and Wildlife Service

USFS-
STATE -

U.S. Forest Servi

State of Caliform
ce

a

SOURCE: BLM, Profile 2, Wilderness Diversity Computer Reports, Phoenix District files
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TABLE 6

DESIGNATED WILDERNESS IN ARIZONA
Bureau of Land Management,

Phoenix District, Arizona

Wilderness Areas Acreage Managing Agency

Apache Creek 5,420 U.S. Forest Service
Cedar Bench 14,950 U.S. Forest Service
Chiricahua 87,700 U.S. Forest Service
Bear Wallow 11,080 U.S. Forest Service
Castle Creek 26,030 U.S. Forest Service
Escudilla 5,200 U.S. Forest Service
Fossil Springs 11,550 U.S. Forest Service
Four Peaks 53,500 U.S. Forest Service
Galiuro 76,317 U.S. Forest Service
Granite Mountain 9,800 U.S. Forest Service
Hellsgate 36,780 U.S. Forest Service
Juniper Mesa 7,600 U.S. Forest Service
Kachina Peaks 18,200 U.S. Forest Service
Kendrick Mountain 6,510 U.S. Forest Service
Mazatzal 251,707 U.S. Forest Service
Miller Peak 20,190 U.S. Forest Service
Mt. Wrightson 25,260 U.S. Forest Service
Mount Baldy 6,975 U.S. Forest Service
Munds Mountain 18,150 U.S. Forest Service
Pajarita 7,420 U.S. Forest Service
Pine Mountain 20,478 U.S. Forest Service
Pusch Ridge 56,510 U.S. Forest Service
Red Rock-Secret
Mountain 43,950 U.S. Forest Service

Rincon Mountain 38,590 U.S. Forest Service
Salome 18,950 U.S. Forest Service
Salt River Canyon 32,800 U.S. Forest Service
Santa Teresa 26,780 U.S. Forest Service
Sierra Ancha 20,850 U.S. Forest Service
Strawberry Crater 10,140 U.S. Forest Service
Superstition 159,756 U.S. Forest Service
Sycamore Canyon 55,942 U.S. Forest Service
West Clear Creek 13,600 U.S. Forest Service
Wet Beaver 6,700 U.S. Forest Service
Woodchute Wilderness 5,600 U.S. Forest Service
Kanab Creek 77,100 U.S. Forest Service/

Bureau of Land Mgmt
Aravaipa Canyon 6,670 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Beaver Dam Mountains 19,600 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Cottonwood Point 6,500 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Grand Wash Cliffs 36,300 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Mt. Logan 14,600 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Mt. Trumbull 7,900 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Paiute 84,700 Bureau of Land Mgmt.
Paria Canyon-
Vermillion Cliffs 110,000 Bureau of Land Mgmt.

Chiricahua National
Monument 10,290 National Park Service

Organ Pipe National
Monument 299,600 National Park Service

Petrified Forest 50,260 National Park Service
Sahuaro National
Monument 71,400 National Park Service

TOTAL 2,005,905

TABLE 7

iSNISTRATIVELY ENDORSED
^JESS STUDY AREAS IN ARIZ
Bureau of Land Management,

Phoenix District, Arizona

Wilderness Areas Acreage Managing Agency
Imperial National Wildlife

RefuSe 1,600 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Svc.

Cabeza Prieta National
Wildlife Refuge 744,000 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Svc.

Havasu National Wildlife

ReflI&e 2,510 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Svc.
Kofa 570,600 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Svc.

TOTAL 1,318,710

SOURCE: BLM, Profile 2, Wilderness Diversity Computer Re-
ports, Phoenix District files
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TABLE 8

1982 EMPLOYMENT BY COUNTY
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

5-County
Mohave Yavapai Maricopa Pimai Pinal Totals

Persona % Persons % Persons % Persons % Persons % Persons %

Proprietors (Farm &
Non-Farm) 2,582 15 3,849 18 53,680 7 17,215 8 2,717 9 80,043 8

Farm 113 1 179 1 5,716 1 590 1 2,369 7 8,967 1

Agriculture Services

& Forestry 44 1 79 1 7,002 1 898 1 1,501 5 9,524 1

Mining 288 2 1,054 5 456 1 4,555 2 5,643 18 11,996 1

Construction 934 5 985 5 44,304 6 11,855 5 523 2 58,601 6

Manufacturing 2,101 12 1,908 9 111,522 15 25,863 12 2,479 8 143,873 14

Transportation &
Utilities 942 5 861 4 32,191 4 8,731 4 906 3 43,631 4

Wholesale Trade 275 2 248 1 40,112 5 5,871 3 492 2 46,998 5

Retail Trade 3,717 21 4,170 18 129,083 17 36,853 17 3,180 10 177,003 17

Finance, Insurance,

& Real Estate 674 4 769 4 50,834 7 8,839 4 619 2 61,735 6

Services 2,713 15 3,474 16 149,746 20 46,696 21 3,176 10 205,805 20

Government 3,171 17 4,210 18 114,707 16 47,745 22 8,037 24 177,870 17

TOTALS 17,554 100 21,786 100 739,353 100 215,711 100 31,642 100 1,026,046 100

SOURCE: Regional Economic System, Bureau of Economic Analysis
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APPENDIX 3

TABLE 9

1982 EARNINGS BY INDUSTRY (!N THOUSANDS)
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix District, Arizona

5-County
Mohave Yavapai Maricopa Pima Pinal Totals

Earnings % Earnings % Earnings % Earnings % Earnings % Earnings %
Farm 13,486 6 7,919 3 143,713 1 4,910 1 20,619 4 190,647 1

Agriculture, Services

& Forestry 600 1 835 1 71,002 1 12,303 1 10,611 2 95,351 1

Mining 9,096 4 26,939 9 10,138 1 157,747 4 169,386 34 373,306 2
Construction 16,170 6 20,035 7 1,053,794 8 225,412 6 11,075 2 1,326,486 8
Manufacturing 41,955 17 34,477 12 2,671,980 20 644,927 18 47,815 10 3,441,154 19
Transportation &

Utilities 19,186 8 22,201 8 885,272 7 233,770 7 21,038 4 1,181,467 7
Wholesale Trade 5,204 2 4,847 2 892,911 7 115,379 3 8,904 2 1,027,245 6
Retail Trade 37,844 16 43,318 15 1,512,637 12 395,702 11 34,524 7 2,024,025 12
Finance, Insurance,
& Real Estate 11,613 5 12,770 4 984,675 8 150,218 4 9,730 2 1,169,006 7

Services 35,714 15 50,334 17 2,558,201 19 719,686 21 39,130 8 3,403,065 19
Government 47,577 20 66,935 22 1,998,564 16 848,054 24 121,029 25 3,082,159 18
TOTALS 238,445 100 290,610 100 12,782,887 100 3,508,108 100 493,861 100 17,313,911 100

SOURCE: Regional Economic System, Bureau of Economic Analysis
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APPENDIX 4

BLM is mandated by Congress to play a stewardship role

in the preservation of cultural values on public land and
will continue to manage cultural resources for their cultur-

al values. Certain significant sites or areas may be pro-

tected and preserved for future use as funds become availa-

ble.

The following measures apply to all actions in the EIS
area involving ground disturbance or transfer of title.

Before proposals involving surface disturbance or transfer

of title are approved, site-specific cultural resource evalua-

tions will be completed within areas which have not been
previously evaluated for cultural remains. A Class I litera-

ture review, as well as a Class III intensive field inventory

or an adequate Class II sample survey will be conducted as

appropriate (BLM Manual 8111).

If any historic or archaeological properties are found,

their eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of

Historic Places will be determined in consultation with the

SHPO (36 CFR 1204). Wh
impacts to cultural resource^

the project. If impacts are

with the SHPO to develop
eliminate adverse impacts
consult with the Advisory
tion as appropriate in

addition, BLM will consult

ican groups with aboriginal

project areas. Impacts to c

igated before project

remains are found during
will stop and BLM will be
(Arizona Supplement) prov
guidelines for both long-

administrative protection

measures will ensure comp'
toric Preservation Act of
mental Policy Act of 1969.

enever

:

feasible, BLM will avoid
by redesigning or relocating

avoidable, BLM will consult
measures to reduce or

cultural resources. BLM will

(pouncil on Historic Preserva-

with 36 CFR 800. In
appropriate Native Amer-

or historic ties to lands within
iltural resources will be mit-

begins. Ifburied cultural

Construction, the construction

notified. BLM Manual 8141
des details on agency-specific

and interim physical and
af cultural resources. These
iance with the National His-

and the National Environ-

mitigatingi

to

C
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; construction
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GLOSSARY

The following abbreviations are used in this EIS. Those
abbreviations that represent terms are defined in the glos-

sary.

ACEC
AG&FD
AMP
APS
AUM
BLM
BR
EIS
ESA
FWS
HMAP
HMP
MFP
MSA
ORV
RMP
SMSAs
USGS
VRM
WSA

TERMS

area of critical environmental concern

Arizona Game and Fish Department
allotment management plan
Arizona Public Service

animal unit month
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Reclamation
environmental impact statement

economic study area

Fish and Wildlife Service

herd management area plan

habitat management plan
management framework plan

management situation analysis

off-road vehicle

resource management plan
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

U.S. Geological Survey
visual resource management
wilderness study area

ACTIVITY PLANNING. Site-specific planning which
precedes actual development. This is the most detailed

level of BLM planning.

ADJUDICATION. The legal processing of applications,

entries, and claims to assure compliance with the pub-

lic land laws and regulations.

ADMINISTRATIVELY ENDORSED WILDERNESS
AREA. An area that the President of the United

States has recommended to Congress as suitable for

wilderness designation.

AGGLOMERATE. A rock composed largely or entirely of

angular volcanic fragments held together in a matrix.

AIR QUALITY CLASSES. Classes established by the

Environmental Protection Agency to define the

amount of air pollution considered significant within

an area. Class I applies to areas where almost any
change in air quality would be considered significant;

Class II applies to areas where the deterioration nor-

mally accompanying moderate well-controlled growth
would be considered insignificant; and Class III app-

lies to areas where deterioration up to the national

standards would be considered insignificant.

ALLOTMENT. A land area where one or more operators'

livestock graze. It generally consists of public land but

may include parcels of private and state-owned lands.

The number of livestock and the season of use are

stipulated for each allotment.

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN (AMP). A BLM
livestock grazing management plan for a specific

allotment, basec: on multiple use resource manage-
ment objectives. The AMP considers livestock grazing

in relation to other uses of the range and in relation to

renewable resources
wildlife. An AMP e

number of livestock to be

the rangeland developments

atershed, vegetation, and
stablissb.es the seasons of use, the

permitted on the range, and
needed.

ALLUVIAL. Pertaining to

deposited by water.

sediments transported and

ALLUVIAL FAN. A slopin

ment deposited by a

upland onto a plain. See

ALLUVIUM. Unconsolidated
posited by running water
clay, and various mixtures

ANDESITE. A light-colored

fan-shaped mass of sedi-

streajm where it emerges from an
Ipajada.

rock or soil material de-

mcluding gravel, sand, silt,

of these.

volcanic rock.

ANIMAL UNIT MONTH
needed to sustain one cow

(AUM). The amount of forage

or its equivalent for 1 month.

ANNUAL (EPHEMERAL) 1

pletes its life cycle and dies

Term Glossary Committee

AREA OF CRITICAL
(ACEC). With ACEC
to prevent irreparable

cultural, or scenic values

other natural systems or

an ACEC, an area must b
significance and must
change—a reduction or 1

management attention is-

ARIZONA NATURAL
cooperative effort of the

Arizona Game and Fish

zona's biological

and disseminating in

and distributions of pla

interest in the state. Bein

that are poorly unders
lations or limited

toed

ARROYO. A small steep-s

course with a flat floor.

ASPECT (VEGETATION).
inant or most commo i species

the viewer.

AUTHORIZED GRAZING
CATIONS). The total

stock annually are allovt'

Preference is apportioned

or property owned or con

see.

BAILEY-KUCHLER
that divides the United
on climate, vegetation, s

BAJADA. A broad, gently

mountain, formed by the

BASALT. A dark rock, usu

BURRO HERD. One or n
their jennies (females)

LANT. A plant that com-
in one year or less (Range
1974).

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
status public land is managed
damage to important historic,

rish and wildlife resources, or

processes. To be designated

e of national or international

be threatened by adverse

>ss of values—unless special

applied.

HERITAGE PROGRAM. A
Nature Conservancy and the

Department to maintain Ari-

diversity by collecting, analyzing,

formation on the populations

nts and animals of special

; studied are Arizona species

and species with low popu-

distribittion within Arizona.

ded and usually dry water

The appearance that a dom-
'* of vegetation gives to

PREFERENCE (QUALIFI-
number of AUMs that live-

ed to graze on public lands,

and attached to base waters

icrolled by a permittee or les-

SYSTEM. A classification system

States into ecosystems based

Is, and landform.

inclined slope at the foot of a

coalescing of alluvial fans.

ally of volcanic origin.

ore jacks 'male burros) and
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BURRO HERD AREA. The area used by free-roaming
burros during their yearly movements to obtain biolog-
ical requirements; the area occupied by wild free-

roaming burros at the passage of the Act of December
15, 1971 and limited to that area by the act, not to be
expanded by the relocating of animals.

BURRO USE AREA. An area currently being used by
burros. See Burro Herd Area.

CARRYING CAPACITY (GRAZING CAPACITY). The
greatest stocking rate possible without damaging
vegetation or related resources. It may vary from year
to year in the same area because of fluctuating forage
production (Range Term Glossary Committee, 1974).

CHAPARRAL. A vegetation type of dense brush and
shrubs, which in the EIS area occurs between 4,000
and 7,000 feet in elevation and is associated with the
following plants: mountain mahogany, shrub live

oak, desert ceanothus, cliffrose, manzanita, skunk-
bush, shrubby buckwheat, and desert needlegrass.
Chaparral provides significant forage and cover for
wildlife and livestock.

CHERRYSTEM ROAD. A dead-end road extending into
and surrounded by a wilderness study area (WSA) but
not within its boundaries. Such roads may lead to

range developments, mines, or inholdings. Cherry-
stemming is the delimiting ofWSAs to exclude a cher-
rystem road, developments, or other uses not compati-
ble with wilderness.

CRITICAL MINERALS. Minerals essential to the
national defense of the United States, which, though
difficult to procure, are easier to procure than strategic
minerals because they can be domestically produced,
obtained in more adequate quantities, or are less essen-
tial than strategic minerals. Nevertheless, critical

minerals need some degree of conservation and distri-

bution control. See Strategic Minerals.

CRITICAL WILDLIFE HABITAT. That part of the hab-
itat of a federally threatened or endangered wildlife

species that is essential to its survival and perpetua-
tion.

CRUCIAL WILDLIFE HABITAT. That part of the habi-
tat of a wildlife species that is essential to its survival
and perpetuation as a population.

CULTURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY CLASSES.

Class I—library, archival, and literature research with
consultation to identify known cultural resources.

Class II—a field inventory of an area, systematically
designed to provide a predictive model of the
nature and distribution ofthe cultural resources in
the area.

Class III—an intensive field search of all surface-
evident cultural resources for an entire area.

CULTURAL RESOURCES. Those fragile and nonre-
newable remains of human activity, occupation, or
endeavor, reflected in districts, sites, structures, build-
ings, objects, artifacts, ruins, works of art, architec-
ture, and natural features, which were ofimportance in
human events. These resources consist of (1) physical

remains, (2) areas where significant human events
occurred—even though evidence of the event no longer
remains, and (3) the environment immediately sur-
rounding the actual resource.

CULTURAL RESOURCE SITE. A physical location of
past human activities or events. Sites vary in size,

ranging from the location of a single cultural resource
object to a cluster of cultural resource structures with
associated objects and features.

CUSTODIAL GRAZING MANAGEMENT. A limited
form of rangeland management employed when the
percentage of public land is small, when public land is

scheduled to be transferred from public ownership, or
when other conditions are not conducive to intensive
management. Under custodial management, an allot-

tee is not required to follow a specified grazing system.
BLM licenses custodial allotments only for the capac-
ity of the public land but does not control overall live-

stock numbers.

ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY. The extent to which an
area represents an ecosystem or habitat in its entirety.

ECONOMIC MINERAL DEPOSIT. Any mineral deposit
of sufficient quality and quantity to produce a profit
when mined. (See Subeconomic Resource.)

ECONOMIC STUDY AREA (ESA). In this EIS, the one-
county area (Mohave County, Arizona) and the four-
county area (Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, and Yavapai
Counties, Arizona) in which the EISs are located and
whose economy would be affected by wilderness desig-
nation.

ECOTONE. A transition line or strip of vegetation
between two communities, having characteristics of
both kinds of neighboring vegetation as well as char-
acteristics of its own (Soil Conservation Society of
America, 1970).

ENDANGERED ANIMAL SPECIES. Any animal spe-
cies in danger of extinction throughout all or a signifi-

cant portion of its range. This definition excludes spe-
cies of insects that the Secretary of the Interior
determines to be pests and whose protection under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 would present an
overwhelming and overriding risk to man.

ENDANGERED PLANT SPECIES. Species of plants in
danger of extinction throughout all or a significant
portion of their ranges. Existence may be endangered
because of the destruction, drastic change, or severe
curtailment of habitat, or because of overexploitation,
disease, predation, or unknown reasons. Plant taxa
from very limited areas, e.g., the type localities only, or
from restricted fragile habitats are usually considered
endangered. See Threatened and Sensitive Plant Spe-
cies.

ENVIRONMENT. The surrounding conditions, influen-
ces, or forces that affect or modify an organism or an
ecological community and ultimately determine its

form and survival.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA). The proce-
dure for analyzing the impacts ofsome proposed action
on a given environment and the documentation ofthat
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analysis. An EA is similar to an environmental impact
statement (EIS) but is generally smaller in scope. An
EA may be preliminary to an EIS.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS). An
analytical document developed for use by decisonmak-
ers to weigh the environmental consequences of a

potential decision. An EIS should accurately portray

potential impacts on the human environment of a par-

ticular course of action and its possible alternatives.

EPHEMERAL ALLOTMENT. An allotment on which
livestock grazing is permitted when sufficient precipi-

tation and temperatures provide the potential for the

growth of abundant annual (ephemeral) vegetation.

See Perennial-Ephemeral Allotment.

EPHEMERAL RANGELAND. Rangeland that does not
consistently produce forage but periodically provides

annual vegetation suitable for livestock grazing.

EPHEMERAL VEGETATION. (See Annual Plant.)

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT
OF 1976 (FLPMA). Public law 94-579, which gives

BLM the legal authority to establish public land pol-

icy; to establish guidelines for administering such pol-

icy; and to provide for the management, protection,

development, and enhancement of the public lands.

FORAGE. All browse and herbaceous foods available to

grazing animals, which may be grazed or harvested for

feeding (Range Term Glossary Committee, 1974).

GRANDFATHERED USES. A mineral, grazing, or

right-of-way use that occurred on the land on the date

of approval of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act (FLPMA) (October 21, 1976). Under BLM
Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands
Under Wilderness Review (Appendix 2), grand-
fathered uses may continue on lands under wilderness

review in the same manner and degree as on the date of

FLPMA's approval, even if such uses impair wilder-

ness suitability. These uses, however, must be regu-

lated to ensure that they do not unnecessarily degrade
these lands.

HABITAT. A specific set of physical conditions that sur-

round the single species, a group of species, or a large

community. In wildlife management, the major com-
ponents of habitat are considered to be food, water,

cover, and living space.

HABITAT MANAGEMENT PLAN (HMP). A written

and officially approved plan (for a specific geographi-
cal area of public land) that identifies wildlife habitat
and related objectives, establishes the sequence of

actions for achieving objectives, and outlines proce-

dures for evaluating accomplishments.

HARDROCK MINING. The extraction of locatable min-
erals except for placer deposits.

HERD MANAGEMENT AREA PLAN (HMAP). Plan for

the management of a geographic area used by wild
horses or burros. AHMAP outlines details of a burro or

horse capture plan, adoption program, and long-term
management of populations.

HOHOKAM. A desert farming
middle Gila and Salt River
The Hohokam produced
buff pottery. The culture

B.C. to 1450 A.D.

INHOLDING. A parcel off

rounded by a wilderness
state or private land sur-

study area.

INSTREAM FLOW. The ajnount
needs to support in a natural
adjacent riparian habitats

INTRUSION (VISUAL RESOURCES),
vegetation, or structure)

out of context with the

A feature (land,

that is generally considered

characteristic landscape.

LITHIC SITE. A site containing
manufacture, use,_ or n|

tools.

LOCATABLE MINERAL,
mining claim filed on it

as amended.

LOCATION. The act of fixihg

claim according to law or

Any mineral that can have a

under the Mining Law of 1872

the boundaries of a mining
the claim itself.

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
use plan for public lands
objectives, and constraints

to guide the development
management of each respurc

MINERALIZED AREA,
near-surface deposits o

MANAGEMENT SITUATION
Management Situation

document describing th

planning area, including
tices and programs. Th
and analytic reference

demands, and capabilities

viding the basis for forrpul

alternatives.

MULTIPLE USE MANAGEMENT
the management of the

resource values so that
nation that will best mee|t

ofthe American people, ]

of the land for some or a
services over areas large

latitude for periodic adjustments
changing needs and cor
for less than all of the

balanced and diverse

account the long-term
renewable and nonrenevf
not limited to, recreat

watershed, wildlife and
tific and historical v
dinated management of [the

permanent impairment
and the quality of the environment
being given to the relative

not necessarily to the

/alues
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culture centered in the

drainage basins ofArizona,
characteristic type ofred-on-

flourished from about 300

of waterflow a stream
state the aquatic and

debris left from the

aintenance of flaked stone

PLAN(MFP). Aland
that provides a set of goals,

for a specific planning area

of detailed plans for the

urce.

An area that has exposures of

f potentially valuable minerals

.

ANALYSIS (MSA). A
Analysis is a BLM reference

affected environment of the

current management prac-

MSA is a basic descriptive

on resource condition, trend,

in the planning area, pro-

ating and analyzing plan

(PRINCIPLES). "...

bublic lands and their various

tjhey are utilized in the combi-
the present and future needs
naking the most judicious use
1 of these resources or related

enough to provide sufficient

in use to conform to

ditions, the use of some land
resources; a combination of

resource uses that takes into

of future generations for

able resources, including, but

range, timber, minerals,

ijish, and natural scenic, scien-

; and harmonious and coor-

various resources without
|}f the productivity of the land

with consideration

values of the resources and
cbmbination of uses that will

needs
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give the greatest economic return or the greatest unit

output." (Section 103, Federal Land Policy Manage-
ment Act of 1976.)

NATURAL AREA. Lands managed for retention of their

typical or unusual plant or animal types, associations,

or other biotic phenomena; or their outstanding scenic,

geologic, pedologic (pertaining to soils), or aquatic fea-

tures or processes.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE (ORV). Any motorized vehicle

designed for or capable of cross-country travel on or

immediately over land, water, sand, snow, ice, marsh,
swampland, or other natural terrain, excluding (a) any
registered motorboat, (b) any fire, military, emergency,
or law enforcement vehicle when used for emergencies
and any combat or combat support vehicle when used
for national defense, and (c) any vehicle whose use is

expressly authorized by the respective agency head
under a permit, lease, license, or contract.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE (ORV) DESIGNATION. This
option designates public lands open, closed, or limited

to ORV use. In recognizing ORV use of the public

lands, it establishes controls on the use and operation

of ORVs. The objective is to provide for ORV use, pro-

tect the public lands, promote user safety, and reduce
user group conflicts.

ORE. A mineral deposit ofsufficient quality and quantity
to be mined at a profit.

OVERTHRUST BELT (ZONE). An extensive zone in

western North America (believed to extend from Can-
ada to Mexico) where an overthrust fault has forced

older rocks on top ofyounger rocks. The discovery of oil

and gas in the younger rock layers has aroused much
interest in exploration throughout the belt, including
Arizona.

PERENNIAL-EPHEMERAL ALLOTMENT. An allot-

ment on which livestock are permitted to graze peren-

nial vegetation but on which additional livestock graz-

ing may be authorized should sufficient annual
(ephemeral) forage be present. See Ephemeral Allot-

ment.

PERENNIAL PLANT. A plant that has a life cycle of

three or more years (Range Term Glossary Committee,
1974).

PERENNIAL STREAM. A stream that flows throughout
the year.

PETROGLYPH. An art figure or symbol cut, carved, or

pecked into a stone surface.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC INTEGRITY. Extent to which an
area represents a landform in its entirety.

PICTOGRAPH. An art figure or symbol drawn or

painted on a stone surface.

PLACER DEPOSIT. An alluvial or glacial deposit, as of

sand or gravel, containing particles of gold or other

valuable minerals.

PLACER MINING. The extraction of heavy minerals
from a placer deposit by concentration in running
water. Placer mining includes ground sluicing, pan-

ning, shoveling gravel into a sluice, scraping by power
scraper, and excavation by drag line.

PLUTON. A body of igneous rock that solidified below
the surface.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION. Non-
motorized and nondeveloped types of outdoor recrea-

tion (hiking, backpacking, camping, and hunting).

PRIMITIVE AREAS. Areas established to preserve, pro-

tect, and enhance lands of scenic splendor, natural
wonder, scientific interest, primitive environment, and
other natural values for the enjoyment and use of pres-

ent and future generations. BLM primitive areas are

managed to maintain the same quality.

PROSPECT. An attempt to determine mineral values or

the site of this attempt.

PRUDENT MAN RULE. The Prudent Man Rule is the

test of discovery used by the Department of the Inte-

rior. The test determines
".

. . where minerals have been found and the evi-

dence is of such a character that a person of ordi-

nary prudence would be justified in the further

expenditure of his labor and means, with a reason-
able prospect of success, in developing a valuable
mine, the requirements of the statutes have been
met."

This test has been approved by the Supreme Court of

the United States in many cases (e.g., Chrisman v.

Miller, 197 US 313 (1905); Best v. Humboldt Placer
Mining Company, 371 US 334 (1963); U.S. u. Coleman,
390 US 599 (1968).

PUBLIC LAND. Federal lands administered by the

Bureau of Land Management.

RANGELAND (RANGE). Land dominated by vegeta-

tion that can be grazed or browsed and whose hus-
bandry is provided routinely through grazing man-
agement instead of renovation or cultural treatment.

RANGELAND DEVELOPMENT. A structure, devel-

opment, or action used together with good manage-
ment practices and land use planning recommenda-
tions (1) to rehabilitate, protect, and improve public

land and its resources; (2) to arrest rangeland deterio-

ration; and (3) to improve forage condition, fish and
wildlife habitat, watershed protection, and livestock

production.

RAPTOR. A bird of prey with sharp talons and strongly
curved beak.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN (RMP). A BLM
planning document that presents systematic guide-

lines for making resource management decisions for a

resource area. An RMP is based on an analysis of an
area's resources, their existing management, and their

capability for alternative uses. RMPs are issue-

oriented and developed by an interdisciplinary team
with public participation.

RHYOLITE.
origin.

A silica-rich fine-grained rock of volcanic
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RIPARIAN. Situated on or pertaining to the bank of a

river, stream, or other body of water. Riparian is nor-

mally used to refer to the plants of all types that grow
near bodies of water.

ROADLESS. The absence of roads that have been
improved and maintained by mechanical means to

ensure relatively regular and continuous use. A way
maintained solely by the passage of vehicles does not

constitute a road.

SCHIST. Any of various medium- to coarse-grained

metamorphic rocks composed of laminated, often

flaky, parallel layers of chiefly micaceous minerals.

SCOPING. An early and open process for determining

the scope of issues to be addressed in an EIS and for

identifying the significant issues related to a proposed

action. Scoping may involve public meetings, field

interviews with representatives of agencies and inter-

est groups, discussions with resource specialists and
managers, and written comments in response to news
releases, direct mailings, and articles about the pro-

posed action and scoping meetings.

SEGREGATION. Any action such as a withdrawal or

allowed application (exchange) that suspends the

operation of the general public land laws. To separate

or set apart; to remove lands from the operati n of part

or all the public land mineral laws.

SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES. Plants whose popula-

tions are consistently small and widely dispersed, or

whose ranges are restricted to a few localities, such
that any appreciable reduction in numbers, habitat

availability, or habitat condition might lead toward
extinction. Sensitive plants also include species rare in

one locality (such as in Arizona) but abundant else-

where. See Endangered and Threatened Plant Species.

SITE (ARCHAEOLOGICAL). A physical location where
human activities or events occurred.

SOCIOCULTURAL RESOURCES. Plac.es, objects,

structures, and things of importance to „ subgroup or

population at large. Included are values that reflect the

concepts, religion, social heritage, habits, skills, arts,

and lifestyles of a given people.

SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES. Those wildlife species

either federally listed as endangered or threatened,

state-listed, or listed by BLM as sensitive.

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA
(SMSA). A county that contains at least one city of

50,000 residents or more and as many adjacent coun-

ties as are metropolitan in character and are socially

integrated with that central city or cities.

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER
(SHPO). The official within each state, authorized by
the state at the request of the Secretary of the Interior,

to act as a liaison for implementing the National His-

toric Preservation Act of 1966.

STRATEGIC MINERALS. Minerals essential to the

national defense, for the supply of which the United

States is wholly or in part dependent upon sources

outside its continental limits and for which strict mea-

sures are needed to control conservation and distribu-

tion.

SUBECONOMIC MINERAL
eral deposits of sufficient

quality to be mined at

tions. See Economic Min

DEPOSIT. Known min-
quantity but insufficient

profit under present condi-

iral Deposit.

SUPPLEMENTAL WILDERNESS
ces not required for an
ness but that are considered

ness potential of an
ecological, geologic, and
educational, scenic, or

VALUES. Resour-

to be designated a wilder-

in assessing the wilder-

area. Such values include
other features of scientific,

historical value.

THREATENED ANIMAL
cies likely to become endangered
able future throughout
range. See Endangered

SPECIES. Any animal spe-

within the foresee-

or a significant part of its

Animal Species.

all

THREATENED PLANT
that are likely to become
seeable future throughout
their ranges, including

very rare, or depleted. S
and Sensitive Plant Sp

SPECIES. Species of plants

endangered within the fore-

all or a significant portion of

species categorized as rare,

Endangered Plant Species

ecies.

TUFF. A rock formed of compacted
that are generally small
diameter.

UTILIZATION (FORAGE)
rent year's forage const

animals. Utilization is u,

tage.

VEGETATION TYPE. A pjl

guishable characteristic^?

vegetation present.

VEHICLE WAY. A vehicle

tained solely by the passage

VISITOR DAY. 12 visitor

gated continuously, inteif

by one or more people.

VISUAL RESOURCE
SES. Classification

maintaining or enhanciiji

the kinds of structures

meet established visual

and

WILDERNESS. An uncultf

ally roadless area set asii

conditions. According to

Act of 1964.

A wilderness, in

man and his own wor
hereby recognized as

its community of li

where man himself
remain. An area ofw
mean in this Act an
land retaining its

ence, without
habitation, which is

to preserve its

fe

; permanent
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volcanic fragments
er than four millimeters in

The proportion of the cur-

ied or destroyed by grazing
sually expressed as a percen-

ant community with distin-

described by the dominant

route established and main-
of motor vehicles.

hours, which may be aggre-

mittently, or simultaneously

MANAGEMENT (VRM) CLAS-
con|taining specific objectives for

g visual resources, including

nodifications acceptable to

ioals.

vated, uninhabited, and usu-

e for preservation of natural

section 2(c) of the Wilderness

contrast with those areas where
ks dominate the landscape, is

an area where the earth and
are untrammeled by man,

is a visitor who does not
ilderness is further defined to

area of undeveloped Federal

pjrimeval character and influ-

improvements or human
protected and managed so as

natural conditions and which (1)
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generally appears to have been affected primarily
by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's
work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstand-
ing opportunities for solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at least five

thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to

make practicable its preservation and use in an
unimpaired condition; and (4) may also contain
ecological, geological, or other features of scien-

tific, educational, scenic, or historical value.

WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA). A roadless area or
island that has been inventoried and found to have
wilderness characteristics as described in section 603
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act and
section 2(c) ofthe Wilderness Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 891).

WITHDRAWAL. An action that restricts the disposal of
public lands and holds them for specific public pur-
poses; also, public lands that have been dedicated to
public purposes.
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Alternatives, Description of

All Wilderness
No Wilderness/No Action .

.

Proposed Action
Cultural Resources
Desert Bighorn Sheep
Desert Tortoise

Economic Impact
Interdisciplinary Team
Livestock Operations
Mineral and Energy Resources
Mitigating Measures
Motorized Recreation

Protected Plant Species

Recreation

Riparian
Scoping
Social Attitudes

Water Quality
Wilderness Review Process . .

.

Wilderness Study Areas
Baboquivari Peak WSA
Coyote Mountains WSA ....

Hells Canyon WSA
Mount Wilson WSA
Picacho Mountains WSA . .

.

White Canyon WSA
Wildlife Habitat

4,7
4,7

4,7
.. 2

.. 2

2,8

.. 2

, 13, 49

13,51

13,49
31,52
29,51
.... 3

.... 2

... 67

.... 3

28,49
62

, 29, 50

3

, 29, 50

, 33, 54

,2,6,7

27,51
.... 1

1,11
1, 10

. 1,8
• 1,7
1,10

. 1,9

37, 60

35, 58

30,51
27,49

, 33, 56

,31,53
2, 3, 29
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